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A river 

Of 

many 

waters ... 
This is how we can 

describe the ancient 
culture of India, 

Through the ages 
It has grown Jike a 

mighty river to 
which many streams 

bring their watery 
tributes. To take only 

her dance forms* it 
is amazing to think 

how many different 
regions have contri¬ 

buted to their uni¬ 
que richness and 

variety—the Chou 
dance of Orissa, the 

Garba of Gujeratp 
Madhya Bharat's 

Lambadi* South 
India's Kaihak&li or 

Bharat Natyant orp 
say, the Naga dance 

of the Assam hi!It. 

The net-work of ihe 
Indian Railways embr a* 
ces all these widely 

dispersed regions* 

RAILWAY 
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THIS JOURNEY TOOK FORTY YEARS 

It's a long way from a students cycle 

rally to India s most modern bicycle 

factory. A young man, a keen cyclist, 

started off in life way back In 1910. 

opening a cycle trading firm with a 

capital of a few hundred rupees. The 

venture matured in time Into the Rs. 1 

crore Sen-Raleigh factory near Asansol, 

opened In 19S2, 

A truly national enterprise —with 

Indian capital and management and 

technicians, almost a I! Indian—which is 

progressing vigorously. The Imported 

value of components has dropped from 

80% in 1952 to a bare 3^ today; 

producton of bicycles has jumped 

sm¬ 
ite Sen-Ratelgh factory is not only 

helping to make India self-sufficient 

but has put the Indian bicycle industry 

on the world map as regards quality 

and technical excellence, 

SEN-RALEIGH INDUSTRIES OF INDIA LTD., CALCUTTA 



Wherever you go in this vast and 

ancient land, there is always some¬ 

thing that you have not seen before. 

Something to arrest your eye and to 

give it delight. Places, people, 

customs, festivals, dances, handicrafts 

—all have such an endless variety 

that your discovery of India is never 

complete. 
You cannot generalise about India, 

You can only travel and discover, 

and wonder at the diversity. 

AND WHEREVER YOU GO. to the 

foothills of the Himalayas or 

the sea coast on the South, there is 

the full rich flavour of Wills’ 

gold flake, to enhance your 

enjoyment of beautiful things. 

Permit us one generalisation— 

Wherever you go, they're good. 

mei by The Imperial Tobacco Company of India Limliedi 



OFFSET 
PRINTING PAPER 

Rohtas Industries paper factory bas now started 
production of offset printing paper. Whether it is 

printing of calendars, greetings cards, labels or 
booklets in black-and-white or multicolour, Rohtas 
offset paper wifi solve the problem. 

ROHTAS INDUSTRIES LTD. 
Dal ml in agar, Bihar 

LARGEST producers of papers and boards in the country 



men of faith 
"From morntfij! ti tE I ale at nig}, c r h<r Tdfa offices m 

- Bombay were beabfta by on £ag£T crowd of irK'iltDr*. Old 
and ]WUrt£3 rfcfr and pqar> in^rt and u&jikh, th*> naniS 
c/jrrLirg [heir mftfj ; *Tiifa tfi (fie end of three u^r-ts* the 
entire fa^iral rtqufrfd far tJw CtmJtTUCUcn requirement!* 
£ i,6jQjDm <dvrr Ki. a ctotw)* was if aired „ cv<v penny 
amtritofd fcy imm* Saqoo Initani.1* 

^Axe\ Sdlilm 

India's first venture Into heavy Industry. 

The Tata Iron & Steel Company, was thus 

launched on 28th. August, 1907, with over¬ 

whelming support from investors and the 

public. Its growth into the country's largest 

single private enterprise and the principal 

steel producer was not without struggles 

and he attache sr In the 1920’s when the 

very existence of the Company was 

at stake, there were many stout¬ 

hearted investors whose faith 

never faltered, and who 

cheerfully accepted the risks 

of a pioneering enterprise. 

TATA STEEL 

70-OHT M 
Mr.Rash Behan Law 
cf tj-B OmiLi'cilIi; 

Street»Gpkutta'6.,, one 

of the Jfnt ahtjrdhg-Uei Jh 
u'ho uilE hdds 
in the Companj. 

TN T7J4 ThrTnta and Free! Ce-Dpinj LLtEdird 



"1+ 

has no equal 
Ifc has 2,000 years 

of proved efficacy 

to make your 
gums healthy 
and teeth sturdy 

Aee/n 
TOOTH PASTE 

the only tooth paste containing 

active ingredients of NtEM com¬ 

bined with essential medicaments 

used in any modem tooth paste 

Folder on 
Meem and Dental 

Care sent on request 

THE CALCUTTA CHEMICAL CO., LTD. 
CALCUTTA-!? 
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A ri rtoele bad met dacnbed 

hii popiSp Alc™der tk Great. 

#1 etlany b v&t: mm e£ action. 

man of logic* Tomanac dreams. 

Wjcvcf b magic and 10 cm 

tike Alexander, wt too 

have become many i& ooe- 

At birth. wr were 

ckrliEM^d Teaade Machinery 

CwpatiliMl Umrccd, Of 

tnikert of textile nuduKy, 

and over tic ytm we toe 

nude many nKb machines. 

Bos we did oot atop bere- 

Tte 4,500 Jtremg TciinacO, 

today manufactures * ^ riJ1-?c 
of cfigmwttnp prodtieax—cotton 

and jute textile machinery, 

iodarrml and toCMnotiwe 

vmtk* itnel boilcfl, pfPHUJC 

uructurab. railway rolling 

hkIc, tttgtr mill machinery 

ited casting? and toon Wli 

die Lmplejnfffltanwt of Mir 

Mw project; now under 

V.-3Y, we weuEd become yet 

many more in oiw- 

Whaiever Alexander did, 

tue waA inspired by die 

ibodgbt of adding freib 

glory w ik name of 

Motion. Wlatt« we 

mipht do. there o a 

langEe Jiffl iliot directs 

qqt actmttf*-^ri*e prOpci 
^dJi^riori of all our 

rcvttircc*. to mimlfaetilM 

quality machinery— 

machinery w help India 

IndintTiabc 5*d bong 

perrtpCMty ta her teeming 

jplibopa^ 

basic Hiduttrht 
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INDIAN STUDIES 
PAST & PRESENT 

Vol* I. October, 1959 No. 1. 

Vice*Prc6ident 

of India 

Now Delhi 

August 94, 1959. 

Dear Sri Chattopadbyaya, 

Thank yon for your letter of the 23rd. July, 

I am glad to know that you are bringing 

out a quarterly on "Indian Studies, Past and Present*. We owe 

a great deal to the work of Western orientalists and with their 

help we have rediscovered our own heritage. Today we want 

to find out what is living and what ie dead in it. We nee what 

ia valuable and scrap what is not, I wish your journal success- 

Yours sincerely 

S. Badhakrishnan. 

4i7.a 

..jnA 



INDIAN STUDIES : PAST & PRESENT 1 .o/- 

Ao enormous amount of the boat confertbationa to the Indian 

studies, lying buried as these do in thB brittle pages of rare 

periodicals, are not available for the general readers ; even the 

specialists often face difficulties to have access to these. One of 

the main purposes of IndiSA Studies i Post <£ Present is to recover 

and reprint these. The other purpose is to publish standard 

contributions to the subject by contemporary scholars. 

* * * a 

Excepting lor the obviously necessary changes made in the 

footnotes, and rearranging these at the end, as ia the Gorman 

original,—Butler's Indian Paleography ia a verbatim reprodnetioo 

of the text as it was published in the Indian Antiquary, 'Vol. XXXIII, 

1904* Appendix, We are grateful to the Genera) Secretary, 

Asiatic Society of Bengal, (or providing ua with a typed copy of 

the text, which we have used for the press. Sri S. Chaudhnri, 

the librarian of tho Society, has also helped us in various ways. 

Prof eager D. D, Kosauabi’a Drcofi and Pururavas originally 

appeared in the Journal 0/ fAa Bombay Branch of the Boyal Asiatic 

Society. VoL 97, 1951. For the purpose of reprinting it in its 

present form, the author has kindly revised the script extensively 

(mainly by way of adding new materials and the illustrations). 

It is regretted, however, that no proof could be offered to him. 

Sri A. Mitre's Census, 1962 S the paper read by him at the 

Symposium os 1961 at tho 46th. Indian Science Congress. 

a 

CENTRAL ARCHAEOLOG1GAA 
LIBRARY, NEW DELHI, 



GEORG BUHLER,—1837-98. 

F. MAX-MULLBR 

It Is not often thut the inth of a scholar startles and grieves hig follow-workers as the 

death of my old friend. Dr. Bnbler, hag startled and grieved on allf whether in Germany, 

England, Franco, or India, Sanskrit scholarship has indeed been tin fortunate ; it has often 

lost young and most promising scholars in the very midat of their career : and though 

Df. Btihler was si tty-one yea re of ago when ho died, he was still hq young and vigorous in 

body and mind that he made us forget hia age, holding his place valiantly among the jtRojKXol 

of the small army of genuine Indian students, and confidently looking forward to many victories 

and conquests that wore still in store for him. By many of us ho was considered almost 

indispensable for the successful progress of Sanskrit scholarship—but who is indispensable in 

this world ?—and great hopes were centred on him as likely to spread new light on some 

of the darkest corners in the history of Sanskrit literature. 

On the 8th of April last* while enjoying alone in a small boat a beautiful evening on 

the Lake of ConstanceK he seems to have lost an oar, and in trying to recover it, to have 

overbalanced himself- As we think of the cold waves closing over our dear friend, we feel 

stunned and speechless before so groat and ora el a calamity. It seems to disturb the regular 

and harmonious working of the world in which wo live, and which each naan arranges 

for himself and interprets in his own way. It makes us feel the littleness and uncertainty 

of all our earthly plans* however important and safe they may seem in our own ayes. 

Ho who for so many years wag the Very life of Sanskrit scholarship, who helped us, guided us, 

corrected as in oar different researches, is gone i and yet wo mn&fc go on as well as we can, 

and try to honour his memory in the best way in which it may be honoured—not by idle tears, 

but by honest work. 

Non hoc praedpuutn amicorum tnueus eet, prosequi dafunctum ignavo qaosta, sed quae 

valuer it m r minis se4 quae mandaverit OKsequi. 

A scholars life ia beat writ ten in his own books : and though I have promised to write 

a biographical notice for the Journal of th* Royal Aziatia Society, in which he took so warm 

and active ao interest* I have tp confess that of the personal circumstances of my old friendp 

Dr, Buhler, I have but little to say. ^bat I know of him are his books and pamphlets as 

they came out in rapid succession. and were always sent to me by their author. Our long and 

never-interrupted friendship was chiefly literary* and for many years had to be carried on by 

correspondence only. He was a man who# when once one knew him. was always the same. 

He had hie heart in the right place, and there was no mistaking his words. He never spoke 

differently to different people, for* like s brave and honest man, he had the courage of his 

opinions. He thought what he said, he never thought what he ought to say. Ho belonged to 

no clique, he did not even try to found what is called a school. He had many pupils, followers, 

1 
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K-nd admirers, but they knew but too well that though ho praised them and halped them on 

whenever he could* he detested nothing more than to bo praised by hla pnpila id return. It wag 

another charming feature of bis character that be never forgot any kindness however small, 

which one bad rendered him* Me was kp^jTin in the real sense of the word- I bad been abler 

At the vary beginning of his career, to render him a email service by obtaining for hhn ah 

appointment in India, He never forgot it, and whenever there waa an opportunity be proved 

big sincere attach moot to Qie by ever so many small, hut not therefore less voidable* Acts of 

kindness Wo always exchanged onr books And, our views on every subject that occupied our 

interest in Sanskrit scholarship, and though we sometimes differed, we always kept in touch. 

We Agreed thoroughly on one point—that it did not matter who was right, hut only what was 

right. Moat of the work that had to be done by Sanskrit scholars in the past* and will have 

to bo done for soma time to come, is necessarily pioneer work, and nioneera must bold together 

even though they arc separated at limes while reconnoitring in different directions. Bubler 

could hold his own with great pertinacity ; but he never forgot that in the progress of 

knowledge the left foot is as essential as the right* No one, however* was more willing to 

confer a mistake them ho was when be saw that ho had been in the wrong* Ho was, in fact* 

one oF the few scholars with whom it was a real pleasure to differ, because be wag always 

straighfcforwa d, and because there was nothing mean or selfish in biuii whether ha defended 

the Fhrvu-pak^a, the Uttaia-pakga, or the Siddhunta. 

Of the circumstances of his life, all X know is that ho was the eon of a clergyman, that 

he was born at Borstel, 19th July, 1837, near Nlenburg in tha then kingdom of Hanover* 

that he frequented the public school at Hanover* and in 1355 went to the University of 

Gottingen- The professors who chiefly taught and influenced him there wore Sanppe* E, 

Curtius, Ewald, and Benfoy. Bor the list lie felt a well-deserved and almost enthusiastic 

admiration. Ho was no doubt Benfey'a greatest pupil, and wo can heat understand his own 

work if wo remember in what school ho was brought up. After taking hia degree in 1858 ha 

went to Paris, London, and Oxford, in order to copy and collate Sanskrit and chiefly Yedia 

MSB. It was In London and Oxford that our acquaintance^ and very soon onr friendship, 

began. I quickly recognised in him the worthy pupil of Ben fey. He had learnt how to 

distinguish between what was truly important in Sanskrit literature and what was not, and 

from ao early time had fixed hie attention chiefly on its historical aspects It was tha fashion 

for a time to imagine that it one had learnt Sanskrit grammar, and was able to construe a 

few texts that had been published and translated before, one was a Sanskrit scholar. Eft bier 

looked upon this kind of scholarship m good enough lor tha vulgns profauum, but no one 

was a real scholar In his eyes who could not stand on hia own feet, and fight big own way 

through new texts and commentaries, who could not publish what had net been published 

before, who could not translate what had not been translated before, Mistakes were, of 

course* unavoidable in this kind of pioneering work, or what is called original research, but 

such mistakes aro no disgrace to a scholar, but rather an honour* Where should wo be but 

for the mistakes of Bopp and Burnouf, of Cham pc Ilian and Talbot ? 

Though Biihlar had learnt from Benfy the Importance of Yedie studies as tbe true 

foundation of Sanskrit scholarship, and had devoted much time to this branch of learning, 
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be did Dot publish much of the results of bis own Yadia researches. Ilia paper on Farjonya, 

however, published in 1SG2 in Ben fey's Orient «fl(i Occident, vol. f, p. 314, showed that bo 

eoold not only decipher the old Yedio texts, but that bo bad thoroughly mastered the 

principles o[ Comparative Mythology* a new science which owed its very existence let the 

discovery of the Vedio Hymns, and was not very popular at the time with those who 

disliked the trouble of studying a new language* He wished to prove what Grimm had suspected* 

that Parjanya, Lith,—Pevkanafli Onlt—Porkons, Slav—Penm, was one of the deities wor¬ 

shipped by the ancestors of &ho whole Aryan race, and in spite of the usual frays and 

bickerings* the main point of his argument has never been shaken, 1 saw much of him at 

that time, wo often worked together, and the index to my History of Ancient Sanskrit 

Literature was eh icily his work. The most Important lesson which he had learnt from 

Ben fey showed itself in the quickness with which ho always seized on whatever was really 

impart ant in the history of the literature of India. He did not write simply in order to show 

what bo could do, hut always in order to forward our knowledge of ancient India. This 

explains why, like Benfsy's hooka, Biihlcr^ own publications, even bis smallest essays, are 

ns useful today as they were when lirat published* Bonfoy s edibion of the Indian fables 

of the Paficatantra produced a real revolution at the time of its publications* 1^ opened 

our eyes to a fact hardly suspected before* how important a part m Sanskrit literature 

had been acted by Buddhist writers. Wo learnt in fact that the distinction between the 

works of Brabmaniu and Buddhist authors had been far too sharply drawn, and that in 

their literary pursuits their relation had been for a long time that of friendly rivalry rather 

than of hostile opposition. Beiifey showed that these Sanskrit fables of India had came 

to us through Buddhist hand9, and had travelled from India step by step, station by st^tsoDi 

through ’Pablavb Persian, Arabic. Hebrew, Lx tin, and the modern languages of Europe* till 

they supplied even La font aide with some of his most charming Eabli aiix+ Ben fey was in 

many respect a the true successor of Lassen in calling the attention of Sanskrit scholars 

to what are called in German the Beiilia of Sanskrit scholarship. Tic was boH enough to 

publish the text and translation of the Sdmaveda, and the glossary appended to this 

edition marked the first determined advance into the dark regions of \ odic i;■ bought Though 

some of his interpretations may now be antiquated he did as much as was possible at the 

time, and nothing is more painful than to sec scholars of a later generation speak slightingly 

of a mun who was a giant before they were boro. Bcnfey's various Sanskrit grammars 

founded as they are on the great classiest grammar of Pmm, bold their own to the 

present day, and are Indispensable to every careful student of Panioi, while his History of 

Sanskrit Philology is a real masterpiece, and remains still fcha only work in which that 

important chapter of modern scholarship can be safety studied, 

Buhlcr was imbued with the same spirit that had guided Beuby, and everyone ol hie 

early contributions to Beufeys Orient und Occident touched upon foujo realty important 

question, even though he may not always have nettled it. In his article on Ms, for 

instance fO. u. Oh" voL I, p. 608), which was evidently written under the influence of 

Curtiua1 recent warning that Seoa could not be equated with 't-J-- ^ud Sk,- deva without 

admitting a phonetic anomaly, ho suggested that Ms as well a0 tbo Old Norge diaft 
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'gods1* might h0 derived from & root dAI, "to tbinlr, to be wise/ Often aa we discussed their 

etymology together— nod it was more than & mere etymology, because an it depended the 

question whether the oldest Aryan name of the god a in general was derived from the bright 

powers of nature or from the abstract idea of divine wisdom— he could never persuade 

me that these two branches of the Aryan race,, the Greek and the Scandinavian, should 

have derived the general name for their gods from a root different from that which 

the other branches had used* viz,, div* 'to be brilliant', and from which they had formed 

the most important cluster of mythological names, such as Kens, Jovis, Diespiter, Din, 

Diana, etc* I preferred lo admit a phonetic rather than a mythological anomaly. If I 

could not persuade him he could not persuade me, et ad hue sub judice lie ost ! 

Several more etymologies from his pen followed in the same Journal, all connected with 

some points of general interest, all ingenious, even if Dot always convincing. In all these 

discussions he showed himself free from all prejudices, and much ns he admired hia 

teacher, professor Benfey± ha freely expressed hia divergence from him when necessary, 

though always in that respectful tone which a would have observed in ancient 

India when differing from hia pvrH. 

While ho was in Oxford, he frequently expressed to mo his great wish to get an 

appointment in India. I wrote at his desire to the late Mr. Howard, who was then 

Director of Public Instruction in Bombay, and to my great joy got the promise of an 

appointment for Sublet. Bub, tin fortunately, when he arrived at Bombay, there was no 

vacancy, Mr, Howard was absent* and for a time Buhler's position was extremely painful. 

But he was not to be diabeurteneiL He soon made the acquaintance of another friend 

of mine at Bombay, Sir Alexander Grant, and obtained through him tbo very position for 

which ha had been longing. In 1865 he began Ids lectures at the Blphinfltone College, 

and proved himself most successful as a lecturer und a teacher. His power of work 

was grout, even in the enervating climate of InjJiaj and there always is work bo do in 

India for people who are willing to do work. He soon made the acquaintance of influ* 

ential men, and he was chosen by Mr, (now Sir) Raymond West bo co-operate with 

him in producing their famous Diga&t rj Hindu Laws, Hs supplied the Sanskrit, Sir 

Raymond West the legal material!, and the work, first published In 1807, is still consi¬ 

dered the highest authority on the au hi acts of the Hindu [jaws of Inheritance and 

Partition. But BiihWs iutercet went deeper. He agreed with mo that the matrical 

Law-books of Ancient India were preceded by legal Sutras belonging to what I called 

the 8Ttbr&'peno& These Sutras may really be ascribed to the cud of the Yedtc period, and 

in their earliest form may have been anterior io the Indo-Scythko conquest of the 

country, though the fixing of real dates at that period is well-nigh an impossibility* 

When at a much later time I conferred with him on the plan of publishing series 

of translations of the Sacred Booh of the Baits he was ready and prepared to under¬ 

take tha translation of these Siitraa, ho far aa they had been preserved in in MSS. 

Some of these MSS., tbo importance of which I bad pointed ont as early as 1859 in 

my IJhtoTjf of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, I hfLnfad 0T&r to him ; othera lie had 

collected himself while in India. The tw0 vjumog in which hia translation of the legal 
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butras of Ap&stambii! Gjntuna, YmI^IuLi and Bati^hayaua are contained, have b&ea 

amongst the most popular of the series, and I hope I shall be able to publish a new 

edition of them with note* prepared by him br that purpose. In IS8S followed bia 

translation of the Laws of llanu, which, if he had followed the uumpls of others, ho 

might well have called hie own, but which he gave as founded cn that of Sir William Jo nee j 

carefully re vised and corrected with the help of seven native com militaries. Those wore 

substantial works, sufficient to establish the reputation of any scholar, but with him they 

were by-work only, undertaken in order to oblige a friend and fallow-worker. These 

translations kept ns in frequent correspondency in which more them one important ques¬ 

tion chug to bo dlscusasd. One of them was the question of whit caused the gap between 

the Vedic period, of which these Sutras may be considered m the latest outcome, and the 

period of that Qinato metrical literature which, in my lectures on India delivered at 

Cambridge in 1884,1 bed ventured to treat as the period of the Renaissance of Sanskrit 

literature, subsequent to the invasion and occupation of India by Indo-Scy Lilian or Turanian 

tribes. 

It was nesessary to prove this onea for all, for there were scholara who went on 

claiming for the author cf the Laws of Mann. nay, for Kalidasa and Lis coo temporaries, a 

date before the beginning of out era. What I wanted to prove wan, that nothing of what 

wo actually possessed of that ornate (alaisikura) metrical literature, nor anything written 

in the continuous ituka, could possibly be assigned to a time previous to the Judo-Scythian 

invasion. The chronological limits which I suggested for this interregnum were from 100 B C. 

to 3ftQ A.D Th&so limits, may seem too narrow on either aide to some scholars* bub I 

believe I ain not overstating my case if I say that at present it is generally admitted that 

what w& call the Laws of Mann are &uhsequent tot ho SHmayu-Karika or Dh&rma-sutra, 

and that Ktilidnsa's poetical activity belong to the siitb, nay* if Professor Kielhorn is right, 

even to the end of tho fifth century A. D-, and that ftH other Sanskrit poems which we 

Possess ara still later, Bilhler’e brilliant discovery consisted in proving, not that any of 

tho literary works which we possess could ho referred to a pro-Gupta date* but that fpscimena 

of ornate poetry occurred again and again in pre Gupta inscriptions, an 1, what 13 oven more 

important* that the peculiar character of those mouu mental poems presupposed on the part 

of their poets, provincial or otherwise, an acquaintance, if not with the Alum Lira sUtras 

which wo possess, at all events with some of their prominent rules. In this way the 

absence or non-preservation of all greater literary com positions that could be claimed for 

the period from B. 0. 100 to 300 A. D. became even more strongly accentuated by iMhlefg 

discoveries. It might bo said, of course* that India is a large country, an I that literature 

might have been absent in one part of the Indian Peninsula and yet flourishing in another ; 

just as even in the small Peninsula of Greece, literary culture had its heyday at Athena 

while it was withering away in Lacedaemon. But literature* particularly poetry, can never 

bg quite annihilated. I^or is this the question. The question Is, why was it preser -ed, &!fcet 

the rise of the national Gupta dynasty, in the only waya in which at that time it could 

bi preserved in Indies either by memory or by the multiplication of copies, cbic-tly in Royal 

libraries under tho patronage of Rrijlifl, whither oF Indian or alien origin--and 
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why is there at present, as far as manuscripts are concerned, an almost complete 

Liter ary blank from the end o t the Yedie literature to the beginning of the fourth 

century A, D. 7 

The important fact which Is admitted by Btibler, as well aa by myself, is this —that 

whatever literary compositions tusy have existed before 300 A. L>., in, poetry or even in 

prose, nothing remains of them at present, and that there must sorely be a reason for Lt+ 

Here it was Buhler who, in the Tran sac Cions of Ike Far u no dcacfriw&i/, 1890, came to my 

help* drawing per attention to the important feet that among certain recently published 

ancient inscriptions, eighteen of which are dateable, two only can with any probability be 

proved to be anterior to what I called the four blank centuries between 100 B C. to 300 A.D+ 

(See India, p. 353.) There occur verses wSiicb prove quite clearly that the ornate style 

of Sanskrit poetry was by no menus unknown in earlier times- The as yet undeveloped germs 

of that ornate poetry may even go back much further* and may be traced in portions of 

the Brubmanas and in some Buddhisticwritings ; but their full development at the time of 

these Sanskrit inscriptions was clearly established for the first time by Bsihler'a valuable 

remarks. So far wo were quite agreed, nor do T know of any arguments that have been 

advanced against Bnhler'e historical views. There may he difference of opinion ae to the 

exact dates of the Sanskrit Gamer inscription of Bud ra dam an and the Frakrt Nzlsik 

inscription of Fulumayi, but they contain sufficient indications that an ornate, though perhaps 

less elaborate stylo of poetry! not far removed from the epic style, prevailed in India 

during the second century A. D. All the evidence accessible on that point has been care- 

folly collected by my friend, anil reflects the greatest honour on hie familiarity with the 

Sanskrit Alatpkura poetry. But the fact remains all the same that nothing was preserved 

of th&t poetry before 300 A. D. ; and that of what we possess of Sanskrit Klivya literature, 

nothing can for the present be traced buck much beyond 5L0 A. J3- We must hope that th+> 

time may sonn come when the original component parts of the ancient epic poetry, nay, 

even the philosophical Barman ag„ may be traced back with certainty to times before the Indo- 

Bcylhian Invasion. IE is well known that the Mahnhhurata and the Povantus am mentioned 

by name during fehe Siibra period, and we cannot be far wrong in supposing that something 

like what we posses now of these works may have existed then. Bubler was full of hopo 

that it might l:e possible to fix some of the dates of these popular works at a much earlier 

time than m assigned to them by most scholars. I was delighted to sea him boldly claim 

for the Veda also a greater antiquity than I had as yet ventured to suggest for it* and it 

seemed to mo that our two theories could stand so well side by side that it was my hope 

that T should he able to bring out, w[th bis co-operation, a new and much improved edition 

of my chapter ou the Benaissanca of Sanskrit Literature. I doubt whether I shall he able 

to do this now without his help, The solution of many of the historical and chronological 

questions also, which remain still unanswered, will no doubt be delayed hy the sudden death 

ot the scholar who took them most to heart, but it is not likely to be forgotten again among 

the problems which our younger Sanskrit scholars have to deal with, if they wish truly to 

honour the memory and follow in the footsteps of one of the greatest and most useful Sanskrit 

scholars of our days. 
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Thesa chronological questions were, of course, intimately connectod with the 

data of the Sanskrit alphabets and the i fit redaction of writing into India, which 

produced a written, in p]aee of tile ancient purely mnemonic Literature of the century. There, 

too, we had a coni men interest, and I gladly handed over to him, for hli own purpose^ 

a M3, sent to nio from Japan that tamed out to he the oldest Sanskrit MS. then known 

to exists. that of the Fr&hrupiiraDaifcftHhpdaya'Blitra. It had been preserved on two palm' 

leaves in the Monastery of HormxL in Japanh since 009 A, D,p and, of course* went back 

to a madi earlier time, as the leaves seam t-o have travailed from India through China* 

before they ranched Japan. B Shier sent me a Long paper of pilaographical remarks on this 

Horinzi palm-leaf MS, which form a most valuable Appendix to ray edition of it. Thus wo 

remained always united by our work and I had the great satisfaction of being able to send 

him the copy of Asr&gho^a’s Buddha-cartEa, which my Japanese pupils had copiad for me 

at Pans, rind which, whether AsvaghoRa’s data is referred to the drat or the fifth century A,D.P 

when it was translated into Chinese, represents as yet the only complete specimen oE that 

ornate scbolagGic work which, as ho had proved from numerous inscriptions* must have existed 

previous to the Eenaiasance. Thus o&r common work went on* if not always on the 

same pkn^ at all events on the same ground- Wo never Lost touch with each other, and 

were never brought nearer together than when for a time we differed on certain moot points. 

1 have here dwelt on the most important works only which are characteristic oE the 

man* and which will for ever mark the place of Euhler in the history of Sanskrit scholarship. 

But there are many other important services which ho rendered to ns while in India. Not 

only was ho always to help us in getting MSS- from Ttidtn, but our knowledge of a large 

number of Sanskrit works, as yet unknown, was due to his Be ports on expeditions uu Jertaken 

by him fer the Indian Government in search for MSS. This idea of cataloguing tbs literary 

treasures of India, first started by Mr, Wbitley Stokes, has proved a great eaccess, and no 

on a was more successful in these researches than Buhler, And while he looked out everywhere 

for important MSS- Ms eyes were always open for ancient inscriptions also. Many of them 

ho published and translated for the first time* and our oldest inscriptions* those oE Aioka* in 

the third century B,0.* owe to him and M. Seu&rfc their first gehol&rhko treatment. This 

is not meant to detract in any my from the credit duo to the first brilliant decipherers oE 

these texts, such as Prinsep* Lassen, Barnaul, and others. B abler was most aaiioua to trace 

the alphabets used in these inscriptions back to a higher- antiquity than is genarally assigned 

to them* for the present, at least, we cannot wall go beyond the fact that no chte&ble 

inscription has been found in India before the time of Aioka It is quite feme that such an 

innovation as the introduction of alphabetic writing does not lake place of a sudden, and 

tentative specimens of it from an earlier time may wall be discovered yet- if these researches 

are carried on at ha wished them to he carried onT in a truly systematic manner. In this 

field of research Buhler will be most oilseed, for though absent from India he had many 

friends there, particularly in the Government, who would gladly have listen el to his 

suggestions. One may regret his departure from a country where his services were so 

valuable and so much appreciated* I have not dwelt at all in this place on the valuable 

services which he rendered as inspector of schools and examiner, but I may slate that I 
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received several time* tl,e thunks of the Governor of the Bombay Md« A* 1-^ Sir 

Per tie From, for h living sent out such excellent scholars ss Bubler and others. Unfortunately 

bis health made it imperative for him to return to his own couctry. hut be was soon so much 

restored under a German sky that he seemed to begin a now l'fe as ProfeWor at Vicuna. 

If ha could not discover new MS9- there, he could digest the tnatenals which he had collected 

and he did so with unflagging industry. Nay, in addition to aU hie own work, lie nndertock 

to superintend and edit an Encyclopaedia of Mo-Aryan Philology which was to bo a resume 

np to date of all that was known of the languages, dialects, grammars, dictionar.es, and 

the ancient alphabets of India ; which was to give an account of Indian Literature, history, 

geography, ethnography, jurisprudence ; and finally, to present a picture o£ Indian religion, 

mythology, philosophy, astronomy, mathematics, and music, so far as they are known at 

preset- No om knows whfit &u amount of clerical work and wfeafc a Sots of time man 

superintendence involves for a scholar who baa hU hands full of his own work, how much 

reading of manuscripts, how much let tar-writing, how much protracted and often ihaagreea ;le 

discussion it entails- But Biihler, with rare self-denial, did not shrink from this drudgery, 

and his work will certainly prove extremely useful to all future Iodo-Aryan students. One 

thing only ona may regret—that the limits of each contribution are so narrow, and that govern! 

of the contributors bad no time to givens much more of their own original work- But this 

is a defect inherent in all encyclopaedists or manuals, unless they are to grew into a forest 

of volumes like the Allgemeine Encyclopaedia der Wiasenschaften und Kunste by Eracb, 

begun in 1S31 and as yet far from being finished, Under Biihjer’s guidance wo might have 

expected the completion of his Encylopaedii within a reason able time, and I am glad to hear 

that bis arrangements were so far advanced that other hands will now be easily able to finish 

it. and that it may remain like Lwen’s Altertmuskundle, 1817-1061, a lasting monument of 

the lifelong labours ol one of the moat learned, the most high-minded and largo-hearted 

among the Oriental scholars whom it has been my good fortune to know in the course of ray 

long life- 

He printed from ihn 

Journal of Iht Royal Aiialia Society (London) 

1698. C9&-7OT. 

F M M. 



INTRODUCTORY NOTE ON BUHLER’S INDIAN PALEOGRAPHY 

By 

J. F> FLEET 

Professor EiihWs Indticks Palate$raphi?9 consisting oi 9G pages of letterpress, 

with a portfolio of 9 plates of alphabet]cal characters and numerals and 0 tables ot 

explanatory transliteration of thorn, was published in 189G as part II of Vol. X of Dr, Karl 
J. Ttiibner+0 "G run dr is 9 dor Icdo-Artachen Philo login und Altertumskcmde/' or "Ed cyclo¬ 

paedia of Indo*Aryan Besearehi* which was planned and started by Professor IMhler birnaalf, 

and wag superintended by him up to the time of hig death, in April. 1899. 

sphere was always the intention of issuing the letter-press of the work in English 

also. Tha English version was made by Professor Rubier. And his manuscript of it 

was on its way to the Press, at the time of his death, S^aps were taken towards having it 

printed and published under the direction of Professor Kiel born* who succeeded to the 

editorial management of the Gruudriss. At tha& time, howeverP owing partly to the great 

interruption of business in India caused by the pkiue, partly to the manner in which the 

manuscript was written, and partly to a natural difficulty in the way ol doing what bad boi-o 

contemplated,, namely, of issuing the English version in such a form as to resemble the 

German original exactly in type and in arrangement page by p&go, kb a preparation [or 

publication could not be taken far* and eventually bad to be abandoned. 

Feeling, myself, the want of the English version, and knowing that there must lie 

others? placed in the same position, in 1903 I made some inquiries and proposals about it. 

The result,, with the consent and help of Profegaor Kielhorn, was a generous po bile-spirited 

response by Dr, Trnbner, who, after consultation with Mrs, Buhkr, agreed to transfer the 

copyright of the English version on practically nominal ter ms* subject to certain conditions 

as In the method of publication. Dr, Tusbn&r’s terms and conditions were accepted in a 

similar spirit by Colonel Sir Richard Temple, the proprietor of the Indian Antiquary. 

And thus it c&fOG to me to lako the work through the Presa, and to arrange the is^ue of it 

in its present form as an Appendix to the XteflELiu .Aniigrmrir ^XXXIII, 1. 0L 
As far as the commencement of the second paragraph of Sl6r A* on page 33, tbo English 

verfimEi has been produced from an advanced proof of 1900. prepared in tho ci reams ^nces 

indicated in paragraph 3 above- and revised by Professor Kielborn. From that point 

onwards, it, has bean done from Professor BLihter'e manuscript, written by himself. In 

order, however, to set the printer* fairly at work, it was necessary, because of the very 

numerous and Bcmetimaa rather pcrple&mg abbreviations to wbeh Professor Bub!«r had 

had recourse, to furnish them with a fair copy. Tbe copy was. of course, closely compared by 

me with the original manuscript. Anil it is hoped that no mist ikes ha, e bee rat r 

iu interpreting any of the abbreviations in passages which are net in the Gorman cuipim 

3 
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A perusal of a very few pages of the English work, thus issuer] a will suffice to stow 

that it is Dot altogether a literal rendering of the German original. It is., therefore, sent 

forth as an English version* not as an actual translation. At the same time* the English 

version does not in any way supersede the German original. In the first place, as the stones 

were cot preserved. It has not been practicable to issue with the English version the plates 

and tables which form so important a part of the whale work ; however, there is available, 

for separate purchase, a limited number of copies of the pi a tea and tables, printed off in 

excess of the number required for issue with the German original. In the second place, is 

writing his English version! Professor Buhlar made here and there certain deviations, 

some limes by Insertion* some times by omission, from the German original. But these 

deviations, made chiefly in connection with the second edition, published in 1398, oE bis 

Indian Studies No. Ill on Th& Origin of ths Itttiiflji Brakmit Alphabet* are in points of 

detail, and do cot in any way amount to a revised edition of Ids Indi$che PaliMographh1'f 

The German original is still the text-book, as much as is the English version* The latter 

la for the benefit of those, Interested in any way whatsoever in their subject* who are not 

able to utilise the German text. 

This work of Professor Bfihler has brought to a climax* for the present, the paleo¬ 

graphic line of Indian research. And It would be impossible to speak in too high terms of 

the manner in which he has handled the subject* and of the value of the results which he 

has placed before ns. In the paleographic line, however, as also in the historical line, on 

which it is largely dependent, and* in fact, in every lino of Indian research* we are steadily 

accumulating more fads and better materials* aud making substantial progress. every year. 

I venture* therefore, to draw attention to a few details, which already might now be 

treatedi of at least considered, from other points oF view, 

A notable point* regarding which I differ from the opinions of Professor Biihler as 

expressed in this work* is that of both the relative- order and also the actual dates of the 

varieties of the Ebrn^hi alphabet, indicated on Page 25 under §10. [S) and (4), which are 

found in the epigraphio records and on the coins of^[[pilowing the order iu which, in my 

opinion, they should properly bo placed)—Kaus^ka, and Huvi^ka, Sadaaa-^cdaaa and Batiks, 

and Goudophernes, Kanaka certainly founded the Mulava-Yikr&ma era, commending B. 0, 53, 

And in that era there are certainly dated, in addition to records of the times of him and 

his direct successorg* the dated records of the times of Sudasa-biocjiusa, Patika* and 

Gondophernes, and of Yasudeva. who was a contemporary of Gondaphemua** 

A similar remark applies to the order and dates of the varieties of the Brahma 

or Brabmi alphabet indicated on Page 32, under §15,, (3 \ (9)* from records of the times of 

Earns k&, Huvi?ka, Snil&B&^odusa, and Yusuduva- 

As regards the nomenclature of those same varieties of the Kh&ro^thT alphabet* 

it is now certain that it is erroneous to describe one of them, mentioned there and discussed 

on Page 2if,, &a a £aka variety, £ ml agnail Han end Batiks were not S&kas or Sakas< if 

that should be the correct expression according to the original form of the name8. None 

of the Sakas, Sakas, ever played a leading historical part in Northern India, 
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In raepact of the Erui coin* mentioned first on Page 8P which present a a reversed 

Brubmi legend Tunning from right to left, we must not lose sight of the possibility that 

the explanation is to be found. as has beeo suggested by Professor Hultzach in the 

Indian Antiquaryp Yol. XXVI. Page 336* in a mistake of tho engraver of the die, who. 

Like the die*aInker in tho case of a certain coin of Ho|kir of the last century. may have 

forgotten that ho ought to reverse the legend on the die itself. Wo have one instance 

of such reiuiaanasg in ancient times in a coin of Rajulsi-Bajuvula, the reverse of which 

presents a monogram, formed of the Greek letters E and Y, facing in the wrong direction ; 

See Professor Gardner's Catalogue of the Coins of the Greek and Scythia Kings of 

Raetria and India, Page 67, No. 5, And we have another in tha legend on a bronze stamp 

for making seals, where the engraver omitted to reverse the syllable irt ; JRA9« 1901* 99. 

plate, No, 9, 

On page §7, under §29, Bp (2) there is a statement about strongly cursive KanareSo 

&Jip which is calculated to be misleading, and on the strength of which some erroneous 

assertions have already been made4. 

In the plates and tables there are some selections that might have been avoided, 

and some incorrect details, which are due to two causes5 : partly to tho Fact, the explanation 

of which has been indicated in some remarks made by me in the Epigraph™ Indieat 

Vol. VI, Page B0t that, owing to the nature of the only available m ate rials, the plates 

have some times been based upon reproductions of original records which are noj actual 

facsimiles \ partly to the factp which we learn from the Concluding Remarks on page 103, 

that some of the details of the plates wore net selected and filled in by Proiesaor 

Rubier himself. 
And in any revision of the work there would have to be added, in connection 

with % 20, DT on Pago 44, a notice of the more recently discovered peculiar variety of 

the southern alphabet which is illustrated iu the Mayidavolu plates o! the lallava king 

Sivs-Skandavarman and the Koii^umdi plates of Jayavarman, edited by Professor Holtzsch 

in the Epigraphia Itidicap Yol YI, Pagoa 31Sfl¬ 

it would, however, have been contrary to the spirit of the arrangement with 

Dr, Triibnar to introduce any comments and additions of my own. either in the text 

or in footnotes. And I do not find it convenient or appropriate to present them here, 

beyond tho extent of the indications given above. Anything of that kind mast be Loft 

for other occasions, _ * 
My editorial functions in tho issue of this English version of Professor Buhlers 

work have thus been confined to details of a formal kind; chiefly in the matter of 

giving more prominence to the titling, of tho section* and the divisions of tboso ; in 

transferring to a more convenient position* as separated footnotes cu tho ^ tho 

pegoa to which they belong, the notes which in the German original stand massed together 

at the end of each section'4 : and in marking, by figure* in Square brackets in thick type, 

the commencement of each page of the German original, aa closely as has been found 

convenient. Following, however, an example sat by Professor Babler himself in his 

manuscript, I have gone somewhat further still in breaking up some o. the ' ary long 
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paragraphs of the original. Following his lead In another direction also* 1 have endeavoured 

to present everywhere the correct spalling, as far as it can be ascertained, of all the 

place-names which occur m the work ; but in conformity with his practice in this work, 

without discriminating between the long and the short forms of e and o. And I have 

corrected a few obvious mistakes ; for instance, under 29* A. in line 16 on page 66* 

I have substituted B;ldfsmi" for the ''Aibola" (properly AihoU) of the German original 
and of the manuscript translation. 

In £23, Page 65 fF,, and anywhere else where the word may occur,, 1 have taken 

the liberty of substituting the word ^EaDarcse'' for the “Kn^ara1* of the Gorman original 

and of the manuscript translation ; and similarly, on page 46* line 4, and page 51* lines 

-1, ^7f., I have substituted tbs Kanireso country* for the Hanira’ of the original and 

of the manuscript. The form " Kng&ra”, with the lingual u, is nothing but ao imaginative 

advance upon the offioi&I figment “Kan™". with the dental n, for which, itself, there 

is no bisis in the Kan&reso language, nor any necessity* I had thought at first of using 

like, the late Bev, Dr. Kitbel and soma other writers, the original vernacular word 

Kannada the source of our convention a L 'Canarii, Kanam,* which, however, do not 

mean the whole of the Kanurse country. And that word, which denotes both the country 

and its language and also their alphabetical characters,, would have been appropriate enough* 

But I decided even&ually on "Earn*twe* i partly because, though, this term. also, is 

conventionali it 15 so well-established, familiar. aud definitive ; and partly because it was 

practically used, alongside of the word "Kunara* fay Professor Buhkr himself in the 

Kansresisohe and Altkanarosische1' ol the original German work (&g. page 66 lines 4, &) 

and in the Canar-gso' and Old Canarese’" of corresponding passages in big English version, 

Except* however, in such details as the above, and in the abolition of the inconvenient 

abbrcY sat ions of which mention has been made on Page 2 above, the English version is a imply 
a reproduction of Professor Biihlev's manuscript. 

In bringing this somewhat intricate work to a successful issue, I have been greatly 

indebted to the seal and ability of Mr* J* S. Fnghifl, the Head Reader of the Bombay 

Education Society s Press. But for the extreme care with which bs disposed of the first 

rough proofs before any proof was sent out for revision by me, I should certainly not have 

been able to taka the work through, as has actually been doooj on only one proof and a revise 
of it. 

Footnotes to Fleet's htirtidtitiary Note 

I. A haal paragraph on Pago 96 of the German work mentions “some recent 

publications, amongst thorn Dr, Grierson's Examination of the Gayii alphabet of the aton Es¬ 

inas on s+i. which could not bo considered than, hut were to be noticed in the second 

edition of Indmn Studio No. III. A treatment of them in that way explains the omission 

us that final paragraph in professor Sublet's English manuscript. And it also, no doubt, 

account for the omission of the Brahma chamfer for the guttural nasal, A, in line Ii of 

CdL \ T 0: tho table ou page II, as compared with thu same table on page 12 of the 

Orman tost, and for the introduction of an inset illustration of that character in an addb 
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ticmal remark made on Page 33, under % IG, c. (12), in eaonection with which tbare is to be 

taken an observation made on Page 14, under %Ar B. (4) e. la a reference to the 

G&yu alphabet on Page 29. in live 5 From the bottom, for tta read no. 

2. Sea JR AS. 1905* 932if Regarding Yaaabka, Ym^Ii whom it bus not been necessary 

to mention by name above, see i&irf. 357f. It may be observed hero that on page 40, lino 7 from 

the bottom* in the words "or of the fourth century of the Seleucid era," and in the correspond¬ 

ing place on Pago 41. line 10, of tbs Gorman text, there must be a slip of the pen. Tho 

alternative proposed initial date of Kam*kftp which Frof-essor Biihler had in view, is cer¬ 

tainly A* D. 89, And in that year there began tho Sel oucidan year 40L ; that is, tho first 

year of the fifth {not fourth) century of that era. 

3r For tho real meaning of the inscription F. on the Mathura lion-capital* which has 

been supposed to mark them as Sakas, i. e. Sakaa, see IRAS 1901. 703FF.r and 1903* 15Mf. 

4, See. for the present, my remarks about them in Bl, 6. 77ff* 

5, Eor three instances of incorrect details, see some remarks by Professor Kiel horn, 

in El. 8 33, note L below the introduction to bis edition of the Junsigaijb inscription or 

Gitnhr Pra£iatS, of Badradaman. As instances of the other kind. I may mention the follow¬ 

ing. Cob XV- of plate TEH. is from a reproduction [IA. 13. 186)+ which is not an actual 

facsimile, of a record the authenticity of which is open to question* And CoL VII of the 

game plala is mostly from a lithograph (IA. G, 133) which was made, at a time when our 

methods of dealing with the original records were still decidedly primitive, from a plain un- 

inked es tarn page, made by myaelf, tho ground of which was painted in by my own hand, 

with results which cannot exactly be taken as furnish log a thoroughly typical illustration of 

the Western Galokya alphabet of the eleventh century A, IX 
6, In doing this* I have corrected a few wrong references which cams to notice, and 

have added a very few new references which seemed likely to lie of uscu 

Reprinted from 

Indian Antiquary 

1901, Append is , 1—G- 

]- F. Fleet 
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INDIAN PALEOGRAPHY 
From About B. C. 350 to About A. D. 1300 

Bt 

G. BUHLER. 

I.—The Antiquity Of Writing In India And The 

Origin Of The Oldest Indian Alphabet 

§1.—Tlte Indian tradition.1 

Th© tradition of both the orthodox and the heterodox sceta of India ascribes the 

invention of writing, or at least ot the chief script, to the creator Brahma, and thereby 

cl atm 9 it as a national invention of the remotest antiquity. Tho former view is found 

in the ITatada^Smyti** a redaction of the ManxtsamMtil (mentioned by Biliva about A. D. 69-0), 

and in EYhasp&fci's Yarttika on Marni,* as well ag in Hiuen Tfliang* and in the Jaina 

Sam av ay an ga-Sutra (traditional date about B. 0. 300 }, the account of which latter work 

is repeated in the Papnfivafta-Sutra (traditional date B* 0. 1GB)+S The story ig also 

indicated in the representations of Brahmu at Bud; uni of about A+ D. 580, where the 

deity bolds in one of his bands a bundle of palm-leaves.1, for which in later representa¬ 

tions an inscribed sheet of paper ia substituted.' 

The story, according to which in particular the Indian script running from the left 

to the right is an invention of Brahma (Fan). is told in full in the Chinese Buddhistic 

Fawanehnlin,9 The two Jaina works mentioned above, and the Lalitaviatara,'* indicate its 

existence by naming the most important script btimbhi or bruhtni* These traditional 

statements make it advisable to adopt the designation Srahmt for the characters in which 

tho majority of the ASoka. edicts are written, aad for their later developments. 

Bernal10 mentions a slightly different story. He says that the Hindus once had 

forgotten the art of writing, and that through a divine inspiration it wae rediscovered by 

VyUfla, the son of ParaSara. Accordinglyi the history of the Indian alphabets would begin 

with the Kaliyuga* in B. C. 3101. 

While these myths tend to show that the Hindus had forgotten the origin of their 

alphabet in early times,—perhaps already about B. Cr 300, but certainly before the beginning 

of our era.—there are some other portions of their traditions which possess a greater and a 

positive value. Tho two Jaina Sutras referred to above! contain a list of IS separate 
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alphabets ; and the Lslitavietara11 enumerates 61 Btripts which aro Said to have existed 
in the time of Buddha. Several among the names of tho two lists agree, and there are in 

particular four which, as may have been already recognised, have a claim to be considered 

authentic and historical. Besides the briiAmi or bambhi, which is the parent of all the sttil 

existing alphabets of India, two more can be identified with known scripts. The hham[ht 

or fctamUH is. as tho Fawaushulin states,13 the writing running from the right to the 

left, invented by one Khnrostha, ‘'Ass-Bp,”ls and in the same character which European 

scholars formerly need to call Baetrian, Indo-Bactriau, Bactro-Pali, Arlano-Pali, its. Tho 

dTavi'ii or tfSmili of tho lists is very [2] probably the partly independent variety of tho 

Briibml, which recently has become known through the relic vessels from the Slupa of 

Bha{tfprclu in tho Kialna district.1* Besides, the name p^btrawri or puMiaraitiriyt is 

certainly historical, sa it is evidently connected with the nomen gentile Pufikarasadi or 

(with the Northern Buddhist's PttfllflMwari) by which one or several 

ancient teachers of law and grammar arc mentioned in Plinini'B grammar, Apastamba's 

Dbarmasutra, and other works. It appears not incredible that a member of the family of 

Prtytarasod may have invented a new alphabet or modified an existing one. The list of tho 

Jain&s includes also tho name pavayiliva or yaiMV&V^, which is identical with pauafton?, 

"the writing of the Yavauxs or Greeks," of Piipini (traditional date about B. O. 830).1' 

An early acquaintance of the Hind ns with the Greek alphabet may have been brought about 

by the expedition of Sky lax to North-Western India in B. 0. 509, or by the fact that Indian 

and Gaodharian troops took part in Xerxes' war against Greece,11' and even by an ancient 

commercial intercourse* At all events, finds of Indian imitations of Attic drachmas with 

Greek inscriptions tend to prove the use of the Greek alphabet in North-Western India 

before the time of Alexander.17 
As some names of the Jaina list are tho a. shown to bs ancient by the results of epigraph ic 

researches and by Papini. os well as by the agreement of tho independent tradition of tho 

Northern Buddhists, the list is not without historical value. And it may be considered at 

least highly probable that a fairly largo number of alphabets was known or used in India 

about B. C. 300. The exact number, 18, which the Jain as mention, must however he taken 

merely as conventional, as it frequently occurs in traditional statements. 
An extract from the lost DrEtivfida of the Jainss also gives seme further account of 

the ancient Brabnri1®. It states that this alphabet contained only 46 radical signs, instead 

of the usual number of 50 or ol. The letters intended are without a doubt: A, A, I, 1 

U, V. E, AI, 0, AV (10), dm, Ah \ As. kha, ga, gka, fta. ea, efts, ja (26), jha, Tut. (a, (fifl, (la, ((ha. 

na, la, (As, da (30), dlta, no. pa, pha, ba, bha, ma, yo, ra, la (AO), va, ia, yo. sa, ha, la ; while 

the mSfi-fttia Jt, 72, Jh, L, and the ligature Ajs, which in later times was often erroneously 

considered a ewfjAa, were excluded. The (our liquid vowels are wantiLg also in tho 

alphabet of the LaJitnvistara19 and in that of the modern elementary schools. In the 

latter the ins traction is based on the so-called Barakhatft (Skt. drndaidfcjnri). a table of the 

combinations of the consonants with the twelve vowels mentioned above, «.g., ka, A3, to Aai(i, 

A<r}, The antiquity of the BotaAAa^l, which from its Mangala 0?p flame A sicidhartt is at 

present sometimes called Sidd/iawdmndya or Si(fdhavito<fJfcci, is attested by Hui-lin 
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(A. D. 78S-810)20. who mentions it A9 tho liret of t):o twelve fan or ‘cycles' iuvidently Hiaoti 

Tsiabg’s twelve chnnq~1) with which tbs Hindu hoys Vegan their studies. Further evidence 

for the omission of tho vowels if, Ti, fa, L is furnished by Hi gen Tsiang’s re mar l;"2 that tbs 

Indian alphabet of his time contained 47 letters ^Ite lastiooe being probably ihe ligature L;a)t 

and by tho fragments of the incomplete alphabet tf Aloha's stone-masons at Gaya23, which 

may be restored as follows : A, *A, *1, *1. *U, *(\ *E. '’.if. *0, *A0 [10\ *Arp or *A^ ka, 

*kka, *ga, *yh a, i«, *cat eft a, *ja, *jha {20), *na. *{a. 

All those various poini.a tend to show that the popular Brithmi contained, as the Jains 

tradition asserts, since tile third century B. 0. only 46 letters, and that, as the octurteu -a of 

tho vowels A[, A U, A ?ft, A}> and the consonant mi proves, it was adapted to the wants of the 

Sanskrit language. Bub it is not [3] improbable that the Brahmans already then used 

particular signs for the liquid vowels in their works on grammar and phonetics. The mot bod, 

however, according to which the actually known signs for these sou□ da have been formed, 

differs from that adopted For the other vowel-si gee. The medial f, f and i were developed 

first, and tho initials later : while in the esse of n, S. Ac., the process was the contrary cno 

(see below, § 4, and if 31, A, G, 7). The Chinese have also preserved an Indiau tradition 

asserting that f, ? and l are later additions to the original alphabet24. 

§ 2.—Li Ur ary tvi fen a for tin nse of writing. 

X. — Bfahmanical liters lure2 5. 

Among Vedlc works,‘the Vflsi$tbs Dh&rmaHutra, which act or ding to Kumilrila (about 

A. D. 750) originally belonged to a school of the Rgreda, and which is younger than the lost 

Aliinava Dharmasutrs but older than the existing Mannsamhita.Sfi offers clear evidence for 

tho widely spread use of writing during t he \edic period, \as:>tha in XVI, If), 1-t-lu, 

mentions written documents as legal evidence, sod the first of these totras is a quotation 

from an older work or from the traditional lore. Further, Panin i s grammar, which belongs 

to tho Vedungas, contains, besides the term yavananl mentioned above, the compounds 

iipiJhmand Ubikars, "writer’* (III. 3, 2l), which sometimes have been rendered erroneously, 

against the authority of tho Ko?*b4 by "maker of inscriptions/'"' Iu addition to these few 

certain passage, tha Inter Y&dic works contain fiotne techbteal terms snch ols a >rutr a, 

patala. granth*,^ which aomo Bchokts liave quoted as evident* for writing. But others 

b&va esplailied tbcm differsi3tly( and it is indeed itot ncceseary to conaider them re. t,rrina 

to written letters and MBS28. Similarly, opinions are much divided with respect to the force 

of some other general arguments for the early use of written documtnts am 1 '■ r‘^ 

frrm the advanced state of Vodic civilisation, especially from the high ^loi^o of tead 

and the complicated monetary transactions mentioned m Vedm works from the us of 

Ld th. anilj.is of tha Vadip tat,. ,nii tr«o tb* gnuomptM. ,b?°' ! 

reae&rchea in the Vedfiftgaa.*” Thp.gh .«• »< »**■ “‘T't 'Ll^l rLslion" 
hat. pidepiably i»M«i ccpaiderahlp weight, they h.-B ,t, po CP"> o 
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as will always happen if an arptimsfiftfwi ex impo&tibili is used, even if it should be supported 

by fuller special enquiries than Sanskrit scholar# have hitherto devoted to these subject#. 

While this bind of evidence will probably not he generally accepted very soon* it is to 

be hoped that the arpiifnentiiitt ex jiftftiiio.-^tbe inference that a Ysdic ’wort which does 

mot mention writing must have been composed when writing was tinknwm in India,—will 

be dropped. The argumcnlitm £% sthulio ia certainly not conclusive, because the Hindus 

even at present, in spite of a long continued use of writing, esteem the written word less than 

the spoken onap because they base their whole literary and scientific intercourse on oral 

communications, and because, especially in scientific [lj works, writing and MS'S* are 

mentioned very rarely* Though MSS , being SarasWtfifitukka* “the- face of the goddess of 

speech/' are held sacred and are worshipped, the Veda and the Snatras exist, even 

for the modern Hindu, only in the mouth of the teacher* whose word has 

more weight than a written test, and they can only be learned properly from a 

teacher, not from MSB. Even in our days, the Hindus esteem only the mukkaslhri vidyat 

the learning which the Pandit baa imprinted on hia memory. Even in our days, learned 

disc us? Eons are carried on with reference to living speech, and even the modern poets do 

not wish to be read, hut hope that their verses will become ’ orsaments for the throats 

of the learned'' (safrl?;t As far as our observation reaches, this state 

□f things has been always the same since the earliest times. Its ultimate cause probably 

is that the beginning of the Hindu &tsfcras and poetry goes back to a time when writing 

was unknown, and that a system of oral teaching, already traceable in tbe Ijtgveda, 

was fully developed before the introduction of written character#. The reasons just stated 

do not permit ua to expect many traces for tbo use of writing in the work# of the 

schools of priests or Pandits, or to look in them for frequent references to letters and 

written documents. But, on the other hand, there is nothing to bar the conjecture* 

repeatedly put forward, that* even during the Vadio period, MSS. were used as auxiliaries 

both in oral instruction and on other occaaloni. And, as an argument in favour of this 

conjecture, it is now possible to adduce the indisputable fact that the Bmhmi alphabet 

baa been formed by phonologies or by grammarians and lor scientific use30., 

But such Brahmans cal works as the Epics, Purnnas* Envy ns, dramas* Ac., which 

describe actual life, or the metrical law-books which fully tench not only the sacred 

but also the civil and criminal law, as well as compositions such as the NiH-f Katya-, 

and Knma-&lstras which exclusively refer to worldly matters, contain numerous references 

to writing and to written documents of various kinds* and likewise evidence for the 

occur ranee of MSS. of literary works. Unfortunately, however, it is not possible 

to assart of any of the existing books of these classes,—excepting the two Epics,—that they 

are older than the period to which the oldest inscriptions belong* And even the evidence 

of the Epics may be impugned, si nee we cannot prove that every word of their texts 

goes back to a high antiquity. Professor Jacobi's examination of the several recensions 

of the Rn may ana ha# shown that the greater part of the yersea, now read, did not belong 

to the original poem.31 As far as is known at present! the MSS of the ttahiibharata do 

not show equally great variations. But the existence of the majority of it# chapters 
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cad be proved only for the eleventh century ArD.ss Though the testimony of the 

Epica can therefore, only bo use\ with duo reserve, yet it is undeniable that their term3 

regarding writing and writers are archaic. Like the canonical works of the Southern 

Buddhists.3 they nsa tho ancient expressions filth* Ukhay UJihakti*, and Ukhan&> not the 
probably foreign word |jpiF 

Tho most important pottages of the Epic?, concerning writing, have been collected 

in the St. Petersburg dictionary under the words mentioned * and by J. Dahlmanu, Das 

H&bithhnrata, 185 ft, Regarding the passages on writing In Mann, seo the Index in 

Sacred Books of the Eist, YoL XXV, under “Documents/1 and far the legal documents, 

described in the later Smytis, see Yul. IL of this Encyclopedia, Part Sp Escht und Sitte. 

% 35k An interesting collect ion of statements regarding MSS. in the Purity as is found in 

Hoinadrrs Dunakhai^tja, Ad by. 7, p, 541 If. ( Blbl Tnd< ], The Eamnsutra I. 3 (p+ 83. 

Durgiiprasud) enumerated pustakav€tmna> “the reading of MSS,./1 among the 64 Kail*. 

B.—Bttddhhtiti Ut&Tatura^* 

[5] More important than the testimony of the Brahmans is that of the Ceylonese 

Tripiiaka, where numerous passages boar witness not only to an acquaintance with 

writing, but also to its extensive nee at the time when the Buddhist canon wag composed, 

L&khap “writing", and Irfkhaia, “a writer/* are mentioned in tha Bhikkhu-Fheittya 9t 2. 

and in the Bhikkhuni-Paciifciya 49,2 ; and the former work praises writing as a branch of 

knowledge that is honoured in all countries. The Jatakaa repeatedly apeak of private35 

and official3* letters. They also know of royal proclamations37, of which Malmv&gga 1,43 

likewise mentions an instance ; and they narrate that important family affairs or moral 

and political marims were engraved on gold plates 3& Twice we hear of debtor's bonds 

(inapan%a*% and twice even of MSS. {potthaka^i A game called akkkarim is mentioned 

repeatedly in the Vinayapitaka and the Nikayas41 ; according to Buddbaghoya, its main 

feature was that letters were read in the sky^ The Piirsljika section of the Yinayapi£aka 

(3.4,4) declares that Buddhist monks shall not "incise'1 (child) the rules which show 

bow men may gain heaven, or riches and fame in the ne^t life, through particular 

modes ol suicide. From this passage it follows (l) that the ascetics of pre-Buddhiafcio 

times need to give their lay ^disciples rule*, incised on bamboo or wooden tablets, 

con coring religious suicide, which ancient Brafam&ng and the Jainaa strongly recommended, 

and (3) that the knowledge ot the alphabet was widely spread among the people. 

Finally, Jdtaka No. 125P and Mahlvagga 1, *9 ***** witness to the existence 

of elementary schools* in which the method of teaching and the matter taught wore about 

the same as In the Indigenous schools of modern India. The Jataka mention* the 

wooden writing board (phalakal known (as well as the var^Jca or wooden psu) also to 

the Lalitavistara^ and te Beruul,44 and still used in Indian elementary schools. The 

passage of the Mahavagga gives the curriculum oE the schools. hkh<i¥ and rilpa 

which thr^e subjects* according to the Hrithigumpba inscription of the year 165 of tha Maur>a 

era43, king Kblravek of Ealinga learnt in bis childhood, hzkhii, of eonreo, meana writing, 
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and paytina, “arithmetic", i. c,, addition, subtraction And the multiplication-table formerly 

called anka and now ihhk^ while tupd, literally "forms/ corresponds to applied arithmetic* the 

calculations with coins, of interest and wage?, and to elementary mens amt bn. These three 

subjects are still '"the three BY1 taught in the indigenous EchouIs called vumit nJtml, 

Ith&atf or toll 

The&e very plain statements of the Gdyloneso canon refer certainly to the actualities 

ei the period between E C. 500 4CO, possibly eves of the sixth century.46 Their antiquity 

is proved also by the fact that all the terras lor writing, tetters, writers,—chindotis likhtlii, 

Itkha, ickhaktfr, ahkharo*—as well as nearly all tho writing materials, wood or bam boo. fttruid 

or leaves, and tmaWtapalla or gold plates, point to the oldest method of writing, tho 

incision of the signs in hard materials* All traces of the use of ink are wanting, though the 

statements of Nearchos and Q. Curtins regarding the writing materials used at the time 

of Alexanders invasion (see below under Cl make it very probable that ink was known m the 

fourth century B.O , and though an ink-inscription of the third or second century B* C. Is 

found on the inner side of the lid of tho relic vessel from Stupa XoT IIL fttAndbor4 ', 

Moreover, the Ceylonese books are not acquainted with the words lipik libi* dipt, dipaU, 

dipapaiit Upikara and libikara for 11 writing.” “to write/ and "writer/ of which tbs firsts 

six are found in the [Gl Aaoka edicts and the last two, as stated above, in Pacini's grammar. 

Dipt, and Ixpt are probably derived from the OH Persian dtp*, which cannot have reached 

India before the conquest of tho Fjinjitb by Darius about B.C. 500f and which later 
became fipj4*. 

C,—Foreign iFarAs. 

To the last quarter of the fourth century B. G refer the statement oE N@arjhos/fl 

according to which the Hindus wrote letters on well beaten cotton cloth, and the note of 

Q. Curtins/^ which mentions the tender inner hark of trees as serving the same purpose, and 

ele&rly points to the early utilisation of the well known birch-bark' The fact that, according 

to these two writers, two different indigenous Indian materials were used in B, C 3 57-325, 

shows that the art of writing was then generally known and was nothing new. To a 

slightly later time belongs the fragment No. 36 a of Megasthenee/1 which speaks of mile¬ 

stones indicating the distances and the halting places on the high roads, In another 

often-discussed passage.1' Meg&stbenes says that the Indians decided judicial cases according 

to unwritten laws, and adds in explanation that they knew no yfri/sjuiira and settled every-* 

thing -t\« mW According to the now usual interpretation, this statement has been 

caused by a misunderstanding. Megaathenas took the term used by bis informants, 

in tie sense of "memory/ while they meant it in tho sens* of f the sacred tradition 

concerning few;1 or “tho lawbooks/ which, according to Indian principles, cad only bo 
explained orally by one who knows the Dharma* 

§ d-—PxitocpTiJpAec F&idcnce.^’* 

Tlio remit' of a P»lao8«pMo exMaUurticn of the most ancient Indkd inscription* fully 

&3rco TCifcb tlio lite.ury kleacc, wMch bears wilnc-ec to tho widely spread u&e of writing 
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during tbs (iffey century B,C. find perhaps even doting the sixth, The characters of the 

Asokfi edicts, which hava to be considered first, prove very dearly that writing was 

no recant invention lei the third century B, G> The alphabet of tbe edicts ia not 

IjQoaogpneoiii. Alt the letters, with the osoeption ot Ut jhd. in, ~ia* [ha, *jak iha and m, have 

several often very dissimilar forma, which are pu tjy local and partly enraive varietkfl. Tho 

number of the varsanEs of one letter sometimes amounts "to nine or ten. Thus piste II, 1* 3, 

cols. II-XII, flbowg for j, it, no less than ten forms, among which the eight mo&t important 

ones may be placed here side by aide 

4>i* MX <s M « 

The first jigo In, hardly my reflambliiiice to Iba las'- But liio ssijUcnfic in tbo 

row shows their connection and their development. The first seven owo their existence 

to a predilection partly [7] lor angles and partly for curves—two mutually contradictory 

tendencies which find their expression al^o in the forma of other letters of pi. II, such 

as gka, <ln. At, fo. &c, The signs Nob. 1,9,3 of the scries given above, are due to the 

first tendency, and Nos. 6.7 to the second- Noe. 4,5 show the transition from the angle’ 

to the curve, and No, 8 is a cursive simplification of )<a G. These eight sigos are not 

found in all the versions of tlio Asokii edicts, but are divided locally as follows. 

The angular forms Nob. 1, 2,3 appjar only in the South, in Girnsir, Sidduptira, 

Dhauli, and Jaugada, sido by side with Nos, 4 to 7. And it must bo noted that the latter 

ate rare in Girnsir an l iiiddupura, but in tbs majority in Dhauli and Jaugida, In the 

versions discovered north o( tbe Nartnadu or the Vindhya, we find mostly only Noa. 4 to i, 

hut in Kltlal No, 8 also is common, and it occurs a few times in Blimpurva, Hence the 

angular forms ol .4, A, appear to be speeialiy southern ones, and they ore no doubt also the 

most ancient. The first inference is confirmed by a comparison of the most nearly allied 

inscriptions. The relic vessels from Kolhapur04 and Blmftiprolu tpl- II, cola. Xn[-\), a&l 

the oldest Andhra inscription from the NSnStfiSt ( pi. II, cola. XXIII-XXIV) again show 

the augnlsr A, X either exclusively or together with the mixed forma Nos 4,6, while tbo 

numerous inscriptions found further north on the Stupas of Sntioi and Bbarabut, in Pabbosa 

aod Mathura ( pL II, cols. XVIII-XX} on the coins of Agathooles. and in the NagSrjimt 

cave {pi. II, col. XVII', offer either pure curved letters or mixed ones. An exception in 

Mahabodhi-GayU*5 is probably explained by the fact that pilgrims from tbe eouth incised 

records oft heir donations at the famous sanctuary. Similar differences between northern 

and saubherD forma may be observed in tba &&RQ ol khatj&, an^ ^ *iLD^ ^ 
the more important as the circumstances under which the Asoka edicts were incised did not 

favour tbe free use ofloeat forms*7. But the existence or local forms always points to a 

long continued use of the alphabet to which it is observable. 
Equally important is the occurrence of apparently or really advanced ami cursive 

types which For the greater part reappear or become constant m tho latui' inscriptions., 
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The subjoined table shows in line A the mast important modern looking eiflna from the 

Akita edicts, and in line B the corresponding ones from later inscriptions. 

A H + 

* H t 
i t 

Us 

% ? I 

2 ? % 

£4 j&& 

^ Ijj cS 

n lu d& 
6 7 S 

e < * 

E <r X 
9 lo If 

/* f*= to ra 

4 * L t> J j 6 

» > L ia A S s 
11 *3 14 *5 i? i9 

m jfl Aj 

^ <i) lr ^ 

^ Lr 
19 30 *1 3J 

Four among these signs, Nos. % 7* 10i 31, are. as will appear further on,58 

"raally arnhaie, but the remainder are partly secondary, parity tertiary cursive , forma* 

To tho last-mentioned belong in particular Has. 4. Bp 11, 15 and 19. [8] Among the 

letters form the Uter inscriptions in line B, Nos. 9, l!a 19 and 19 appear In the 

Nagarinm cave inscriptions of ASob*'* grandson Daiaratha; Nush 21 6-fir 10 13-16 and 31 in 

Khura vela's HiitbigumphU inscriptrcn and in the oldest Andhra inscriptions, 

inscriptions, N&eik No* 1 and Njiuhghlit, as well as in the archaic Mathura inscriptions, all 

of which documents belong to the period between about 11 Oh 170 and 130* Nos. 1, 3 and 

32 are still 1aterh and occur first ip the inscriptions of the Kudinas from Mathura and in the 

Andhra and AbbTra inscriptions from Nusik of the first ami second centuries A,P. Occasionally 

the Asoka edicts show also the ehpit Cop-stroke, the so-called Sffi/, which is so characteristic 

for the later alphabets and causes numerous modifications,59 Very comm only, too, appear 

the upward strokes for medial a and et the cursive rounded I (in Girmir sometimes oofe 

distinguishable from <i\ more rarely the later straight c-stroke, and once a looped o®'} 

Finally, the AnttaVura sometimes stands, as is generally the case in later times*, above the 

latter after which it is pronounced,*51 

The existence of bo many Iceal varieties* and of so very numerous cursive forms, 

proves in any case that writing bad had a long history in Aioku'a time, and that the alphabet 

was then in a state of transition. The use of the cursive forma together with archaic ones 

may possibly be explained by the assumption that severalp partly more archaic and partly 

more advanced, alphabets were simultaneously used during the third century B. 0,» and that 

the writers, intending or ordered to mo lapidary forms, through negligence mfrod them with 

the more familiar cursive letters, as has also happened not rarely in later inscriptions. It 

is passible to adduce in favour of this view tho above-mentioned tradition of the Dy^tf vuda, 

according to which a larger number of alphabets was In use about B. 0. 300, The conjecture 
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would become a certainty, it it could hj shown that the word sctot rthe white (elephant)/' 

which lias been added to Dhanlf edict VI. in order ta explain the sculpture above tho middle 

column, WLia incised at the same time as the preceding edicts The two characters of &ato 

show the types of the Kuisima and Gup-a inscriptions.0* Though it is difficult to understand 

that, in later times, anybody should have cared to add the explanation of the relief, keeping 

exactly the line of the edict* the possibility of the assumption that this was actually done, 

is not altogether excluded. 

The Erai> coin with the legend running from the right to the left/*11 oilers a contribution 

to the earlier history of the BrfihmT, It shows the ancient ja with the straight side-stroke, 

hub the later ma with the semicircular top, and the dha turned to the left The coin 

probably dates from the time when the Brahml was written both from the right to the left 

and from the left to the right. Even if ono makes due allowance for the fact that coins 

often reproduce archaic forms long gone out of fashion, one can only agree with Cunningham 

(CEL 101J, who thinks that the coin is older than the Maury a period ; and one must allot 

it, If not to B. 0, -100p at least to the middle of the fourth century. The time when the Brubmi 

was written fiov^rpoirJSo^v probably lies somewhat before the Maury a period* since the A&oka 

edicts show only few traces of the writing from right to loft, in the O of Jaugada and 

DhauU and in the rare dflus of Jaugada and DelhbSiviilEk (plate II, 8, VI, and 2G, V, 

In connection with this coin it is also necessary to mention the Patnu seals (Cr ABB. l o, 

pi. 3. 1, 3)x which very likely are older thin the time of the Maurysns. The first with the 

legend Nadayn (iJQtiidaya)f u( the seal) of Nando,” shows a da open to the right, (□! und 

the second with the inscription dtftfpalflifl shows an A in its original position 

(pi. IL 1,1). More important results lor the history of the Bribed may be obtained from 

the Dri™Ji of the relic caskets of Bhattiprolu.05 already referred to above. This 

alphabet contains, beside* various characters agree log with the southern variety of the Anoka 

edicts, (1) three signs, dh, d and blu in the position of the writing running from right to 

left i j2) three signs, c, j" and ^ which are more archaic thin those of the Asoka edicts and 

of the Eran coin ; (3) two signs, I and derived independently from the old Semitic 

originals : (4> one new sign* gh> derived from gf the maltha gha of the Brahmi being at the 

samo time discarded. The reasons for the assertions under 2 and 3 wilt be adduced in the 

next paragraph. But if the assertions themselves are true, it certainly follows that, what¬ 

ever the age of the inscriptions may be* the Dr avid a a 3 phi bet separated from the main stock 

of the Briihrai long before the Eran coin was struck, at the latest in the fifth century B. Cr 

This estimate tarries m back to the period for which the Ceylonese canon proves 

the general use of writing in India, without however giving the name of the current alphabet. 

It seems therefore natural to conjecture that the alphabet knowo to the earliest Buddhist 

authors w'as a form of the Erdbrni; and there are some further facts which favour tins view. 

Firstly, recent discoveries have made it evident that the Brahmi has boon commonly used 

since the earliest times even in North+IV estsrn India, and that it was indeed the rtxl 

national script of all Hindus.™ In the ruins of Taxik, the modern Shah-Dcri in the Pailjab* 

coins have been found which are struck according to the old Indian standard, and gome of 

which bear inscription in Khar^thh while the majority show legends in the oldest typo of 
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the Brubcui, sometimes together with tranecriDts io EhuroiftbL^7 These coins are certainly 

not later than the third century Br C, Perhaps they even date, as Cunningham think?, 

from a much earlier time about H C, 400. Some of them have been struck by negama or 

guilds, those of the Dojaka or B#jak(iT of the Talimata and of the Atakatahl (?'t and one 

with the inscription Yataimia probably was issued by a flection of the tribe of the A&vahas 

{As&ahmoi\named after the rn{utreeP the Hens religiose These linds decidedly establish 

the popular use of the Brilbnn in the Pahjfib, side by aide with the Kharo^hb at least for 

the third century B, C. Mr, Bapsonfs discovery of Persian sight with loiters In Kharosthi and 

in Briihmi proves that both alphabets were used together much earlier.68 For, in all 

probability these zigloi were cement during the rule of the Akhaerocuiaus over North-Western 

India, or before B. G SSL 

Secondly, Dr, Taylor's view regarding the origin of the Kharo^hT hm become more 

iind mor - probable, and it must now lie admitted that this alphabe was d or eloped out 

of the Later Aramaic characters after the conquest of the Paljub by Darius, which happened 

about B-C* 500Cl>. And It becomes more and more difficult to refuge credence to the 

conjecture ol A* Weber! E, Thomas and A. Cunningham, according to which thB principles 

ruling the already developed Brilhml have been utilised In the formation of the KharqstLi70* 

According to our present information, the Kharoythi Is the only alphabet, besides the 

Brubml, to which the Buddhists possibly eonld refer* But as it was only a secondary script 

oven in G&ndlinra* as it was developed only in the fifth century, the possibility suggested 

becomes improbable, and the Drub mi alone has a claim to ba considered ns the alphabet 

known to the authors of the Ceylonese canon. 

§ 4.—The ni if?m of (Ac Ih uhma alphabet"*1 

[ 1 □] Among the numerous greatly differing proposals to explain the origin of the 

Brlhmirflt there are five for which complete demonstrations have been attempted :—-U) A, 

Cunningham's derivation from Indigenous Indian hieroglyphics13 ; (3l A. Weber's derivation 

from the most ancient Phoenician characters'*; IS) W- Dcecko’s derivation from the 

Assyrian cuneiform characters, through an ancient South-Semitic alphabet which is al,o 

tba parent of the Babftean or Himyaritsc scripV5; (4) I, Taylor's derivation from a lost 

South-Arabian alphabet the predecessor of the Sabaean'B ; (5) J. Ealovy's derivation from 

a mixture of Aramaic, Khsro^tbi and Greek letters of the last quarter oJ the fourth 

century B. 0/ J 

Cunningham's opinion, which was formerly shared by same eminent scholars, presup¬ 

poses the use of Indian hieroglyphic pictures, of which hitherto no trace has been found. 

On the other hand, the legend of the Ecan coin, which runs from the right to the Ictt, and 

the letters seemingly turned round in the opposite direction which appear rarely in the 

Atioka edicts and more frequently in the Bhsttiproiu Inscriptions, point to the correctness of 

the view taken as granted in all the other attempts at explanation, viz., that Semitic signs 

are the prototypes of the Brahma letters. 

Among the remaining four proposals, Jh HaS^vy's a prim improbtble theory may be at 

once eliminated, as it does not agree with the literary and paleographic evidence just 
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disous^ilp which makes it more than pr&babla that the Bnthnil was liters several centuries 

before the beginning of the Maury a period, and had had a long history at the time to which the 

earliest Indian inscriptions belong. It ia more difficult to make a choice between A. Weber's 

derivation from the oldest Xorfch-Semitic alphabet, and the view of W. De^cko and I. Taylor, 

who derive the Brahma from an ancient South-Semitic script, Neither the one nor the other 

derivation can be declared to be a priori impossible ; for1 the results of modern researches 

make a high antiquity probable for also the Sftbseau script, and point to the conclusion that 

this alphabet not only is older than the oldest Indian inscription!, hut that it existed at a 

j^eriod for which no evidence for the nse of writing in India is available,7 H But according to 

these results, the question has to be put in a manner somewhat differing from that in which 

Beecko and Taylor have put it. The point to be ascertained is no longer, whether the 

Brlthma can be derived from an unknown predecessor of the Sahaean alphabet, but whether 

it can bo derived directly from the actually known Sahaean characters. 

In all attempts at the derivation of alphabets, it is necessary to keep in mind throe 

fundamental maxims, without which no satisfactory results can be obtained i— 

(1) For the comparison ol the characters to be derived, the oldest and fullest forms 

must be used, and the originate from, which they are derived must belong to the types of one 

and tbo same period* 

(2) The comparison may include only such irregular equations as can ha supported by 

analogies from other cages where nations have borrowed foreign alphabets. 

(3) [11] Iq cases where the derivatives show considerable differences from the 

supposed prototypes* it is necessary to allow that there are fixed principle?, according to 

which the changes have been made. 

If one wbhes to keep to these principles in deriving the Brnhmi from Semitic gign^ 

neither the Sahaean alphabet* nor its perhaps a little more archaic variety, the Lihyaniao nr 

Thaminudaean*9* will serve the purpose, in spite of a general resemblance in the detains and 

of a special resemblance in two or three letters. Tha derivations proposed by Deecko and 

Taylor do not fulfil tha absolutely necessary conditions, and it will probably not be possible 

to obtain satisfactory results, even if alt the impossible ecinations are given up, and the oldest 

Indian signs in every ease are chosen for comparison. It would be necessary to assume that 

several 8ahaenn letters, such as AlepK Gimel, Main, TetK Ph&t QspK E^h, which show 

strong modifications of the North-Semitic forms* had been again made similar to their 

prototypes on being converted by the Hindus into j!i ptf, ja7 thaT paf and rar In other 

cases, it would ho impossible to show any connection between the Sahaean and the Indian 

eigne. These difficulties disappear with the direct derivation of the Brohmi from the oldest 

Korth-Semitic alphabet* which shows the same type frem Phoenicia to Mesopotamia. The 

few inadmissible equations which Weber's earlier attempt contains, may be easily removed 

with the help of recently discovered forma, and it Is not diJBcnlb to recognise the principles* 

according to which the Semitic signs have been converted into Indian ones+ 

An examination of the old Indian alphabet in plate 11+ reveais the following pecnliarifcieg , * 

(1) The letters are set np as straight as possible, and with oecasafohul exceptions in 

the case of jat jfta and hat they are made equal in height* 

4 
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(3) The majority eouaiat of vertical lines with appendage* attached mostly at the 

foot, occasionally at the foot an] at the top, or rarely in the middle ; hot there is no ease 

La which an appendage hag been added to the top alone, 

(3) At the top of the letters appear mostly the ends of nrtob, lese frequently short 

horizonEal strokes, still more rarely curves on fcba tope of angles opening downwards, and, 

I ET H rr TL 

* <, * >1 >f 
t * *0 ODD rf 
3 a A 
* a o < > t1 A 4 > V 
£ A. A L 1* U 
£ V M .1 p& LB J1 f ? 
7 i1 or [ME h 
6 0 H *m L L 
S 0 O oc 

1C t J.J-4, 
li * r t + 
1! / c £ 0 A b 
13 n p 'ID X V - 

n ? y X li I 
15 f 1 ** J- A A L A fc 

15 ! O o 0 DQ<U>V | 
t2i-0 
*: :* .\'H'f :: 

11 ; p J l b 
ts ; f> 4b U4 <fc & 
13 ? 21 

1 SHI / 
21 w w ft /s & 
n t X /*> AAA 

quite exceptionally, in ma and in one form of /feo, two Unos rising upwards. In no case 

does the top show several angles, placed side by side, with a vertical or slanting line hanging 

down, or a triangle or a circle with a pendant-line, 

The rentes of these characteristics of the Brlhmi are a certain pidentic formalism, 

found also in other Indian creations, a desire to frame signs suited for the formation of 
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regular lines, and an aversion to top-heavy charanters* The last peculiarity in probably due 

in part to the circumstances that since early times the Indiana made their letters hang 

down from an imaginary or really drawn upper line^ and in part to the introduction oE 

vowel-signs,, moat of which are attached horizontally to the tops of the consonants. 5Line 

with the ends of verticals at the top ware, of course, beat suited for such a script. Owing to 

these inclinations and aversion? of the Hindus, the heavy tope of many Semitic letters bad 

to be got rid of, by taming the signs topsy-turvy or laying them on their sides, by opening the 

angles, and go forth. Finally, tha change in the direction of the writing necessitated a 

further change, inasmuch as tbo signs had to be turned from the right to the left, as 

in Greek. 
[12] The details of the derivation, ioi which, with the exception of the evidently 

identical Nos. 1, 8-7, 9, 12, Id, 17, 19-22, only a greater or smaller degree of probability cm 

be claimed, ara shown in the subjoined comparative table, which has been drawn by Mr. S. 

Pepper of Vienna. Cols. I, If, showing the oldest Phoenician characters and those from 

Mesa a stone, have been taken from Pit, Berger's Histoire de 1' E^aritnre dans I' Anfciqnitd, 

pp. 135, 202. Gj), I [|. comes from Eating's Tabula Scripturae Aramaicae of 1892. And cols. 

IV-VI, with the exception of the signs marked by asterisks as hypothetical, era taken frotn 

plate IL of this work. With respect to bho single letters, I add the following explanatory 

remarks, brief abstracts of those in my Indian Studies! III. 2, p. 53 fF. 

A,—Bortouted Sifltfl. 

No. 1,A, col, \, = 4lepk, cola. T. II (WebBr douUMly), [i3] torned irom right to 

left except on tha Patau seal (above, § 3. and pi. IIP 1, I), with transposition of the vertical 

line to the end of the angle.—No. % 5a, col V* a, 5. Ci—B&th, cola. I, II (Weber); the 

opening of the triangular top produced first a sign like that in col. IV, next the rhombus, 

col. V, a, and finally the square and the oblong, cok V, b, c—No. 3> p®, col. V,= Grt»e£, 

cols. I,II.—No. it dha, col. V, <*, b,=mi*tht cola Ip II {Wafer}, setup straight with 

rounded back [compare the half-angular forms, pk IIP 26, IX, XIX, XXIII, and the 

triangular, pL III, 24, YII-XHJ), with or without the turn from right to left.—No. 5, hat 

col. = (Weber doubtfully), the ^ddupura form, cok Vp being probably derived 

from the He of cok Til* a (Mina of Sahuanasaar, before B, G 725), which was turned 

topsy-turvy and from right to left. The more similar He of the sixth century B- 0, 

(col. JHh 5) cannot be the prototype because It occurs iu+thc period when the Brfihnai had 

been developed* and because then the Semitic AUph7 Diilethj ffitsf/i, iVwrtj H^aw?P anil 

Qoph had become cursive and had been changed so much that they could no longer have 

produced the Indian forms.—No. 6, va, cok Yt 0* 5,— Wawt cok II (Weber doubtfully\ 

turned topey^torvy and with the lower end stut.—ho» ?, c^r cols^ Ij II 

(Weber) i a displacement of the two bars produced the Druvidi letter, col V, a; from 

this was derived, the letter being made with one stroke of the pen, the ja of the 

northern Bfilhmi, cok Vp fr, with a loop* for which, owing to the use oi ink, a dot was 

substituted in the/a of col. Yr G. The usual Girtmr form, col. V, dt was also derived 

from the Drjiyifla form, the letter being made with two strokes of the pen* 
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No* 8, ffK co). V, a, cols, I, II [Taylor), the Semitic sign being laid 

on its Bide, eol IV (on account of its often bloping position), and the upper horizontal 

bar being changed into a vertical.—No. 9, ifta, cob Vj^Tketfc, col. I (Weber), w*th 

the substitution of a dot for the cross in the centre, just as is the Assyrian Letter* col. 

III. —No- 10, ya* col. VP*IM (Weber), the fad of cols, I, II, being laid on its Bide, 

eol. IV, the central stroke being lengthened ; and. the pendant on the right being turned 

upwards, lienee Grsfc the ft a of col. Y* a* and latar tba cursive forms in aol. \, &* &+ 

“No, 11* As* col V, a, 5, — Kaph, the upper side-bar of a form like that in cot 1L 

having bsen converted into the top of the vortical, &ud the sign being then set up 

straight.—No. 1% la, col. V,= Lamed, cols* I, II (Weber), preserved in its original 

position in the slightly differentiated i of the Drilvitll, col* VI taeo below, Bp 4, c)* and 

in the Eran from. coL IV, with the Serif on the top of the curve, turned from right 

to left in the usual form of the Asoka edicts, cal V* a* and turned with a tail on the right, 

but without the Serif, in the DrSvidif, col. V, b.—No 13* mo> col. Y*=Mm (Weber), derived 

from a form like that in col. II* with the change of the bent pendant into a loop, as in 

the hypothetical form in eel, IV (aualogoua development in Eating, T3A* coL 50, a), and 

with euperpoEitiou of the angle ois the loop, col. V, a (analogous development in Eating, 

TSA. col 59, c), whence the cursive form with semicircle at the top in coL V, b.—No 14* 

na, col. Y,=Nt47*. [Taylor), the Nun in aols. I. II, being turned topsy-turvy as in coL 

IV, aul the hook at the foot being converted into a straight stroke, for which 

development tba rwi, col. VI, a* formed out of tbs hypothetical sign by a regular lb a tion 

of the hook and the addition of a differentia ting bar at the top (see below B, 4, dh appears 

to ba a witness. 

No. 15, ta, ?a, cols. Y, I\\ = Santekh [Weber doubtfully); a SanwAft Like that of 

&ol. I, b, being made cursive by the Hindus, as shown in col. IV, and turned topsy-turvy, 

114] whereby the Dravirifi col, Y, was obtained* which originally served both fora 

and tf. Later, this sign was divided into the signs for the etymologically connected sa 

and ?a. By transferring the cross-bar to the outside of the curve] arose the in of the 

southern BrfXhzni io col. VI, aT and (turned round) that in coL VI, b, while the removal 

of the bar to the inside of the curve produced the sa of the flame script* ool* VI, c* The 

Dram ill adopted the news** for its s, and retained the old sign for ** The northern 

Brahmi developed out of the southern m that with the curve, ool. VI, d4 and out 

of this a now #j, cob VI, e* An immediate derivation of tho Drfivida * from the S&mehh of 

the sixth century B.O. in col, III. is not possible, for the reasons stated under No. 5, 

and because the characteristic ancient cross-bar is wanting in it.—No. 16* Et coL Y, — Ain, 

cols, L II (Weber), the Indian sign being changed slightly or not at all in the ancient 

forms of Krilsir col. IV and cal. Vp h as well as in that of Sauci and Huthignmphm 

ool V, a, but later made triangular, eol Y. e, dY t* in order to avoid a confusion with {ha and 

ilka.—No* 17. pflj cob V. = P/ic* cola. I, II (Weber), turned topsy-turvy ; in its original 

position in the Eran form* cob IV \ turned sideways in col. V. 

No* IB. eta, col, Y.^Taode* colt* L II, turned topsy-turvy, the second hook on tba right 

being bent at the sums time towards the vortical as in the hypothetical form of coL IV, 
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whence arose, with t-hc turn sidoways, tha angular or round ro of the Brabmi in col. 

V, a, A, ana the tailed one of tha Dflri& col. V, c.—No. 19. kJut, col. V, Qoph, cole. 

1, II, turned topsy-turvy with the addition o( n curve at tha top. eo!. V, a, in order to dis¬ 

tinguish tha letter from flu. Owing to tha use of ink. tha circle at tho foot was converted into 

a dot, col. Vt b.—No. *20, ra, ooL V. =SmA, cols. I, II (Water), the triangular head of tha 

latter being ope tied and tbo vertical attached to the bass of tha former triangle, whence arose 

the forms in col. Y, a, b, end later the ornamental onr.e, cal. ^ - c, <L in which tho 

angles were repeated.—No. 21, in, col, V(=Sttn, cols. I, It (Weber), tbo two angles, 

standing side by side, being placed the one inside tho other, and the sign being then turned 

topay-turvy. col. V, a, b, e. The more closely resembling Aramaic Shin of the Biitb century 

B.C„ col. Ill, cannot be the prototype of su, for tho same reasons as those stated above 

under No. 5, and is merely an analogous transformation, which the Arameans, Phoenicians 

and Ethiopians have made independently at various periods. The older form with two 

angles has hcen preserved in the western Bign for l00=$w(sea my Indian Studies, ITT.3 

71t 117).—No. 23, (a, col. V.= Towt cols- I,II (Weber); from a form like that of Siajirli, 

col. Ill, b, or the Assyrian of the time of Salmsnassar, col. Ill, a, was derived the fa of 

col. V, a, h, and hence the regularised from of col. V, c. 

13.—-Derivative c^ttionants and initial aou-'di, 

Tho derivative signs, invented by the Hindus themselves, have been formed by 

means of tha following contrivances;— 

(1) One of the elements of a phonetically cognate Letter is transposed i (s) in 

m and *«, whore the crosa-bar of tha oldest sign has been displaced (sea above, A, 

No. 15) j (b) io da, which has been derived from dha (Water) by dividing the vortical 

stroke, and by attaching the two pieces to the tipper and lower ends of tho curve, 

wbenco first the da of the Druvidi and of the Patna eeaL No. 4, col. VI, a was derived, 

and, with the turn to tha left, the ordinary form of the Briibmi, No. 4, col. M, 

and further tho angular da. No. 4t col. VI, /. 

(2) A borrowed or derivative letter is mutilated in order to obtain one with a 

siiiiliar phonetic value: (a) from da, No. 4, col. VI, a, comes [lb] by the removal of 

tbo lower end the half round <£3 of Kfilii and the later southern inscriptions, col, VI, c \ 

similarly, from tbo angular da, col. VI, Q. the ordinary angular ((a, col. VS, k of tho 

Asoka edicts (Websr) ; (6) from tha, No, 9, col. V, comes [ha, col VI, a. by the removal oi tha 

central dot; end from the latter again (a. col. VI, b. is derived by bisection, the round {ha 

being considered as the product of an unaspirated letter and a curve of aspiration, which 

appears (see below, 5) in various other letters (Weber) 1 M from the triangular Bt 

No. .16, col. V, e> d, e, comes tho I with three dots, col. VI, B, a, b, c, which just 

indicate the outlines of the older sign (Prinsep). the derivation being suggested by tbo 

fact that grata at ically t is tbo guija-vowel of i, for which therefore a lighter form of 

C appeared suitable ; (d> through a bisection of the lower portion of ia, No. 6, col. V, 

b. and a straightening of the remaining pendant, is derived U\ col. \U a (see my 

Indian Studies- III 2. 7i), the derivation being suggested by the fact that w commonly 
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represents va in weak grammatical forms (iftrfljmiiafvipa) ; fc) if the later Email circle 

(pi- IVP S?( VI) fa the original form of tho Anusv^n, No, 13* col. VI, at b, and the 

dot a cursive substitute, the sign may bo explained as a mutilated email ipi®, which 

lost the angle at the top, and has been thus treated tike the small vowelleBS consonants 

appearing in the inscriptions of the first centuries A. D. (see. o< g., pi. HI* 41, Vlll) ; 

compare also the derivation of the Kharo*fbi Anuavjlra from ma (sea below. §rJr B* 4X 

(3) Short horizontal strokes, which originally, before the change in the direction of 

the writing, stood on the left, are used to derive the long vowels A* No. lf ooL VI. and U, 

No* 6. eol. VI, d. from abort A and U. Gn account of the peculiar shape oF I* a dot ts used 

instead for the formation of I, No. 16, col. VI. B, tj. 

(4) Short horizontal strokes, originally added on the rights denoto a change in the 

quality of the Bounds ; (a) in Or No. 6, col VI, /B gt derived from Ut col. VI, a (with the bar 

in the original and the later position), because grammatically o is the guna-vowel of u \ 

(b) in Ah No. I6p col. YIt A, h, derived from Et because grammatically ai as tho vrddhi-vovvel 

of fl ; (cl in the l of the Driividi* No. 13, ooL VI, from the original form of la (Lam&t\ 

cols* I, II, in which case the bar still stands on the rights bociuae the letter has not been 

turned % Id} in no, No. 11* col. VI, a3 from tho original inverted Nun, col. IV i compare 

above under A, No. 11 ; (a) in ?o (see my Indian Studies, III. % pp. 31, 76 , also page 35* 

below, §1G* C, 12) from nat No. I4r col. V, with a displacement ol the Lower horizontal stroke 

towards the right, the letter being kept in its original position ; (/) in i/a, No, 1-1, col. YI, 

ht from un, the bar protruding at both sides of the vertical in order to avoid the identity with 

nat m and 0. 

(5) The aspiration is expressed by a curve in the $h of the DruvidI, No. 3, coi. VI, 

formed out of gf and in the ordinary Briihmi dim, No* 4* col. YI* dt from da> eol. VI, ct 

in pM, No. 1TP ool. \SM [romps, col. V, and in oftaT No. 1B, cnL VI, a ; In the last sign the 

curve has been attached to both ends of the vertical and this proceeding led to the develop¬ 

ment of the cursive cfcfl of col. Mt ft. More rarely a book is substituted for the curve, 

and then lb a original sign is mutilated ; thus bha7 No. % col. Yip is derived from ba by 

omitting the base stroke, and j'/iai No. 7hcoi. VI, from the Dr Uvula j, cob V* a. by dropping 

both bars at the ends of the vertical. Both the hook and tho curve are cursive subatifcutea 

for ftu* which in the Tibetan alphabet* 1 is used again in order to form hhat &e* 

(Gj [16] The fa of the Bra bra i, No. 4, col. Y I# c, has baon derived, by the addition of 

a smalt semicircle, for which we have an open angle in Sand (pi. II, 41, XYIIl). from the 

half round i(a of col* VI, c* the derivation being very probably suggested by the phonetic 

affinity of </u to la, which two letters are frequently exchanged in Yedie and classical Sanskrit 

and in the PrUkyt dialects. 

G.—,-Jlcdiol lOiyefs onJ tikxctict of nopef in ligatures t 

(l).—The system of the Bruhmi. 

In accordance with the expressions of tho Sanskrit phonologiflts and grammarians, who 

take into account the spoken language alone*2 nnd who call the /- Bound briESm, the ff*soimd 
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Qfrkma, ifcc,, the medial a is inherent in all consonants, nml consequently medial u k 

expressed by the stroke which distinguishes A hem A. 

The other medial vowels are either the full initial vowel-si Bos or cursive derivatives 

from them, which are placed mostly at the top or rarely at the foot of the consonants, The 

identity of the modial a with the initial 0 is distinctly recognisable in all letters with 

verticals at the top, as in ko, No. 6, col. VI, ft, t, whore, on the removal of the digger-shaped 

Jfc below the second cross-bar, the signs in ooi, VI, /, ff, reappear ; com pure also (jo in magot 

Girntlr edict I, line II, where an initial 0 has been placed above </. In the J&ugada edicts, 

where only the O of col. VI* /, occurs, the medial o has invariably the same form. But in 

Giro fir we have both forms of a, though there is only the 0 of ool, VI, 17. Similarly, the full 

initial U is roeognisnble in the combinations with consonants ending in verticals, as in 

pi. II, 9, V ; <ftf, 20, VII ; fl«. 25, Y ; bku, 31, III. V (compare § 16, D, 4) ; and in tbs cJAt* of 

KalsT, No. 6. coi- VI, b; more usually « is represented cursively, either by the horizontal 

stroke of U, as in daw, No. G, col. Vi. 0, or by its vertical as in en, pi. If, 13, III, and dJiu, 

20, II, ic. Medial « is identical with 17, if combined with consonants ending in verticals ; 

elsewhere it ib cursively expressed by two lines, commonly placed horizon tally, as in dhu, 

No. 6* col. VI, e : but in the later inscriptions we occasionally find the C of the period 

used for the medial vowel.*3 Medial i was probably at first expressed' by the three dots of 

the initial I (fc. No. 16, col. VI, B. d). which afterwards ware joined cursively by lines and 

converted into the angle used in most of the Asoka edicts (ii. col. VI, B, «)■ The medial * 

lias been developed ent of the latter form by the addition of a stroke, indicating that tha 

vowel is long tjfei, col, VI. B. / ; see above, under B, 9). In order to express medial e, the 

triangle of the initial E has been reduced cnrsivsly first to an angle, opon on the left, as in 

pi |ja ns Ills a m3 mora oo mm only to a straight line (fe* No, lBr coL VIi A, ft). In 

accordance with the form of the initial Al, which consists of E and a horizontal bar, medial 

si is expressed by two parallel horizontal strokes Ifftoi, No. 16, col, VI, A, eh 

The absence of a vowel is indicated by interlacing tha sign for tha consonants 

immediately following each other, and in such ligatures the second sign is often muti¬ 

lated ? see below, § 16, E, S. This proceeding appears to be a practical illustration 

of the term mukUlksara, \ joined or ligature syllable,’* by which the phenologists 

and grammarians denote a syllable beginning with more consonants than one. 

2.—The system of the Driivisji. 

The notation of the medial Vowels in the inscriptions of Bbattiprolu differs 

from the usual one in so far as medial a is marked by the Brahes! sign for it, and 

medial S by a horizontal stroke from the end of which a vertical one hangs down ; see 

jfeo.pl. II, 9, XIII ; Jkdt 9. XIV. Hence the consomts have no inherent a. The device ie 

no doubt of later origin, and has been invented in order to avoid ibe necessity for ligatures. 

§ 5 ■—I'Jis lima and the manner of tha borrowing of tha Semitic Alphabet.fi 1 

ll7l According to the preceding discussion, the great majority of the Brahma 

letters agree with the oldest types of the Nortb-Samitio signs, which are found in 
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the archaic Phoenician inscriptions and on the ebons of Mesa, incised about B-C, 89(h 

But two characters- h& and to, are derived from Mesopotamian forms of Hs and JEw, 

which belong to the middle of the eighth century B,G* and twqr *0*9* and ifl* resemble 

Aramaic signs of the sixth century B. G, As the Literary and epigraphies evidence 

leaves no doubt that the Hindus were not unlettered during the period B.G+ 600*500, and 

as the other signs of the Aramaic alphabet of this period, such as Beth^ Date£h, IFara*, &tr, 

are too far advanced to be considered as the prototypes of the corresponding. Brahma 

letters? it becomes necessary to regard the seemingly modern forms of s&, $a and ia as 

the results of an Indian development, analogous to that ot the corresponding Aramaic 

characters. This assumption* of course, remains tenable only as Long as the two Aramaic 

letters are not shown to be more ancient by new epigraph ic discoveries, which event, to 

judge from the results of the Sinjirli finds. does not seem to ha impossible. BnfcH for 

the present, they must he loft out of consideration in filing the termini s a quo for the 

importation of the Semitic alphabet into India ; and this tonninm falls between the time 

of the incision of Mesa's in script ion and of those on the Assyrian weights, from about B.G. 

890 to about B C- 750* probably a little more towards the Lower than towards the upper 

limit, or, roughly reckoning, about B.C+ 800, And various cjrcumaGances make it probable 

that this was actually the time when the Semitic letters became known to the Hindus- 

As the ha and the to of the BrilbmT are derived from forms of He and Tan? 

not found in the Phoenician inscript ions hut only in Mesopotamia, it appears probable 

that this is the Semitic country from which the letters were brought over.s 3 It agrees 

with this inference, that the most ancient Indian works apeak of sea-voyages in the 

Indian Ocean at a very early period, and sea-borne trade, carried on by Hindu Yaijiag 

in the same waters, is mentioned in later, hut still ancient, times, The well-known 

Buveru Jn taka'" bears witness to an early export trade of the Yanias to Babylon ; and 

the form of the word, in which the second part itu ig represented by oru, points to its having 

arisen In Woatorn India* where ra is occasionally substituted for |o, as in the Girnar nod 

Shabbilzgarbi form Turofftfiya for Plolctnaios* Several other Jubakas, eg, No- 463, which 

describe sea-voyages, name the ancient ports of Western India, Bharakaccha (the modern 

Broach) and Surparaka (now SupHru)* which were centres of the trade with the Persian 

Gulf in the first centuries A.D+ and much later- As according to the JuCak&s the Vanias 

started from these towns, it is probably that these trade-routes were used much earlier. 

Two of the most ancient DharmasiHras likewise bear witness to the earlier existence of 

trade by sc* tn India and particularly on the western coast. Baudhayana, II, 2* 2, forbids 

Brahmans to undertake voyages by scah and prescribes a severe penance for a breach of 

the rule. But he admits, I* 2, 4. that the “Northerners," were not strict in this respect. 

As the other offences of the "Northerners,** mentioned in the same passage, such as 

dealing in wool, selling animals with two fowb of teeth, Lq. horses and mules, show, 

the term applies to the inhabitants of western and nor Eh-western India. It naturally 

follows that the ee*-1voyages referred to were made to western Asia. The same author, 

1,18,14, and the still older Gautama Dhannasutra* 10,83* mention the duties payable to 

the king on merchandise- imported by &ea.hl In accordance with my estimate of the age 
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at the Dtamulitm and oF the materials out of which the Jltakas have been made 

hts, T look upon these statements as referring to the Sth-fith centuries B*C.sa From still 

earlier times dates the wen-known Yodio myth of the shipwreck of Bhnjyu "in fch& 

ocean where there is no support, no rest for the foot or the hand,” aad of his being 

saved on the 'hundred-oared galley" of the Airins^8 The scene of action must or course 

lie m the Indian Ocean, and the story points to the inference [13] that the Hindus 

navigated these waters during the earliest Vedic period. As, in addition, Semitic legends 

such as that of the Flood and of Mann's preservation by a miraculous hsh occur in the 

Brahmaiias, we have a sufficient number of facts to furnish soma support for the 

conjecture that Hindu traders, who probably learnt the language of the oonntryT just as 

their modern deseed tank Team Arabic and Suabili and other African languages, may have 

imported from Mesopotamia not only the alphabet, but perhaps also other technical eontrr 

vaacest such aa brick-making which was so important for the construction of the ancient 

Brahmatiienl altars. With this assumption, which under the circumstances stated appears 

at least not quite unfounded, tha Indian Vrinks are credited with haying rendered the 

aame aery ice to their countrymen which S&mbhota or Thou mi did to the Tibetans, when 

he fetched the elements of their alphabet from M a gad ha* between AD. 630 and 6S0/Jl 

In any case, it is a priori probable that tha Valias wore the first to adopt the 

Bemifiie alphabet ; for they, of course, caiuo most into contact with foreigners, and 

they must have felt most strongly the want of soma means for recording their business 

transactions. The Brahmans wanted the art of writing less urgently, since they possessadj 

as passages of the I^gveda show, ls-' from ycry early time9 a system of oral tradition for 

the preservation of their literary treasures. 

XeverfcheleaSi the oldest known form of the Brahmi is, without a doubt, a script 

framed by learned Brahmans for writing Sanskrit. This assertion is borne out not only 

by the remnants of the Gaya alphabet of ASoka's stone-masons, which must have 

contained signs for the Sanskrit vowels AI and A Uf and which is arranged according to 

phonetic principles, but a! so by the indue nee of phonetic and grammatical principles 

which is clearly discernible in the formation of the derivative signs* The hand of the 

phonalogiat and grammarian is recognisable in the following points : (l) the development 

of five nasal letters and of a sign for nasalisation in general from two Semitic signs, as well as 

of a complete set of eigne for the long vowels,34 which latter are very necessary for tha phono- 

logist and grammimn, but not for men of business, and are therefore unknown in other ancient 

alphabets ; (2l the derivation of the signs for the phonetically very different, but gramma¬ 

tically cognate, m and $a from one Semitic sign (SottuJtV) ; (3) the notation of P by the 

half of from which the vowel is frequently derived by samprssar&na ; (4) the derivation of 

O from U {o being the guria-vowel of w) by the addition of a stroke ' of I by a simplification 

of the sign for its gu^a-vowel E ■ of Alt the vrddbi-vowel, from E the guna-rowei of I; 

and of Za from qfe, the former consonant being frequently a substitute for the 

latter, as in lie for iff*; (5) the non-eipresiion of medial tf. in accordance with the 

teaching of the grammarians who consider it to inhere in every consonant ; the 

expression of medial a by the difference between A and Aw and of the remaining medial 

6 
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vowels by combinations of the Initial ones* or of cursive si mpji fixations of the Barae* with the 

con bop An Efi, ft3 well us oE the absence of vowels by ligatures of the con?0Q4nt?P which 

apparently illustrate the grammatical term *ajfijftik4a£|ara. All this hai so learned an 

appearance and is so artificial that it cm only have been invented by Fa adits, not by trad ere 

or clerks- The bet that the Vanias and the accountants until recent times used to omit all 

medial vowels in their correspondence and account books, permits even the inference that 

an Indian alphabet* elaborated by such men* would not possess any such vowal-signg. 

And it is immaterial for the correctness of this inference, whether the modern defective 

writing la a survival from the most ancient period or is due to the introduction of the 

Arabic alphabet in the middle ages. 
A prolonged period must, of course, have elapsed between the first introduction ol the 

Semitic alphabet by the merchants* its adaption by the Brahmans which probably did not 

take place at once* aad the elaboration of the 46 radical signs of the Bratran together with 

its system of medial vowels and ligatures. 
As* according to the rt suits of the preceding enquiry* the elaboration of tha Brahmi 

waa completed about B. Cr £G0f or perhaps even earlier* tbo terminus a quo, about B« Cr 300* 

may bo considered as the actual date ol the introduction of the Genii tic alphabet into Indiia. 

This estimate is* however* [l9] merely a provisional one, which may be modified by the 

discovery of now epigraphs^ documents in India or in the Semitic countries. If such a 

modification should become necessaryT the results of the recent finds induce mo to believe 

that the dat of the introduction will prove to fall earlier* and that it will have to be filed 

perhaps in the tenth century B-C,* or even before that. 

II.—THE EHABOfTHl SCRIPT, 

§ 6.—Bow if uruj deciphered. 

The Indian alphabet running from right to loft* the KkBttQkh* lipiM** has boon 

deciphered exclusively by European scholars among whom Masson* J, Frinsep* Oh* Lassom 

E Norrifl, and A. Cunniugham must be particularly mentioned,00 The coins of the Indo- 

Grecian anti In do-Scry thian kings with Greek and Prakft inscriptions furnished the first doe 

to the value of the letters. The results, which tbo identifications of the royel names and 

titles seemed to furnish, were partly confirmed, partly rectified and enlarged, by the 

discovery of the Slmbbazgarbi version of the Asoka edicts and E, C, Bayley's Kiiogrli 

inscription in Brahmi and Kbarc^thL The uharmntorg of the A£oka edicts are readable with 

full certainty, with the exception of a few ligatures (.ace below, § II, G. ft. 4>. Similarly* the 

inscriptions of tlie Sak as offer no difficult lea* and the now MS. of the Dhammsp&da from 

Kbolati37 is in general not difficult to read. But considerable portions of the inscriptions of 

the Parthian Gnduphara and ol the Ku.f fina kings Kanaka and Hnyi^ka, still resist the 

attempts qi decipherers and interpreters, 

§ ?,— Use and character is tic*. 

In its form, known to us at present, the Kh&ro3tbi is an ephemeral, chiefly epigraphio* 

alphabet of North-Western India. Tha majority of the inscriptions written in Kbaro§tbi 
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have been found between 73o30rR Long, and 33°-^E5° N, L&fcr| ia the ancient province of 

Gandhi! ra, the modern eastern Afghanistan find the Northern PaSijah ; and the oldest 

documents. era confined to the districts tha capital# of which wcre Taxila (Shuh Dori'J to the 

east of the In ring, and Fuskalilvati or Careildli (Hashfusgar) to the west of the river. 

Single in script ion a hare turned up further south-west in Bhawalpnr near Hu 1 tun* south 

in Mathura, and south-east in Kzlngrji,, and iiagle words or letters in BharpAut, Ujjaln and 

M&isur (^iddapura Asoku edicts30 }. Coins, cameos find MSS. with Kharo^thT characters 

have been carried much further north and north-east. The period during which, according 

to the documentary evidence at present available! the KhnroSthi seems to hare been used in 

India, estendg from the fourth century B, 0* to about the third century A-D.+ the earliest 

letters occuring on the Persian xigafj (§■ 8) and the Latest perhaps on the Gandhlira sculptures 

and the Eu^ina inscriptions.30 As the note in the Fuwanahulin of A.D. 668 (see above, § l) 

shows, the Buddhists preserved a knowledge of the exigence of the alphabet much longer 

Hitherto, the Kharosthi has been found (l) in etone-inscriptions! [2) on metal plates 

and vases, (3) on coins, (4) on cameos, nod [5) on a longer known small piece of birch 

bark from a Stupa in Afghanistan1-'0 and on the BhOrja M9* of the Dhammapada from 

Khotan, The latter MS. has probably been written to G&mlbiira during the Ku^ana period. 

The dialect of its test shows characteristic affinities to that of the Shahhazgarhi version of 

the ASoka edicts. and its characters agree very closely with those of the Ward&k vase.1 LhJ On 

the metal plates and vhkb» [W] the letters frequently consist of raws of dots, or have been 

first punched in this manner and afterwards scratched to with a stilus11?~. Go stone vases 

they are sometimes written with ink,1''a 

In gpite of its frequent utilisation for epigraphs documents tho Kharo*tbT is a 

popular script, destined fee clerks and men of business. This ia proved by the throughout 

highly cursive oharaefar of the letters, by the absence of long vowels, which are useless for 

the purposes of common daily fife, by the expression of group* of unasri rated double 

consonants ly single one* (k* for kka) and of UD&spI rated and aspirated ones by the latter alone 

(jfcjfra [0T kkha), and by the invariable use of the AnuavHra for all vowelless medial nasals-104 

The discovery of the Khotan MS. makes it very Improbable that there existed another form of 

tho script which, being more similar to the Or a him in completeness, would have teen 

more suitable for the Brahmadicsl ^astras. 

§ 8*—Orfiyrfo10* 

The direction of the Khatos^bi from right to loft made it a priori highly probable that 

its elements had been borrowed from the Somites ; and the almost exact agreement of tho 

forms for no, ra and m with Aramaic signs of the transitional type induced EL Thomas 

to assume a closer connection of the Kharo?$hI with this alphabet1**. Hia view has never 

been disputed ; but cl late it has been given a more precise form by L Taylor and A* 

Cunningham p who assign tho introduction of the Aramaic Letter* into India to the first 

Akhoemertiana10T. Tho reasons which may be adduced for this opinion are as follows : 

(ll The A^ok a edicts from tho westernFa npb use for writingi edict, the word dip it which 

evidently has btoa borrowed from tho Old Persian, and they derive from it the verbs dipatit 
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hq writes' and dipapatn "he causes to writa ;" see above, § 2. B. (8) The districts where 

Kharo*thi inscriptions occur, especially in earlier times, are just those parts of India which 

probably were subject to the Pets iaus, be it with or wit bon t interruptions, from about B, C. 

500 to 331. (3j Among the Persian st$hi> there are some marker] with single syllables in 

Kharosfbi and Btiihmi10*, whence it may be Iniorred that they wore struck in India during 

the Persian period, and that the Kharc^hi was current during a great part of the fourth century 

B.C., certainly before tbe fall of the Persian empire in B C. 531. Some considerable variations 

in the Kharotthi letters of the A&ofea edicts, as well as tbe strongly cursive forms of several 

liga.uree, such as siar spa do. (see below, S 11, C, 8, 3), likewise point to the conclusion that 

the alphabet had bad a long history before the middle of the third century B.O. (4) Recent 

discoveries in Semitic epigraphy tnako it estremely probable that the Aramaic, which was 

used already in Assyria and Babylon for official and business purposes side by sUe with the 

cuneiform writing, was very widely spread during the rale of tbe Akbaemeuians. Numerous 

Aramaic inscriptions of this period have been found in Egypt, Arabia, and Asia Minor, and 

one even in Persia. Beside?, Esypt has furuishnd a number of official Aramaic papyri, and 

Asia Minor many come with Aramaic legends, struck by Persian satraps1 o£>. In addition, there 

is the curious statement in the Book of Basra, IV, 7, according to which the Samaritans sent to 

Art a serves a letter written in the Arumi script and language. Taking all these points together, 

tnere are sufficient reasons to warrant the assertion that Aramaic was commonly employed not 

only in the offices of the satraps, but also in the royal secretariate at Susa. The ultimate cause 

for the official use of the Aramaic script and language during the Akhaemenian period was, no 

doubt, that numerous Aramaeans held appointments as clerks, accountants, taint-masters and 

so forth in the Persian Civil Service. [21] When the Persian empire was rapidly built up on 

the ruins of more ancient monarchies, its rulers must have found the employment of the 

trained subalterns of tbe former governments, among whom tbe Aramaeans were foremost, 

not only convenient, but absolutely unavoidable In those circumstances, it is but natural 

to aBtoms that, after tbe full organisation of the administration by Darius, the Persian satraps 

introduced Aramaean subordinates into the Indian provinces, anil thereby forced their 

Indian subjects, especially tbe clerks of the native princes and of the heads of towns and 

villages, to learn Aramaic, At first, the intercourse between the Persian and the Indian offices 

probably led to the use of the Aramaic letters for the north-western Prlikyi, and later 

to modifications of this alphabet, which ware made according to the principles of the older 

Indian Briihnu1 lfl, and through which the Ktmrosfbi finally arose. The adoption of the 

Arabic alphabet, during the middle ages and in modern times, for writing a number of Indian 

dialects, is somewhat analogous, as it likewise happened under foreign pressure, and as 

its characters were and are used either without or with modifications. (5) With these 

last conjectures agrees tbe general character of the Ebaronthi, which is clearly intended for 

clerks and men of business* see above, §7, (ti) Finally, they are confirmed by the 

circumstance that the majority of the Kharosfhl signs can bo most easily derived from tbe 

Aramaic types of the litfch century B.C. which appear in the SaQqjirah and Teima inscriptions 

of B, C. 4S3 and of about B. C. 500, while a few letters agree with somewhat earlier forms 

on the later Assyrian weights and the Babylonian seals and gams, and two or three are more 
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closely allied to the later signs oF tho Lesser*Teima inscription, the Stele Vaticana, and tho 

Libation-tab!a from the Serapenm. Tbe whole duciUB oE the Kharo-j-thi, with its long-drawn 

and Iong-tailad letters, is that of the characters on the Mesopotamian weights. Saak end 

cameos, which re-occurs in the inscriptions o! Saqqur&h* Teima and the Serapemn. Others111 

have compared the writing of the Aramaic papyri from Egypt, which partly ah least, like the 

TaurineDsis. belong to the Akhaameniao period. But it does not suit so well, Many of its 

signs are so very cursive that they cannot ha considered as the prototypes of the 

Kharo^thi letters, and its ductus Is that of a minute current handwriting. Some special 

resemblances appear to be, on a closer Investigation, the results of analogous developments. 

Taking all these points together, the Kharo^thi appears to have been elaborated in the filth 

century B.C. 

§ 9,—DetoiJa of iks d&rivtiliQTi 

The subjoined comparative table illustrates the details of the derivation. The stgoa in 

coL I- have been taken (with tbe exception of No. 10, coL I. a) from Eating's Tabula 

Sariptnrae AramaicseT 1892, cals. G, 8, 9. 11 and 13 ; those m col. II. from the same work, 

cola, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19 and those In cols. Ill, IV from plate 1 of this manual; and all have 

been reproduced by photolithography. 

A>■—RjTT&wad & *fl Ntp11 ®. 

Preliminary rwwrh- The changes of the Aramaic signs have been caused chiefly by 

the following principles : (i) by a decided predilection for long-tailed signs with appendages 

at the upper end* the foot being left free for the addition of ut ra and the Anusvara, and by 

an aversion to appendages at the foot alone } (3) by an aversion to signs with heads can- 

taming more than two tinea rising upwards, [32] or with transfer?* strokes through the 

top-line, or with pendants hanging down from itT all of which peculiarities would have 

been awkward for the insertion of the vowels i* fi and o± (3) by a d^irci to dUTetenkiata 

the signs which, altered according to these principleb, would have become identical* 

No. I, Aj col. Ahfh o*l- It a (Saqqi*ab)j with a cursive change of the head 

to a curve , the position and the size of the letter make a connection with the forms m cal. 

I, by or cob II, improbable,—No, % b*h col. IIl = Beth, cal, I, a. k (Teima, Saqqiirah), with 

a cursive curve for the angle at the right; the cursive forma ol tbe B$th of the papyri, [23] 

col. II, h, Cj are further developed than the Khkro^t'bj signs. No, 3, qq> col. Ill, = Qim$h 

derived from cob I, or a similar form (compare cob II, and EutEng* TBA* 1, a\ with a 

cursive loop on the right and a curve on the left ; similar loops are common in later ligatures, 

see PL I, 33. b5, 3Gf XII ; 34, XIII ; and they occur even io jat pi. I. 12, XII.—No. 4t 

da* coL III,— Dateffc* derlvfd from a form like that in cab II. b, which, according to cqL 

I, a, occurs already about B. C. flCO on Assyrian weights—No. 0* kat col. HL—He, derived 

from a form like that in col f, a (Teima), with the transposition of the pendant in the middle 

of the curve to the right end of tho foot m order to facilitate the inseriioo of e and e 

(see preliminary remarks. 2, page 20L above, and below under No. 17b—No, G, cal. HL 

= TFatu. cob I (Teima. Saqqarah); the papyri in eoL II. show more advanced Fornix 
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Na* 7, jar coh III, at—£aint derived from a farm Like those in ooL I, a> b (Ttima), 

the Mb corn&r being tmrned npwarda stilt furfcbovp whgneo fclse n&i^&l KhHOf^hl letter in 

eol. III. ia derived by omitting the stroke at the foot ; the papyri, eol. IIM show more 

I 11 HI IV 

$ K 7 n 75 
z 

7 X- r 

3 a If f 
4 > i t f ? y t 
£ n ^ -TV* ? ? 

9 7 VI 7 

T S 1, in 1 1 y i 

t tnvl n 
% Tr A 3 A 

m 7 7 ' w * 

33 Ul UU 7 
t? n 3Lr U *r 

13 n 5 r f V 7 
14 S , t35 7 

15 p /> f 
is 

w* >*r y f 
n P>P 1 
IS D) i 
it 1 w r 
20 

ft 1i t >9 9 

advanced forma unsuitable for comparison—No. 3, si, col. lU, = Chclht col. I (Teima). tbo 

Bound of tba Indian ia being very similar to a t&fatal Xa, an in German iefe.—No. 9. ya, 

eol. 10,= Fotf, derived either from a form Like col. I, b, or directly from one like col, I, n 

(Assyrian wtightal, with tbe omission of the bar cm tho right (ace preliminary remarks, l) ; 
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analogous forma occurring m later Palmy raman and Fahlavi (E.TSA. cola, 21-25,, 30-32, 

£5-39* 8®),—‘No. Wt kat eoL III, = Kapk, derived by a turn from right to left from cd- I, b 

(Assyrian weightb, Babylonian seals, &e.b and with tlio addition of a top-stroke, in order 

to distinguish the now sign from la (No* lip col. Ill) and from pa (No. 15, qgL III) i the 

signs of the papyri, cdK It, differ entirely.—No. 11, la, col. 111, = Lamed, a form liko tbo^o 

in col* Ih ft, c (Teima] being turned t.D[ sy-turvy owing to the aversion to signs with apponda^os 

at the foot alone {preliminary remarks, l), and the curved Lino being broken and attached 

lower in order to distinguish the new letter from A. 

No. 12, ma, col. Ill, a> derived from a iorm like that In cob I, a, ii (SaqqJIrah) 

with a curved head, by the cmiagion of the transverse line and a rudimentary indication of 

tli-a vertical standing originally on the right, whence comes the semicircular ordinary ma of 

the Attoka edicts, col HI, o, still more mutilated on account of the vowel-signs ; the forms 

of the Mem of the Papyri, col- II, are nnsuited to be con a id a red Lhe prototypes of the KharoA(hi 

m&.—No. 13, nat col. Ill, a—Nunl col. I, a, [Saqqarah)r a later derivative being the na 

of coh III, h ; She Nan of the papyri- cob 11. is again unsifted for comparison.— No. 14, sa, 

col. TXlt —Samekht coL I iTsiimOi with transposition of the slanting bar to the loft end of the 

top-stroke from which it hangs down, and with connection pf its lower end with the tail of 

the sign, which has been pushed forward towards the left (see the figures in B-IS* lit 2 ; 105) ; 

analogous developments appear in Nabataean (E. T5A. cols. 4e* 47) and in Hebrew.—No. 15, pa, 

cot III, a¥ = Ph^ col. I (Temia). turned from right to left to distinguish it from A; [a the more 

usual pa of col. Ill, the curve has been pushed lower down.—No* 15, era, coL IHm = T$ade, 

derived from an acute-angled from like col. I, a, b tTgimn), with the omisgEon of the second hook 

on the right (see preliminary remarks* 2) and with the development of a hook below the head, 

because the vertical was made separately ; the analogous Tsade of coL II, bt has been 

developed, because the right stroke of the head was made separately and drawn to the 

vertical 

No. 17* khar col. 11 l^Qoph, derived from a form like col. I, a, b [Serapoum) with the 

conversion of the central pendant into an elongation of the top stroke on the left i ainulady, 

the pendant has been transferred to the right end of the letter in the Toima form (E T3A. 

col. lOK-No. 18, ra, coL col I. a, b (Saqqlr&h), with complete removal of the 

angular protuberance an the right.—No. 19, *o, col. .Ill, =Shin, col I (Teitna), turned topiay- 

turvy owing to the aversion to tops with more than two strokes rising upwards (preliminary 

remarks, fl), and with a lengthening of the central stroke owing to the predilection for long¬ 

tailed Bigns.—No- 20. It, coh IIL - XViu>, derived from a form Uko that in col. I, a (Assyrian 
weights) or in wL I, 6 (SaqqSrah), with the transposition of the bar to the top of the [2*1 

vertical, a& in col. II, a9 the new sign at the same time being turned from right to left in 

order to avoid the resemblance to pa (No. 15). and being broadened in order to distinguish it 

from va and ra (Nos, Gj 18) : the older form and the intermediate steps appear in rim 

(No. 20, col IV, aland (a (No. 20, col IV, b) where the original Taw fame been preserved* 

and in (a (No. 20, col IV, c) where the bar stands at the top ; compare bolow, B, 1, c* 

and B, 2* 
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B.—Derivative Signs. 

(1) Aspiration.—The aspir a Hod is espresaeO by tha addition of a eurya or a hock* 

which probably represent a cursive ha (Taylor), an-1 for which curaively a simple stroke 

appears : afc the s&mc time, the original mSifka m sometimes amaplified*—(a) A curve or a 

book is added to the right of the vertical o£ in No. 3, cob IVfc to the top of da in dha. 

No. 4. coL TV, aa and to thd end of the second bar of {a, No. 2.0, coL IVP <$* from which it rises 

upwards, in (Art, No. 20P dob TV, d (properly (Jca},—(b) A hookK a curve, of oureively a 

a slanting stroke, appears to tbo right of ha in bha, No, 2, col, IV, ar b, the head of ba b&ing 

converted at tbo same time into a straight lino and pushed somewhat more to the loft, in 

order to avoid the identity with kaM No. 10> cob III*— (c) In the following aspirates appoir 

only enmvo straight strokes, added on the left in jAat No. 7* cob IV, and pita, No* 15, col, 

IV P and oa the right in ch&, No, 16* col- IV» {fha, No. 4, cob XY* c, and thar No, 20P cob IV, a, 

all of which letters show, however, additional peculiarities. In cJia, the little pendant on 

the left of cfl has beeen made horizontal and combined with the stroke of aspiration to a cross 

bar In dhan the head of c/o bae been flattened into a straight line. Tha has been formed 

out of the anciect Aramaic Taiu\ No* 20, cob I, a, turned from right to loft, and the a&roke 

of aspiration continues the bar of Taw towards the right. 

(2) Lingual^.—[a baa been formed out of the older Taw, turned from the right to 

tbe left, by the addition of a short bar, which in the A5oka edicts usually stands on the right 

and lower than that on the left, as in No. 30* col, IV, 5. In col. IVa e. the sign of lingualiaa* 

tion stands on the left, below the {» with the bar at the top. This form of (a, which 

appears rarely in the Aioka edicts, must formerly have been commr>a3 as the tha has been 

derived from it (see above, B, 1. a\ The rfa of No. 4, col. IV, bt exactly reseuihles the 

common Aramaic Daleth in col. I, b (Tcima) and may be identical with it. If the alphabet 

imported into India contained two forms for (f& (cob I. a, t), bath may have heed borrowed, 

and the more cumbrous one may have been used lor the express ion of the fuller sound. It h 

however, also possible that the r/a Las been formed out of the d<i of No. 4, col. HI, ar by the 

addition of the bar of lingn&lieatian, placed vertically on the right. The tja. No* 13. coL IV 

a, is likewise derived from na, col III, a bt by the addition of a straight stroke going down¬ 

wards : compare what has bean said above* §4, B, 4, regarding the use of a short stroke for 

denoting the change of the quality of a borrowed or derivative sign in forming the AI, 0, 

fin, TLd? and ye of the Brabmb 

t3) The palatal Ha. No. 13, col. IV, b, c, consists of two na (col. Ill, a) joined together 

(E. Themes), and illustrates tbo modern Indian name for ~ia and ua, which tbo Pandits often 

call the big nskarat. The sign, which is really not necessary for a clerk’s alphabet, has 

perhaps been framed only because it existed in the Brfihmi. the Pandit s alphabet. 

(4) Medial vowels, absence of vowel in ligatures, and Anusvitra.—Long vowels are not 
marked, and a inheres, just as in the BrtUuni, in every consonant. Other vowols are marked 

by straight strokes. In the case of r, the stroke passes through the left side of the top-line 

or top-lines of the consonant ; in w, it stands to the left of the foot ; in t, it descends oo 

the leit side of the top-line i in o, it hangs down from this line, see (to, No. SO. col. IV, <f - 

for farther details see below, §11, B. Joined to A, the same Btrokea form /, U, E and 0 
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(No. K col. IY, a-d). The absence of a vowel between two dissimilar con? on ant.if, except 

nasals, is oppressed, as in tbs Brahmi, by the combination of the two signs into a ligature, 

in which the second letter is usually connected with the lower end of the Prat. But ra stands 

invariably at the foot at the other consonant, whether it may have to bo pronounced before 

or after it. Double [2(31 consonants, except nasals, are expressed by single ones, and non- 

aspirates and aspirates by the aspirates alone. Nasals immediately preceding other conso¬ 

nants, are always expressed by the Anus vara, which, in tbe ASoka edicts, is attached to the 

preceding maifia.. 

The non-expression oi a, and the rules regarding the formation of tbe ligatures, no doubt, 

have been taken over from the Biiibmi, only minor modifications being introduced. And 

it seems probable that tbe uee of straight strokes for », it, e and o comes from the same 

source. For, already in the Briihmi of all the Aeota edicts, «, e and o are either regularly or 

occasionally expressed by simple elrokes. and in Girnur i is represented by a shallow curve, 

often hardly distinguishable from a straight stroke ; moreover, i, e and o stand in Briibmi. 

lost as in the Eharo^tbL at tho top of tbe consonants, and n at the foot. A connection nf 

tbe two system of medial vowel-aigns is therefore undeniable, and that of the Brahmi must 

be regarded as the original one, since its signs, ns has been shown above, §t, 0. 1. evidently 

have beep deriveil from tbe soitta.1 vowels- 
The notation of I, Vt E and 0 by combinations of A with the me nal vowel-sir ns is 

peculiar to the Kharosthi, and is attributable to a desire to simplify the alphabet. Among 

the later Indian alphabets, the modern DevaoSgari offers an analogy with its Vt and ^ , 

and the Gujarati with its * E, * Al, ^ 0. + ** 
foreign alphabets derived from tho Briibmi, as e.g. tbe Tibetan, show tbe principle of 

the Kb a rest hi fully developed, . _ , , , 
The Aswln. which is used, as in tbs Briihmi, for all vowelless uli» «. » denved from 

* win i tv it ■ctill lias trho hM form of frtdi| usudlly 
ma (R Tbom&iX In mam- No. 13, col. IV. it Bt-m dm 

it undergoes oni'^ivu alteration ^ sec below, sill. B* o- 

§ 10 —varieties of the ^ 

one o! tbe fourth anil third centnnee B.C., 0 ■ i„ El 1 13) and ol UMHohra 

(ptMtonuwwh a i-vnt - «• faMiaw >* «■ 
1), with which th, eigoatnre in the . 9,12.13) and 
3,133*110), thn legends nn thn nldest Cains (»**P» -£“fc 

the syllabi,, an the Persian title/ (autotypes in J. BAB. . Iodo-Grenion 

m The T.ti.ty o! tb. «»«■ p Gan,neb, Cabin, 
kings* which Is imitated by some later foreign 

nl Indian Coins in tbe British Museum, !*■ *'»>■ g 0, to first century AD. (ft nn 
(3) The variety of the ^aka peric . ^ 1068, 233, [d. 3, and collotype in 

tho Taxila coppor-plats nf Patik& ( lithngrap m 0f ^dasa from Mathum, which 

El, 4, 56), and oh tbe lion-capital of the satrap 

G 
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occurs also on gome sculptures from Gandhrira {autotype in J. ASB. 63, 144, pi. 10 ; Anzeig 

phiL hist. Cl. WA. 1896), ch the Kald&wa stone (W2K.M, 10. 65, 327) and on the coins of 

several Salsa sad Kusiina kings (autotype?, f. Gardner, op. cit., pi, 22-25). 

(4) The strongly cursive script of the first and second centuries A.D. (7), which begins 

with the Takht-i Uahi inscription of Gcmdopherres {autotype in JA. 1890, I, =S.NL 3, pL 

1. No. 1) and is fully developed in the inscriptions ot the later Ku^Sse kings Kaniska and 

Iluviska (autotype of the iieda inscriptions in JA, 1890, I, = S.JlEt, 3, pi. 1, Ho, 3, of tbs 

M&ntkyaia stone, JA, 1S96, I, “ S.NEI, 6. pi. 1, 2, of the Su Bihar inscription, TA, 10, 334, 

lithograph of the Wardak vase, J.HAS. 1803, 250, pi. 10)114, and occurs also in the MS. of the 

DhfiLmiESkp[ida from Khotun ; sot abovep 

§ II*—THE ABOH-4IO VARIETY,11 5 

A^Thc radical 

(1) [263 A small stroke, rising upwards at an acute angle, may be added at the 

foot of every letter ending with a straight or slanting line, in order to mark its end (plate 

T, 1, 11 , 6, lj, 1 i 7, IT , 8, II | Ac \ Ti a letter cuds with two slanting lines, like ya and 

in (34, III the upstroke may ba added to the left. In the Aaoka edicts of Mansehra, fjfcn 

receives instead occasionally a straight base-stroke (18, V). 

(2) Ca lias three varieties, (a) bead with ohtu?o angle (10. 1. II. IV) - (5) head 

with curve (10, V) ; (e) head with curve connected liy a vertical with the lower part (10, III). 

—(3) The head of eha is likewise sometimes atjglar (11, I, IV) and sometimes ronod (11, II), 

and loses occasionally the cross-bar below the bead, us in the later types—14) The full form 

of/a occurs at least once in ShlbbSzgftthi (12, I. V) and of tenet in Madsehra,, where once 

{edict V, 1. 94) the bar stands to the left of the foot. Tho left side stroke of ja is 

often curved (12. Ill)—{5J In S*. the second shortened no (see above, §9, B, 3) is 

sometimes added on the right (14. I. V) and sometimes on the left (14, HI. TV), Oecasiooally. 

the right sido of the letter is converted cursively into a vertical, as in the later 

inscriptions (14. IX). 

(6) The normal form of [a is that of 15,1. II ; hut the bar qn the left stands 

occasionally lower than that on the right (l5, V ; 33. III. or both bars stand on the 

left (33, VI), or the bar on the right ia omitted (commonly in ManBohra) (lfl, m). 

(<) To (.0) is mostly shorter and broader than th (3l), and cither its two lines 

are of equal length, or the vertical cmq Is shorter. Forma like 20. V, are rare.—{8) Di 

(22, II) shows twice, in SkHhbTizgarhl edict IV. 1, 8, and Manse lira edict VII, 1. 33 

(where the transcript in J3DMG. has erroneously drt), a curve to the right of the foot, which 

is probably nothing bat an attempt to clearly distinguish do from no.—(8) Dha with 

tho left end turned upwards (23, V) is rare and a secondary development (see above, §9, B, L), 

Io the abnormal dha of 38, VIII (dkra\ from Munaekri, the second bar h a substitute for a 

very sharp bend to tho left (23, V).—(10) The no with the bent heed {24, III) occurs not rarely 
in tho syllable nt. 
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(11) Tho greatly mutilated ma (29. I) is more common than the forma with remnants 

of the old pendant (compare above, §3, A, No. 12). It appears in variably in connection with 

vowel signs and owes Hs eiislenee to such combinations. 

(12) La with a curve on the left, as in the later inscriptions (33a VIII), is rate in the 

Atsoka edicts* but occurs in Mausehra edict VI. 1, 29. 

(13) The cursively rounded ia of 3^ III, is rare ; but ouce, in Shlbblzgarhl edict 

XIII, 1+ 1, appears a Ja hardly distinguishable from jjr-a. — (H) The sa with a triangular head 

(36* IIL and that with a rounded head (36* I* III, IV), ares cursive developments from the old 

polygonal from (36, V). Tilo vertical stroke of sa is occasionally omitted, as in Mane ah ra [27] 

edict VI, 1, 27. 
(15) Tha common forms of Jta with a curve (37* I* IV) or a short hoot (37, IIL Y) at 

the foofcf are cursive developments of the ha of 37, Tl j see above, ^9, At No 5* 

B —Medial vvwda and Amisvara 

(11 Tha t-s*rete goes regularly aaross the left side of the horiitont&l strokes of the 

con so nan Is (6, III ; 7* III; 15. II, III ; to.); in letters with two horizontal or slanting top^ 

strokes, it passes through both .,14. Ill ; 16* III; 38* III, VI i &c.'. likewise through both the 

top-strokes of Jta (19, Xh In I (2, I), di (23, II), and nit it stands just below the head, and in 

yi (30. II) it bangs in the left side- 
(2) Tha e-stroko corresponds in form and position to the upper half of tho i-shroke [4* 

I ; 6* IV ; 12. II ; LBj III l to.} x m E (4, II) it may also stand straight above the bc^d of i. 

(3) The o-stroko mostly corresponds in its position to the lower half of the r stroke 

(5, I ; 12* IV ; 14, IV ; toj, iut it stands further to the right in the angle, formed by the 

upper part of the letters, in i/o* Qho (9* II) and &> (86, IV). 
(4} Tha li-sbroke stands regularly at toe left lower end of the consonant (3. I; S, III ; 

10a IV ; 12, III ; to*\ but a little higher up if the foot of the consonant ia curved to the left 

(Cf, 3* II). or to the right [dnw 22, IV). or has a book on the right (pm. 25, V i An, 37, IV). 

In wpzi it stands to the left of the top of wia (see wun, 23, 
(5) The Anus vara has the full form of tiro (see above, §9. B, 4) only occasionally in man* 

(29? IV K More commonly it is represented cursively by a straight stroke as in matI* (S3* XI). 

or by two hooks at the sides of ma as in mam (33, X). In combination with other conso- 

nauta ending in a single slanting or vortical line, tho Anuavara is marked by an angle, opening 
upwards h which tha foot of the consonant bisects (S. TV ; 11, IV ; 17* \ ; 13a V ; &c.), or. 

rarely m Sbubbazgarhi, of toner in Maoaehra. by a straight line, a substitute for the curve 

of »ta4 Min thaw C^i* V). If the foot of the consonant has aome other appendage. the 

Anusvura ia attached higher upfco the vertical, as in ii&Ffi (14. ^ ) * (lam (18, \ ) , trafp (33* ^ J , 

ham (37, V). The angular Anufivara is always divided in yam (SO* T) at^ tho ono 
half is added to the right end of tha matfkil, and tbs other to the Soft. This may also bo done 

in ham and ia blimp (23, IV). 

C—Litfak*r«- 
(1) BhV* (38, IX)t »wn* (58. XII) nod mya (38. XII, b) show no changes or only Y*ry 

slight ones in the combined letters. In other cases, one or the other u usually mutilated. 
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(2) For ra, which must he pronounced sometimes before and sometimes after its Mai fkU 

{esception in r(o in Hansehra edict V, l. 21), appear*. hesulel slightly mutilated forma tin rff, 

3?, IV, and ffa, 39, I), (a) a slanting line, with or without abend* which go^s through the 

middle of the vertical of the combined consonant (as ip gra, 33. 1 i r(o, 33. II ; rji. 38. Ill) 

(6) elao a curved or straight stroke at the foot of the combined sign (rfi, 33, V * kra, 6, V t 

gra, 8. V ; fro, 20, V i dhra, 23, V j 38, VIII ; pru, 23, V bra, 27, V ; vratp, 33. V * int, 

3i, V ; stri, 3 \ VIII, iXh In combination with m%, the ro-stroko stands invariably at the 

right top, as in kra ('i9. \ ), and in kra and bhra (23, V), occasionally at the right end of the 

hooks of those letters. Sometimes, especially in ^laueehra, a curve open above, as in thra (31, 

IV), is substituted for the straight stroke. The stroke and the eurves, oE course, are cursive 

substitute? for a full ra, attached to the foot of the combined consonants. 

(31 In vr« (39, II! the two consonants have been pushed the one into the other, so that 

the vertical does duty both for the na and the ra. The same principle » followed in the forma- 

ticn of the ligature s£o (which consists only in ShffhUtzgarhi edict I, 1. 2, jrfjfoma^, 0[ sa 

with a t» hooked into the vertical, 39, IV). At the same time su is mutilated, the middle of its 

top remaining open and the hook cu tbB left being omitted. This is clearly visible in tU (39 V) 

and stri (39. IX>. while *£n (39, JUt, sii (39, YI). i(tt (39. VII) and stri (39, VIII) are made 

more negligently. The ligature of ta and pA is formed according to [23] the same principles, hut 

the «b is mutilated still more and merely indicated by a little boot at the top of the vertical of 

pa in spa (39. XI and ^ 139, XII) ra spa (39, XI) the hook stands on the side-limb of pa, 

(1, The ligature in S3, vn seems to have two different mflanin®. In BbfihbEzgarhl 
edict X, 1, 21, the sign appears in the representative of the Sanskrit iadSttaya which in the 

dialect of the ASoka edicts might be either tadatvtm or tadatUryc, and in Mausehr* it occurs 

frequently in the representative of the Sanskrit atman. As the Knsiina inscriptions offer a 

similar sign (31, XIII) in the representative of the Sanskrit talvbnam, wc have probably to 

rea fro in Shuhhungarbi edict X, 1,31, and to assume that the curve at the foot of to 

represents a ra, just as it stands in */iro (31, IV) for the similar ra. This emanation is 

confirmed by the ligatures 30, XIII, and 37, XIII. which most probably are equivalent to &*a 

jtiara} and sva Ivisharamamm)* In MwieafeTB (especially ediefc XII) the sign 38, YLI ha,5 

to bo read tmajl7n 

§ 12.—CHANGES IN THE LATER VARIETIES1 l8, 

A.—The radical signs, 

^ . U!. UPWarJ 8tr0te Cotmectea with the foot of the verticals occurs only 
occasionally 00 the Indo*Grecian coins (7, VI ; 20, VI; 38, VI). More frequently it appears 

detached o the left of the signs, as in A (1, VII, and oven with ha (S7, VI), A cursive sui*. 

^ 7 iD ^ f97‘ VII); “mi,"re VII). Finally, various 
line fscii ah 0 <11 a 2^' re«ive on the Indo-Grecian coins a horizontal base- 

H A ’ T* ‘ * ,1 V 1 ; In the Variet? °f period , the eads of th* verticals show? 

VIH) Kd fa « (MUSK or ft straight strata =c 
6 , , io^|3j, WIT). The earn, took ippasra tbo fa tho enrsiy, script of th« lingua. 
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period (.ye, 35, X), or a horizontal stroke to the left, as in .4(1, XI), ka (6, X), dha (33, XI), 

na (34, XII), bi (37, XI), ya (30, X), as well as curves both to the right and left, as in 4'fto 

(7, X), ca (l0, XII1, dhi (16, XI), gH (9, X), is (37, X). mi (29, XI), where the curve has been 

added to the ydwel-stroke, 

(2) Id the S-ika and Kufuua varieties, the bead of ka is commonly converted into a 

curve (0, VIII), and in the Kuijnna variety this curve is connected with the side*limb of ka 

(see 6, X).—(3) In ail the later varieties, the top of kka is made longer and curved to the 

right (7, VI-XI ; 39, XIV). 

(4) In the Saka type, we have a cursive form of ca, derived from 10, III, in which the 

left end of the lower portion of the sign is attached to the short vertical below the top. 

Similar, still more cursive, forms are common in the Kusiina variety ; see 10, X, and XII. 

—(5) All the later varieties show the oha without the cress-bar, and the vertical is 

occasionally made to slant so that the sign looks like nw.—(6) Id the later varieties, the loft 

side-limb o( Ja is nearly always rounded, and in the Ku?aua variety Iho head o! the sign often 

consists of a shallow curve, from t|ie loft end of which the vertical hangs down i. 12, XI), 

Deuce ia developed the looped ja (13, XII) of tbo Bimurnn vase. The full ja with the bar 

across or to the left of the foct occurs on the In do-Grecian coins (12, VII),—(7) In all the 

later varieties, one side of n% invariably shows a vertical fl4, ^ III, IX), 

18) The only known (a of the Saka period in the ligature $(s (’22,, XIII) shews 

the archaic form with one bor on tlie left J compare 15, III, In the Xu.^ana siriely, 

the two bars to the right and left (15, I) are converted into a straight line, where¬ 

by fa becomes tka (15, X-XII). The Gmail strokes at the top of (it (15, XI) are, as FLEE F a 

impression of the S& Bihiir inscription shows, due to rents in the copper. The 

correct reading of the word, in which it occurs, is fcitfaimt instead of kidtvbini 

(Hocrole).—(9) Id all [29] the later varieties, (fiu (16. VIII, X, XI) loses the hook at the end 

of the second bar, 
(10) Od the I ado-Grecian coins, ta (20) is very similar to ra ; in the Saka 

inscriptions, it is only one-third of the siza of ra. and in the Kutfina variety the two' 

letters aro again very similar, 

(11) The Isaka da of do (22. IX) is derived from the farm 22, II, while the 

signs 22, VIII and X, come from the ordinary da of the Asoka edicts. The Ku^na 

•form (22, XI) shows an inverted curve at the head. 

(12) The inscription of Gondopherrea and Some eoias of that king and of 

Azilises (1', Gardner, Oat. Ind. O. 13r, Mas. p. 94. No, 22), show-the first in the 

king's name-a peculiar sign (26. X) usually read pha, but possibly meant for fa, as 

O, Franks propose!, iSDMG. 50, 603.—(13) I» lho Ku$Jina variety, the right end of 

the horizontal top of bha is occasionally connected with the vertical (28, X i and 

sometimes the top-strobe is connected with the tide-limb, just at in ka (6, XI). 

_Jli) The fuller mu l29, VI) ia common on the Ind o-G reel an coins, and for its slanting 

stroke the later coins often show a dot (’29, VII), In the mu of the Saka and 

Ku?ana varieties (29, IX. XII) ma is Ufd on its aide, the right part of the semicircle 

rises high up, and the left ia bent downwards ; compare the late mu»P (33, XIII . 
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(15} In the IvuASna inscriptions, ya often becomes a curve or rhombus-like 
below [30, KJa H)-—16 > In the later varieties* the Idfc limb of la 

m> 7m’X) ie ^variably raced, and in the KuQSua type it it often atUohed to the 
top of the vertical 132, XL XII).-(l7) In later times, the head of va (33. VIII, XI 
is Invariably rounded. 

(18} Equally, sa (34, VEEE, X) ie often made round and similar to ya.^{ 19) In 

later times, sa (36, \II-XI) invariably loses the line connecting the left side of the head 

with the tail, and tbe now form hecomes in the Kn$Sna inscriptions often highly 
cursive ; see 36, XII, 

B.—-Medial vowels and Anusttura, 

(1) Medial t often crosses the vertical low down; see I (2, VII, VIII, XK di 

'-2, XT', nt (34, XI>, &o. ; end in the Knsana variety tt gels a. hook in mi (2o 

XI). Medial a likewise is occasionally attached low down to the vertical, see ro (31' 
XI) ; An (37, XII). 1 

(2) The e-stroke stands in B invariably on the right of the A (4 YI-VIJT) 

and it may sink down as low as tbe foot. Tho short stroke is then converted into 

a long beDt lino (4, X, XII) or receives a hook at the end (4, XI'. Occasionally e 

stands also at the foot of other letters, as in is (34, IX, Mathura lion-capital}. 

(3) On tho Indo-Grecian coins, medial « keep* ite old form ; bnt in Ju (12 

VIII the strbbe riF03 upwards on account of the batt-fru of ja, likewise in pn (V5, 

\1I, on account of the bend in the pa, la Later time?, u ia represented by a curve 

or a loop, as in H (3,7111), ft» (6, XI), ifcu (7, XI>, Ac.; in w« {m> !5, XII) the 
curve opens to the right* 

(4) Tho AnuavHra is muted by a laid on its side, which either is connected with 

XU} ** <2' VII)* *** (16, XI), o* stands separate to the 
left, aa in yatp (30, Ml Ur may ho placed balow (boo HahaiptOSa in t|,H Taxi la copptf^ptate, 

-nigaiures. 

[l) TIlo ligatures of &ho Icdo-Gradati coin?t such kra (6 VI11 u» xixi\ 

m Sn 1V8I™d 01 th0 ^cHptions ti* (22, XIII). IhL 135. XIII). Ja 
of ^ <7 S 7 Ba"° roai"rt **> tho ligatures ou the 

eo.ns of toe bakas and tho older Xu$nnas, where, however, soma new groups appear 

such as psa 106, XIH), ™o (28, XIII ; compare the B|J4pe of „,s in P Gardner^ 

Qit.i i>l« 2~>r Ip 2]i &pa{239 XIK), which has been mostly misre-rl ™ , i * 

Creek Borises, ica (30. XIII) with the va turned into a curve (see abo^Tl!, C 4)* 

and the doubtful repressntatrve 1 *fa* (27, XIII) in Eadphitet, the upper 0 wLich 

ia plainly pt, while the lower one dues not correspond to any known letter, 

xn77alt°iy!£^r 7*Iik7fl (8j m 
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fij (39, XIII). often misreaa a* tsat rfa (35, XHI), and ?{u (3f>, XIII) show the new 

lCn$:ioa forms of the component parts, Bat the so of tea f37t XIII) [■ badly mntilated, 

and the loopa of rj/a (34. XIII't run (39, XIIV ?rra(35, XIt\ and tya (36. XII)11 D 

ara now cufaiva formations. In all words whore one would expscfc s£*t the Kojina 

inscriptions show (frfi (16, X, XI)* Probably the omission of the bar ou the right (compare 

93’ XIII) is me roly cursive, and the sign baa to bo reed both \ ha end sia, m Hie case 
may require* The MS. of the Dhammapada has both Bigos. 

IIL THE ANCIENT BBAHMl AND DBAVIDl FROM ABOUT B, C. 950 

TO ABOUT A. D. 350* 

& 2 J,—How it was deciphered. 

The first scholar who rei^i in j SS5, an iuacriptioti In the oldest Brahma characters* 

the legend on the coins of the Indo-Grecian king Agatbaclea, waa 0bT Lassen130. But the 

whDle alphabet was deciphered by J Frinsep in tS3?-39iai, His fcabhllH is, with the 

exception of tbs signs for U and 0, quite correct, ai far as it goes* 3 [nee hi a time, 

inbaing signs have been found, among which I, U> &ar $» and Ja have been given in Plate II of 

ibis manual, while to. diacoversd by Grierson in G*yiiP 19 figured in my Indian Studies, III. % 

pp. Bl* 76, and on §16, C below. The existence of AU in the third century B. 0. is assured 

by the Gaya alphabet of Aioka a masons1*3,. C and &a have been first recognised by 

Cunnigbam1-4 One form of na baa beau first pointed out by Seeart12’15 and another 

by Hoernla1 "h\ I have found la iti the Sufici votive inscriptions127, Regarding /t 
compare below, §IG? 0, 4, 

§ 14.—Common characteristics of t/re ftncutrf inscription*. 

The forms of the Bruhmi and DravidT, used during the first GOO years* are known at 

present only from inscriptions on stoned copper -pUtes, coin?, seals and rings1**, ami there 

ia only one instance of the nee of ink from the third or second century BC.1*0* The view 
of the development of the characters during this period is, therefore, not complete, For, 

in accordance with the results of all paleographic research, the epigraphec alphabets are 

mostly more archaic than those used in daily life, as the very natural desire to employ 

monumental forms prevents the adoption of modern letters, and as, in the case of 

coinfl* the imitation of older specimens not rarely makes the alphabet retrograde. The 

occur on ee of numerous cursive forma together with very archaic ones* both in the 

A^oka edicts (sen above, S 3) and also in later inscriptions, clearly proves130 that Indian 

writing makes no exception to the general rule. And it will be possible to use the 

numerous cursive letters for %hu reconstruction of tbo more advanced alpha bet j, which 

were employed for manuscripts and for business purposes. 

The full recognition of the actual condition of the Indian writing is ob-xured alao 

by the fact that the inscriptions of the earliest period, with two exceptions* are either 

in Frtikft or in a mixed language [Gathu dialect), and that the originals, from which 

they wore transferred to stone or copper, were drafted hy clerks and monks who possessed 
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little or no education, tn tail writing Pratf* tb.« pertons Copied nearly throughout 

—(in writing the raised dialect less constantly)—the practically convenient P°Pn aC 

orthography, in whinb the notation of long vowels, eBP»iaUy of I «ft « and cl 

the Annavfira, is occasionally neglected as a matter of email importance, and m 

which donldc consonants are meetly reputed by *W* Once, ^ 
omitted before aspirate and the Anuavira is put tor all vowelless nasals . 

This mode of spelling enDtimies in the PrfikTt inscriptions with great oonataacy nnt,l 

the second century A. D. The constant donhling of the ^sonants appears tint m a 

mi inscription cl BSrifiputt* SSt&tWU Banaviisi, which hae been inh; 1* 

found hy L. EicelS2. The longer known inscription of the same prmce (IA. U. 3^ 

Wq not show it. Basics, we find in soma other, partly much older, I rat* 

documents,'faint traces of tho phonetieal and grammatioal spelling of the Pandlte. 

Thu- the Asoka edicts of Shiihbasgarbl offer lamo instances el Uce above, 9, 

E '). ,b. OT.tt fwMb.. u. «. «■* ** V 
i Um So. 11 **•**•’**• *»b tahftta I«™ tbo »1. l"a'“ta »“ 
th. writer. b.d Is.PMd . little S.esbrlt, which tat » prerf eta lop he vm er 

wbo drafted tb. KO.I rii.t. by the. tor the Pell .bsurd, totm berptaMC. lop 

fcailiihsfie tKulsl edict XIII. L. 39). .~„ia;n= Bd 
With the exception of the Ghasnndi iNugari) inscription, which contains 

word with a doable consonant, all tho documents in the mixed dialect offer rashes 

of double consonants which sometimes even are not absolutely necessary. a osa 

So. 1 has BoJuuatimttTM and Att****, So. ft has MMW »k 

No. 5 has iiddham. and Earle No. 21 ban ■ Aad ** Ja'Uft 
inscriptions From Matbttrl furnish numerous analogous oases The only known 

Sanskrit tap.ip.ta. ol tbi. P«ta. ‘he Girndr Pr.ta.i hoc tb. rsta ol Mndota. 

,»a liiirtheri So. 11”", ip general show tb. orthography .pptov«a bp th. ,W«.,te 

„d .ramtariaas. with . low irregularities io tho ns. .1 tb. A.u,™ PS., *,**• 
al Oirolr Pmieatl. 1. 4), s.tptorm»S 0. «l. «'u«b bare ta caused by the ir. 

.1 lb. popnlar .rtb.SP.pby, but are total to lb. bet MSS. wr.tt»b» £ 

orthographic peculiarities. iurt ataosswl. b.P. therefore nothing o ■ 
d.v.lopsLt ol th, alphabet, tat tat.ly -bow tb.. to .™0.t » to ■*£.. M*£ 
spelling .1 tb. .tab. M.rri ln» that ol tb. Isarued Brehtane. and that both 

methods, then .= now, nrnbnally influenced each other and caused irrsglll.Plties, 

A seeenS p»iltaity'*5, taod » many l..u>pt.o» .. J<»bt* "a “ “™ “ 
distal, is tbs IrB.osnt ersos.eussn.ptata.tot tb. .igu lor tb. b,U»... 
sdirt, el K.1.T, el SiddSputa, and ^ «-=* No. II””, en tb, Bbsttiprelu ........ tb»«™ 
isssdplta, ot HSgRPitmi u.d el Bsm.tlb’”, s.d in th. M.tb.rd tact,pile.. .. b. Ke.au. 

period nay even in the two oldest Ceylonese inscriptions, or ia are used often for si. an 

j, for ^ and sn for ia and Tho reasons for this proraiscuone use of the e.b^auts are. 

first the circumstance that the school alphabet, which tho clerks learned, waa originally 

intended for Sanskrit and contained more sibilants than the ancient vernacnlars poewseed. 

and secondly, tho negligent pronunciation of the claases destitute of grammatical training. 
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The wee torn and sou thorn PriSkpfce very probably jpasgesaecl, then ag now, both the palatal 

and the dental sibilant?, and \h was probably the cusfcemT as ig done also ia our days, to 

exchange the two sound3 in the same words. The natural consequence was that the 

feeling for the real value qf tha signs lor &a and sa disappeared among the Prukyt-s pea king 

classes* while the -?a oE their sehoohalphabets f^r which there was no corresponding sound in 

their vernaculars, must have appealed to them as a sign suitable to express si hi Lance- The 

Sanskrit inscriptions of all centuries, especially the Land grants which wore drafted by 

common clerks, the MBS* o( works written in the modern Prakpts+ and the documents 

from [33] the offices q[ modern India, with their countless mistakes in the use of the sibilants, 

offer abundant proof for the correctness of this explanation of the errors in the old 

inscriptions. The explanation is also confirmed by the occasional occurence of Jin140 for na,— 

once in the separate edicts of Dhanlt and onoa of Jangada,—though na alone is permissible 

for thetr dialect. In these cases, too, the error seems to have been caused by the fact that 

the school alphabet contained both ita and na, The clerks, who had learned it, each 

made once a slip, and put in the, for them, redundant sign. The different opinion141, 

according to which the exchange of the sibilants in the Aaoka edicts indicates that 

the values of the Brahma signs were not completely settled in the third century B. 0-, 

rests on the, now untenable, a a sumption that the Brlhcnl was elaborated, nob for 

writing Sanskrit, but for the Prltkri dialects. 

§ 15+—Th& vari*ti*$ of the Brahrti* and Zh&vtif* in Plates II and IILi42\ 

Plates II- and III* ebowtho following fifteen scripts of the first period t— 

(1} The variety of the Bran coin, running from the right to the left (pL II- 

col. I], which probably dates from the 4th century B. 0- 

(2) The older Maury a alphabet of the ASoba edicts143 (p|. II, cols. Il-Xll). 

which occurs al^o with local variations on the Persian srrjfoi144 and the old coins from 

Taxi)a, &c143, in the majority of the inscriptions on the Bbarahufe Stupa (pi, II, C, XVIII; 

45, XI\ in Gayn14C, Safici147, and Farkbatn145* on the Pfltnl seats, on the Sohgaura 

copper-plate1 49k un-i on the stone of Ghasundi or Nagari (pL II,. col. XVI), and probably 

prevailed at least in the latter half of th; 4th and id the 3rd century B, 0. 

(3) The Driiyidt ql Bbattiprclu (pL II. cob- XIII-XV), which is connected with tho 

southern variety of the Maury a type, bn includes many very archaic sigea ; about BJ3- 2W. 

(4) The later Maury a alphabet of Da&aratha'fl inscription (pL II. cob XVII), closely 

related to tho characters on the coins ol tha IndoGreeinn kinga Agathoolso and Pantaloon15,1 ; 

about B, G« 200 to ISO. 
(5) Tho Siinga alphabet of tho Torana of Bharahnt (pL II, col, XVIIl). which agrees 

with that of tha P&bhosa. inscriptions (pi, II, col- XIX), of the later votive inscriptions on 

tha rails of the Bbar*hut and Siinei Stupas1"11, of the oldest Mathnrii inscriptions.1 

(pi. II, col. XX>, o£ the Riwfi inscription1 iS, anil so forth1®4 ; 2nd to 1st centuries B O. 
(6) Tha older Kalinga alphabet of the Ka$sk (Hathigmnphii) was ipl. II, cols, XXI, 

XXII); about B. C. 150. 

7 
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(7) The aiohiio alpbabct of the western Dakban in the N:in3gh:<t inscription (pi. II, 

cols. XXIII. XXIV). which ia found also in NSaik No. 1, in Pitalkborii, and iu Ajantii 

Nos, 1, 2l5i j from about B.C, 150 to the 1st century A-D. 

(8, 9) The precursors of the later northern alphabets, the alphabet of tho inscriptions 

of the Northern Ks*trapa SodisBa and of the archaic votive inscriptions from Mathura (pi. Hit 

cols. I, II). 1st century B,C. to 1st century A.D. (?), nod tho Kugana alphabet of toe reigns 

of Kanaka, Huvi^ka and Viisudeva (pi. III. cols. III-V), 1st and 2nd (?) centuries A.D. 

(10-15) The precursors of the later southern alphabets, the alphabet of Kii{hi;i7»J 

from the time of the Western Esatrapa Bud rad 5 m an (pi- III, col. AI), about A.D. 150 ; the 

archaic tic type of the western Dekhari from tho time of the K$atrapa Nahapuna (pi. IIi» 

col- YII). beginning of the 2nd century A.D. (?); the more modern*looking alphabet of the 

same district (occasionally with only faint traces of southern peculiarities) from the 

time of Nahapuna (pi. Ill, cols. VIII, IX), of the Andhra king Gotamlputa Sfitakanl 

(col. X), of the Andhra king Pujumuyi (col. XI), of the Andhra king Gotamlputa 

Biriyana Satakapi (col. XII), of Niisik No. 20 (col. XIII), and of the Abblra king 

Isvaraaena (col. XIV), 2nd century A.D, ; the ornamental variety of tho same 

district with more fully developed southern peculiarities, from the Kudu and [33] 

Jnonar inscriptions (cols. XV. XVI), 2nd century A.D. ; the highly ornamental variety of 

the eastern Dekban from Jaggayyapeta (cols. XVII, XVIII), 3rd ceotnry A.D. (?) ; and the 

ancient cursive alphabet of the Prilkl t grant oE the Valieva king Sivaskaudavarman (cols. 

XIX, XX), 4th century A.D. (?). 

§16.—THE OLDER MAE KVA ALPHABET : PLATE II. 

A.—Geographical extension and duration of uio1 ',c. 

The older Meurya alphabet was used over the whole of India, and it seems to have 

found its way into Ceylon at the latest about B.C. 250. For, tho two oldest Ceylonese 

inscriptions137, from the time of the king A bay a Gemini, which probably belong to the 

end of the 2nd or the beginning of the 1st century B.C., show characters which appear to 

have been developed from those of the Asoka edicts. And the close relations between 

A3oka and Tessa of Ceylon, reported by the Southern Buddhists, make an importation 

of tho Bruhmi from Magadha into Ceylon not improbable. It is. however, possible that 

tbo Bruhrni alphabet was introduced even earlier into Ceylon by Indian colonists159. 

The upper limit of the use of the older Maurya alphabet cannot be fixed with 

any certainty. But the shape of some of tbo characters on the Persian sight 

(above § 16, 1) makes it probable that even its more advanced forms existed before the 

end of the Akhuemeninn rule in India (B.C. 331). Its oldest primary forms, no doubt, go 

back to mnch earlier times, as also the statements of the tradition, discussed above, tend 

to show. (34) The lower limit of the use of this typo cannot ba very distant from 

the end of A6qW& reign (about B.C. 221), and must (all about E G. 203. This estimate 

is supported by the character of the writing in the inscriptions of Asoka'a grandson 

DaSaratho139, which were incised "immediately after his coronation” (ctnarfilaJiyarp 
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abhhitcna), Lo,P probably lust about the and of the 3rd century B.G.t and ot the 

leg ends oo the coins of the Indo-Grcotao kings Pant ikon and Ag at-hocks* who ruled 

in the beginning of the 2nd century The letters of the NSfiEtianI cave inscrip¬ 

tions tpL IIT col. XVII) are sharply distinguished from those of the A Job a edicts, 

partly by the far advanced forma of jo, £o, di*p la and partly by tho invariable and 

considerable reduction of the vortical strokes. The second peculiarity re-occurs on the 

noins o£ tho two ludo-Grecian kings* which show also a further development of the 

northern ja of pi. IIP 15p III. Though the shortened letters wore by no means unknown 

to the writers of the A Joke edicts (sea table on p, ?)p their constant ubo far epigraph ia 

documents Is, to judge from the available materials, a character istie of the types of 

the second and subsequent centuries. And I believe that all inscriptions showing long 

verticals mast be assigned to the 3rd century B.G^ and those with abort cnee to 

later times. 

B.—LucdJ mriclUz* 

The peculiar cir cum stances, nndar which the Asoka edicts were incised, were 

most urn favourable to a fell expression of the existing local varieties. First, the fact 

that all of them were first drawn up in the imperial secretariate at Futahpsitra and 

then forwarded to the Governors of the provinces* must have proved a serious obstacle. 

As the differences in tho grammatical forms and small alterations in tho text indicate, the 

edicts were copied by the provincial clerks before they came into tho hands of the stone- 

masons. It is a matter of course that the icribes of the Ibijukag, in copying them, were 

influenced by tho forms of the letters In the originals, and that they imitated them, be 

it involuntarily or out of respect for the head office- Further, it is probable that the 

provincial clerks were not always natives of those districts in which they served ; a&u 

this circlim a lance must have contributed to efface or to modify the use of tho local varieties. 

Most of AJoka's governors will, no doubt, have bean sent from MagadhsT the home of 

the Mattxye race* and many will have been transferred in the course ot their service 

from one province to another. Those acquainted with the conditions of the Civil 

Servica in the Native States of India, which still preserve the ancient forms common 

to tho whole of Asia, will regard it as probable that the governors, on taking charge 

oE their posts, imported their subordin.itesT or at least some of them, he it from their 

native country or from the districts which they formerly governed r The ease of Fa da, 

tho writer of tho biddapnra edicts, confirms this inference. As be know the Kbaros^hT* ho 

probably had immigrated, or been transferred, to Makar from the north of India. 

In spite of these unfavourable conditions it is possible to distinguish in the writing 

of the AJoka edict* at least two- par haps three* local varieties. First. there is a northern 

and a southern one, for which, as in the case of the later alphabets, the Yiodhya on 

as the Hindus say* the Narmadfi, forms the dividing line. The sontuern variety is 

most strongly expressed in the Girmir aad biddapurix edicts, less clearly in the Dhanli and 

J&ngada edicts, by differences in the signs for A+ ^3.* kJiaf /a* ntaP sa* the medbl if 

and the ligatures with m (see below* under Gp P)+ A comparison of the characters of 
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fhta oao'it closely allied northern add southern inscriptions cos Arms tho assumption that 

the differences are not accidental, II the characters of the ^sddaipura edicts do not always 

agree with thoso of Girulir, [35] the di^crcpa-ncies will have to he ascribed to the northern 

descent of the writer Fads or to his service in a northern office. 

Even the writing in the northern versions b not quite homogeneous. The pillar 

edicts of Allahabad, Mathis, Hlgliva, Pat]em. Eadhia, and Biim purvIS, form one very 

closely connected set* in which only occasionally minute difforencca can be traced, and 

the edicts of B&irat No. I. Sabaarnm, Bariibar, and Send,. dq not much differ, A little 

further off stand the Dbadi separata edicts (where edict YlL has been written by ft 

different hand from the rest), tho DelhLMirat edicts, and the Allahabad Queen's edict, 

as these show the angular da. Very peculiar and altogether different is tbs writing 

of the rock edicts of Kllfiti with which some letters on the coins of Agabhocles and Pantaleon 

(but also some in the Jaogada separate edicts! agree- Perhaps it is possible to speak also of 

a north-western variety of the older Maury a alphabet.101 

C ^Thc radical signs or Maifkat. 

Signs beginning with verticals show already iu the A&oka edicts occasionally a 

thickening ox a very short stroke {SeriJ} at the upper end, as in oha (pi, XI, 14,11), pa 

(SSi VII) ; compare E,he etvses noted EL 0, 448, and B. ASBSI, 1, 115. 

! lp 2)102 In addition to the eight forms of At ,4, given on page 21 above, the plate 

shows u ninth in coL XI. with an open square at the top (compare mu, 33* XI, XII) : a 

tenth, with the angle separated from the vortical, occurs in Ho. 1 of the id Japura ins¬ 

criptions, edict I, line 3, 3, The forma with the bent vortical (cols< VIL XI) have been 

caused by writing the upper and lower halve? of the letter separately. Thu addition of 

the stroke, marking the length of the vowel, to the right top of the vertical (eels. 
YU!, 1X\ is a peculiarity ol Girnar, 

(31 The forms of J in cola. Ill, IV. are the common ones; that in col. X, 

which agrees with the I of the Gupta period and labor types, is rare. (4) The rare 

/, which, as may be inferred from the Gaya alphabet of the masons, existed already 

in the 3rd century B.C, occur? alao in the Mahiibodbi-GayE in script ions, pi. lOj 

Nos- 8j 10, whore Cunningham road a Ii[iM because it appears in the representative 

of tho Sanskrit Indr a, Though this reading ia possibly I consider it improbable, m it 

wqnld be necessary to assume lor 1 a not traceable form, consisting of two dots side 

by etde with a third dot above on the kit* thus, u. In late? times (see pL YI, iM Y* 

VII) the angles of the square are turned towards the top aod the bottom lines. 

(G, 6) Hultzsch IZDMG. 40, 7l> admits that the sign 6, XVIII( looks like V* but 

prefers to rood O for linguistic reasons, which teems to be unnecessary according to E. 

Muller, Simplified Pali Grammart 12 L The existence of E7 in the 3rd century may be 
inferred from tho Gaya alphabet of the masons, 

17) Add the horseakoo-form of E (XSUi edict V, 16( fte.) from the comparative table 

oaj*fo 26 above. No. IS, ml. V, A. The half-round E of coL XXII occurs also in Sanoi 

Stupa I, No, 173, The dl, which has been placed in this row (ml SKI), existed in the 3rd 
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century, as may bo interred from the GayH nlphabst oE the masons.—(8] Regarding tbo 0 

of Dbaiili and Jaugada in col. VI, see above, § 4, B, 4. a. 
(9) The dagger-shaped foi occurs occasionally in nil versions of the A soli a edicts, 

most rarely in Girnur.—(10) The oldest among the seven forms of Mia ia that in col. II 

(KSlsl) and col, VI (Jangoda separate edicts and B bar abut Stupa inscription). Hence coma 

first the northern AAe, with the loop on the right, col. Ill (Kills! and Bharahufc), and a 

form, nearly identical with that of col. KVHIi in Jaugada separata edict 1,1.4. The nest 

derivative from this is the khtt with a bent vertical and a dot at the foot, in cola. IV, V. 

Likewise of northern origin ia tbs kh& with tbe triangle at the foot, in (Ayes, 43, V ; compare 

Uababodhi-Gayu, pi. 10, No. 3. and Eharahut. Another derivative from the primary 

form in col. Ill, is the Mo of coU VII, IX-XII, with a point at tbo foot of the perfectly 

straight vortical, and it occurs both in the south in Girniif, Siddapura, Dlutili, end Jaugada, 

and in the north in Allahabad, Delhi-IIirat, Matbia, llidhia, Bnmpurvii, and Bairut No. I. 

The JfcAn, consisting of a simple hook with the omission of the dot, ia col. \ III, is confined 

to the southern versions and is particularly common in Girnur,—(II) Tbe pa. which is 

originally pointed at the top, is sometimes slightly rounded, in ools. IV, VI, X-XII. (12) 

The primary angular (pfia appears occasion illy in Kals! (col. Ill} and in the Jaugtvda aspirate 

edicts._I add here the figure of in from the Gayii alphabet of the masons, which has 

discovered after the preparation of the plates ; compare aiy Indian Studies, ^ 

TIL 2. pp. 31. 76, 
(13) The primary ca with tall (see above, <5 4, A, IB) occurs also in Sauci Stupa Tt 

Nos. 269 And 284 (El. 2, 363).—111) The primary cAa with unequal [36] halves in cols- VI, 

VII, becomes first a circle, bisected by the vertical, cols. III, IV. and hence is derived the 

later usual form with two loops in col. II, and in the GayS alphabet.—i 15) The forms of 

fa all 0i which have been derived from the j of the DravidI (cole. XlII-XVl) may be divided 

(ft) into essentially northern forms with a loop in col. III (Kile! and Hat hi a), or with a 

dot in cols. IV, V (Allahabad, Delhi-Siviiilik, Delhi-Mirat, Bairiit No. I. Nigliya. Padem. 

Dhanli. Jaugada. and &iddupura), or with a short central stroke in col- II (Kalal. Jatigafla 

separate edicts, SahsanTm and Biipnuth), and (A) into southern forms, those in cols. VIII, 

X, XI, XVI (GirnSr, Dhauli, Jaugada. and Ghasundi) and that In col, IX (Girnur), 
(IS) In addition to the semicircular (a, we often find secondary forms, Battened above 

or below or at both ends, as in cols. II, XI, XVL—(20) With the round-hacked r/a of Kills! 

in ool. III, compare alBO the similar t(* ia tho Allahabad Queen’s edict, lino 3. 

(23) From the primary tn in cel. Ill, and 43, III (tu), which is often turned 

sideways (see comparative table at page 26 above No. 22, A, A), comes (o) Lhc form 

with the round side-limb in cols. IV, V, XVI, as well as that in cob VI, and 43, 

col. II U4 and (A) the very common fo with tbo angle juat bolow tbo vertical in 

ool. XI, from which finally the tertiary form with tbo semicircle lor tho angle in 

col. XII (common in later times) appears to bo derived.—(35) From the primary 

rounded do in cols. II, III, comes fa) the angular form in cola. IV, V (Delhi-Mirat, 

Delhi-SivaUk, Allahabad Eogamhi edict, and Allahabad Queen's edict), and (A) the 

cumvo do in cols. VII. IX (Girnur, Jaugada, tie. rarely).—(26) The original dka oI 
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cole- Y*VII appears only in Delhi-SivSlIk [rarely) and in tho Jatigada separata edicts 

(constantly), 

(2£, 29) The angular pa and pha oF col. XII* and eoL YI+ occurs hare and 

there in various vers in ns.—(SO) Add the ha of the comparative tablet page 26 above 

No. % Yp a, which is not rare In Kilbl and other versions*—131) The secondary hha 

with the straight stroke on the right, coL XVI, and that with the rounded back, col* 

VI (Jaugada separate edicts), appear also in Bharahnt {constantly), Sliiid [often), 

Barit bar and Kale!.—{32) The secondary ma with the semidrele at the top occurs 

throughout in the nor thorn inscriptions, except in the Sob gall ra copper-plate, which 

offers a ma with an open square, similar to that of toiddupura, cola, XI, XII The 

older ma with the angle above the circle, cols. "VIII-X,. in a southern Form, and is 

confined to GErnar (exclusively) and Dhanli and Jaugada (rarely). 

(38) The notched ya id cols. IYr Yu YIT, XI, is used either constantly or chiefly 

in Delhi-Stvulib, DelhlMirat, Uathifc, EadhEa, RUmpurva, NiglTva, Padcria, and Kit Is i. 

It is also very common in. Dhauli, Jaugada, and !^iddirpura+ But in GirnTir the yet with the 

curve below is tho usual one* cals. VIII, X, XII, besides which that with the angle, col 

IX, is found occasionally,. In writing the notched ya, the loft hall oF the sign has 

been made first, and the right half has been added afterwa/da. In the ya with the curve 

below, the vertical and the curve have been drawn separately, as may he seen from iyatii 

in Mo, I oF the iciddupura inscrEptioDg edict I* lino 4.—I(34) Add the forms oF ra from 

Gimdr giveo in the comparative table on page 26 above. No. 30, Vs a and c. The 

corkscrew-like ra of Ghasundi, col. XVI, and the tertiary, almost straight lined farm* of 

Elipnuth (between cols. VUi YIII), seem to he northern cursive forms oF the letter.—(35) 

The angular la of cols* III* V, appears occasionally in most versions whereas the highly 

cursive form in col. YII is confined to the Juugada separate edicts.—(3G) Add the modem- 

looking va of the comparative table on pAge 22 above. No, 19 (KfileT). The va of Biddupura 

in col. XUi flattened below, and the triangular one of Ghasuudi Id coL XYI, appear occa¬ 

sionally in other versions, Tho ra ot col- IX, which resembles a cn turned round from 

right to leftj is found also in Hntfffante, Sohgaura, line 2. 

f37} Add the broad-backed sa oF tho comparative table on page 26, No, 31, VI 

c; and compare the ia in KalsI edict XIII, I, lines 35, 37 P 86; % lines 17, ID.—(S8* 

The conjectural reading of the signs oF Kalai in cols, II, III, ia Lased on Senartti 

Inscriptions dc Piyada&ir 1, 33 f. The #a from which the later forme havo been derived is 

that cl cob XVL (39) The primary ia with the straight aido-lioab has bae+r preserved only 

in the south (GLraiir sod 6idd:ipura). Tho cursive form ia col. VII occurs also in Kljai. 

(403 Add tbe probably primary fta of ^iddapura ia the comparative table oa page 

26 above, Ko. 5, V, a, which [37] is foand alec ia Efilsr. Tho cursive ha of col- VII is 

confined to tho Jaugwda separate edicts ; a somewhat different cursive occurs in n\ahanut t a} 

Allahabad Kosambi edict, line 1, 

(4L) A certain is noB found in the known inscriptions of the 3rd century, as the 

fl of Szifid, in coL XVIII, belongs without doubt to the 2nd century Br C But it is 

possible that the i/a with the dot, 20, cot. VI (Badbia), baa to be read la. The sign 
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appears in Delhi-EljKttb, Mathia, and lladkia (edict V) ia the representative of the Sanskrit 

durfl or and in Mathia and Rad bin ia the representative of dtindflia, which ia Pali 

usually becomes thiv&tfasa. Tho dot may be, as ia kha and jo, a substitute for a circle. If 

such a mod!fication o£ (la was really used for |a, tbo sign must have been derived from 

the angular <\a nearly in the same manner os the later |o was framed out of the round* 

backed if a (see above, § 4, B, G). 

D.—Medial voxels and inusvilra. 

(1) The originally straight stroke for S is often turned upwards in Kulsi [see. 

for instil nee. ia, 37. Ill] and occasionally in other versions, after the manner prevalent 

in later times. In fcfed (10, V, VI), j’S (15, VI. Ac.), (d (IB, II), (hff 119, II), l/i3 (34, II), the 

«-stroke is added to tbo middle of the letter. Bharabut offers also a jr7 like that of 15, XXI. 

(2) The angular < (see, for instance, khi, 10, IT) becomes, regularly in Giro fir 

(see tfhi, 21, IX) and rarely in the Jaugada separate edicts (see khi, 10, VII), a shallow 

curve, which tn khi (10, VIII1, in nii (27, IXI, and other letters ending in verticals, 

may be attached to tbo middle of the consonant, and which frequently is very much 

like 3, In KfilsI edict XIII, 2, 10, the medial i of ft [43, II) stands twice to the left 

of its consonant, likewise in ti in Allahabad edict I (end), and in hi in tbe Sohgaura 

coppor-plate, line 4.—(3) The medial t of GitnSr usually consists of a shallow curve 

bisected by a vertical (<fi, 25, IX); but in (1 [18, IX) it is marked by two vertical stroke?, 

and in (24, IX) by two slanting ones. 
(4) The full « which is identical with U occurs in the Shit (26, III) of KiilsI several 

times. It ia also recongoisible in ku {9, Y), gu (11, IX), (tu (20, VII), and other letters 

ending in verticals, which latter have to do double duty as parts of the consonants and of 

the vowel ; see below, the remarks on some ligatures under E, 1. Elsewhere we have 

Becoudary forms ; [ol such as omit the horizontal, in dhu (26, II\ pH (3$, HI). Ac . 

(h) such as omit the vertical, in it* (23, V), ka. In tu the n-stroke is occasionally turned 

upwards, as in 23, VIII, and 43, III 1 compare the later (a of pi. Ill, 21, XTX, (j) The 

identity of medial « with V ii still recognisable in letters ending in verticals, as in bhu 

(31, X>. Ao, where the vertieaUgain does double duty. But mostly the vowel is expressed 

by two strokes, either parallel as in *Att [26, X) and in fu (33, VII) or placed otherwise 

as in pu (23, VIII, XVI). 
(6) Signs like pe (11, IV) perhaps offer still remnants of the book-form of medial s, 

Into which the originally super*imposed triangle no doubt was reduced at first (see above, 

I 4, 0, 1); and the e-strokes of khi (10, III). (U, III), and gye (43, VII). which 

slant downwards from the left to the right, may have to be interpreted in tbo same 

way. In jc (15, VO), Is (18, V), (A* (1®, XII), and thi (24, XII). tbo vowel stands 

opposite to the middle o£ the consonant; in khi it is often attached to the left end 

oE the hook.—(7) Medial fli occurs only in trai (23, IX) and thai (24, X), both in GirnSr, 

and in mot (32, XII: £iddapura), 
(9) Medial o preserves mostly the original shape of 0 very faitufully sea above, 

§ 4, C, 1), The later cursive 0 with the two bars at the same height appears however in 
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™ (11 V ' Delhi-Sivnlik) and ho (10, V ; DolbhSiviUik), as well as id the yo el the Persian 

ii0ic, ' Id mo 03, VII. X ; J««* «P«atc ndicte, Mnthk, Bedbie. and Girn,r the ^ 

been loimad in a similar manner. In tbe second form, the bars stand op|*>sito the m.ddla. 

and indicate that analogous mfi and me oristed already *n the 3rd ^ntury , “ 

mcr: sea pi. Ill, 30, X, XVtt. In the no of KuisI riict Y, line 14 wo bare <*P* 

o similar to tba.t in h ol ph HI, 33. XX. and In later signs. 
(9) The Annsviira mostly stands opposite the middle ot the preceding Mutrku. ^ 

mwtt (32. YI11). But in connect bn with i it is placed regularly in [SB] Delhi-Wit. 

Delhi-Mirat. Mathis, Badhia. .Tsugada. and Dbauli, inside tho angle of tbe vowel, an m 

tim (18. VII. Thera am also other oases in which it occasionally appears, as m the 

later scripts, above its MutrklT. and sametiifiQS, bs in flu»m (3&, 11 ^ ifc flmka to 110 oo a 

the latter ; see abo¥er S 4j 2 

R—1,100 firm. 

(1) In the ordinary ligatures of the ASoka edicts (42. II-YII. X-Xll s 43, V-Vin, 

SI XII ■ 41. III-VII. XI. XII- 45. IV, V. X). in those of Bharahut (45. XI) and of 

Ghasundi US, 43, XVI\ the consonants ate placed below each other in «■“ 

and suffer no material changes. Occasionally, however, ss in m (43, II, 1\),*1* 14- HI 

m U2 YI), and 5^(42, VII). a single vertical stroke does duty both for the upper and 

Z iMU. tat!,. Otato. vrnnm*.*. «*•>**: ■»*» •'» ll>» 
Kharo?tb; ligatures, § 11 above, C, S. , „ . , * ., 

(2) But there are cases of greater Irregularities, especially in Girour, w ere (a _ 

second sign is sometimes greatly mutilated or made cursive, as in iw» (44, W. U4, 

ym), *<i and ,» (*5,701, IX) ; [b> the sign for tho second consonant » 80”$tlDie^' " 
first (Gimiir and giddupma) lor convenience sake as «□ *•".■ *(‘ U2j; ’ * ' * ’ 
tprt (43 IX. XI, m (44. X. n ; and (c) in ligatures with rn, this sign ia either (both 

io Girniir and ^iddfipura) inserted in the vertical lines of the other consonant ^ 9, , 

“Xx ■ dra 25 XII; !™, 30, X; wo. 36. X; rrU. 39, X). or (m Girnur alone) 

is indicated’by ’a small hook at the top ot the combined sign (irai, 23, IX ; pro, pro, 

S8 IX X ' Ac,). Tho position ol ra always remains the same, whether it is to be pronounce 

££’ l ‘after tbe Cabined consonant, end thus 36, X, has the valuo both of maud 

of wo. Tho insertion o! ra in the left vertical of ba in bra {30, X) probably goes m ® 

the period when the writing went Irom the right to tho left. Otherwise i„ out, 

Stand in tho right vertical. 

§ 17—The Dravidi ot Bhaftiproln l Plate II. 

To tho remarks on the value of the Dravitli of Bhaftiptolu for the history ot wiiting 

in India (above, page 23), end to the explanations ol its peculiar signs (above. „ 6. A, ■*, ■ ■ 

15 IS ■ B i c. 5 ; and C, 2)f I have now to add the reasons for the assumed reading of tho 
■ n u 38i XIII-XV. It seems to me certain that originally it had the value of ^ 

Fcr there can bo no doubt that it expresses a sibilant, and that the Dravi^i ^ 

BriibmT, an alphabet invented in order to write Sanskrit (see above. § 6. C, U Assigns 
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for two of tho three Sanskrit sibilants aro easily recognisable,—the palatal In 31, Kill. XIY* 

and the dental in 39, XIII, XIV. XV,—the third sign can only hive been intended to express 

the lingual sibilant. But it Is a different quests >np whether in tha words of the Pnikyfc 

inscriptions,, in which the sign occurs, the lingual sibihnt was actually pro* 

bouneadp or whether^ owing to the negligent orthography of the clorka. the sign has been 

put where the pronunciation was A or 4. A certain answer to this question fo for the 

present Impossible. It could be given only if we know more about the ancient Prfikft of 

the Elston districts [S9] than is actually the caie. But the correct uao of a a in iamatjude- 

Aanim (Bhattiproln, Xo. X) indicales that the dialect possessed two sibilants ; and it mn 

only bo doubted, whether .* has been put erroneously for A, &* often happens In the JaLna 

inscriptions from MathurH [compare EL lj 5761 or whether it was still the llugnal sibilant. 

Another point in the character oT the DrlTldif which requires special mention, is, that its 

signer which agree with tboie of the BvRhmi, in several cases present chariots ristiu peculiari¬ 

ties of the southern variety* This may bs aeon (l) in the angular A1 A ; (2) in the hh (I0t 

XIII, XV) consisting,. like that of Girnar, merely ql a vertical with a hook at the top i 

(3) in the dhn which has the same position as that of the Jaugada separate edicts and the 

Enoughs^ inscriptions ; (4) in m, which, though turned topsyturvy, retains the angle of 

the ma of Girndr ; and [5) in s, which mostly has the straight side-limb, as in Girnnr and 

Siddnpura* 
As the inscription on the crystal prism (Ko, XK found with tha stone vessels, shows 

the ordinary Brahml escopt in the da opening to the right, it follows that tba DrStfiiJi was 

not used exclusively even in the Kistna districts, but together with the common old Indian 

alphabet. The Email number of the inscriptions hitherto found, makes it impossible to say 

anything definite regarding tha spread of this alphabet* And it is equally difficult to fii with 

certainty the time and the duration of its use, As king Eubiraka or Ehubxraka |Enbora) Is not 

known from other aources* we can only fall back on the never absolutely certain paleographic 

Indications, The signs, which agree with tha Brahml* point to the time immediately after 

ASoka, or about B.CL SCO. In favour of this estimate is particularly the occurrence of tha 

long verticals, the invariably round g* and the F* which is always represented by a 

straight Line. 

§13.—TAe last four alphabets of Plate IL 

In addition to the inscriptions of Dasaratlia (col XVII\ which very probably belong 

just to the ond of the 3rd century B.C. Uqo above, § 10* A), only those of the Oeta king 

Khuravela of Kalihga (cols. XXI, XXII) aed those of the Andhra queen Niyaniku ia 

the Nanaebilt cave (cola, XX III, XXIV) cun be Netted approximately. Khuravela's 

inscription must have been incised between B.O. 157 end 147. as the kings thirteenth 

year is said to correspond to the year 135 of the time of the Munya l Mauri y a11 kings * 

nod it fixes aUo tbs time of tbe NiinSghat inscription. For, according to 1 ne 4, Kbaravela 

assisted in tbe second year oE bis reign a western king called Sataka^ii, This Satakaiji 

probably is identical with tbe first Andhra prince oi that name mentioned in tbe Parsing, 

whose inscribed image is fonnd in tbs Nitnoghal cave. Hence the dite oi the l,kf&o 

8 
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inscription, which was incised during the regency of SuEakani's widow Nayaniku, cannot 

be much later than B.C, 150tC5* 

Paleographic evidence is almost the only help [or filing the time of DhanabhOti’s ins* 

criptlon on the torarta of the Bharahufc StHpi (col. XVIII)* which was incised "‘daring 

the rale of the Bungas*" as well as that of the Pabhosa cave inscriptions (col. XIX) 

and of the oldest votive documents from Mathura [col. XX), all of which offer {see above, 

§ 15, 5) the Bnhga type of the ancient BrahmL To judge from the evidently close 

connection of their characters, partly with the younger Maury a alphabet and partly with 

the Kalinga script tbp signs of cola. XVIII, XIX* probably belong to the second century 

]1,G. Those of coL XX ray dale from the first ccntnry B.G., as the elongation of the 

lower pills of the verticals of A, A (lf 2), the broad back of ia (S7)T the cursive To (tl) 

and the subscribed ra in dra (43 whioh i@ twisted to the left, point to a later time. 

The tendency to shorten the upper vertical lines, mentioned already above (§ 16, A), 

ia, though here and there not fully carried through, common to all the four scripts. 

The broadening of the letter or of the lower parts of gad la, pa, ya9 fa, Jfl and 

har is found only in the last [40] three alphabets ■ and the thickening of the taps of 

the upper verticals, and the use of the so-called Szrift are particularly remarkable 

only in the Buhga and Kali ngs alphabets. Tendencies in tha direction of later developments 

are found, not only in the letters of coL XX, already mentioned, but also in the round 

da (20, XXII, XXIII), so characteristic for the latter southern alphabets* in na with 

the curved upper horizontal line (22, XVIII, XIX) in the partly or entirely angular 

ma t33, XIX, XXU), in the semicircular medial * of B (9, XXII). bl [30, XXII], and 

tJf (36, XXIV), as well as in the detached o of go l 11. XXII ), (ho (19, XXIV) and 

tho (24, XXIV), The single medial an of the plate, in pau (28, XVIII)t deserves to he noted. 

As regards, the geographical distribution of these types, the younger Maurya alphabet 
belongs not only to the north-east [ Bibur), but also to the north-west, where its ja and 

$a are found on the coins of the two In do-Grecian kings, mentioned above [ § 15, 4 ). The 

Xalinga alphabet is of course that of the south-eastern coast, and the type of the 

Xnuaghu! inscription a that of the western Dak hap - Finally* the Sufkga typo probably 

represents the script of the centre of India. It, however, extends also to the west* as 

the same or very similar characters are found in the caves of the Marat ha country i compare 

§ 15 above. 5. note 153- 

Very little can be said regarding the duration of the use of these scripts. The 

I ado-Grecian coins show that the younger Maury a characters were uged in the first half 

of the 2nd century B-C. 1Cl‘ The Xatiuga script is visible also in the inscriptions of 

Kbaravela's next descendants/®7 If Burgess has correctly fixed the time of the Pitalkhoru 

oaves* it would follow that the script of the Nzinagbat inscriptions continued to be used in 
the first century A- D* 

§ 19.—THB PRECURSORS OE THE NORTHERN ALPHABETS. 

A.—The Alphabet of the Northern K^airapas : Plate III, 

Immediately connected with the latest forms of the Sunga type in the oldest 

Jaina inscriptions from Mathura (pL II* col XX) is the alphabet of the Northern 
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E^itrtpas on the coins And in the inscriptions of the M&bjjk^itnps Riij uvula or Ramjuhnla 

and of his son foothlaa or Sudasa, who ruled in the first century B. G. or A. D. (?) 

over the same town1*0. And Borne '‘archaic" votive inscriptions from Mathura, as well 

as legends on certain Indian coins, exhibit the early letters of the same type1' . 

The characteristics of this type (pi. Ill, cols. I, III are the equalisation of all 

the upper vertical?, except in ia (33, I); the constant use of the Serif, occasionally 

replaced, as In bha (83, I), by a nail-head or wedge ; aod the constant uso ot angular 

forma lor gha (10, I), ja (13, I, II), pa (26. I. II), pha (97, I), m (30. I, II), la 

(33, I), (36. I), and Jut (38, I, III Other, mostly enrsive. innovations are found 

in the peculiar ca (11, I) j in the slanting angular (l&> i iQ da la8- iQ tbe 
broadened bha (99, I, It); in ra with the curve at the end (S3, I, II), which occa¬ 

sionally reappears also later (sec pi. IV, 33, IV) in northern inscriptions ; in the 

medial vowels a (which in /id, 33, II. rises upwards, but in ra, 32, I, keeps its 

ancient form), i (in d., 23, I), o (in gho, 10, I, and h, 35, II); and in the position of 

the Anusvara above the line (in adrfi. 20, I). The la* shows, besides the old form 

in 7. I, II, the later one with the bent bars in (4fl, I). The upper part of tha 

abnormal t?o (34, II) with two triangles, which sometimes is found also in the Kupna 

inscriptions1 n and elsewhere, Ul] probably represents a hollow wedge. The inscriptions of 

this claas for the first time show173 the medial r which consists, exactly like that 

nl the Ku?Sua inscriptions in Vf (34, 111). of a straight line slanting towards the left. 

13 —Tkt alphabet of the JCw$5na inscriptions : Plate HI. 

The next step in the development of the Bruhmi of Northern India is illustrate! 

by the inscriptions from the time of the Kujdna kings Kaniska, Hu vis lea and Vasuskaor 

Vdsudeva (plate III, cols. Ilt-V), the first among whom made an end ef the rule of the older 

6akas in the eastern anl southern Pan jab. The inscriptions with the names of these 

kings, which run from the year 4 tp the year 9S (according to the uglily ac^cjitod 

opinions, of the fsaka era of A. D. 77-76, or of the 4th century of the Solenoid era)1 - , 

are very numerous in Mathura and its neighbourhood, and are found uUo i,i oAstarn 

Bajputnoa and in the Central Indian Agency (Sauci)i7+. In spite ol great variations 

in the single letters, which occasionally exhibit fcho more modern fpirns in fcbo >1 t. 

inscriptions and the earlier forms of the Northern Iv?atrapa type in t.ic^ later docti 

merits, the alphabet possesses a very characteristic appearance, and nohod } who once 

has seen the squat and broad letters of tbo Ku?:ina period will ever make a mi,take 

by assigning them to other times. its 
As regards the details, the following innovations deserve special mention L 

(1) Side by side with more ancient signs, the A of col. IV shows a form leading up to the 

modern A of thu Nagari of Western India; compare also pi. IV* l> ^ _ 
bar denoting the length of A is attached low down (2, III, IV) , compare pi, IV, \ I l. 

(3) Three strokes, one of which is set up vertically, take the place of the three dots o 

(3, III). (4) The horizontal stroke of 0 occasionally shows a curve at the left end 

(4,1V). (5) Tbo base of the triangular E (5, IV, V)is mostly at the top; compare p. 
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IV* &, X ft, (6) The kha 18, IXI-V) 13 meetly tnonguhr below, and its hook is often 

small. (7) Odc- of tEio fcwa originally horizontal strokes of is always burned into a curve 

notched in the middle, and sometimes both are changed in this manner, as in 20. HI* IV ; 

occasionally the vertical is split up into two linos, which are attached to the ends of the 

left horizontal lino* each bearing a portion ol the curved top-bar (3D, V), (8) Tue ta shows 

sometimes, but rarely, a loop,, as in sti (43, IYJ. (9) The lower end of da (33. HI-V) is 

drawn further to the light, and the bulge an the right becomes larger. LLO) The dha 

(24, HI, IV) becomes narrower and painted at the ends. (11) The horizontal stroke of na 

is curved (23* III) or looped (2-5, IV), whereby &ho still more modern Looking form in 25, 

Y, is developed, (12) The ya (31* Ifl-Yj mostly has a honk or circle on the loft limb, 

and in ligatures is either looped as in rtf if a (42, III), or bipartite as in Tyya (41, Y). (13) 

The va i& occasionally rounded on the left (34, Y)p or becomes similar to car as in 

rwa (42> IV). (14) The sa (3j, Ill-Y) becomes narrower, and its middle stroke lies 

horiaontally across the interior ; sometimes the left down-stroke hears a Serif at the end, or 

tbs right one is made longer, just as in tfa (9, V); compare pl+ IV, 36* I if. (15) The central 

bar of $a [36, III-V) goes straight across the interior of the Letter. (16) The left limb of 

so ia occasionally, but mrely, turned into a loop (37, IV) * compare plate IV, 33.1 if. 

All these peculiarities, as well as the advanced forma of Ifhe medial vowels, of d in 

rd (32, IV), of n in ku (7, IV, YJ and in fin (43, Y)17e, and of o in Id (21. IV), reappear 

constantly in the northern alphabets of the next period* those of the Gupta inscriptions 

Ipl- IV, cele. I-VII) and of the Bower MS. (pi. VI* cola* Llll)* or are precursors of the 

forms of those documents* The literary alphabets used in Mathura during the first two 

centuries A.D.h very likely were identical with or closely similar tn the later oneSr and the 

admixture of older forms, observable in the inscriptions of the Kusana period, may he due 

purely to an imitation of older votive inscriptions. 

Attention must W called to the medial f m tf (21, IV) and [l2] in iff (34* Ftllj for 

which wo have also oneem the form of ph IV* 3, III ^ Likewise to the rather common 

final TO* which refltmbles that in ddham (41, VII0* and to the Visarga^ which locks exactly 

like the modern one (compare 40, 41 IX) and first appears in be&e inscriptions17^ The 

broad strokes of the letters aud their thick tops indicate that they imitate an alphabet 

written with ink. 

§2Q -THE PRECURSORS OF THE SOUTHERN ALPHABETS 

A.—The alphabet of the Etatrapasr of Mdfaa and Gujarat: Platt III. 

While the inscriptions of Northern India thus show in the firit and second centuries 

A."D, the beginning of the development ot a new Local variety of the R rah ml, we find in 

the documents from Western and Central India, as well us from the Dekhan, the first stapi 

leading up to the later southern alphabets. The inscriptions and coins of the Ksatrapa 

dynasty of Hulva and Gujarat, descended from Galana or Tiastanss, illustrate the western 

writing, and eoL \Ij taken from the Girnlr Prauosti of the rat go of Rudradaman (about 

A. I). 160) gives a specimen of it. This script agrees with the later sou them alphabets 
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(§ 27, below) it) the following characteristic points :—(U iu the carver at the ends of J and j4 

(1, 2), fed (7), Hi (l5)j r® (33'» and of medial « and n (not in the plate) ; (2) in the round- 

backed f/u (IS) ; (3) in the fca (23), notched on tho left ; (4) in the hi (33) with the vertical 

bent to the left ; and (5) In the medial r (see *1. 37), which is difficult to distinguish 

from ra, Ita otter letters, for instance, id (35) and tho tripartite subHcribsd jm of fy® 

(43). partly agree with those of the inscriptions of Sodasa, and partly,—for instance, tko 

(8), na (25) with the bent base-line, pa (26) with the notch in the left vortical, ya (31) 

with the curve on the left, and the frequently rounded n® (34 ),-—with the typos of the KuSloa 

period. Peculiar is its fa (Id Its cursive medial which is used only in n® (25) and in 

r« (compare pi. VII, 33, Ill), and the an in jyaii (31), besides which the older form of pi. It, 

28. XVIII, is used, appear here for the first time. 

The letters on the somewhat older coins1®0 of Pud rad am a n's grandfather Cabana 

and of his father Jayadamnn, which probably were struck io Ujjain, exhibit no material 

differences. Among the later KS&trap* inscriptions191, that from Juuagadh, incised during 

the reigo of Hud rad Oman's eon Rudrasiinha, fully agrees with the Girnur Proiasti. Tho 

Gtinda inscription of the same prince from the year 103 (or, according to the usual assump¬ 

tion, from A. D-130). and the deaden inscription of find nisi ijib us son Hudrasena from the 

year 127 (?) or A. D. 204-205. show a few more advanced characters. Both these documents 

offer the bipartite subscribed ya ; and tho second has several times the northern m® of tho 

Gupta period (pi. IV, 31, I ff.5, as well as the e standing above the line (compare, for instance, 

tic, pi. VII, 27, V). The same -ma, or a similar sign with a straight base-Stroke, appears also 

frequently on the coins of the later Si?atrapaalsS. Its occurrence probably indicates a 

northern influence, perhaps that a northern alphabet was used at the same time ; compare 

§ 23 below, A. 

B— The alphabets of the cave-inscriptions of the western Dekkatt and the Konkati : Plate lit 

(43) The writing of the western Dekhai) and the Konkan in the caves of Nasik, 

Junnar, Knrle, Kapheri, Kutjii. &c., shows three varieties, bo “arch static" or retrograde type, 

a more advanced one with mostly faint traces of southern peculiarities, and an ornamental 

one. The first two appear in the oldest dated inscriptions of the bafca Usavedata or 

Usabhadata tB$abbadatta),6J, the son-in-law of the Ksaharnta king and l£$atrapii NahapSna 

from tho years 41 to 45 of, according to the usual assumption, the Saka era1'1, or from 

A. D. 118 to 122 The Karle Inscription No, ID (col. VII) offers tho archaiatic or 

retrograde type, among the letters of which pft® (10), jn (13), da (23), bha (2D', ya (31), 

la (331, so (37) and ha (38) come close to the forms in the older alphabets of pi, II, 

especially to those of the oldest Andhra inscriptions in cols. XXIII, XXIV. Tte same 

variety is found in some other, partly older, inscriptions of the same caves >®s, and must 

be regarded as a direct development from the ancient Andhra type. It Bhows only vary 

faint traces of tho southern peculiarities enumerated above. The curves at the ends of the 

verticals are only rudimentary. The vertical of f® is curved, but to the right luc 

triangular dha (2i>. which appears hors for the Bret time, is found also in other alphabets 

of this plate (see col. XI ff.) the abnormal kha (8) is confined to Kerb No. 19. 
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Against this father clumsy alphabet* we find la IJs&vadSta’s inscriptions from Nilaik 

(cdls^ YIlli ISl Tsrjr neatly made letters* tbe ductus of which resambl^ that of Soilaaa s 

inscriptions teal. I] and of the Girniir Pro^ssti (ooL Yl). They show no trace of archaic 

forms, and the traces of the southern peculiarities are faint or entirely wanting. Only 

the southern ^0 (18) distinct and constant* Noteworthy are (35* 42* VlIIl, which 

agrees with that of col. VI, the final m. in ddham {4l( VIXI), and the tripartite euba- 

cribed ya in bhygfy (41, IS). 

Ygty similar to this script is that of the fusils inscriptions [hofc 11* flT °- 

the Andhra king GotamSpnta Satakani, who destroyed the K^aharata dynasty* possibly 

just Nabapiina and XJ^avadlita,,—and of his son Siri-Pultimuyi* PnlutocL or Pnlirauvl (Nnsik 

No. !4=ool. XI)3 who is mentioned by Ptolemy aa Siri-Polemaios or Polemics 1$fl* The 

un!y mater bl difference occurs in the triangular dha (34* XT; compare eoL VII \ which 

however is by no means constant. Nearly of the same type are the alphabets shewn in 

col XII, from the Niisik inscription of the somewhat later Andhra king Gotamiputa Siriyana 

Satakam, in coh XXII from the undated inscription Nagik Ho* 20* and in cot XIII from 

Nosik No. 12^ ineised during the reign of tba Abhita king I&var&sena1*1. In coL XIV, how¬ 

ever* we have a peculiar form of la (21) developed from a looped term, a looped (25) 

somewhat differing from the northern form in cob IYf a ra f32) with a stronger curve, 

and a la (33) with the vertical bent towards the le't ; further* in col. XIII a looped t% (31) 

and in ool. XIV, a ta (21) and a na (35) derived from looped forma, a ya (31) with a 

curve on the left* a la [33) bent towards the left, a cursive subscribed na in ySSaft 

(40), and npceiiliar, f-Jike, medial n in du (33), which reappears in later southern 

inscriptions ; com pare* for instance, Mu, pi. VII* 30, XII, and tbs in fM* ph III, 21 * 

XVII, XIX* 

Oola. XV* XVIP give two somewhat differing specimens of the ornamental variety of 

this period according to the undated inscriptions of Koda (Ngs. 1—SP 11P 20) and of Junnsr 

(No* 3)* Both agree In the ornamental treatment of medial i and I* But the Kmja 

inscriptions extend it to the curves at the ends of all verticals* and a how notches in the 

left [dil] strokes of pa (25) and ha (23 ; compare col. Yll In col. XVI* there are two 

other noteworthy Bignap the bipartite subscript ya in yya (iGJ, and the si with the hori¬ 

zontal bar in &ri (41 ; compare 3d, III-Y). Ornamental forms h resembling those of cols. 

XV, XVI. are found also in the approximately datable inscriptions of Pulnmayi in Karle 

Noe* 30* 22, and of the minister of the queen of his successor Vdsitblputa Sltakatti in 

Kainiheri No* II* The first two of these documents show a looped ta and a na like that of 

coL XYIl ; the third exhibits the neat characters of Western K^atrapa inscriptions. It 

is, therefore, certain that during the 2nd century A. D* all these three varieties worn used 

promiscuously in the western D&khag and the Kohkai>16& and the inscriptions from the 

Auparitvsit St(ipaissil prove that they occurred also on the eastern coast of India. The 

contemporaneous employment of more advanced types and of more a rebate ones with an 

admixture of more modern signs will have to be explained in this* as in other cases* by 

a d oh ire to select archaic and monumental forms for epigraph ic purposes and a failure to 

completely carry onfc this intention. 
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C. —The alphabet of the Jaggayyape{a inscription* : Plate 1IL 

In ilia Kistna districts of the eastern coast, a still more ornamental alphabet, found 

in the Jaggayyapeta inscriptions (ram tho time of the Ib^vaka king Birlvira Purisadetta. 

tcoie. XVII, XVllI), as well as in souse AmarKvati inscriptions1™, was developed out 

of the ornamental variety just discussed, probably somewhat later, in the 3rd century 

A.P. One of its most prominent characteristics is the very considerable elongation of 

the verticals of A, A, ha, w, ro and is, as well as of the medial i, i and «. 

To a later time point the cursive forms of tha and ha, which latter agrees with the 

northern Gupta form (pi. IV, 39, I. VI), and the medial e of *=< (30), which, with 

its downward curve, agrees with tho e of tho later southern inscriptions (compare 30, 

XIX, XX. and pi VII, 35, XII), and the medial it in lit (21 ; compare col. XIX, and pi 

YU, 30t XX). The medial u of (' (40), in which the stroke expressing the length of 

the vowel has been attached to tho head of the consonant, is entirety abnormal. 

D. —The alphabet of the Paffana Praht iaitd-ffranls : Plate III. 

The highly cursive writing of the PrHfevt land-grants of the Pa!lava kings 

Yijay&bnddh&varman and Sivaskaedavarmaa from Kfiuci (Conjeveratn) in .the Tamil 

districts191, shows in its diidtu a certain relationship to the Jaggayyapeti inscriptions. 

Bat it is not douhfcfal that these documents are much later, thongh it is for tho pre¬ 

sent impassible to 6x their dates exactly. The use of Priikrt for official purposes per laps 

indicates that they are not later than the first half of the 4th century A D. The broad 

E(5. XX) with tho rudimentary vertical to the right (compare pi. Mi, 6, • I J. tic t.a 

with a* tail in Man (40, XX; compare pi. VII, 19, IV t.). the subscribed iha open on 

the right in ttk* (41, XIX f compare pi. VII, 45. XX). and the constantly looped o 

in to (33, XX ; compare pi. VII, 34, HI f, XIII, XVII) I»iot to tho later period. 

IV. THE NORTHERN ALPHABETS FROM ABOUT A D. 350ltl’. 

§ 31 —Definition and varieties. 

[45] By the term "northern alphabets” I understand with Bmrgcss, Fleet1 aj, and 

others, that large group of epigraph io and literary scripts, which from about A.D 3o0 

conquers the whole wide territory north of the Narmada, with the exception of W* 

vlirl and northern Gujarat, and which, spreading in the course of time more and more, 

finally is used in a number oF varieties for nearly all the Aryan languages ol Iudia. 

Their origin is to he found in the cursive forms, which first appear in the action to 

the ASoka edict VI of Dbaoli, and in a number of eigns of the Kafei version (sea aW 

page 21 U and later am found, occasionally or constantly, in same of the Jama votive 

inscriptions of the Kuflfina period (see above. § 19. Ah Their general o a 

cursive alphabet with signs reduced at the top to the same height, and made throughout 

as much as possible, equal in breadth. As the occurrence of ancient MSB. and WW 

peculiarities of the letters, such as the formation of wedges out of the W at the ends of 

the verticals, clearly prove, they were always written with a pan or a brush sod mk. 

Their most important common characteristics are t-(D The absence of curves at the lower 
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endg ol the verticals of A, At Aa, itad (with occasional exceptions for to) * (2) the 

me of thB S#rif at the I eft down-atrokea of kfta, paT and ia ; (31 the division of the 

original vertical of i/d and of its upper bar; (4) the use of ft looped na and of a fa 

without ft loop ; {5) the transformation of the lower portion of ma into a small knob 

or loop attached to the left of the letter ; (6) the shortening of the vertical of fa ; 

(7) the turn of the medial i to the left, which is soon followed by the twist of medial i to 

the right ; (B) the development of curves, open to the left, at the end of the originally 

horizontal medial U ; and (&) the use of a curve, open to the right, for medial r* 

While all the alphabets represented in plates IV. Y, VI show these common 

characteristics or further developments from them. they may be divided, according to other 

peculiarities. Into seven larger groups, most of which again comprise several varieties :—■ 

(1) The ©pigraphic North-Indian alphabet of the 4th and 5th centuries, commonly 

called the Gnpto alphabet, which, according to Hoernla's researches1^4 has an eastern and 

western variety, among which the second again has two branches* and with the the western 

variety of which the literary alphabet of the Bower MS. and of some other documents from 

Kashgar is closely connected. 

(S) The scnta-angled or SiddhamOtpkn (?) alphabet with wedges at the verticals of 

the letters, which is first found in the palm leaves of Qoriuzi, and towards the and of 

the 6 th century in the Mah:Eo;DiHD inscription from Gay a and in the La kkbihna tidal 

Fray ost L 

(8) Tho Kagan with Us long drawn, tailed, letters, and long top strokes, the 

first certain traces of which occur in the 7th century- 

14) The 5aradii alphabet, a northern variety of the Western Gupta type, first 

found about A. D. BOO, 

(5) The eastern Proto-Bengali alphabet with much rounded, cursive letters, and 

with hooks or hollow'triangles at the tops of the verticals, first traceable in the lltb century, 

t6) The booked alphabet of Nepal* [4Sl which is closely connected wilb the 

Proto-Bengali eccura in MSB. from tho llih century onwards. 

During the 4th and 5th centuries, the role of these alphabets to tb© north of the 

Narmada is by no means undisputed. In the west we find, as far north as Bijayag&dli 

[Bhartpur). inscriptions io southern characters, or with an admixture of soubhern letters 

(see below, % 27). Id tho 6th and Hb centuries this mixture no longer occurs. Only 

the sc called ldarrow*headIF type lsee below, § 26, C), the seventh variety on plates IY-YII 

which appears in rather late times in Bengal and NopIiL* offers an instance of the 

importation of a southern script into Northern India* 

On the other baud, we meal, from the 7th century, with inscription a iu northern 

characters first on the eca&t, in tho west in Gujarat.isa and in the east even beyond 

Madras.1 Documents of this kind appear from the middle of the 8th century also in the 

central Dekhaut and during tho 12th and 18th centuries they penetrate as far as Yijayanagairft 

in the Kan ares© country (sec below, % 23), But they never come into sole use beyond 

the northern limit of the Dra vidian districts. 
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The ancient MSS. hitherto found in Kashgar, Japan and Nepal, the oldest of which 

probably wore written in the 4ih century.14T show only northern letters. The palm-leaf 

MSS. of Western India, which begin in the 10th century, agree with the inscriptions 

of the period, snd prove that the northern Nagari was generally nsad in Raj put ana. Gujarat' * * 

and in the northern Dekhan as far as DevagEri (Daulatibad).*29 The gradual advance 

of the northern char act ora towards the south probably is explained by the predilection 

of many southern kings for northern customs, and by the immigration of northern 

Brahmans, castes of scribes, and Buddhist and Jama monks, to which facts the statements 

in various inscriptions and the hist oris) tradition bear witness." 

§ 22.—TOE SO-CALLED GUPTA ALPHABET 05* THE 4TH AND 5TH 

CENT CRIES A. D : PLATE IV. 

A,—Yarktks. 

The differences between the eastern and western varieties of the so railed Gupta 

[47] alphabet appear in the signs for la, $a and Jka.*01 In the eastern variety the left 

limb of in (plate IV, 34. I-IIIT V, VI) is turned sharply downwards ; compare the la of 

the Jaugada separate edicts (see above, §16, C, 35). Further, the base-stroke of ?a 

(IV, 37, Mil, V, VU is made round and attached as a loop to the slanting central bar. 

Finally! ^e base-stroke of An (IV, 89. I-III, V, VI) is suppressed, and its boob, attached 

to the vertical, is tamed sharply to the left, exactly as in the Jaggayyapefa inscriptions 

(geo above, § 20, 0). In the western variety these three letters have the older and 

fuller forma, 
Tbo specimen® of the eastern variety in plata IV havo been taken from ths 

Oldest Gupta inscription. Harm's Allahabad PraSssti [cots HID. certainly was 

incised during the reign of Samudraguptn208. probably between A. D. 370 and 390, and from 

the Kabaniu FraSaati of A. D. 460 (cols. V, VI) of the time of Sbandagupta It 

appears, haatdes, in Fleet1* Gupta Inscriptions (Oil 3) Noa. 0 0, 15. 64, 65* 

BhagvanIll's inscriptions from Nepal. Nos. 13 : and in Cunningham's Gaya inseniption 

of Samvat 6t20*. The fact that Fleets No 6 is found far west, near Bhilsa in M*h». 

may be explained by its having been incised, during an expedition of Candragupta II to 

MSlva, at the command of his minister, who calls himself an inhabitant of Phtaljputm. 

Nothing is known regarding the origin of Fleet's No. 77, which is incised on a seal, purchased 

id Lahore, but possibly manufactured ip Eastern India. 
The western variety of the Gupta alphabet again appears in two forms, a cursive 

round-hand and an Bngular, monumental, type. The second (orm, wbh-h b ie f® ve’’y 

characteristic thick top lines and a hooked rn (33). is represented in plate I\, eol IV by 

the alphabet or the Bilsad FraSasti of A. D. 415. Another fine example >s found m Fleets 

No. 32, from the Meharault iron pillar near Delhi. Specimens of the *ur91v° orm are given 

in col. VII from the Indar oopper-platB of A. D. 465, m irouiora®.!1,!!! b 

inscription probably of the second half of the 5th century , an id uo - - aM 

Klritalai copper-plate of JayenBtba of Uceakalpn, dated the year 174 or probably A.D. 423 . 

9 
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The fame type is found in FJeeVs Nos. 4, 13j 16t 19, 33'3lP 36, 61, 63p 66, 67p 69p 74p 76, 

and in the Jaina votive inscriptions Iron Mathura, New Series* Nos. 38, 392l>'. It deserves 

to be noted that Fleet's No. 13 from Bbitarl is found in a district where one would expect 

the eastern variety- Fleet's No, 6ip the J&ina inscription from Eday&giri in Mnlva, shews 

a mixture ol the northern characters with southern ones, as it offers throughout A, AM 

with a curve, and once a southern f\ Perhaps the Hama may be said of Fleet's Nop 69* the 

Bijayagadh inscription from Bbartpur in Biljputanap where ra shows a curve at the end and 

medial i and f resemble those in plate III, col. XV I. The character* on the Gupta coma*03 

are frequently retrograde, and offer, e. g*P the angular ma of the Kuftloa period. 

B-—CharacUristics of the epigraphic Gupta alphabet. 

The following particularly important or characteristic peculiarities of the Gupta 

inscriptions deservo to be noticed in detail 

(l) The lower parts of the right-hand vertical of A, A, ga, rfa, £a,. bha^ and sa are 

so much elongated, sod those of kit and m remain so long, that these eight signs have about 

double the length ol those without verticals. This is particularly visible in the older stone 

inscriptions ; on the copper-plates they are often shortened. 

(2j The right-band portion of pad, jpo, pha9 #a and &n shows so acute angle, whereby 

later the development of tails or verticals on the fight of these signs has been caused- 

13) Since the middle of the 5th century, the lower portion of the left limb of A 

(1, IX, XI) shows the curve, open to the left, which appears in all the later forma of the 

letter ; the sign oE the length of A (3, YII-IX) [48] is attached to the foot of the tight vertical. 

(4) In addition to the I of the Encana period (3P I, V), there occurp owing to the predi¬ 

lection for letters flattened at the top, the also later frequent I with two dots above (3, VII), 

and that consisting of a short horizontal line with two dots below (3, IX), which latter is 

the parent of the Uter southern I (plates Vi I, YIII, and § 28 below) and of that of the 

Kagan (below* § 34* Af 4). 

(h) The rudimentary curves at the left end of U, C and 0 are more fully developed 

m the 5 th century ; compare above, § Ifi, B, 4. 

{6} The guttural na hegina to appear instead of the AnusvHra before 6a and ha [11. 

VII), perhaps in con sequence of the faulty pronunciation, blamed in the ikk^TTfi2^, 

(7) The third horizcatal line of jo. [14, I' ll I* Vlt. Vlll) begins to slant downwards, 

and occasionally shows a curve at the end, whereby later the new forma of cola. XXI-XXIII 

are caused- 

(8) The palatal iwt (16, I, II S 43, I, VI, VII, XI) is frequently made cursive 

and round* and ia occasionally laid on the side in order to save apace ; compare also 

jffa& plate III, ±0* XIV, But older, angular, forms likewise occur (43, V), 

(9) The {a (17.I-III, IX) is often flattened down at the top- 

(10) The i*a at 31 IP II, shows a little stroke at the right end, caused by an 

inexact formation of the hook on the right, and in the second sign a cursive loop on 

the left ; in -1, III, the letter has been laid on the side and somewhat resembles the 

Kagari 
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(H) The i/ia (23^ It V-IX) is mostly elliptical op flattened on the right, and a 

cross-bar often replacii the dot in the centre ; hot the old form likewise survives 

(23, IIt III)210, 

i!2) The f/m {32, I-IX) U mostly tripartite, but sometimes, particularly in ya, 

yai sod j/tf, transitional forms with tha loop, like the later ones io 32, XIIIP XVI, 

appt-ar, which lead up to the bipartite p?Ll. The oldest instance of the independent 

looped ya is found In Fleet's No. 69 of A, D- 371+ but the Ku^nou inscriptions show 

the looped subscript ya even earlier {see above, §19+ B* 12), 

(13) The left limb of sa {39i I'III, V, VI, VUl) of ton becomes & loop* as 

happens already in so me Kofana inscriptions (§19, B, 16), A substitute for the loop 

is the triangle (probably giving the outlines of a wedge)* which occurs in the three 

most ancient inscriptions from Nepal; compare tba later 5a of SB, XII+ But the older hook 

is equally common. 

(14) The rare li (40+ T-III) is found also in Fleet's No* f>7fc lino I, 

(15) The sigos for the medial vowels agree in many particulars with those of 

the KuS’ina period. But tba open semicircle for q ia fet (17, II), which is found also 

in na, ia an innovation. Farther, the medial i, for instance* of khi (0, III, VI, IX1* 

is drawn further to the left than in the earlier inscriptions. In some inscriptions 

Like Mathura, Now Series, Nos. 33* 39, the medial 1 consists merely of a curve, going 

to the right, though the form with two horns (as in *£1, 24, I), and a looped one [au in 

bkl 30, IV), are more com mom Medial u ia mostly represented by the a tit! used curve, 

which in ru (33, III, VI) appears abnormally at the end of ra ; but in #« (0, Hi Vi), fu+ 

bhu (30, I) and hi (36,111) the vowel rises upwards. For mocha! t* there are* besides 

an old form in gti (9 IV), other combination a in bhii (39, 11+ VI) and {#« (42, II) 

and a later very common* cursive form in dku (95, II, VI). One of the Mntms of ai and 

q is often placed vertically, as in #31, 33, III; in tfo, 9* HI; and in iis, 91* III* 

(16) The desire to save space causes the cursive u-n, fa (see ${at 45, IX) and 

fAa (see siM, 45, V ; Mha, 46, XX) to be laid on the side, in case they form the 

second elemon£g of ligatures. From the 5th century, rya (46, VII) ia expressed by a 

full ra with a subscript yti. H 

f 17) The first certain Vi tans a (see rfdJum. 43, VII), consisting of a horizontal stroke 

above the small final* dates likewise from the 6th century i the notbem JihvamuSiya 

[hfra, 46, IX) and the Upadhmamya (Apra, 46* III) occur already in tbo 4th century. 

C—27ie (htpla alphabet in manuscripts. 

Among the types of the Bower MS , which belongs, according to Hosrnla's and my 

own opinion a*tt, to the 5fch century* I have given [49] in plate VI, cols. I-IV, only the 

alphabet of the portion which Hoernle marks A, since the published parts of his B end € 

are not sufficiently extensive for a paleographic enquiry. Its character a differ very little 

from thoea of tha epgr&phic documents of the Gupta parsed* especially from the copper* 

plates. The Serifs at the tops of the vertical stroke®, however, are made more carefully 

and neatly throughout worked up with the latter into real wedges. If a letter like gha 
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(pintg Y1+ ISP I-TY) has several upstrokes, the Serifs are added regularly to all of them. 

Similarly, the lower ends of vertical strokes more regalacly hear Szrif& or are eon verted 

into wedges or little buttons. The greater regularity cE the writing is what may be expected 

iej a good MSL1 the material of which offers fewer difficulties than stone or copper. The 

Invariable use of the Strifs led to the format ion of the kn (i.5, IV), with the loop on 

the ]eftmii (compare 15, I, TilK which appears occasionally in the Bower MS* hut is 

noticeable only later, since A.D< 5BB-89 (sen plate IV* 7+ XIII), in the inscriptions* Further* 

the Bower MS., offers in rare oases, e g. in praynjay&t (fol- 3 la* H), an archaic form of 

the bipartite yo. Finally, it makes ns acquainted with some signs which, owing to the 

rarity of the sounds expressed by them, cannot occur frequently in the inscriptions and 

hitherto have not been fcracad in thug afthaibh and 5th oeotnries* To these belong the 

long 1 (4t I). in which the uppar and lower dots of the ancient sign [compare plate VI, 4| 

V, VII) have been converted into a straight stroke, and further the short It, which clearly 

consists of a ra and a medial f (conipar3 above, § 1 ; and below* § 31* A, 7), el&o the AU 

(14, I. II), which fully agrees with the oplgraphic character of A D. 532 (plate IVP 6, X), 

and the subscript f of nr (34, III) which consist? of two f, placed horizontally side by side. 

§ 23,—-Th& ac^tt-angUd and Nagarl typs% : Platts IF, F* YL 

About the beginning of the sixth century wa find in the northern inscriptions, both 

of Eastern and Western India (plate IV, cols. X-XII)21*, distinct beginnings of a new 

development which first leads to the forma of the Gaya inscription of AD, 58S-S9 (plate IV, 

cols. Xiri, XTVI and of the probably not much later Lakkhiimaiidat Fruia&ti (plate IYt 

cols- XV* XVI}215. Their chief characteristic is that the letters slope liam the right to 

the lefti and show acute angles at the lower or at the right end*, ns well as that the top? 

of the vertical or slanting lines invariably bear small wedges* and their ends either show 

the same ornaments or protuberances on the right. These peculiar it es are observable in 

a large number of inscriptions of the next lour centuries, and it seems to me advisable to 

class the characters of the whole group as those of the "acute angled alphabet1’. 

Formerly21111 the term ‘nail-headed" was frequently applied to them. Of late this has been 

given up and no new generic name has been proposed Thus Fleet; says, in his edition 

of the Gaya inscription521only that the letters belong to the no them cl ts a of alphabets. 

Feasibly the Indian name may have been Si dd ham a ttka UijJih For Bernal11S states that 

an alphabet [50] of this name was used in hxs time (about A.D. 2030) In Kashmir and in 

Benares. while the Niigarj wa@ current la Malm If the usual writing of Benares resembled 

that of Kashmir, it cannot have had the long horizontal top-strokes which always charac¬ 

terise the NagirL BerimFs note is, however, too brief and vague for a definite settlement 

of the question. 

The two inscriptions, mentioned above* which, like the other contemporaneous 

cognate document?* are connected with the western Gupta alphabet* mark the first step in 

the development of the acute-angled alphabet during the sixth century. And to the game 

subdivision belong, among the MSS** the Horiuzi palm-loaves, which according to the 

Japanese tradition certainly existed in the second half of the Gth century310. If 
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fourteen year 5 ago, when I wrote my paleographies! essay on thoae leaves in the 

Qxoniemia the facsimiles of the Gaya and Ljkkba man-da I inscriptions hail been accessible* 

it would have sufficed to compare their letters in order to prove the correctness ol the 

statements of the Japanese. 
Tne characters of A ins uv a r man's inscription of A.D. 635 (pi&fca IV, ooL XVIll and 

of the nearly contemporaneous Aphtad Prasastl ol Adityasuna (plate IV. cola* XMllP 

XlX) show tho further progress of the acute-angled alphabet during the 7th century* It 

inusfch however, be noted that Atiisavarinsn’fl inscriptions and other Nepalese doaument** of 

the sumo time have the round and thus are allied with the eastern Gupta character, 

while the Apbsad Pra&asfci and its allies from India proper are con nee tod with the western 

variety of the old northern alphabet320. Float calls ibis second variety, on account of 

the more marked twist of the lower ends of the strokes the Kutilu variety of tha 

Magadha alphabet ot the 7th oentary J‘aSl I feel disinclined to adopt the term "Kulila \ 

which was first used by Driuisp333. and sines has been employed by many other writers, 

because it 13 baaed on an erroneous rendering of the expression ak^itra in the 

Devat rraiasti*18, I would remove it from the paleagraphic terminology- Kielhorn 

likewiEo avoids it io his paleographic remarks on various inscriptions of this period" *- 

During the 8&b-Kith centuries, the development of the acuto-atigtod or biddhamltpka 

alphabet progresses more and more in the direction of its success a rp the Kdgari alphabet, 

which latter to its old North-Xndi&a form is distinguished merely by the substitution 

ol straight top-strokes for the wedges on the verticals. Documents with a mixture of wedges 

and straight top-strokes aro also fa-nod * and occasionally it becomes difficult to decida 

how a particular inscription is to be classed. 
To this third and last variety255 of the acute-angled alphabet belong the characters 

of the Mttltai copper plates (plate IV. col. XX) of A*D. 70B-709"" \ oi the Dighvn- 

Dub&uli plate, probably of A D. 761 (plate XVP col. XXl)211, of the G walla* inscription 

of AD, 870 [ plate V, eoL II)P and of the Ghoaruva inscription of the 9 th or 10 th century 

(plate V, col VX)ass, as well as, among the MSS, these of the Cambridge M8< No. 1049 

(plate VI, col. VII), dated in the year 9&S3*^ probably ol Ari^uvarman's era of A.D* 

ot in A, D. 046. An intermediate position between the acuta-angled nod the 

Nag at! alphabets, is occupied by the letters of the Pehoa Praa&stL of about AD 000 (plate V 

col. Ill) of the Deval Fr*&a$ti of A.D, 992 or 996 ; plate V. col. VIII) and of the copper-plates 

of the Parumaru king VBfcpafei II of A D. 974 (plate V. col X)3$t. They, no doubt, show 

the wedges; but these are so broad that they produce the same effect as tho long 

straight top-strokes * and that, eg* tho open tope of A, 1, gh&t pflt &>-. ^re closed 

just as in the Niigari inscriptions. Specimens of tho mature of wedges and straight 

top strokes, mentioned above, aro found in the Hiidhunpur a&d Vani-D..mIarL copper¬ 

plates of the Hii^rakuta. king [hi 1 Govinda III of AD- BOT'SjB (plate A, col. IA j "i 

and the Har^a inscription of the Guhamuna Yigruha II of A.D. 973 (plate V, col. IX) 

The last-mentioned two inscriptiona are, however, by no meana the oldest document?, 

in which Ntfgari letters occur. The first undoubtedly genuine specimens2"1 arc found m 

the signatures of the Gurj&ra princes on the copper-plates of Hairs (of A.D, 698 and 
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633), of Dabhoi (AJ>, 042), of Nausffrl (A.D. 705), and of Kuvl (A.D. 736)23a, tbs texts 

of which ars written in a southern alphabet. In the first-mentioned three signatures, 

the Siigari letters are m the minority, eg most of the signs show either more 

archaic northern or southern forms. Only in the fourth signature the NAgari is ased 

throughout and Is folly developed. But the most ancient document, written throughout in 

Nitg&ri, is the Sumiingarl grant of the ESelraMTTfi king Dantldurga of A.D, 754 (plate IV, 

ooL XXII)“J(S, Much of the same type era the char actors of the Ivan he ri inscriptions Nob. 

15 and 43 (plate V, eol. Y)SsT, which were respectively incised in A.D. Sol and 877 during 
the reigns of the SUilhara princes FullaSakti and Kapardin IT. 

The Slim fin gat) and Kanheri inscriptions, together with some others of the 9th 

century233, show the archaic variety of the southern Xfigarj, the fully developed form of 

which is exhibited in the copper-plates of Kan(:herp (plate X, eol. XYll)230, which were 

inched during the reign of tbe Calukya king Vitramiiditya. V. in A.D. 1L09-10. The souther a 

NiTgari, of the Sth-Ilth centuries, which diners from its northern sister of the same period 

chiefly by the want of the small tails slanting to the right from the ends of tba verticals, 

and in general by stiifer Forms, besides occurs in numerous inscriptions of the SiliHiHraa uni 

Tiidavas from tha Martha country und the Koakaii, as well as of a Ritta prince from 

the Bejg&um coUectorate-411. Its latest development during the l3th-16i.ii centuries is 

found in the inscriptions af the kings of Vijayanagara cr Vidyfinagara in the Kamirose 

country41. It still survives in the Ualhodh or Devanagari of the Marafha districts, and 

in Southern India it has produced the go-called Xandiuilgari which is still used for MSS243. 

In Northern and Central India, tha Ndgirl appears Uriah on Nib copper-plate of the 

Mahariija Vinuyakaprila of Mahcdaya (plate 1VT col, XSIlIj243, probably of A. D, 79i, 

which however exhibits some archaisms and peculiarities in the signs for kka, pa, ami no, 

found also in later inscriptions from Eastern India. The fact that an earlier inscription 

from the Kuareu country, the incision of which is due to a Brahman from Northern 

India (see Et. 3, 1 ff.), shows a mixture of Nagarl and acute-angled letters, mates it 

probable that the northern Naflarl wag in use at least since the beginning of the 8th 

century- From the next century, we have only a few inscriptions in northern Na^ari244, 

But after A. D. 950 their number Increases, and in tha Ilth century the script becomes 

paramount in nearly all the districts north of thq Karniado. 

The characters of the tiiyailorjl inscriptions from Central India [plate y eoi yjj;) 

the dates of which run from A.D. 968. and those of the copper-plate of the first Caulukya 

of Gujarat, incised in A. D. 987 (plate Y, cel. XI)>« show the forms of the northern 

Hagari of tbe 10 th century. The copper plates of the Kiltfrakiita (Gahadavala) king 

MadanapKla of Hunan) in Northern India, dated A. D. 1097 [plate V. to!, XII), the Udaypur 

Prasasti of the Pamrniiras of Milve (probable dato a!Mnt A. D. 1060) in the west of 

Central India (plate V, col. XIII), the Nuoyaura plates gf the Cimdeila Deyavarraan of 

A.D, 1J50 V, coL XTV. and of the KakcnH Knrna of Triptira# dated A. D 1043 

(plate V, col. XT), both from the eastern part of Central India, and the plates of the 

Caulukya Bhima I of Gujarat, dated A. D. 1029 (plate V, col. XVI), give specimens of the 

northern Nagarl of the 11th century2*3. Finally, the northern Nagarl of A. D, 1100-1207 
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is illustrated by the alphabets cl & plate of Jayacc&ndra, the Last Ba^trakuta (Gnbadivula) 

king oi Ktmattj, dated A. D. 1175 (plate V, col. XXL oE the pSates of tho last Caulokya 

of Gujsrnt,, Bhimu XX* dated A. IX 1199 ami 1207 [52] (plate V* eoL XX1)+ of the plate 

of the Faramura Udiiyavarman of Mulvu. dated A. D. 1200 (plate V1 ooL XXII). and of 

the Eitfiflpnr steno inscription from the reign ol the Kalacuri Jdjalla ol Tripura, dated A. D, 

1114 (plate V. col* XXIIIJ247. 

With the characters ol these Xagari inscription^ agree those of the now numerous 

ancient paLmdc&f MSS. from Gujarat, EJLjput&na and the northern Bekhan, the dates oi 

which run certainly from the 11th, and possibly from the 10th century. Cols, XV’XVII 

of plato VI exhibit their alphabet chiefly according to Louniann's photographs and tracsnga 

of the Viue^uvagy&kabha^yAffki, dated A. XX 1081* together with some supplements from 

the Royal Asiatic Society's Gaii^ratnamabodadhi, of A. IX 1229246* Rut a number of MSS. 

from Nepal, belonging to the 11th and 12th centuries show the northern Nil gar! of the 

preceding century. And ooL XIII of plate VI offers a a pec i man from No. BBS* the oldest 

Cambridge M3* of this cIabh, which is dated A. I>. lOOS®49. Of the §amo type is the alphabet 

of plate VI* col. X.IY, taken from the reproduction of col. 1 of Wylie's copy of the 

Vafracchedika in AtmAata Oxmimpn, Aryan Series, 1, 1, plate 4. 

§ 24 —DETAILS OF THE CHANGES IN THE ACUTE-ANGLED 

AND THE NAGARI ALPHABETS35*, 

A —The Maifkai. 

Among the numerous changes, which the letters of the acute-angled and NiigarT script3 

undergo in course of time* the fallowing more Important ones, affecting the Mattklis of 

radical signs, deserve special mention :— 

(l) The signs for E, gha, cat tkaf dlts* pa, ba, via, yti, la, m, sa and sa, develop 

gradually,—the later the more distinctly*—shorter or longer tails, winch first slant off 

towards the right bolow the bottom-line of the letters, but Later* in the Nngari, become 

vertical strokes, except in the case of E, L53] From the 10th century similar pendent 

lines appear in the middle of elm (plate V, 16* II, III, Ac.) and of (plate V+ 23. II), 

of pAn (plate V. Ill, £c) and qE ha (plate V, 42, II-IV, -kc.), which the NagarT. taor 

retains in cha and ha and converts into a medial vertical in the case of pha. In the acute- 

angled script, khaM ga* fha, dtui, and Sa frequently show on the right a small horn-1iko 

pro tube ranee or an elongation of the vertical, which* owing to the flattening of the topgT 

the Nxlgarl again discards except in the case of dha. Both the last men tinned peculiari¬ 

ties are due to the dircumstance that the writers drew the left and right portions of tha 

letters separately and neglected to join carefully the two halves231. In course of time 

these irregularities became characteristic features of moat of the letters, 

(2} In consequence of the elongation of the ends of the wedges and of the use of 

long straight top*3trokes, the heads of A, Af P®p ma* ya. and sa are gradually 

closed, both in the acute-angled and the Nagarl scripts333. 
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(3) The Lower [rcrtiom of the left half of A and A almost inmiably consists of a 

curve, open towards the left, which first appears occasionally id the Ku^zina inscriptions 

(see above, § 19p B, l) and later regularly on the Uccakalpa plates (plate IV, 1, IX). It 

is preserved in the Baibodh of the Marthas and is common in the Bombay editions of 

Sanskrit works. In other late specimens of the Xag&n, it is replaced by two slanting 

strokes (piste Y, 1. 27 XYI)P to which a third, a remnant of an earlier wedge at the foot 

of the vertical* is added lower down. This form is the parent of the At Af used in the 

Bon ares and Calcutta prints. Bp to the 8th century* the long A is invariably differentiated 

by the addition of a curve to the right end of A. Later, its mark is a downward stroke, 

which ib attached either to the right of the top (e. g.t plate IV, % XXI) or to the middle 

[plate IYt % XXII} and thus reocoupies the same positions which the corresponding horizontal 

bar has in the A&oka edicts253* In the MSS.* the downgtroke at the top is found even 

earlier (plate VI, % VI), 

U! The iign for / is mostly derived from tha Gupta form of Indor (plate IV* 3, VII) 

by the substitution of a curve for the third dot (plate IV. 3* XI-XIII ; Yt 3, II-TV, 

Jm. 5 VI, 3* V-IXh But in addition there is (plate V, 3, V, XII, XIIX, die. s YId 3* XlI-XV) 

a derivative from tha I of the TIcc&kalpa plates (IY> 3, 1X1, in which the upper dot is 

replaced by a straight line ; and this I is the parent of the modern Davanfigari I, in which 

l he two lower dots have been changed into curves and finally have been connected. In Jain a 

MSS.s the I with two data above and a curve below occurs occasionally as late as the I5th and 

16th centuries. Tha unique early form? of the long 1 (plate VI, 4, V, VII), as well as their 

later development (plate VI, 4, XV)* which has followed the analogy of JT deserve attention. 

(а) U and V invariably show at the lower end a tail* drawn towards the left* 

which in course of time is developed more and more fully, 

(б) The carve of ft, attached to the right of the r&w becomes very shallow and 

long in the Eoriuzi palm-leaves (plate VI, 7, Y), and this shallow curve is the precursor 

of the vertical Line of the later palm-leaf MSS, of Western India (plate VI, 7p XY-XYII). 

In the Cambridge MS. Xo. 1019 [plate VI, 7, VII) and ia Xo+ I69lf the f-curve is 

attached to the lower end of the m. 

(7) Among the signs for 5, L and L, which are first traceable id the MSS. of 

this period (plate VL 8-10. V* YU, X), the long S ia dearly formed by the addition of a 

second f-crarva to the abort ft. In the Cambridge MSS. Xos. 1049 and 1691* L is 

represented by a cursive southern la [see plat® YIIP 34* VMS)t just aS the oldest medial 

l in kl (VII* 42. XIV) is identical with another form of fa : ftQd the long Z i5 derived from 

the short vowel by the addition of a second ia, turned in the opposite direction. In the 

L and L of the Horiozi palm-leaves (plate VI, 9, 10, V), tha la has been turned rout d 

towards the left, and respectively cue and two ^curves have been attached to the foot. 

And the combination I [a)-f remains [54] also in the Xagari both of the palm-leaves from 

Wag tern India (plate VI, 9, 10* XV) and of our days, the reason being no doubt the 

pronunciation If, which is customary both there and in other parts of India. The&e 

paleographical facte agree with the tradition of the Chinese Buddhists who, as S. L6vi 

haa discovered, 234. ascribe the invention of the signs for the liquid vowels to a South- 
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Indian. either to ^arvsvarm&np the mmistar of the Andhra king SiitaTuhana, or to the 

great Buddhist teacher Xagiirfuna* 

(8) E and AI Invariably tarn the base of the triangle upwards, and this innovation 

h found already in the macr [pilous with transitional forma (plate IV, 5, X* XIX 

(9) Ka shows almost in variably236 on the left & loop, caused by the connection of 

the and of the bent cross-bar with the Sarif or wedge at the foot of the vertical, except 

in combinations with the subscribed vowels if and r (see, e g.* plate IV. 7, XIV * V, 10. Ill ; 

VI, 15d XVI, XVIIS or with other consonant* (see. e.g., plate IV, 41, XVI ; V. 43. II. Ill i 

VI, 49, Yp XV, XVIII), In the Xagari inscriptions, the looped form occurs, however, 

not rarely also in the latter cases (see, e g, plate IV. 7, XX. XXII i V. 43, VII, X-Xjjj)* 

(10) The loop or tr&ingle of khat which represents the ancient circle (plate II, 

10. YI, and above, §3r A, 19), stands, in all the greatly varying forms of the letters, at tho 

left of the verticals. Tine very considerable differences In the shape of the left limb are 

partly due to the flattening of the top of the letter and still more to the various ornamental 

changes of the wedge* which first was added to the lower end of the ancient book, 

(11) The dot to the right of Ait which is so characteristic in the modern Devanigarl 

letter, appears already on the Benares ooppet-plate of Karija of A, D. 1042 in the word 

jangama (line 11, end)330, while our plates offer only an example from a much later 

document (see plate V. 14t XIX). The dot may possibly have been derived from the 

protuberancct which is often found at the end of the top-stroke of the letter (see. e.g d 

plate V. 14. V, VI, VIHX 

(13) The central bar of ja first is made to slant downwards (plate IV. 14. XXI-XXIII, 

AO and then changed into a vertical (V, 17. XIII, Aav; VI, 23+ XII. Ac.). At the same 

time, the upper bar becomes the 6op*atroke of the letter* and the lowest is gradually 

converted into a double curve. 

(13) The right limb of tho independent 5!j of the Horiuai palm-loaves (YI. Y) 

is turned upwards, and the same form occurs occasionally in ligatures. But in the latter 

the sign is usually laid ou its side, its angles are converted into curves and the right limb 

is attached to the end of the greatly shortened vertical Hence it often looka like J/n (see 

plate IV, 16, XI, Ac. ; Y+19, IV. V, Ac.X In the Naigari of the tlth and later centuries, 

the subscript Ha is attached to the left Ktub of ja (plate V. 19, XILXIV ; VI. 24, XVlf, 

and the care ire j'ns of the modern Devaniigari, which the Hindus cow consider to be a 

Miltyhftj ig due to a simplification of this form. 

(1-4) Since the 6th century* a wedge is often placed above the lingual (a (plate IV. 

17, XVn ; V, 20, II, VI ; VI. 25, VI) v and in the Nlgarl a horizontal line with a short 

vertical or slanting stroke appears in the place of the wedge (plate IV. 1Y, XXI, XXII : V, 

AO, XI]I, Ac. ; YI, 25* XY) 

(15) Similar additions appear above the lingual {h& since the 10th century (plate 

V, 211 X, Ac.; VI, 26, XY). 

(16) Since the 9th century, the round-backed lingual (fa of the southern alphabets, 

ending with a curve open to the left, cornea Into use (plate V, 22, II, VIII, kc.)» 

10 
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(17) The Edppresaion of the original baao-stroho of the lingua) na occurs in ligatarea 

(iXfa, plate IV. 31, XIX) since the 7th century, and in the nncomhined fligu etoco the 6th 

century (plate V, 24, 111b compare also aborc, § S3, B. 10, and plate IV, 21, HI- The 

sign soon alter assumes the modern form and consists of a straight top-sfcroke with three 

lines hanging down from it (plate V. 24, VII, ; VI, 39, XV, &e,) 

(19) The modern form of is with the vertical on the right, which occurs already 

id the A£olca edicts, reappears in the Bth century (plate IV, 92, XXI) and becomes the 

regular one Id tha 10th century, 

(19) The modern forin of tha. which has been derived From the notched one of the 

7th century (plate IV, 23, XVII\ is found already id the inscriptions oF the same p&riod 

(plate IV. 23, XYII1* 

(30) [53] Id the 7th centney, tha lower cnl of da ia mare clearly dafioed by ft 

Serif (plate IV* 24, XVIIj Ac.], which soon after Is changed into the characteristic 

tail of the modarn letter. 

(21) Already in the 7th century; the right side of na becomes occasionally a 

vortical, to the left ol which the loop is attached (plate IV, 26, XYIIX, XIX) j compare 

also below* §30, 

(22) On the transformation of pfta by the development of a central vertical (see 

above* under l)p the curve of aspiration is attached first to tha top qf the new sign 

(plate XVi 28. XXII ; V. 31t HI. Ac.), Bnfc in the 11th century it sinks lower down 

(plate V, 31, XII). and It occupies already in fcbo 12th century the position which it has 

in the modern Devanagari latter (plate V, &1, XX-XXIII). Retrograde archaic forms, like 

those in plate Yp 31, II* XIV. are* however, not rare* Their occurrence has probably to be 

explained by the influence of Ihe popular cursive alphabets. 

(23) As va was very generally pronounced i®, the ancient sign For ba was lost 

in Northern, Central and WeiLem India, and it was replaced by va in the inscriptions 

oF the 7th and later centuries ( plate IV, 29* XX s V* 32, II. Aa. ). In tha MSS. the 

substitution occurs even earlier (plate VIf 37, V, VI)* A new iju, consisting of ra with 

a dot in tbq centra of the loop* occurs since the llth century (plate V, 32, XVI)* and 

this form is the parent of the modern Devan^gan letter. 

(24) The left limb of bha, mostly an inverted wedge with the point towards the 

right, is frequently changed into a triangle, open at the apes, From which the lower portion 

of the original vertical bangs down (plate IV, 30* XIX* Ac, ; V, 33, II, Ac. ). The modern 

Davamgau bha appears in the 13th century ( plate V, 33, XV, Ac. } and seems to be derived 

from the farm with the wedge, for which Utter a Serif was substituted. 

(25) Since the Sth century* ma usually has on tha left a cursive loop (plate IV* 31* 

XX, XXI). which in the MSS. is mostly filled in with ink (plate VI. 39. XY-XYIlj* 

(20) Both the MSS., and moat inscriptions* with the exception of one from Ud&ypur 

(above, note 212) and some from Nepal (note 220), offer exclusively the looped or 

the bipirtifcq y*f which Utter ocour* already in the inscriptions of the Kdfiuna period,*5" 

and has been derived from the looped torm*Baa In the Nepalese inscriptions of the 7th 

century, which show the eastern fff,*59 we find a tripartite ya with a small circle at 
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the ordinary tripartita ya of the Gupta period, and also the bipartite letter, 

(27) The right extremity of the wedge at the lower end of m is often greatly 

elongated in the iafleriptioaa of the 7th and later centuries (plate IV, 33* XYItl-XXl* to-), 

and some times only the outlines of the wedge arc marked. These forms are the precursors 

of the modern tailed r&. 
(28) Since the 7th century, \ya find a cursive aa (plate IV, 30, XVIII ; 43. XIX ; 

VP 39, II, III, Jfcc, ; VI, 44- XV-XVIX), the left half of whbh has bean turned into a loop 

with a litbtle tail on the right. 

B.—Medial vomh and so fcrth, 

(1) Medial et g. aiij as well as one of the Matrus of dl, are placed very frequently 

above tho linen and are then, particularly In the atone iegeriptiona, Greeted mare or less 

ornamentally (see, e,g * plate W. cote. XIILXVIH). More rarely medial i and t aro 

treated in the same way, 
(2) The tails of the curves of medial t and i are regularly drawn down tow, reaper 

tively to the left and the right of the Mafcfkn, while the differences in the enryes at the top 

disappear. These forms lead up to the i and I ol the mordern Davanagarl 
(3) Medial u is expressed very frequently by the initial V of the period (plate IV, 

3a, XIX, XXV. XVI, XX; VI, 44, VI). l5Gl But an older form, found. a. g., in pu 

lIV, 97, VI), h also common and appears to be the parent of the modern w, which 

occurs already in the western plani-Ioaf MSS, [sec jVtj, plate \ I, 35, X\ 11, 

(4) Since the 7th century2so— first on the Bioskherri plate of Harga.—the Jihva- 

muilva is occasionally expressed by a cursive sign, consisting of a loop under the wedge of fee 

(plate V. 47, XIX). 
(5) Since the 7th century, the Upadhmliolya is occasionally expressed by a curve 

open above, with curled ends and sometimes with a dot in the centre. This sign is 

attached to the left side of the M flirt a (plat* IV, 46, XX HI ; V, 43, VII)- Itfleemsta 

be derived from a form like that in plate VII, 46, 1\. 
(8) la the older inscriptions, the Virutna is still frequently placed above the 

vowel less consonant, for which invariably a final form is used; and it receives ft tail, 

which is drawn downwards to the right of the Mulr^a (see, o,g,r pbb ^1 "■ XI\ , 

But even more commonly it stands below the consonant, and it occurs in this position 

already in the inscriptions witb transitional forma (plate IV. 22, XI1 . 

0.—Tho ligatvrtM. 

(]) Both in the inscriptions and in the MSS, of the 6th and later centuries, wq 

find occasionally ligatures, in which the secand consonant is placed to the right of the 

first, instead of below it (see, e,g„ plftte IV. 45t XI; V* 47, II t M, 51, )- 
(2) For the stone inscriptions cl the acute-angled alphabet, tbo subscript yd 

frequently is made ornamental and drawn far to tka left. Since the 7th century, and 

occassionally oven earlier, the right-hand upstroke of ya is drawn np ns ar »a e 

upper line of the whole sign (aee, e.g . plate IV, 4$, V III, XIX ; 43, 45, X , . j a" 
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(3) E&. being tho first part of n compound consonant* usually stands above the 

line and 13 expressed by a wedge, or by an angle or a curve opau to the right. But in 

Tm& the left side of ma ig shortened, and the top of the wedge, which is placed on this 

shortened linea, does not protrude above the tipper line (plate Yln 49, VI). Similar depress ions 

of the superscribed r& are found in connection with other consonants in the AphsatJ 

inscription2 “a'p on Harases copper-plates* and in some M9S^ (plate VI, 51, XIII* XI\). 

Until the 9th century rytt ie often expressed by a full ra with a subscribed [see, erg.T 

plate I Vr 4i, XYIII : 45, YII ; and compare EL 3, 103)* 

§ 2S—TflE £ ABABA ALPHABET : PLATES V AND VI. 

A.—The Sdrada script^**, which is easily recognised as a descendant of tho western 

Gupta alphabet, appears since about A. 13. 600 in Kashmir and in the north-eastern F&fijEb 

(Kliogra and ChatnbhL The oldest known Sitradjl inscriptions are the two Bajjnath 

Pr&aastiE from Ki rag rum a (Kdngra), dated A-D, BO4 ; see plate V, col. L Hot much liter 

ate the coins of the Varena dynasty of Kashmir, where the ^nrada forme arc likewise fplly 

developed265. And it is not Improbable that the BakhshnH HS.* found in the Yuauf^ai 

district j plate YI, GoL YIlDp belongs to tho same or oven a somewhat earlier period^6, 

Tho third specimen of the £aradi in plate VL coL XX, which ultimately is derived from 

Bnrkhard's plate I. in hia edition of the Kashmirian Sakuntala^'111 dates perhaps only from, 

the 10th or X7th century ; it has been given merely because at present no reproductions of 

more ancient MSS, are accessible266. In consequence of the frequent emigrations of the 

travel-loving Kashmirian Pandits., Sarftda MSS. are found in many towns of North-Western 

India and further oast in Benares and marginal glosses in £firadii characters are found oven 

in ancient Nuigrl MSS- from Western India2155. A [57] modern cursive variety of the Siirada 

is the so-called Tatkarl or Tiikari"70 of the BogrEs in Jammu and the neighbourhood t which 

ol late has been imported also into Kashmir. 

R—A general characteristic of the Siiradl o£ all periods is Found in the sEiiL thick 

strokes which give the characters an uncouth appearance and a certain resemblance to 

those oE tin Kudina period* The following signs showp already in the earliest period, 

peculiar developments 

(.1) The which consists of two dots, placed side by side, and [compare the / of 

the Bower MS.) a ra-like figure below, which rep regents the other two dots (plate V, 4PI \ 

VIh 4f XXk 
(2) The quadrangular ca (plate Y, 15* I ; YI, 20, YIII,‘ IX). 

|3l The lingual ffa. which shows in the middle a loop, instead of an acute angle* and 

a wedge at the end i.plate VL 22, I i VI, 27, VIII, IX.h 

(4) The den tel l&r which* being derived from a looped form, has lost sis left half, 

while the right has been converted into a curve (plate Y, 2ut I; YI, 30* YII I, IXX 

(5) The dental dh&t which is flattened at the top and ia below so broad that it resem¬ 

bles a Devanagari 

(G) The vat which, owing to the connection of the left aide of the curve with 

the top'stroke, closely resembles d&i (plate Y, 3Br I; VI. 43, YIIIj IX). 



(7) The quadrangular £3, which exactly resembles a Sijni «* (plate '■ , 39, 

I; VT, 44. Till. IXV 
(8l The angular medial r (plate V, 43,1; VI, 43, VIII1, arid the detached 

0, which stands by itself above the lino ! pi its V. 24, I; VI, 31. IX \ and without 

doubt is derived from the Gupta 0 (plate IT, 3 1, IV), 
(91 The ra. which, as a first part of ligatures, ie inserted into the left side of 

the second latter, just as in tho Aphaad inscription" ‘1, 
The other letters of tho earlier document* differ vary little from those of tho 

western Gupta alphabet, and tba changes, which are found, all occur ahsu in the 

acuta-angled script. The constant use of the bipartite ya, of the iia with tho 

suppressed hiisa-sbroke (sen above, § 24, A. 17). of the t and t. drawn down respec¬ 

tively to the left and the right ol the consonant (§ 24, S, 2\ and ^ot the simplified 

.TihviuniiKya (piste T, 47, I), indicates that the separation of the fisrada from tha 

Gupta alphabet did not take place before the 7th century, 
Jn the later fiarada (plate VI, col, IX', further abnormal development a are 

noticeable in C, E, At, 0, AU, ja, “hi. bha, rtha (which latter occurs also in plate VI, 

col. VIII', and owing to the use of long tap-itrokos the heads or several letters, saab 

as A, I and y,i, are closed. 

§26.—EASTERN VARIETIES OF THE NAGART ALPHABET 

AND THE ARROW-HEAD SCRIPT- 

A,— Proto-BsTiQal* : Pfflfcs V and VI. 

Towards tho end of the 11th century, the Niigarl inscriptions of Eastern India shew 

such distinct traces of changes leading upto the modern Bengali writing, and those changes 

become so numerous in the 12th century, that it is possihlo to class thoir alphabets as Proto- 

Beogfi]], An approximate idea of the development of the Proto-Bengali may ho obtained by 

comparing the characters cf tha following documents, represented in onr plates (l) of tho 

Deopuru Presasti*72 of about A.D, 1030-90 [plats V, col, XVIII1. which includes tho Bengali 
E, JtAn, no, ia, IA«, mu. ro. la, aud sa ; (2) of Voidyadeva's land-grant37 * of A.D. 1142 (plate 

V, col- XIX h with the Bengali R, E, At, kha. ga. Via, fa, (An. Aha, ro and ua ; and [3) of 

the Cambridge MSS. No. 1699. 1, 2*r\ of A. D- H93 99 (plat® VI. col. X', which offers the 
Bengali A, A, V. R, & Lt L, E, AI, AU, ha. kha. ga, fa. l/w, no. ms, yn ro, no and M. as 

well ns transitional forms of gfta. in, fU, and iff. 
Only a few among the Proto-Bengali letters arc now local formations. Tho groot 

majority occurs already in other older scripts, ho it in oaactly the same or in similar shape. 

[501 Thus, its R, 5, L and L agree olusely with the corresponding choractera of the Horiuzi 

MS- (plate VI, 7-10, V), its V with that of the oldest MS, from Nepul (plateVI. G,VII: compare 

also the SuradiF, VR 6. IX!, end its AU with that of the Bower MS. (plate VI. 14. I. II). Its 

signs for A, At ka, na. w, V*. v», W. and Jo occur repeatedly in various alphabets oft ha 

8th-iilth centuries, given in plates IV, V. Its kha. opened on tbo right, finds an analogy in that 

of the Bower MS. [plate VI, 16, I), and its tha, likewise opened on the right, somewhat reaera- 
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bias that of pkte V, 26, IS, li’In-illy, the ffii and #n with the verticals, rising on the right 

above the line, have precursora in the letters of the 9th and IOth centuries with hornlike 

protuberances (plate V, 12, 21, IMV, VI; compare also above, § 84. A. 1), Even the ra, 

resembling va (plate V, 36, SIX ; VI, 41, 49, X), may easily be recognised as due to a slightly 

abnormal development of the wedge at tbo end of the letter, for which, forms from Weatern 

and Central India in plate V, 36, Sill, XIV, offer more or less close analogies. Only the E 

and AI, open cm the loft, and the peculiar Tia in Tua (plate V. 19, 5VIII) and in jTsa (plate 

VI, 24, X), appear to be purely local new formations. And this may bo true also of the fa 

(plate V, 95, XVIII, XIX ; VI, 30, X), which, however, does not differ much from the 

SHrada sign and from the final t of some other alphabets. 

The most striking and important among tire peculiarities 0f tbo Proto-Bengali, 

discarded in the modern Bengali script, are the small triangles with the rounded lower 

side and the ‘Nepalese hooks", which are attached lo the loft of the tops of various 

letters. The triangle is found in A,?* (plate V, 47, XVIII1 and in very many letters of [date 

V, col. XIX; while the hook ocotirs in thB ha and ta of plate V, 35 and 43, XVIIliTs, 

If further we compare the Tarpan-Dsghi inscription of Lafcjmanasaea 2T0, where the triangles 

and hooks frequently appear alternately in connection with the same tetters, it becomes 

evident that the "Nepalese hook1' is a cursive substitute for the triangle. The triangle 

itself is a modification of the top-stroke with a so mi-circle bslow, occasionally met with 

in ornamental inscriptions from Nothern and Central India, as, e.g , in VinSyakapuWa 

plato (tetters with this peculiarity have not been given in plate IV, col. XXIII) 

and in the Cauda it a inscription in Cunningham’s Archaeological Iieporls, Vol. 10, plate 33, 

No. 3. This last mentioned form again is connected with, and gives tha outlines of, the 

tciek top-strokes, rounded off at both ends, which are not rare in ornamental IISS. like 

that figured by Bcndall, GaUOogttt t>f Sdnthrit Buddhist MSS. Jr<m Nepal, plate 2, Nos. 

1,2, and in the alphabet of plate VI. col, XIV (see particularly lines 5, 7. 15, 30, 34, 37, 49), 

Among the abnormal single Bigcs. not received into the modern Bengali, the following 
dtiflgrva special remarks * 

(1) The forms of I in plate V, 3, XVIII, and VI, 3, X, are cursive development* 

of the ancient I in plate IV, 3, IX, &c. But the / and I of plate V, 3, 4, XIX, appear 

to ba southern forms : compare plate VII* 3, IV-VI, 

(2) The curious (a o£ plate V. 20, XIX, seems to have been produced by an 

abnormally strong development of a "Nepaleso hook'* with a Serif at the end. placed above 

the ancient round (a, which is represented by the second lower curve on the left ; compare 

the fa of col. XVIII, and that of the Cambridge MS. No. 1693 iBendall, op. citp ate 4). 

■ 3) The na of plate V, 29. XIX, without a connecting stroke between the loop and 

the vertical, is due to the strongly developed predilection (or cursive forms, which is 

visible also in other letter* of Viidyadevas inacrip ion, such us A,A, sa and the ligature 
tlr {plate V, 47. XIX). 

(4} Tbo triangular medial «, [or instance of Ait (plate V. 10. XIX), which appears also 

in lafcftmanMena** Tarpan-Dighi grant and other eastern inscription*, gives outline of the 

older wedge-shaped form, found, e. g„ ip f/m (plate V, 20, XVIII) and in *« (plate VI. 45, II). 
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to) The Aougvara of uajp {pitta V, 3&, XIX) ami ollam {plate VI, 15, X) has been 

l»la«ea on the Line, aa in the OLdKanarese (see below, % 39, C, 5) and the modem Grant ha, 

and a Yiriuua stands below it* 

tQ} In the Out of plat# \j 9j X\ HI, wo have the oldest example of the occurrence 

qI the modern AnunitEika. In this case, i L shows a little clrcls lost slid of the more usual 

del, which is found in the Out of plats VI, 18i XI- Both forms are rather frequent in the 

eas be to inacriptiDna of the I9frh century277, whereas io the west}73 they are more rare and 

are cod fined to the word Qm< The Anunltsika* which i have not found in any Indian 

inscription older than the 11th century, probably is an intentional modification of the 

An us vara, invented because in Vodic MSS, the Anufuiaika, must ha substituted for an 

An cavil m [oliowed by liquid consonants, sibilants and ha. 

(7) [59] The Yisarga of vafy (plate \t 38p XVIII) carries a wedge at the top, 

which addition appears also in other ornamental script3 (see* g, g.# plate VI* 30, XIV) ; in 

tha 4 of plate VI, 51, X [campare also VI, 41, XI, and the Gay I inscription)* it has been 

changed cursively into a form resembling our figure S, In the Gxyl inscription (IA, 10, 

342)j aa well as id MSS. of this period" * \ it receives also a small tail ■ compare 0ht plate 

VI, 30, XIV). 

B.—27ra Nepalese hooked characters : Plate VL 

According to BendaU’s careful examination of the MSS, from Nepal®** the hooked 

characters first occur in the 12th century and disappear towards the end of tho I5bh. The 

facts, stated above, which prove tho occurrence o£ the “Nepalese hooksH in Bengal inscrip¬ 

tions of the 12th century and explain their origin, leave no doubt that the introduction 

of this modification of the top-a broke a is due to tho influence of Bengal* which* as Bend all 

baa recognised23 \ makes itself felt also in other points. 

The first of the two specimens of this character in plate VI, col XI, which is 

derived from the Cambridge MS. No. 1691, of A. D* 1179*6*, shows In the majority of the 

letters the forms of the Horiuzi Palm-leaves and of the Cambridge MS. No. 1049 (cola. Y- 

VII), with a few email modifications, such as might he expected in a much later document* 

Irrespective of the hooks, special Bengali peculiar!ties arc observable only in Ih /, E and 

SJ. Generally speaking, these remarks hold good also for the second specimen in plate 

VI, col* XIIP from the the British Museum MS, Oriental No* 1439, of A. D. 1286SS3* 

But in this script the Bengali influence is visible in E, rja, dhat and &a (compare the 

brangitional forma of Y, 39, XVIII, XIX), white its I is very archaic.2*1 

Nepal and Tibet seem bo have preserved a number of other, mostly ornamental, 

alphabets of Eastern ladia^^3, hand-drawn tables of which have been given by B. Hodgson 

I. ,1 si at ic Jle&eacheSi YoL 16) and by S^rat Chandra Dus (J. ASB., Yol. 57a plates I to 7). But 

up 60 present time no reliable materials are available, on which a paJeographical e^aminatfon 

of these scripts could be baaed. 

0*—The arrow-head alphab&t : Plate VL 

The arrow-head alphabet, plate VI, cola, XYIII, XIX, which C, Bendall, its dig- 

coverer233, is inclined to identify with Betfinis bhaifctuki lipi* appears to be con- 
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fined to Eastern luJhv Itp pf course, has no connection with the Nugstrh as 

Bond all points out in his very careful description! is Eho immediate offspring of an 

ancient -form of the BmhaL It would seem that tha Ay A, haw us. ra and perhaps 

also the jAa of the present alphabet have curves at the lower end- This peculiarity* 

as well ae the peculiar Et noted by Beodall (compare plats VIII, B, VlLX} and the 

absence □! a difference between r and ra, seem to indicate that the present alphabet 

belonged to the southern scripts* for which these points arc characteristic (compars 

plate HI* cols, X-XX, and plates YII, YIII). Tfcs pointed Map pa, and ia likewise occur in 

southern alphabets (aeo plate lit, 9, YII ; YIX* 9h XI, XfY -t VII, llh XYII; 30a IV, 

XYI( XX), And the forma of fa and na perhaps point rather to the south¬ 

west than to the south (compare plate VII, cols- I, Ilt &c,L Only in the case of the 

looped sa it is pcesibJa to think of northern (Gupta) in finance ; but the possibility 

that it is an independent now formation h not excluded. An inscription in the same alphabetP 

and shewing wedges instead of arrow-heads at the top of the let tors, has been discussed by 

Ben dal 1 in IA. 19. 77 t 

Y. the sodthekk alphabets. 

5 27,-—Definition and varieties. 

[60) With Burnell and Fleet, I understand by the term "southern alphabets*" tho 

scripts of plates YII and YIII2> J r which, developed out of tbo characters of the Andhra 

period, have been generally use-l since about A,D. 350 in the territories south of the Vindbya* 

and most of which still survive in tbo modem alphabets of the Dravidiun districts. 

Their most important common characteristic arc — 

(1) The retention of the ancient forms, open at the top4 of gha, pa, phat fa and $a of the 

old fflar and of the tripartite ya which is looped only occasionally! especially In the Grantha, 

(2) The retention of the long stroke on the right of la, which however is mostly bent 

towards the left, 

(3) The 4a the round back* 

(4) The curves, origin ally open at the top, at the cods of the long vertietea of I, I, 

Vo, nar and rat as well as of the subscript ra and of medial u and u. 

(5) The medial f with a curled curve on the left. %vith occasional exceptions 

occurring in Jt- 

Ac cording to other peculiarities, the southern alphabets may be divided into the 

following varieties20* 

ll) The western variety, which, being strongly influenced by the northern alphabets, 

is the ruling script between about A,D, 400 aod about A.D. 900 in Kathinv^fl, Gojarut, tha 

western portion of the MarSfha districta* i.e, the Collectorates of KHeit, Xhundash and 

Sut&il, in the part of Hkidarnbad (AjantSl contiguous to Ehandesh and m the Kehkan, and 

which, during the 5th century occasionally occurs also in Bujputana and the Central Indian 

Agency, bmt altogether disappears in the 9th century in con sequence of the inroads of 

the Nugari alphabet (see above, § £l)s 
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{%) The Caijfcr&Mmlku script, which m it? aimplest form closely agree* with tluj 

we a tarn variety, bat in its mors developed form, the emailed "boa-headed alphabet1*, 

shows creator difforemes, acd which from the a ad of the 4th century fa com man in 

northern HfcidttrEbad, the Central Provinces an I parts of tho CentraMndian Agency{BtiiideU 

khand), but appears also o&caslonally further south in the Bombay Presidency and even in 

Maisur. 

13) The script of the Kataarese and Telugu di strict a of the Dskhai^—j.e+ of the southern 

portion of the Bombay Presidency (the southern Marathi! States. Sholuptir, Bijiipur. BeUitum, 

Dhurwar and Ksirwrir^ of the southern territory of Hiidarabad (roughly speaking south of 

Bid a rip of Malsur* and of the north-east portion of the Madras Presidency {ViEagapaEam* 

Godavari, Kistns, Karaill, Beilary, A cant pur, Coddapah, Hello re),—which appears first in the 

Kadambu inaoriptions of the 5th and Glh centuries, and after a long davolopment loads to the 

very gimilur and temporarily identical Kanareae mod Telugu round-hand. 

(4) The later Kalihga alphabet of the north-eastern coast of the1 Madras Presidency 

between Cioacolo and tha frontier of Orissa (Ganpim). which is strongly mixed with 

northern letters and in later times also with Grant ha and Kanareso-Telugii characters, 

and which occurs in inscriptions of tbo Tth-Kth ee'nturka. 

t5) The Grant ha alphabet of the eastern coast of Madras, South of Fiilikat 

[Horth and South Arcofc< Salem, Trichlncpoli* Madura and Tmnevolli)* which first a^s&ra 

in tha uncieot Sanskrit inscriptions of the Pallava dynasties* and survives in the modern 

Gran tha and its varieties, tbo Malay a l am and the Tutu, 

The Tamil alphabet of the same districts and of the western coast of Madras 

(Hakhar) poohably is derived from a northern script, imported in the 4th or 5th century* but 

greatly modified by the influenco of the Gran tha- A cursive variety of the Tamil alphabet is 

ioutid in Yatttluttu (the "round-hand", Burnell) or Cera-Pmidya (AuUzsch)-8&, which is known 

through inscriptions from the western coa^t and the extreme south of the Peninsulaj and 

according to Burnell l6l] has fallen into disuse only in recant times3 B°, Though theae two 

alphabets come from a different source, tlmy bare been included in this chapter, because 

they occur in the same districts as the other live. 

§ SB.—THE WEST BIN SCRIPT AND THE SCRIPT OF CENTRAL INDIA: 

PLATES VII AND VIII 

A.—The was!sm script. 

The western variety of the southern alphabets is found in the ^inscriptions of the 

Imperial Guptas aud their vassals Bines the time of Oaodragppta H“3^ol the kings of 

Valabhi*92, of the Gurjaras oi Broach393, of aoma of the Calukyas of Cndiimi (Pulakesm It 

and Ylj&y abbaftarik51, and of Nusik and Gujarat and their vassals3 94, of the Trstkiitakas* . 

of the Abakan [?) of Klmudesh399. and of the Ra^rakufas of OBjarltt-* , « wall as «n 

numerous votive inscriptions in the caves of Ea^heri, NSsik and Ajanta398. Ordmarily, 

its characters no doubt were written with ink, just like those of the northern alphabets 

(sea above, % 21). This is made highly probable by the use of hedges ™ the tope of 

U 
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the le&ters during the Gupta period (see plata VII, cols, I-HI) and by the tluak. frequently 

kuofe-likc, heads of iha signs ol the V&labhI. Garjara and Rn*fcraktft» grants (plate ¥11, 

cols. TV-IX, and plats YIIIF coL iX both of which orn am ants can only ba drawn with ink. 

Another argument ic furnished by the Fact that nil the copper-plates from Gujurilt have been 

cut according to the ordinary eke of the Bburja leaves (Burnell), on which it is not 

possible to write with a stilus. 

The finds of nearly or quite contemporaneous inscriptions with northern characters 

in Bfijpntlne* the Cantral-Indian Agency13and Yalabbi, as well as the Nugarl signatures 

of the Gnrjara princes300, prove that northcrp scripts were being used simultaneously with 

this southern alphabet. And this circumstance is no doubt the cause of its showing traces 

of northern peculiarities in the following letters :—(1) in the kha with a large loop and a 

email hook (plate VII, P, IIS ; YIII. 13,1), instead of which the true sou the rn form 

appears only very rarely301 ; (2) in theca, rounded off on the right [plate YIT, 13, I-IX i 

YIII, 16, I) ; (3) in the ancient fa without a loop (plate VII, 22. I-IS i YITIP 25*1); 

(4) in the narrow dha (plate VII, 25, I-IX * YIII, 2S. I; compare plate IY, 25, I-HI) ; 

(5) in the looped na (plate YII, 26, I-IX ; YIII, 29, I), which agrees more exactly with 

the northern forms of plate IV r 26, than with the southern one ofYITr 26, XIII (compare 

below, § 29, A) ; (6) In the Matrfis often placed above the line in medial e [plate VH, 

26, Y), ai (plate YU, 10, IY) and o (plate YIII, 35, I), which latter. however, has a peculiar 

looped form In to (plate YU, 34, III, IV) j (7) in the medial atf, consisting of three 

strokes above the lino (YIld 25, V; £6. HI) ; and compare plate IV, 7, IV); (8) in the 

subscript na, which occasionally, as in plate YII, 42. YIIT shows the northern cursive form. 

The inscriptions Nu3. 17 and 62 of Fleet's Gupta Jraser/pfi™ (OIL 3), plates 10, 33( Br 

which are not represented in plate VII, show, [62] besides, the northern A and ka without 

the curve at the foot* A of this description occurs also sometimes in the Yalabfn 

inscriptions (plate YU* St V). 

Irrespective of these northern peculiarities, which throughout remain almost 

unchanged, the characters of this script show three stages in their development, that of 

the 5bb century (plate VII, cols. 1*1X1), that of the 6th and 7th centuries (cols. IV-YI. 

VIII). and that of the 6th (col. IX) and 9th centuries [plate YIII, col. I) which last is 

very markedly cursive. 

Among the single letters the following deserve special remarks 

(11 The I (plate YU, 3, IY, ft i VIII, 3, I), which here, as in most southern 

alphabets, consists o( & curved Una with a notch in the centre and of two dots below, 

and which appears to be a modification of a form like that in plate IV, 3, IX. 

[2> The / (plate VII, 3, I ; VIII, 4, l)t which, like that of the Bower MS. (plate VI, 

4, I), baa been developed by the transformation of two dots into a line, but in addition 

baa the curved tail, characteristic of the southern alphabets. 

(3) The E, which usually consists of a triangle with the apex at the tap, and 

is irregularly broadened on the left (plate VII, 6, I ; and compare AI in VII, 6, VII), 

and winch from the end of the 6th century frequently, especially in Gurjara inscriptions, 

is opened at the top (plate VI1, 6, VI) and finally resembles a northern la (plate VIII, 8, I). 
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(4) The rfa, which in its oldest farm (plate VII, 19, II), as mostly in the southern 

alphabets, is undistinguiahahla from da, but from the (Jth century develops a little tail 

(plate VII) 13, IV-IS), or, in some inscriptions of the 8th and 9th centuries, a loop at 

the end (plate YIIt 43. VII plate VIII, 23, I). 

£5) The tha with a ringlet on the base-line (plate VII, 33, III, IV, VI) instead 

of the cross-bar (plate VII, 23, I, II), developed out of the ancient dot, or since the end 

of the 6th century with the southern notch in the base (plate VII, 23, VII-IX plate 

VIII, 26, IP3. 

(6) The la with the diminutive main portion of the original sign and the enormous 

tail (plate VII, 34, VI, VIII}* which latter since tho 7th century frequently becomes the 

sole representative of the letter (plate VII, 34, VII, IX), 

(7) The iff, which shows regularly in tha Gurjara inscriptions (plate VIII, 3D, I) 

and the Nosik Calukya insoripthn303, and occasionally in the Valabhl inscriptions30*, 

a cursive combination of the cross-bar with the vortical on the right, which occurs also 

in the north303, 

(8) The so, which occasionally shows (plate VII. 33, V) a cursive combination 

of the left limb with the Serif occurring also in southern scripts (plate VIII, 41, XI). 

(9j A number of cursive forms in ligatures, thus :—(a) The prefixed na which often 

loses tha hook on the right and looks like ffa (compare also plate V, ID, V, VII). (b) The 

prefixed ntt, which especially before ta, tha, dfta and na (see the nta of anttwwnftfiiyflft, 

plate VII, 43, V) consists of a horizontal or bent stroke and looks like (c) The 

subscript A(i, which occasionally, as in ¥&a (plate VII, 46, VIIT), ia looped on the left 

(compare IA. 11. 305'. (d) The subscript ca of iies (plate VII, 41, VIII, IX'. which 

since the 6th contnry remains open on the right and boars the hook of im cn i,s base, 

(e) The subscript «a, which already since early times is merely indicated by a loop 

(see rnna, plate VII, 41, IV). (/) The Subscript iA«, which, as In other southern alphabets 

(compare, e.g.. plate VII, 45, XX), is changed to a double curve open on the right (plate VII, 

45. IV ; plate VIII, 43-1). 

B,—The script of Central India. 

The Central-Indian script is found fully developed in the inscriptions of Saraudragupta 

at Erin and of Csmdragupta II at Ud*y»giri30T, on the copper-plates of the kings of 

Sarabbapura303, of the Yskutaku300, and of Tivara king of Kosak310, and in two early 

Kadamha inscriptions311, In all these documents, the heads of the letters bear small 

squares, which are either hollow (plate VII, wl- XI) or filled in (PL VII, col. X). These 

squares, to which on account of their resemble boos to small boxes tha script owes the 

name “box-headed", are, like the wedges, artificial developments of tha Serifs, The solid, 

filled in, squares probably have been invented by writers who [63] used ink, anu the hollow 

ones by persons writing with a 4film, who feared to tear their palm-leaves. Both varied 

of “box-heads' occur occasionally or constantly in other distriots and in connection with 

other alphabets (see, e g., the ValabhT inscription of plate V II. col. Y, the archaic K&damba 

inscription of plate VII, eol. XII, the Pallava inscription of plate VII, coi. XX), and evaa 
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in Nos, Si and 21, A, of tbe Carapu inscriptions from Further India*1*. But tbs very 

peculiar appearance of the Central'Indian inscriptions of this class is due to tbs more or 

less rigorous modification of the letters by the contraction of their breadth and tbo 

conversion of all curves into angular strokes. This is best visible in the grants, figured 

b HI, 3, 2&. and in Fleet's Gupta Inscriptions (Oil, 3), Noe. 40, 41, 56, 61, plates 26, 27, 

35, 45. among which No. 56 is represented in col, XT of our plate VIT, while cob X 

offers the less carefully modified characters of F.GI (Oil. 3), No. 65, plate 34, Both 

these inscriptions were issued in the same year from the Dharmadhikaraija of the FoitefaSa 
king Pravarasena IT. 

Traces of the influence of the northern alphabets are visible in this script just as in 

tbo western variety, and particularly in the letters fa, dkat tin, and iD the Matriis of 

medial e. at and o, which in F.GI (CII. 3), No. 81, plate 45 (not io qnr plate], shew 

the peculiar tailed northern form of the 7th and 8th centuries. But in the Ligatures 

(see, for instance, flftt, plate VII, 43. X), we meet repeatedly with the looped fa and 

with the na without the loop, and even an independent looped fa appears exceptionally*1* 

in the word emtanam (No. 55, line 7; No. 56. line 6), Medial an has the tripartite 

western and northern form in F.GI (OIL 3), Nos. 3. 3,40, 81. plates 2, A. B. 33. 45, 

but the snnthern bipartite form (see dau. plate VII, 24, XI) in the 7*kltak* inscriptions. 

tha\khwL * 1-8 “ *“a11 Ioop- RBl1 the °Wong * with the vertical on 
right, likewise agree with the southern forme. Bat F. GI (On. 3 , No. 2, tine 17, offers 

croee, ID Siilkat tbo nortbeTn ka without the ctirvo at fcho foot. 

0nT ** ffhSr ******* *W> aoript gently *^w greater or smaller variations. 

SThv FI^T/^T, T* 0t A‘ j<1' tha' ba 8Dd Morfl harfl ^ minted 
i T?r ^ t aDit 1 10 1&rfl !n their of the inscriptions in F.GI (Oil. 3) aud 

, ”!f "f * Tflmtrks- h*3 Nos. 40. 41 and Si have the angular 
rm of ma of the later Kanarese-TclQgu alphabet (soe below, § 29. B. 6). 

* 29.—THE KANAEESE AND TBLUGU ALPHABET ; PLATES VII AND VIII. 

A.—The archaic variety. 

[64] The archaic variety of this script is fonnd (a) In the *«t i„ iv, ;MnA * *■ 
.1 U,. K.a.»b„ ^ VII, Ji XIT xti JdTr 

4-, .^T. ' Pn!,Je*1n 7’ Vikramnditya I {sometimes). (6) In the east, on the 
Sfihntayana plates, and on those of the first two Caluky,, of V^„; vc ! 
and Jayasiiphal (plate VIT col XVII*1*) Thn A ^ Veng,, V..fnuvardhana I 

<a.d to h. «Hsraj to tk.4,h I, ..-11’,.° . +** f,ilb 

r;r\10 5ih - r710 its«- - “ ■ 

SfS‘ ■ “a »U "Iri M«, ,h. *,„,w oi 
tU Kadamba kingdom by Lmivarman I, between A.D. 666-07 and 596-97. The ,k,cha;c 
Oalukya inscriptions fall between A.D. 576 and about 600s 1S. 
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During this period, the character a of the western ami eastern document.? do not differ 

much. The alphabet of the SuLankuyana plates31 * agrees very closely with that of plate YII, 

eol. XIII ; and in the first half of the TEh century the Letters at the Galukya inscriptions 

from Yafcapi and from Vciigi show an almost perfect resemblance3**. But the more consi- 

durable differences between cols. XII and XIII, which both are derived from grants of the 

Kail am ba Migeiavarman issued within a period of only five years, have to be emplaned 

by the assumption that the letters of col. XIIIP with which nearly all the other Kadamba 

inscriptions agree, imitate writing with ink, and those of col. XII, writing with tbs 

sftfiis, This explanation 13 suggested by the thinness of the signs of ooh Xllt and by the 

much greater thickness of Those in col, XIII, and by the wedges and solid squares at their 

heads {compare above. §28, B). 

The letters of the older documents of this period remain very similar to those of the 

Andhra inscriptions of plate IIIT the so-called Meave* characters/' In the ^nlankriyana 

grant* and in those of the K ad am has Kuknsthavarman, ^antivarman* MtgeSavarnmn and 

Ravivarman, we find only few, and by no means constant* traces oi the development of 

the later characteristic round forms. Thus, col, XII no doubt offers rather far advanced 

signs for A and ra, bub at the same time a more archaic X and the facsimile frequently 

shows oven an angular ra with a not very long upward stroke. In the grants of the last 

Kadamba king Harivarmao and in those of the Calukyas between A,D. 57S and 650* the A, 

At la and ra* characteristic of the next stage of development, occur not rarely, but never 

constantly. Thus coL XIV, derived from the Biidilmi inscription of Kirtivarmau I and 

Mmngale^a, has the ka closed on the left But this form is the only on* used there, and 

it never appears on Man galena's copper-plate, nor on the Maidarubnd pktfS of his successor 

FulakeAm 11*B1, Further, this kaP ag well as the closed ra of S3. coL XV, occur on the 

Neritr plates of Pnkkcsjn II323. Finally, the Aihok atone inscription, of the time of 

Fulake^in II323, has exclusively the older ka and ra, hut occasionally the later A of col. XV* 

This vacillation indicates that between A.D. 673 and 650, and perhaps even earlier, the round- 

hand farms of the middle Kan arose alphabet existed, but that they either had not 

completely displaced the older oneer or that they were not yet considered as really suitable 

for inscriptions, though the clerks occasionally introduced them by mistake into the official 

documents (compare above, % 3. p«ge 120 f.)* 

Among the other signs, the following may be noted especially 

(1) The m {pkte VII. 51, XII-XIV, XVII) which is never looped, but looks as if 

it were curaivaly developed form a looped from similar to that of col. I* ff. 

(2) The iat which keeps the old form of the western inscription without a loop in 22, 

XIII, but shows in cola* XII. XIY, XVII, a cursive development from the looped la of cols. 

XX"XXIIIT which likewise is not rate in Kadamba and Galukya inscriptions of this period. 

(8) The tailed da (24, XIV, XYII) agreeing Exactly with the western form [65] of 4a 

(19, IV-IX). 

(4) The 7iat which sometimes has the looped form (26, XIII)* and more frequently 

that without the loop (26, XII. XlYXYXl] ; the latter being, however, apparently derived 

from the looped one. 
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(5) The very exceptionally looped ys (m yd, 45* XIV), which thus ifl identical with 

the much older northern form. 

(6) The medial vowels :—fet) w in pfi [27, XIIl)| a cursive suhstituto for the of 

(83,Vl),cB (IS. m etc. ; (h) the subscript r of if (8. XII, XVII; 41, XH)( somewhat 

resembling a northern f (which latter actually occurs once on tho seal figured in IA# 21 

in NfQi&a)* hut probably independently derived from a not uncommon r in the shape of 

an unconnected semicircle before ; (c) the exceedingly rare ? of t? (42, XIV1,, which, 

differing from the northern subscript f (plate VIP 35, XVII), but agreeing with the 

nor them initial sign of the Cambridge MS>. consists merely of a cursive la , (dj the BUttl 

of e (in tWi 21, XHX of css (in &ai, 13* XII; and vai? 35. XIII), and of o and ait (in ifcni, 

23. XII), which, except in connection with (see U, 34. XII. and lot 34. XIII. XYH), 

frequently stands at the foot of the consonant ; (&\ the au tmpau, 27. XII, XIV), the 

right-hand portion of which invariably and in all southern alphabets consists of a book, 

formed by a cursive combination of the second Mlhi with the d "Stroke (compare yaur 
plate III, 31, VI). 

B —Tht jKiJcJJ.e variety. 

This second variety is found from about A, D* 650 to about A* X>. 950 :—(ct) In the 

West in the inscriptions of the Calukyqg of VAtSpl or Bidami. of their successors the RaSfra- 

Mtas of Munyathcta {in cases when they did not use the Kagan, see above, % 28). of the 

Gahgas of MuisuFj and of some smaller dynasties ; (5) in the a^t, on the copper-plates 

of the Calukyas of Y<-ngi and of their vassals. During this period, some marked differences 

are observable in tho ductus but ween the several classes of documents. The copper¬ 

plates of the Wcaterm Galukyas (plate YII, col- XVl)3S4 mostly show carelessly draws 

cursive signs sloping towards the right, and their atone inscriptions (plate VII, ooL XV) 

upright, carefully made, letters, which especially in the ligatures are abnormally large. 

With tba characters of the latter agree those of the inscriptions of tho Ra^rakutsa 

(plate VUIt colSr II. Ill)*-4 with the exception of the sign-manual on the Da rod a 

copperplate of Dhruva II**0 In this royal signature and in the inscriptions of the 

C&lukyas of Vengl (plate Mil, cola* IV. V), tho letters are broader and shorter, and in 
this respect resemble very closely the Qld-Kanarese.*27 

Id addition to the above-mentioned rounded forms of At 2* ka and m. which become 

constant during this period, the following letters deserve special remarks :_ 

(1) The very rare A (plate "VII. 5, X\I ; compare also the earlier letter in the 

facsimile at I A. 6, 23, end), which seems to be a modification of the northern foi ra of 
plate YD 7,1, IX, 

(2) The strongly cursive kka (plate VIII, 12. IIIV). which is identical with the 

Old-Kanarese let Bar* and which according to Fleet320 never occurs before about A# IX 800. 

but actually appears id the cognate Fallava inscriptions (plate VXI, 9f KXIII; compare 
below, § 31. B. 4) already since the 7th century. 

(3) The ca, which from tho 9th century begins to open in nca (plate VII 41 
XIX; pints VIII, 19, HD IV). 
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(4) The da (plate VIII, 27, II, FV, V) the tail of which begins to turn upwards 

since the 3th century. 

(5) The ho, opened above (plate VIII, 32, V), which aflcording to Float*20 first 
occurs about A. D. 850, 

(6) The ma (plate VII. 31, XVII ; Vltl, 34, H-V), the upper part o£ which is drawn 

towards the right and placed nearly on the same level as the lower one. an 1 which thus 

becomes the precursor of the Old-Kanarese ma, 

(7) The abnormal cursive to (.plate VII, 34, XVI), which oIsbwhere appears only aa 

tho second part of ligatures (as in slo, plate VII, 14, XVIII). 

(8) The Matins, which o seas ion ally stand below the consonant ( as in dhe, 

plate VIII, 38, V). 

19} The vertical Virama, above final m (plate VII, 41, XVIII ; plate VIII, 46, V) 

and final n (plate VIII, 45, V), 

(10) The Dravidian fa (plate VII, 45, XV. XVIII : 4G, XXI : plate VIII, 47, II, III} 

[65] and la (plate VII, 40, XV, XVIII; piste VIII, 4 r, II, V), which first appear in the 7th 

century. The first of them, fa, may possiahly represent two round ra, and |d may be a 

modification of a l * like that in plate VII, 40, XIV, XVI. The occurrence of these signs 

proves that the Kanarese l&nguge had a literature already in the 7th century, 

0.—The Old-Kanarese alphabet. 

The third and last variety of the Kanarsse-Teluga alphabet, which Burnell calls 'the 

transitional* and Fleet more appropriately “Old-Kaoarese", does not differ much from the 

modern Kanarese and Telugu scripts. In the east, it first appears in the Vengi inscrip¬ 

tions of the 11 th century; In the west, a little earlier, in a G a iiga inscription of A. 0. 

978 and in a not much later Calukya inscription*80. Some of its characteristics, like the 

opening of the loop of ma and of the head of w, appear however in the sign-manual of 

Dhrnva II, on the Baroda plates, mentioned above under B, The specimens of this 

script3 31 in plate VIII, among which cols. VI, and VII date from the 11th century, col. 

VIII, from the 12th. and col. IX (according to Euitzsah. Telugu) from the 14th, show the 

gradual progress very distinctly. 
One of the most characteristic marks of the Old-Kanarese consists in the angles over 

all MStfkSs which do not bear superscribed vowel-sings* These angles, which in ool. VI 

resemble those of the modern Teltfu and in cols. VII, S III, those ol the modern Kanarese, 

probably are cursive representatives of wedges, and have been invented because the latter 

did not suit the writing with the itfhu. Since the 6th century, they uccnr more or less 

frequently in single inscriptions from other districts, such as Guhasona's grant of A, D. 

559-60 (plate VII, col. IV) and RavitTrtis AifeoU Fruiasti33', sometimes together with 

wedges. But it is only in this alphabet that they become a constant distinctive feature. 

The most important among the changes in the several signs are . 

(1) The opening of the heads of E (plate VIII, 8, VI, VIII), of ea (10, VMS), of bha 

(33, VI-IX, which in ooL IX becomes identical with fw by the connection of tho two 
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bcse-strokea), and of ca (38, VIMS), as wall as of the loop ot ma (S4, Vi, VIII) and of 
tho right limb of cha (17. Vl-IX ; compare also col, V). 

(2) The cursive looped forma of 4, A (l, 2, VIMXl, end of I, 1 (3. 4, VMS; 

compare their precursor in 3, II, and 4, III, V), and of ia (39. VIMS), the central cross- 
bur of which Eg GODiiEsste*! with thg curved end of fcha right side 

(31 Tba conversion of tba loog drawn loopa of ka (11, YI-1X) m& of ra £36, Vl*jQjl 
into OQueb. smaller circles. 

(4) The cursive rounding off of the angles of m (24, VI-IX), na (29, TI-Ill, and 
ta (41, VMS), 

(5) The development of new loops or ringlets to the right of the top of fi (7r IX) 
mo. (15, VIII, IX) and ja (18, VI-lS ; compare col, V). 

(61 Tno exclusive employment of the medial u turning upwards on the right (see, 
for instance, pu, 30, IS), which ia earlier times is reprinted to pit, tu, bhu and in hot 
later appears also in su (plate VIII, 41, II, III), 

(i) Finally, the appearance of the Anusv«Ira on the line (see rajft, 36, VIII), which 
cannot be a survival from ancient times, hut must be an innovation intended to make the 
lines iiiora equal (compare above. § 26* A* 5)355, 

§ 30 —THE LATER EALING A SCRIPT : PLATES VII AND VIII. 

[Gi] This script has been found hitherto only on the copper-plates of the Ganga kings 

of Ivalmgamgara, the modern Kalingapattan&m in Gafijnm, which in olden times was the 

residence of the Cata king Khnravela and hie successors (see t IS above). The dates of those 

document a ron from the year 87 of the Gilngeya era. Though its exact beginning has not 

yet b«n determined, Fleet has shown that the oldest Gang* grants probably belong to 
tba 7th century33** q 

The signs of these doonmenta resemble, up to the Gilngeya year 183, partly 

tbe letters of the CentraMudian script {above, §20, Bj and partly those of the 

western variety, which exhibits the medial <r», of the Ajar^a inscriptions (above, § 28, 

A >, and they show only a few peculiar forms. A specimen of the Kalmga script of 

the latter kind has been given in plate VII, col. SIS, from iheCicacok grant of the 

Gangeya year i48, m which only the Grantha-like A (9, SIS), and the pa (id, SIS) 

V.I ljUi, *h* m" V~a, l,om tbs correspond lag 

rl "S"‘"r '“™" ,<,lld ''“•>»»*. 'lowly ecisiobles tbs Csntrsl. 
I.°aU"..Tlt'°t: b“‘ ia U“6i“‘I ,U* »' «» lUg.Pl Tbs Cisssol. 
Plsts. si tbs Gssgsy. 128 .hot, is gsssrsl tbs tyl* . tat „ off<[ 

i, To? v-Tl" "rtb “"d «■», «d tbs Loopd * o, ,b. sPsbsis 
. » II, XX SJ. Fta.ll,, tbs Owsoh plstss-’31 si G«4gs,» IBS Boms 

sics to lb. ssp.pt si put. VII, sol X, but tbsis „ i, sgai. tb.t o( tbs 1st, Nsg.Pl, 

ssd tb,„ PS.dl.1 5 mostly .tapis .bop. tb. liss, .. U. p.piob, northern sod „IM 
Grantha documents of the 7th and 8th oentoriee, 
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In the grant* of the 3rd aud 4th cenfeur™ of the Giingaya sirai and in a lata 

undated iu3QriptiouP the mixture o! the Chirac to re is much greater, and the same 

letter is oUon espressed by greatly differing signs, In pbte VIII, col, X, from the 

Oicaeolo plates pf the GiJngsya year 51, that is 3pl^BSp aud in cob XI, from the 

Vizagap{\tam plates of the year 254, and in coL XII, from tho Alamaijda plates of the 

year 304, we find a northern A„ A (it 2, X-XII), I (3; XIJ, £7 (5, X}* ka (M, XL 

XII\ kha (12, XU wa (15, Xt. hka (15, XU), ja (18, XII), Tui (in jivl, ID, X)t cf£ 

(32, xm «fl (24, XL XII], dha [28,45, Xl)> m (43, %l and Fra (47, Silk The 

other letters are of son them origin, and belong partly to the middle Kanarese, 

partly to the middle Grant ha, or are peculiar developments* Tho restricted space 

available in plate YIH has made it impossible to enter all the variants for eadi letter. 

But the three different forms of ;s (18, 48r and 47T X I show how vary great the variations are. 

Still stronger are the mixture and variations in the CicacoSo plates of the 

Gmngeya yeir 35I33fl aud in the undated grant of Yajrahaska from tho iith century 

fKiqlhoruP40, neither of which is represented io our plate. In the lirat-ntmed 

document each letter has, according to Blast, at le&t two* hut some times three or four 

forms. The majority of the signs belong to the southern Nltgurj, But Olch Kan areas 

and lata Grantba signs likewise occur. Ie Yajrahautaft grant there ara, according 

to Kidhorn^ catculntbu, S20 ffag&ri letters and 410 southern ones of different types, 

and each letter again hag at least two and sometimes [63] four or more forma. 

Ktdhorn points out that the writer ha* shown a certain art in tbs groups Eg of the 

variants ; and he ia no doubt right in hictmg that the mixture is due to the vanity 

of royal scribes, who wished to show that they wore acquainted with a number of 

alphabets. For the aame reason, the writer of the Gicaeole plates of tho Gangeyoi year 

183 has raged three different systems of numeral notation in ospressitig the date (see 

below, §3i). The kingdom of tho Gangas of KaliraSs lay between tho districts in 

which tho Kagan and the Kanarese-Tolugu wripta wore used, and it was not far From 

the territory of tho Grantha. Its population itM probably mised, and used all tbeso 

scripts341. as well as, in earlier times, those employed in the older western aud Lyutral- 

Indian inscriptions. The professional dorks and writers of course bad to master all 

the alphabets, 

| 31 —THE GBANTHA ALPHABET : PLATES VII AKD VIII. 
a 

A.—FA* Archaic ifariaty. 

Far the history ol the Sanskrit alphabets in tbo Tamil districts during the period 

after 4.D. 350, we have only the Sanskrit inscriptions of the Pallavas, Colas an 1 Pmjdyas 
from tbo eastern coast, among which only those of the firet-nuned dynasty can lay claim 

to a higher antiquity. Corresponding inscriptions from the western coast are hitherto 

wanting. For this reason, and because only a small number of the eastern documents have 

been published with good facsimiles, it ie as yet impossible to give a complete viow of 

the gradual development of the letters. 

ia 
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Tho most archaic forms of tbo Sanskrit scripts of the Tamil dial riots, winch usually 

are classed as “Graotba". arc found on the ouupor-plates of the Pallava tiogi of Palakkada 

and ( ? or ) Dj^ampara"*' (plate VII, cob. XX, XXI) from tha Gtb or the Gth century ( ? ), 

with which the ancient inscriptions, Nos. 1 to IS, of the Dharnurajaratha (plate VII, col, 

closely agree. These inscriptions, together with a fow others*^*, exliihit what may 

he called the archaic Grantha, the latest example of which occurs in the Badutni inscription, 

incised, according to Fleets newest researches**s, by the Pallava Xarasimha I, during his 

expedition against the C&Iukya Pubkeiio II (A.D. 603 and about 642) in the second quarter 

of the 7th cenbnry; and it seems to hare gone out soon after, os the Kilium plates of 

N&rsimhas son Paramesvara I show letters of a much mare advanced type. It is met with 

also in the stone inscription from Janihu in Java ; see IA. 1. 356. 

The characters of the arc liaie Grant ha in general agree with those of the archaic 

Kanarese-Telugu (see above, § 39, A), but shew a few peculiarities which remain constant 
in the later varieties, thus 

(1) The tha, the central dot of which is converted into a loop, attached to the right 

side (plate AII, 23, XXI) ; compare the tha of col. XX, where the straight stroke 
of tbo K&B&reaa-Telugti script appaarah 

(2) Tbo &j> with the cross-b&r cod verted into a curve or loop and at bached to the 

right $ide (plate \TIIr 36. XX-XXII, 45t XXII); compare also the cursive && of the 
western script, m ant [owed above, § 20, AP 7, 

(3) The .?<* with the cross-bar treated similarly (plate VII, 37, XX) ; compare the Jo of 
col. XXL which shows the older form. 

The characters of plate \ II, colg, XX, XXI, show no closer connection with, those of 
the Prukrfc inscriptions of the Pallava*, discussed above in § 2Qh D* 

B,—TA-fl middle variety* 

The earliest inscription of the much more advanced forms of the second variety or the 

middle Gran the, is found on the Kiiram copper-plates (plate VII, col. XXIV) of the reign of 

ParameSvara I, the adversary of the Western C&itikya Vikrumnditya I (A.D, e55-6;0)34H\ 

[69] Compared with this document, which appears to offer a real clerk's script. the monu¬ 

mental ^inscription of the Kai lug an si tha temple (plate VII, ool. XXIII, built according to 

Fleet by Naruiniltt II, the son of Feramesjvara I, is retrograde, and shows more archaic 

forms (or several paleographicaUy important letters. On the other hand, the KaaakihjU 

ooppor.pl a tos (plate* VIII, ool. XIII), ineisod in the time of Nandi verm 10 who succeeded 

Makendya III. the second eon of Narashpha II, and warred with the Western Oilukya 

Vikratnudifeya II (A.D. 733-749}11 \ agree more closely with tho Kuram plates, and offer, 
besides some arcliaio forms, also mnah more sulviincod ods3+ 

Tha moat important innovations, either constantly nr occasionally observable iu this 
Sflccnd variety of the Gran&ha, are i— 

0) The development of a second vertical in ff. A, Jta and ra (plate VJI, 1, 2,8,33. 

XXIII, XXIV ; plate MU, 1, 9,11, 36, XIII), as well ns in medial u and ii (plate VII, 31, 38, 
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^XXIY ; plate VIIT. 34, 40. XIII), out of the Ancient hook j compute the transitional forms in 
the facsimiles at li, 9* 100 ; 102+ 

(2) The connection of 000 of the dots of I with tha upper curved Una [plats VII, 3, 

XXIII, XXIV ; plate VHIt 9, XIII, a, 6). 

(3! The opening of the top of E [plate VII. 5* XXIV)* which however shows closed up- 

forma in ceh XXHI. and in plate Vltl, 8. XIII. 

(4) The development of a loop to the left of the foot of Ma, and the opening np of the 

right side of the letter (plate VII, 9, XXIII1, as in the Eftnaresc-Telugii script (goe above, 

§ 2% b# 2J. 

(5) The upward turn of the Serif at the It-ft-hand lines of and in (plate VII, 10, 38* 

XXIV : plate VIII, 13, 33, XIII 1 not in plate YU, coh XXIItl 

(0) The opening up of the loops of efra (plate VIII. 17, XIII), and perhaps also in the 

indistinct cha of the Euram pi at eg, \, line 5. 

(7) The transposition of the vertical of ja to the right end of the tap-bar, and the 

con vers ion of the central tar into a loop connected with the lowest bar f plate VII, 15, XXIV i 

plate VIII. 15, XXIV ; plate YIII, 18, XIII 1 not in plate VII. coL XXIII). 

(8) The incipient opening up of the tops of dha and tha (plate YII, S3. 25, XXIII, 

XXIV 1 plate VIII, 36, 38, XIII). 

(9) The opening up of the top of and the transposition of the origin d top-line to the 

left of the left-hand vertical (plate VII. 29, XXIV ; plats VIII. 32, Kill 1 not in plate VII. 

coL xxna 
(10) The adoption of the later northern iha (see above. §24. A, 24), or the development of 

an exactly similar sign (plate VII. 30, XXIV J plate VIII, 33, XIII; not in plate VII, col. XXinh 

(ll) The combi nation of the left-hand vertical of sa with the left end of the old side-limb, 

and of the right end of the side limb with the baae-stroke (plate VII. 38, XXIV ; a transitional 

form in col XXII, and a different cursive form in plate VIII, 4la XIII], 

[12} The frequent separation of medial 0* r, at, o, aur from the Matfkil (constant in plate 

vmp eol. XIIIh as well as the use of the a standing above the line* as in the northern alphabet 

of this period and in the Central-Indian script (compare plate VIL 17„ 19± 2K 31-33, XXIII; 

8. E4, XXIV „ 
(13) The expression of the Vi ram a (as in the KaBarese-Telugu script) by a vortical 

stroke above* or in the Ka&iikudi plate also to the right of, the final consonant (plate VII, 

41, XXIII : plate YTII, 47, XIII; and compare the facsimiles). 

(H) The transposition of the Annsvftra to the Tight of the Matron (plate VIIT 38, 

XXIV) below the level of the top-line, as in the Kanaroae-Telugu script. 

(15) The occasional development of small angles, open above, at the tops of the 

verticals, for the left part of which a dot usually appears in plate \ HI* ooh XIII. 

The fully developed and very constant character is tics of the alphabet of the Euram 

plates make it probable that they have not arisen within the period of twenty to thirty 

years, which lies between the issue of the Kuram grant and the incision of the much more 

arohaia B5dSmi inscription at Karaaimha 1 (sea then. under A). Very likely tbs Kuram 

alphabet bad a longer history. 
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C(—The TrflnitfioflaJ Granlha, 

Tbo aeries ot the published daiahle Pallava inscriptions of the Sth century ends for 

the present with the Kaiiikihli plates ; and facsimiles of document of the nent following 

centuries [70] are not accessible to me. I am, therefore, unable to exactly fia the time 

when the third or transitional variety of the Grantha, Burnell's CoS a or middle Gructha, 

came into use, which is found in the inscriptions from the reign of the Bane kiog 

Yitramaditya349 about A. D. 1150 (plate VIII, col. XIV) and of Sundae-Fund ya,3 90 A. B, 

lSflO (plate VIII, eol. XV), as well as in other documents,3 51 It would however appear, 

both from the Grant he signs occurring in the Gang a inscriptions (plate VIII, cols. XI, XII 

and from Burnells aoJa-GranthA alphabet of A, P, L030iaa, that the new developments 

originated partly towards the end of the 8th century and partly in tho 9th and lOtb, 

about the same time when tho Old-Eanarese script (above, § 29, C) was formed. 

Tho most important changes, which the transitional Grant-ha shows, are as follows :— 

(1) The suppression of the last remaining dot of I (plate VIII. 3, XIV, 

XV ; compare 3, XIII, o). 
(2) The formation of a still more cursive E [8, XIV) out of the Kiiram letter 

(piste VII, 6, XXIV). 
(3) The formation of a still more cursive Icha (plate VIII, 12, XIV, XV), closely 

resembling the later Kanarese-Tclugu sign (plate VIII, 12, III 9!.), out oT the letter of 

plate VII, 9, XXIII. 

(-1) Tho development of a single or double curve to the left of gha (plate VIII. 

14. XIV, XV), 
(5) The opening up of the top of ca. and the conversion of its left Bide into an 

acute angle (plate Vill, 16, XIV, XV), 

(6) The addition of a curve to the right cod of 4a [plate VIII, 22, XIV, XV). 

(7) The development ot an additional loop in t}a (plate VIII, 24, XIV, XV), in 

accordance with the practice of tho Tamil alphabet (see below, §32, A), 

(S) Tho complete opening up of the tops of tha and dha (plate VIII, 25, 23, XIV, XV). 

(9) The development of a curve at the left side of pa (plate VIII, 30, XIV, XV). 

(10) The closing up of the top of raid [plate VIII, 34, XIV, XV), found already 

in tho Gangs inscription of about A D. 775 (plate VIII, 46. XI). 

(11) The suppression of the circle or loop on the right side of tja (plate VIII, 

35, XIV, XV1', whereby tho letter obtains a very archaic appearance. 

(12} Tiie opening up of the top of t'a, and the addition of a curve to its left side 
(plate Vni, 38. XIV, XV). 

(13) The complete separation of medial <7, e, at, o from the MStpYSs, and the 

formation of a separate sign for the second half of su, consisting of two small curves with 
a vertical on the right, 

It is worthy of note that the later alphabet of col* XV has some more archaic 

signs than the earlier one of col, XIV. The reason no doubt is that the latter imitates the 

baud of the clerks of the Toyal office, while the former shows the monumental forms, suited 

for a public building. All the Granths inscriptions imitate characters written with a stilus, 
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§ 32.—'THU TAMIL AND VATTELfJTTU ALPHABETS : PLATE Vllt. 

A.—The Tamil 

The Tamil, as well ss its southern and western cursive variety, the Yatfceluttu or 

“round, hand," differ0 from the Sanskrit alphabet by the absence not only of the ligatures, 

but also of the signs for the aspirates, for the mediae (expressed by the corresponding 

for the sibilants (among which the palatal one is expressed by ea}. for the spirant 

Jia, for the Anusvara and for the Yiaargs, aa well as by the development of new letters for 

final ti. and for ra, fa and to, which latter three characters do not resemble those for the 

corresponding sounds in the Eanareso-Talugn script, The groat simplicity of the alphabet 

fully agrees with the theories of the Tamil grammarians, and is explained hy the peculiar 

phonetics of the Tamil language. Like all the older Dravidiun dialects, the Tamil possesses 

□0 aspirates and no spirant. Further, it has no js, and only one sibilant, which, according 

to Caldwell, lies between to, ?a and ea, and which, if doubted, becomes a distinct ecu. 

[71] The use of separata signs for the tenues and mediae was unnecessary on account of 

their mutual convertibility. The Tamil uses in the beginning of words only tenues, and in 

the middle only double ft:Finer or single mediae. Hence, all words and affixes beginning with 

gutturals, lingo ala, dentals and labials, have double forms3 J "l, A knowledge of these simple 

rules makes mistakes, regarding the real phonetic value of feu, (n* to and pa, impassible. The 

use of ligatures probably has been discarded because tbs Tamil allows even in loan-words 

no other combinations of consonants bot repetitions of the same sound, and because it seemed 

more convenient to nsa in these cases the Yiriima'’3'1* 
Tbe occurrence of signs for the Dravidian liquids, which, though the sounds correspond 

with those of tho older Ksnarese and Telugu, differ from the characters of the Kami res a - 

Telugu script, indicates that the Tamil alphabet is independent of the latter and has been 

derived from a different source. Hultzsch's important discovery of the Kiirani plates33 , 

with a largo section in the Tamil script and language of the 7th century, confirms this 

inference. The Tamil alphabet of thsse plates agrees only in part with their Grantha. and 

many of its letters offer characteristics of tho northern alphabets, 
Specific Grantha forma occur in U (plate VtU, 5, XVI ; compare plate VII, 4, XXIV) ? 

in 0 (plate VIII, 9, XVT ; compare col. XV): in to (plate VIII. 25*33, XVI ; compare 

plate VII, 22, XXIV); in no (plare VIII, 29, XVI; compare plate VIT, 26, XXIV): in pa 

(plate VIII, 35. XVI * compare plate VII, 32, XXIV) i in medial u in fcii (plate VIII, 14, 

XVI * compare 4i, Xlllh in medial e (in ptota VIII. 23, XVI; compare hhs, plate \ II, 

9, XXIV): and in the vertical Virilma, which mostly stands abavo the vowel less eons 0- 

nanfc bub to tho right oi n and r {compare ti, plate Vllls 15i ^ ^ 43 # na i9K 

The Tamil ai (for instance, nai. plate VIII. 29. XVl) appears to be a peonliar derivative 

from the Gran tbs at, the two Hstriis having been placed, not one above tho other, but one 

behind tho other. -= , . . Vrf- 
Dnmottifiod or only slightly modified northern forms appear in A ant. A (plate VIII, 

1, 2, XVI', with the single vertical without a curve at the end (oomparo plate IV, 1, 

2, Iff.), and with the hop on the left, which is found in recently discovered mscr.pt.ous 
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from Swab as well as in the G ninth a ; in k& (plate YII1, 11-14, XVI ; compare plate TV, 

T.IffJ, in co (plate VIII, 16*18, XVI ; compare plats III, 11, III); in fa (plate VIII, 

30-22, XVI : compare plate IV, 17, VII, VIII) ; in pa (plate VIII. 80-33, XVI ; compare 

plate IV, 27,1 ff.) ; in to (.plate VIII, 36, XVI ; compare plate IV, 33. I ff.) ; in fo (plate 

VIII, 37, XVI; compere plate IV, 34, VII ff.); In the medial « ol pw, s/», u» (pkte 

VIII, 32, 40, XVI i compare plate IV, 27, II) ; and of ni (plate VIII, 30. XVI ; compare 

plate IV, S3, III) j and in the medial iJ of.lS and I (plate VIII, 44, 46, XVI ; compare 

pii, plate IV, 27, IV), 
The n (plate VIII, 15, XVI) is more strongly modified, as it hag been formed out of 

the angular northern no (plate IV, 11, I ff.) by the addition of a stroke rising upwards on 

the right ; and Hie win (plate VIII, 34. XVI) is probably a cursive derivative from the so* 

called Gupta ma (plate IV, 31, I ff,). 
The signs for the Dravtdian liquids, too, may he considered as developments of northern 

signs. The upper portion ot the ?a (plate VIII, 43, 44, XVI) looks like a small cursive 

northern fa, to which a long vertical, descending downwards, has been added on the right. 

The ro (plate VIII, 47, 48, XVI) may consist of a small slanting northern to and a hook 

added to the top. And the ta (piste VIII, 45, 46, XVI) is perhaps derived from a northern 

fa (plate IV, 40, II), the end of the horizontal line being looped and connected with the 

little pendeot stroke below; com ps re also the looped is (read erroneonsly tpia) in the 

Amarffvati inscription, J, BAS. 1891, plate at p, 142. 
The origin of the remaining signs is donbtful. Some, such as i’(i (plate VIII. 88-40, XVt) 

aud medial a (see S3, plate VIII, 12, XVI), occur both in northern and in southern scripts. 

Others are modifications of letters common to the north and the south. The final n (plate 

VIII, 49, XVI) 13 evidently the result of a slight transformation, of both the northern, and 

the southern iia with two Jidoks [72] (plate III, 20, Y. XX ; plats 1Y* 21, VII (. ; plate 

YII( 01, IV H.l ; and from this comes the Tamil (plate VIII. 24. X\I) by the addition 

of another curm The parent of the peculiar E (plate VIII, 8, XVll may bo either that of 

plate IV, 5. X ff,p or that of plats VII. 5P XXIII. Similarly, the angular medial n id tu 

(plate VIII, 27, XYI) and id f* (pl&fca VIII, 48, XVI) is due to a peculiar modiOntlon of 

the curve, rising upwards on the right, which is found in connection both with northern and 

with southern letters (see plate IV. 36, III, XVII and plate VII. 36. II, IV )* Finally, tho 

greatly cursive I (plate VIII, XVI) appears to be the result of a peculiar combination 

of three curves, which replaced the ancient dots. But an I of this kind has hitherto not 

been traced. 
This analysis of the Tamil alphabet of the 7th cent ary makes it probable that it 

is derived from a northern alphabet of the 4th or 5th century* which in the course of 

time was strongly influenced by the Grant ha. used in the same districts for writing Sanskrit. 

The next oldest specimen of the Tamil script, which is found in the Ka&rtkudi 

plats35s of about A. D. 740 (not represented in plate VIII). shows no essential change 

escept in the adoption of the later Tamil wt#. 

But the inscriptions of the 10th* Ilth and later centuries3*7 (plate VIII* cols. XYII- 

XX) offer a now varietyi which is more strongly modified through the influence of tho Grantba. 
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Tho |a, j>a ami uni have now the pscralh* Gmnfcha forme. BssMge, id the llfcb cantaty 

begins the development oE the IHtle stroke banging down on the hit o£ the tops of &ip 

ns* ca, 2a and «a. la the 15th contrary (.plate VIIi, cole. SIS* XX) these pouddots ara 

fully formed, and ka shows a loop on the left* It is worthy of note that in the later 

Tamil inscriptions the nao dE the Yirlom (Palli) first beootues rarer and finally ceases,ass 

while in the quite modern writing the Virlma ia again marked by a dot< 

B,—The Valtdutu* 
H ' TT 

Among the Vafteluttu inscriptions, the Silsanas of Bhaskara-BavivArman in favour 

of lb a Jews (pi. VIII, cels. XXI, SKI 1} and of tbs Syrian* of Kooin,330 a* well as tbs 

Tiruoelii copper-plates of the sain a king30 Hates been published with fans initios. Trusting 

to rather weak arguments, Burnell ascribes the tirst-named two documents to the 9th 

century.861 But the Grantha letters occurring in the Susans of tha Jaws belong to tba 

third and latest variety of that alphabet, and tba Sagan ia or il (probably for iiVj) at the 

end of the document, to which HuUasch has called attention 862 resembles the north ora 

forms of the 10th and J 1th centuries (compare plate V, 99, 47, V lit ; 43, X), 

From a paleographic*! point of view, the Vattoluttu may bo described as a cursive 

Script, which bears the same relation to the Tamil as the modern northern alphabets of 

the clerks and merchants to their originals, o.g., the Modi of the Mariithiis to the Biilhodh 

and It he Tnkarl of the Dogriis to the Siiradii,803 With the exception of t ho/, probably 
■i 

borrowed from the Grant ha, all its letters are made with a single stroke from the left 

to the right, and are mostly inclined towards the loft. Several among them, such as the 

m (plate VIH, 15, XXI) with the curve and boob on the left, the m with fcho open top 

and the hook on the left (plate VIII, S3. XXI, XXII; compare cols. XVII XXj and tho 

round r* (plate VIII, 45, 16, XXI, XXII; compare 47, XVII-XX), show fcho characteristics 

of the second variety of the Tamil of the 11th and later centuries. And with the usage 

of tho later Tamil inscriptions agrees the constant omission of tho VirSma. Borne other 

characters, such as tho round (e (plate VIII, 20-23, XXI, XXII , compare col, X\ 11, 

the sis with the curve on the right (plate VIII, 34, XXI, XXIT ; compare col. X\I), and 

the ya with the loop on the left (plate VIII, 35, XXI, XXII; compare col, XVI), seem 

to go back to the forms of the earlier Tamil. And three, the rounded U (plate VIII, 5, 

XXI), tho pointed E (plate VIII, 3, XXI and the ya with a single notch (plate. VII, 

26, XXI, XXIIl, possibly show characteristics dating from a still earlier period. Perhaps 

it may ho assumed that tho "round-hand” arose already before the 7th century, but was 

modified in the course of time by thB further development of the Tamil and'the Grantha 

seripfcs. Owing to the small [73] number of the accessible inscription?, this conjecture 

Is however by no moarae certain. 
The transformation of the Ye^elnttn VIII, 11-14* XX T. XXII t, which 

seems to be derived from a looped form, is analogous to that of tho figure 4 in the 

decimal system of numeral notation (compare plate IX, B, 4, V-'VII, and IX’. The curious 

ta (plate VIII, 25-28, XXI, XXII) has bean daveloptd by the change of the loop of the 
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Tamil letter (comp&ro cols. XVII, XVIII) into a notch and the prolongation of the tail up to 

the bead. The still more extraordinary no (plate VIII, 29. XXI) may be explained as a 

cirsivo derivative of the later Tamil tki with the stroke hanging down from the top. 

VI. NUMERAL NOTATION. 

§33.—THE NUMERALS OF THE KHAR05TM * PLATE I304. 

Id the Kbarosthi inscription a of the leak as. of Goudopherres, ani of the Kudinas, 

from the Ut century E,C. and the 1st and 2nd centnriea AD. as welt aa in other probably 

loter documents, we find a system of numeral notation {plate I, col. XIV)5 Gl' which Dovrson 

first explained with the help of the Taxila copper-plat a3'6G. 
Its fundamental si fins are : -(a) One, two and three vertical strokes for 1, 3, 3. (6) An 

inclined cross for 4. (e) A sign, similar to the KharoSlbi A, for 10. (d1 A double curve^ 

looking like a cursive combination of two 10 (uAYDF-v), for 20. (el A sign, resembling & Br:ihml 

to or fro, for 100, to the right of which stands a vertical stroke, wheroby the whole becomes 

equivalent fcu Id 
The numbers lying between these elements are expressed by groups. ^ieh the 

additionnl ohcb iovariably are placed os the left. !£hu?* for 5 wo havfll(+)l; i:ij I 

{ + f0r B, 41+) 4; br 50, 20 {+) £0 ( + ) 10 ; for 60, 20 ( + ) 90{ + ) 30 ; for 70. 20(+) 

go 20 -p) io. Groups formed of the signs for 10 ( + ) 1 to 10 { + ) 9, and 20 { +) 1 tc 

SO (+) 9> 60 lortb, are need to express the numerals 11 to 19, and 21 to 23. Ac. 
The higher numerals beyond 100 are expressed according to the samo principle ; thus, 

103 is 100 (+) 3 or 1C III, The sign for 200 consists of 100, preceded on the right by two 

vertical strokes. And the highest known number is IIG XX XX XX X IV, which 

means 2743,jT. 
The few numeral signs in the Asoka edicts of Sbsihbilzgarbl and Mansehra tplate 1, 

col. XIIlP6* show that in the 3rd century B-C. the Kharos$bI system of numeral notation 

differed from the later one at least in one important point. Both in ShahbiiJigarhl, where 

the signs for 1,2,4, 5 occur, and in Mansehra, which offers J. 2, 5, the inclined cross 

for 4 is absent, and 4 is expressed by four parallel verticil strokes, and 5 by five. 

It is as yet not ascertainable, how the other signs looked in the 3rd century B.G. 
Burnell and others309 have stated long ago that tho Kharogthi numerals are 

of Semitic origin. And it may now be added that probably they have been borrowed from 

the Aramaeans, and that, with tho exception of the cross-shaped 4, they have been introduce! 

together with tho Aramaic letters. According to t?4] Euting’s table of the ancient 

Aramaic numerals3 T9, 1 to ID are marked, as in the Asoka edicts, by vertical strokes, 

which however, contrary to the Indian practice, arc divided into groups of thiee. The 

Kharoi?tbi 10 com63 close to that of the Tcima inscription, ~\ , and the 20 resembles 

the sign of the Satrap coins. ? , which is also found iu the papyrus Blacas 1J1 (5tb 

century B. C,). and somewhat modified in the papyrus Yaticanus. Both the Aramaeans 
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and tho Phoenicians used the signs Tor 10 mi 20 in the same manner aa the Hindus, in 

order to express 30. 40, and so forth. 

For the KharoSihi 100, Eating's table offers no corresponding Aramaic sign, 

and that given in bia edition of the Baqqarab inscription*' a is, as he informs not 

certain. Hence, there remain only the Phoenician aymbola, kj which are suitable 

for comparison. But the close relationship of Phoenician and Aramaic writing makes 

it not improbable that the latter, too* possessed in earlier times a 1G0, standing upright. 

The Kfiaro-fthl practice of prefixing the signs for 1 and 2 to the 100 is found In all the 

Semitic systems of numeral notation. 

The inclined cross, used to express the 4 in the later Kharo^thT inscriptions, la found 

only in Nabataean inscriptions incised after the beginning of oar ora, and ie used there 

only rarely for the expression of the higher units. The late occurrence of the sign both 

in Indian and in Semitic inscriptions makes it probable that both the Hindus and the 

Semites Independently invented this cursive combi cat ion of the original four strokes. 

§84.—TEE NUMERALS OF THE BEAOMl: PLATE IX. 

A.—The Ancient Ifllier-miuierals57®, 

In the BrdhmT inscriptions and coin-legends ws find a peculiar system of numeral 

notation, the explanation of which Is chiefly due to JL Stevenson, E, Thomas, A, Cunningham, 

Bbsm DnjI and Bbagvanlal IndrSjI574. Up to the year A. IX 594-95 it is u$ed exclusively, 

and later together with the decimal system37*. It appears also exclusively in the Bower 

MB. and in the other MSS, from Kashgar*7*, as well as together with the Decimal 

ays ternchiefly in the pagination,—in the old MSB. of the Jainas of Western India 

and of the B&uddhas of Nepal as lata us the 16th century377. And the Malayulam MSB. 

have preserved it to the present day* ' *. 

In this ays tern, 1 to 3 are expressed by horizontal strokes or cursive combination* 

ol such ; 4 to ?f 10 to 90, 100, and 1000, each by a separate sign (usually a Matrka or 

a ligature) the intermediate and the higher numbers by groups or ligatures of the 

fundamental signs. In order to express figures consisting of tens and units, or of hundreds, 

tens and units* and bo forth, the symbols for tho smaller numbers are placed either 

unconnected to the right of, or vertically below, the higher ones. The first principle 

is followed in all inscriptions and on most coins, the second on a few coins*711 and in the 

pagination of all manuscript** In order to express 2GG and 2000* one short stroke is 

added to the right of 100 and 1000, Similarly, 300 and 3000 are Formed by the addition 

of two strokes to the same elements* (.75] Ligatures of 100 and 1000 with the signs for 

4 to 9 and 4 to 70, stood for 400 to 900 and 4000 to 7M0Q (the highest known figure), 

and the smaller figures are connected with the right side of the larger ones. 

The Jain a MSB. offer, however P an excaptiou in the case of 400- 

In the pagination of their MSS** both the Jain** and the BauMhas use mostly 

the decimal figures for 1 to 3 (plate IX. A, cols XIX'XXVDj mor0 rarely 

the Akffuu E [ekal dm, trit or m U), sti (2)* irl 13)380* the three ayUabba of the 

13 
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well-known Mangala, with which! written documents frequently begin, Occasionally 

the same documents combine the naught and other figures o! the decimal system 

with the ancient numeral ay tabula. Similar mixture a occur also in soma late baoriptions. 

Thus, the year IS3 of Deveudravarman's Cicaeole plates is given first In words and 

next expressed by'the symbol for 100, the decimal 8, and the syllable bt i.e, fo^a = 3 

(see below, § 35, A), while the day of the month, 20, is given only in decimal 

figures3*1*. _ 
In the MSS., the signs of this system aro always distinct letters or eyallahles of 

that alphabet in which the manuscript is written. They are however not always the 

same. Very frequently they are slightly differentiated, probably in order to 

distinguish the signs with numeral values from those with latter values, In 

other cases there are very considerable variants, which appear to ha-e been causal 

by misreadings of older signs or dialectic differences in pronunciation. The fact 

that these symbols really are letters is also acknowledged by the name ak^rnpilli, 

which the Jain as occasionally give to this system, in order to distinguish it from 

the decimal notation, the afttopolii483. A remark of the Jab a commentator 

Malayagiri38* (12th century), who calls the sign for 4 the Afcfliab&i, ' the word «b, 

indicates that tm really pronounced, not ca/tth+ but ^ 

The phonetics! values of the symbols in plate IX, A, cols- XIX-XXVI3' , 

and of some others, given by Bendall (B.), BhagvaiiliiL IndrUjl (Bh). Kielhorn (K). 

Leumann (L.), and Peterson (P-, see note 377 above), ate ! ‘ 

(XIX; compare L-, p. 1) ; with intentional differentiation, tnia (U, 

p. 1) and ™l;a (XXV); with for ni and addition?, yio (XXVI i B., Bh.), r\tka 

(XXIV i compare E.), or pin (XX, XXt). or hka (XKIIf ; B.), 

s=tr (XIX, XXI, XXV. XXVI ; B., Bh,, K.) ; with intentional differentiation, 

rtr (Bh„ K.) : with a mistaken interpretation of fh.e top-stroke as (i, rtra (XXIV) ; 

with a misinterpretation of the curved to (compare the sign of B, s Xo. 1464', also 

(compare the sign of B.'s Xo. 164,5 ff ) or kva (X2VII). 

s^pfiro (XIX, XXI, XXVI388 ; B.p Bh.) or phn (K.) ; and with Intentional 

differentiation, rpJm or rphru (XXIV ; KJ ; with a misinterpretation of an old phfi, 

also pAru (XXII); and with dialectic softening of tbs fmwrj, bhra IXX III ; compare 

B., p. LIV). 
l^fjra (XIX, XXI, XXVI; Bh.) or prii (XXV; B., Bh., K): with Intentional 

differentiation and misinterpretation of the rtestroke. rgga (XXIV; P. ) ; with 

misinterpretation of flu, bhra <XX ; compare B., p. LI Vi or no (XXllI ; compare B.. p. Ll\). 

S=hra (XIX, XXI, XXIII, XXVI ; B., Bh.; partly with irregular addition 

of tha ra-stroke to the hook of As) or hm (XXV ; B,, Bh , K.) ? and with intentional 

differentiation, rltra (K„) or rAra (XXIV ; E.). 

9-0 (XIX, XXI, XXIII, xxrv, XXVI ; B. Bh.) or Cijj (XXV ; E). 

10=Kf (XIX), formed out of the ancient (Ail (cels. 1V-YI) through the opening of the 

circle of (Aa ; or tfa (XX, XXIII; B., Bh,), the Nepalese representative of older ffl (cols, 

X, XI ; compare IA. C, 47), which likewise is a derivative from litre; or especially in 
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KHgari MSS., I (XXr, XXV, XXVI: Bh., KX through a misinterpretation of fa and with 

intentional differentiation, r? (XXIV > K-). .... 
20 = ih<»3ftT or /hi* (XlX-XXI, XXtH, XXIV, XXVI i B., Bh , K.) i or with inten¬ 

tional differentiation, riJta and rtha (XXV ; K.). , 
30=Ja or la (XIX-XXI, XXIII, XXIV. XXVI; B., Bh. K., F.h or with intentional 

[76] differentiation, ri» and rlo (XXV ; K.)* 
40=pta and pta (XX. XXI, XXIII, XXIV, XXVI ; B,, Bh., K.) ; or with intentional 

differentiation, rpta and rpta (XXV ; K.)» 
60=Anunasik& (? BbagvBnlSl), hut corresponding only in col. XXIV, to an actually 

traceable form oE this nasal (IA. 6, 47); occasionally turned round (XX s B. t 

XXIII1 K). . 
60 —cii, frequent in Nepalese MSS, (XX, XXI, XXIII). or thu, regular m Nfigari M33, 

(XXV, XXVI i Bh , K.) I and with intentional differentiation, rihu* (XXIV j K ). 
70=oE, frequent in Nepalese MSS. (XX, XXI. XXIII: B., Bh.) or thu, regular to 

Nugarl MS3. (XXV, XXVI) ; and with intentional differentiation, rthft (XXI\ ; X ). 
SO=Opadhn1iiiiiya with one central bar (XXIII, XXVI; B., Bh.: compare plate IV. 

4f, III), or later modified forms ol that sign (XXI. XXIV ; Bh„ K, Which appear also m 

M39. (K.) and in inscription* (plate IV, 46, XXIII). 
p 0 — IT pad b man iy a, with two cross-shaped bars (XXI. XXIH, XXVI; conntare 

p]ata VII. 46, V* VI), *nd cursive forms of that sign (XXIV), or perhaps 1 Tam iy i 

(XXV i Bh.,) derived from the ms-like sign o( plate VII, 46, HI. XIII. 
100=iu in Nagari MSS. IXXIV, XXV ; Bh., K.); or A in Nepalese MbS 

owing to a misinterpretation of sn (XX, XXIII. B., ^Bh.,) , or !■* in cie 

Bengali MdS., the result of another misinterpretation (XXr, XXVI; B., Bb.J. 

2Q0 = *ii in Nagari MSS. (XXIV, XXV, Bh., K.), or A in Nepalese MnS. (XX 

XXIII* B , Bh,)t or liI in Kepalese and Bengali MSS. (SX\I ; B3i^ - _ . 
303=,ll-a in Nagari MSS. (XXIV, XXV; Bh.: read sla by K), or A-a 

Nepalese MSS. (XX), 
4O0=*iI-o (XXV; read i/o by K.) in Nagari MSS. 
I. th. tb. Mw-lfad «1«« »' *b. all.. d.d„ 

m lb. MSS. and .... ,.r, cmd.rtbtf, ud •W °( tb! '‘rt,C*1 

boriionUl a,!.™., (ptal. IX. A. I-XVIII)”* *.« *» >**“ 
n.np, .win or rafa.tim.Hr modifed form., fAiah P....S. S«rdly "»> 

‘“''“T-to (I), it (III. in 400, 4003; IV, A; V. A; VI, Bl- in (V. B » IS' A)- 

- ^^*£2 S’ -: 
2^ r»>.V^ aT i fSA A*™ * — 
with two cursive eigne Without phonetic value in V. A, B- jn mQ ; TV, 

6-id, «»**" <1, II : compare plate IL 15, IH r VI , P mym vyj 
V), pk,r, US. XI). Pk5 (XIII), pi. (XIV), toerth-r with lour«'K"« IW-WH, XH 
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among which the Bret ia probably derived from ja, the second from la, and the other two 

from phra. 

7 =gra or flu (III-VL IX-XI, XIII, XV), ga (VII) with a cursive sign (XII) derived 

from a gra like that in XIII. 

S=Ara with irregular addition of the ra-Btroke to the end of ha (IV, A, B ; VI, A)* /so 

(VI, B), Ad (VII, A 1 X). Am (XT, XVII. XVIII) or in eastern inecriptiona pu (VIII, 

B j XV, A ; XVI) probably a cursive derivative from Ara, together with five cursive 

signs without phonetic value (V, A ; VIII, A ; IX. A. B ; XV, B), among which the 

second and tbs fifth are derived from pit, the first from Are, the third from Arfi, and the 

fourth from ha. 

9— 0 J really oeetiriog letter-for mg in col. V (compare plain? XV, 0h IX), in col. M 

(compare AUf plate YII, 7. X). in coL XX [compare plate YI. I3P DP in cols. XXa XII 

(compare plate Yt 47, IX), in col. XIV (compare plate V. 9, XV), in col. XYII (compara 

plate YIP 1SP Y £L), different from the moat ancient form (X1IS XV) in cols* YU, add XIII* 

cursive in cols, X and XYX. 

10- |Wl*« (nip in 10000; IV. A.B- Y* A: VI, A), hence a cursive sign* derived 

by the opening of the circle of {/xa (V, B ; VI. B ; YIXP A ; YIIIP XX)P which later 

is converted into a (X* XI. A* B), or into r^c* (XVI, A)* or, aa in the MSS., into f 

(XIII, A, B : XYII, A)h or into kht\ and ce (XY+ Ap B). 

20= tha (III, in 20000 ; XV}, or* aa id the MSS., (Aa, iha, of the type o[ the periods 

30 — lat as in the MSS.; occasionally with small modification* 

4G=pfa, aa in the MSB., [or which occasionally a cursive cross (Y, A) or a sa through 

a transposition of the ta (V, B ; XI. B ; XV), 

50 —[77] AnunMka ( ? Bh&gvnnM ), as in the MSS.P facing either the right or the 

left, occasionally with email modification. 

60=ptt(lX)l together with four different cursive atgoa without phonetic value* 

70=^1 (rV-VX i XXt XI, A), otprft (XII}P together with a cursive cross tVII) and 

another cursive sign (XI* B), both possibly derived from pu. 

&Q—Up&dhmitnlya with a diagonal bar, and cursive forma of the Upadbmlioiya exactly 

as in the MSS. 

90 —UpadbmFmiya with the central crossP as in the MSB, 

100^either su [I, id 200 ; XIX ; XXP A* B \ X ; XIU. in 300 ; XTIIP id 400 * XIYa in 

400}, for which, through a misreading, appears A in the ftTepnl inscriptions of the Tth and Sbh 

centnriea (XXII, A, B s XIYt in 300), and In in eastern inscriptions of the 6th and later 

centuries [X* id 200 : XYIIXh io 200)P or £u (probably owing to the dialectic permu¬ 

tation of ii and so) in the westatn®*3 and Kali fig a inscriptions (IV ; V \ XI ; XXI m 400 ; XYP 

A, B) for which, through a misreading, Qr (XYII, A, B) appears in late northern inscriptions. 

200 and 300 are formed by the addition of respectively one and two horizontal bars 

to the right of for 103 ; but in the Bupnath sign (X) by the prolongation of the vertical 

of aa. A distinct w. afl in the MSSr| appears only in the 2G0 of coL XYI1L 

§00 =m-ki till), or iu-pla (X: XXH ; XIV), hut iu-pka (XU 500^ia-*ra (IY). 
m=iurfkra (XIX). 700 =-su*gra (III)# 
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1000=1*0 (III), or ait (probable id IV. distinct is XV, in 8000), or dfcu (TV, in 3000 ; IV, 

in 70000X 2000 and 3000— elAh ■with one or two horizontal stroke (IVi 

4000—rq-fet tilt), or dhv-ki (IV)* 6000=r^phara (lEli WUQ = dha-hra (IV), or 

cu-pu {XVI). 
10000—ro-fAfl (mi 20000 =ro4Aii [III), 70000 =dhu with the cursive sign for 70. 

The above details show (i) That the inscriptions of all periods, even the Aauka 

edicts m the ca@o of 100, differ from the MS$. by offering, aide by aide with distinct letters, 

numerous cursive or intentionally modified forme, and thath In the case of 60 and 60* iosb 

the older inscriptions show no reed Ak^arns. 

(S) That, accept leg 7T 0, 30, 10# 80* 90, the phone tied value of the letters varies 

already since the earliest times, and that in many cases, ag in those of 6, 10, 60, 70, 10 X 1000, 

the variations are very considerable. 

(3) That occasionally, is in the case of 10, 60, 70, the distinct letters, used in the Inter in- 

acfiptiona and the MSS.* are derived in various ways from cursive signs without a p hone ti cal valuei 

These facte* as well a? the incomplctensss of our knowledge of the most ancient forma, 

make an explanation of the origin of the system for the present very diffiatdfc. Bbagvimlfit 

Indrnji, who first attempted the solution of the problem, conjectured that the numeral symbols 

of the Erhbcui are of lodian origin, and due to a peculiar use of the Mutfkng and certain 

ligatures for numeral notation. But he declared himself unable to find the key ol the 

Bjstenu Id 1877, I agreed with him, and Kern394 likewise concurred, but explained the 4 and 5 

esa combinations of four and five strokes, arranged in the form of lot tore.. But Burnell 

differed entirely. lie denied that the older 'oavernmnerala", with the exception of rare cases, 

resemble letters* and dwelt strongly on the impossibility of finding a principle, according to 

which the Ak^arae of the MSS. have been converted into numerals. He further pointed out 

the general agreement of the principles of the Indian system with those of ihe Demotic 

notation of the Egyptians. Froui this fact, as well as from the resemblance |j o.i of the 

Demotic signs fur 1 to 9 to the corresponding Indian symbols* he inferred that the cave- 

numerals*1 have been burrowed from Egypt, and after further modi boat ions have been 

converted into Ak$aras* Finally. RC- Bayley tried to show in bis lengthy essay, quoted above, 

that, though the principles of the Indian system have been derived from the hieroglyphic 

notation of the Egyptians, the majority of the Indian aymbola have been borrowed from 

Phoenician, Bactrka* and Akkadian figures or letters, while for a few a foreign origin is not 

demonstrable* 
Bay ley's explanation offers great difficult ies* inter alia by the assumption that the 

Hindus borrowed from four or five different, partly very ancient and partly more modern, 

sources. But the comparative cable ol the Egyptian and Indian signs given in his paper, and 

bis remarks about the agreement of their methods iu mark mg the hundreds, induce me to 

give up BhagvanUtrii hypothesis, and to adopt, with certain modifications, the view of Burnell, 

with wham also Barth concurs395* It seems to me probable that the Brahma numeral 

symbols arc derived from the Egyptian Hieratic figures, and that the Hindus effected their 

transformation into Akiras, because they wore already accustomed to express numerals by 

words (compare below, § 35, A). 
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This derivation, the details of which, however, still present difficulties and cannot 

be called certain, has been given in Appendix IE to tbs 2nd edition of my India* 

Stvdiet No. Ill But two other important points may be considered as certain (l) That 

the varying forma in the Akoka edicts show those numerals to have had a longer history in the 

3rd century B.C. ; and (2} that the signs have been developed by Brabmanicnd schoolmen. since 

they include two forms oi the Upadhmiiniya, whiob without doubt has boon invented hy the 

teachers of the 6ik$a. 

B.—The Decimal Notation. 

For the decimal notation, now occasion ally called ofliapfllii, the Hindus used originally 

the ciiiias or the units of the ancient system, together with the cipherer naught'"', which 

originally consisted of the jiinyaiifldu, the dot (marking a blank, see below. §■ 35, called 

by abbreviated names ifbip and iindu (see BW.). Very likely this system is an invention of 

the Hindu mathematicians and astronomers, made with the help of the Abacus (Burnell. 

Bayley). If Hoerule’s very probable estimate of the antiquity of the arithmetical treatise, 

contained in the Bakhshiili MS., is correct357, its invention dates from the beginning of our 

ora or even earlier. For, in that work the decimal notation is used throughout. At all 

events, it was known to Varuhamihira (6th century A D.), who employs tbo word afifca, “the 

decimal figures", in order to express the numeral 9 (FanoHiddftaRfiM, 18, 33 5 compare 

below, § 35, A). Its most important element, the cipher or naught, is mentioned in Subandbn s 

Ffisai-adolid, which Buna (about A D, 620) praises as a famous book. Subaudhu compares the 

stars with “ciphers {Jibiya&Utciamd which the Creator, while calculating (the value of) the 

universe, on account of the absolute worthlessness of the Sanisfira marked with hie chalk, 

the crescent of the moon, all over the firmament which the darkness made similar to a skin 

blackened with ink.1'35* The cipher, known to Subandhu, of course consisted of a dot, like 

that of the Bakhsbali MS. (plate IS, B, col. IS), 
The earliest cpigraphic instance of the use of the decimal notation occurs in tho 

Guri&ra inscription of the Cedi year 346, or A.D. 59d3", where tho eigne (plate IS, B, 

col. I) are identical with the numeral symbols of the country and of the period (compare tbo 

Yalahbi column of plate IX. A)400. The same remark applies to tho 2 in the date of the 

month of the Cioacole plate mentioned on page 98 above, in which document we find also 

the later circular cipher and [79] a decimal 8 in the shape of a cursive sign derived from 

pa. Another inscription of tho 8th century, the Sanmngat) plates of £akasainvet STA, or 

A.D. 754, offers only strongly modified cursive sigus (plate IX, B, col. II). 

In the specimens401, (plate IX, B, cols. HI-VIIT, XIII) from inscriptions of the 9th 

and later centuries, when the use of the decimal figures is the rule, wo have likewise only 

cursive signs, which in the 11th and I2tb centuries (compare cols. VII, VIII, and XIII) 

ehow local differences in the west, east and south. But all their figures have been derived 

either directly from the Ictter-Qumerals of the older system, or from letters with the 

same phonetic value. The last remark applies to the D of cols. Ill, V, VI ffwhich is 

identical with the signs for 0 used in Later inscriptions in the word Oifi (compare, e.fi , I A. 6, 

191 ff., Nos. 3-6), 
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Among the specimens from MSS. (phts IX, B, cots, IN-Xtl), the decimal figures 

of tho Bakhshfilt MS., show the ancient letter-numerals for 4 and 9. 

The Tamil numerals, which greatly differ from the usual ones and preserve the 

old signs for 10, 100 and 1000, have bean given by Burnell, ESIP. plate 23 (compare ib. 
page 6S). Those from Kabul are contained in the table accompany ing E. C. Bay ley’s paper, 

ATtmismaftc Chronicle, 3rd 3sries, 2, 123 it. 

§36.—NUMERAL NOTATION BY WOBD3 AND LETTERS* 

A.—Die (perd-numerals. 

[80] In many manuals of astronomy, mathematics and metrics, aa well as in the 

dates of inscriptions and of MSS., the numerals are expressed by the names of things, beings 

or ideas, which, naturally or in accordance with the teaching of the Stietra?, connote 

numbers* The earliest traces of this cur tom. have been discovered by A. ’V\'ebar in the 

^rautosid fras of Katyiiy&oa and Lntyay&na4*2. A few examples are found in the Yedie 

JyOtif?a and in the arithmetic of the Bakhabiili MS. More numerous instances occur in 

Fingala's manual of metrics, and from about A,D. 500 we find, first in Yarahamibira's 

PaTwiMiddfidJifiJiff. a system of this description, which, gradually becoming more and more 

perfect, extends to the cipher or nought, and to nearly all tho numbers between 1 and 4J. 

During this latter period any synonym may be used for the words expressing numbers, and 

in some oases the same word may be used for different numbers. If tho words are compounds, 

they may bo represented by their first or second part. 
This system of numeral notation, of course, has been invented in order to facilitate 

the composition of metrical handbooks of astronomy and! so forth. The most important words, 

used to express numbers, are as follows'1*'5 :— 
The cipher, 0, is expressed by Is) jSiluya (Yar., Ber \ a void'1 * ; (M awibara, 

iiJciisn, Ac., '‘the (empty) space of heaven” [Var., Ber., Bro.l, anaisl* [BroO. 

1 is expressed by (a) riipfl (Jyo., Birth.. P'ig-. Var.) “one piece" ; It) i«d«, iaiin, 

sttarasm, Ac, (Var*. Ber„ Bro.), or abbreviated into raimi (Ber.), "the moon" ; (c) bhu, flwfci 

Ac, (Yar,, Ber., Bro., Bur.), “the earth" ; [ill odi (Ber.), '‘beginning’; to pitSmaha (Ber.l, 

“Brahman” \ (f) nffj/nka (Bro), "the hero" (of a play) ; (p {anu (Bro.), the liody . 

3 is expressed by U) ptw, j/mnolQ (Yar., Ber.), twine , (fJ) nsi i'w, (Ih3ta i v.i.., 

Bar.), 'the two Aavina" $ (e) Paitflfl (Yar., Ber.), "the two wings, or the halves of the 

body"; (d) fcara, Ac. (Yar, Bur.), ‘the hands" ; (*■) nayana, Ac, ("Var., Ber., Bur), 

"the eyes" j (/> &5hu (Bra,), "the arms; (tf) karm (Bro), the cars": (A) ki^umba 

(Bro.), "the family", i.e-, husband and wife ; (•) ravicondraM (Ber.), “sun and moon". 

3 is expressed by (a) offni, ^r40*. *=■ (Var, Ber., Bro.. Bur.), “the sacrificial 

fires"; (6) ramafy (Yar., Bro.), “the three (of opio poetry); (e) gvna (Var.). 

Irigwia (Ber,). “the qualities of matter”; U) fri/flflot. Icfe»{Ber.), "the three worlds’’ ; 

(«) irifcffla (Ber ), "the three times" ; (/) irwta*™ (Ber.), "sounds. Ae„ with three 

meanings" ; (p) sahodara}, (Bro.), “the three nterbe hr others" ;40' (A) fn’nefra, Ac. (Bro.), 

"the three eyes of !niv&". 
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4 is expressed by (a) aya. aya (Jyo.) ifto406 (Var,, BarJ, "the fi'onr) dice” 

(t) veto, imli (Ping.i Var., Bar,), "the Vedas’*; (o) abdki, jOiadhi, Ac. (Ping., Var, 

Ber,, Bur.', abbreviated join (Var), ditdhi (BerJ, ’'the oceans *’ (d) dii (Ber ), "thB 

cardinal points"; (e) pvffa (Bro), "the (four) ages of "the world.’’; (/) bandha (Bro,l 

"the (four) brothers” s4C0 (p) koi{ha (Bro). 1?); (A) var&a (manuscript), “the (four) 

principal castes”. 
5 is expressed by (a) fadrijra, dfc, (Ping., Var., Bur.), "the organs of sense” ; 

101] (b) arthat visaya, Ao. (Var., Ber,), "the objeets of the senses" ; (e) bk$ta (Plug , 

Vnr., Ber ), "the elements”; (fi) *¥», Ac. (Var., Bor., Bur,), "the arrows of Kama” i 

(e) PdJkfwo (Ber.', abbreviated (paijidu) into, jmtra (Bro.), "the (five) Paydn sons” ; 

(/) praya (Bro.)i "the vital airs”; (p) rafflo410 (Ber.) "the (five) jewels", 

6 is expressed by (a) msa (Babb., Ping,, Var., Bar.), "the (six) flavours" ; 

(b)rt» (Ping, Var, Ber,’, "tbe seasons'’ ; (e) ahja (Bar.), "the auxiliary scionaas of Vedic 

studies” i (d) masitrdta (Ber), "one half of the (twelve) months" ; (s) ditriaiw, Ac. 

(Bro.). "the (six) philosophical systems’ ; (/) rSga (Bro ), "the (six principal tunes" ; (fl) art 

(Bro), "the (internal) foes (of mou)1’; (It) fcdv®411 (inscription), ‘‘the bodies" (?) 

7 is expressed by (a) psi. muni (Ping., Var.), "the (seven) seers" ; or by afrj, 

the first among them (Bro.) ; (6) svara (Ping, Var,, Bro,), "the notes" (of the octave); 

(e) aSya (Var., Bro.), “the horses’* (of the sun); (d) Oflfl, Ac, (Var,, Bor,, Bur,), "the 

(primeval) mountains" 1 (e) dhSUt fBro.), “the elements" (of the body) ; (/) chanias 

(Bro.l, "the (classes of the) metres*’; (g) dhi (Ber.), (?) ; (b) kalatra (Bro.), (?). 

S is expressed by (a) anu$tfib\ (Ping,), a metre with octosyllabic Pud as or 

lines; (6) rasu (Ping., Yar,), "tbe Vasa gods”? (o) ahi, Ae, (Ber., Bur.), "the (eight 

glasses of) snakes"; (d) yaja, Ac. (Ber-, Bur.), "the elephants (guarding the eight points 

of the horizon)” ; (e) m(ingala, bAfffi (Ber., Bro.), "the (eight kinds of) suspicions 

things"418; (/) siddfti (manuscript), “the supernatural powers”, 

9 is expressed by (fl) fl»k» (Var., Bro,), "the decimal figures" ; (6) Tiiindo (Var., 

Ber), "the (nine) Sundae” ; (e) efttdra, Ao. (Ber.), *‘the cavities of the body"; (fi) go, 

yrdha (Ber., Bro-, Bur.), "the planets" ; (a) nieibi (Bur,), "the treasures (of Kubera)*' ; (/) 

Parana (Ber.), [?), 
10 is expressed by (o) di&ak, Ac. (Ping,, Var., Bor.), "the (ten) points of 

the horizon" ; (b) rStaipflliras (Ber,), ‘‘the heads of Kiivana" ; (c) atalBra (Bro,), 

"the incarnations (of Visnu)" : (d1 fcftraati (Ber ), "the (ten ('Gphya)-cereraonies" s (s) 

jfcltendtt (Ber ), cipher (0) and moon (l), i e, 10.413 

11 is expressed by (a) riidra (Ping., Yar., Ber.), "the (eleven) Budrsts", or by 

fin, iiva, Ac. I Var,. Ber.), the lirat of the eleven Budras ; (6, c) a£$attbtpt, liibha (Bro,), (7). 

IS is expressed by (a) Sdifya, atka, Ac- (Ping., Var., Ber.), "the (twelve) 

sun-gods" ; or "suns" ;, (b) nyaya (Bro.), (7). 

18 is expressed by (a) viietdevalf, abbreviated vifoa (Var,, Bar.), "the (thirteen) 

sli-gqda41*"; or by \ama, the most famous among them (Bro.); (b) atijayati (Var.), 

a metro with thirteen syllables in each Pick; (e) opJto.ja (Jagaclucarita),414 "the eurd 

consonants". 
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14 is expressed by (a) amah (Var-, Eer.), "the (fourteen) Dianne" ; (h) indr a. 

(Var,, Ber,), ''the (fourteen) Indras'' i (c) loka (Bro,), "the (fourteen) worlds". 

15 la expressed by (a) titki (Var., Ber.), "the Umar day a I of a half-month)'* ; 

(i) oArt» (Bro.), "the Eolar days (of a half-month)" \ (e) paisa (Bro.), "ball a month 

(lift sen days)", 
16 ie expressed by (a) ftgti (Var., Her.), a metre with sixteen syllables in the 

Filda ; (f>) tftflpo, *e. (Var, Bet. 1, "the (famous sixteen) kings,*'41(3 (e) hala (Bra.), "the 

digits of the moon'1, 
17 to 19 are expressed by ajyafji (Ber.), dhrti, atidhrti (Var., Ber.), metres with 

seventeen to nineteen syllables in the Pad a. 
20 is expressed by (a) fcffi (Var, Bar,), a metre with twenty syl'ables in tbe 

Fitda ; (5) nufcfta (Var., Ber.), "the nails (of the hands and feet),” 

21 is expressed by (a) ulkfti (Ber.,1 411 ; (b) Svarga (Bro.), "heaven," 

22 is expressed byjSfi (Bro.), (7). 
21 is expressed by jiiw (Var., Bet,), "the (twenty-four Ticthsffilistn of the 

Jainas.1* 
25 is expressed by fatfva (Bet.), "principles of the Siimkhya philosophy." 

26 is expressed by uifrrli (Var.), a metre with twenty-six syllables in the Pada, 

27 is expressed by iftoiswifiAa (Jyo.), nafcjafro (Bro,), "the lunar mansions'1, 

32 is expressed by danta, Ac, (Var., Bro.), the teeth . 

33 is expressed by sura, Ac. (Var,, Bro.) "the gods". 

40 is expressed by naraka (Yar„ FdHCBsiddftdjtfiftd, 4, 6), the hells' . 

49 is expressed by tuna (Bro*), "the notes1'. 

(82] fn the Jyoti^a and in the arithmetic oF the Bakhsbali MS,, only single 

words are need to indicate numbers 
In Bmgala’s and other metrical manuals, the words with numeral meanings often 

form (sometimes together with ordinary numerals) Dvandva compounds, which must he 

dissolved by “or". Thus, vrdarituflfliwdrd^ means “4 or 0 or 4". 

In the works of Varahamibira and other astronomers, we find, in addition, longer 

Drandva compound*, consisting of such word-numerals (be it ahne. or associated with ordinary 

numerals), which have to be dissolved by and", and then yield long rows of figure# to be 

read from the right to the left43 Thus, in the Ptmcasiddh5ntik3i 4, 44, we have *- 

0 0 4 4 1 

kha — Ma — vtda — samtdra — &ltaraijita)i&b = lllOO ; 

and in 9, 9 of the same work, we have :— 

0 0 16 2 
Mb — kh — o$|t — yanwfr = 21600 

Such Dvandva comi'ounde, which presuppose the existence of the decimal notation, are 

used also for the dates of inscriptions, Dates expressed in this manner, are found in the 

Kemboja and Camra inscriptions cl the 7th century4’In Java they occur in the 8th 

century+ao. And about the same time appears the first traeo of such a notation In an Indian 

14 
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document, the Ctcacolo copper-pkfco inscription mentioned on page 58 above, where lo ^3, 

is an abbreviation ot loka. Nest follow the dates of the Kmjab plates of A, D, B13421* 

and of the Dbolpur stone inscription of A. D. 84242S, which are expressed in word-numerals ; 

and, in the nest century, the plates issued by the Eastern Celukya Arams II in A. D. 9AS4"’» 

In later times the epigrapbic instances become more frequent, and the ancient pulm-leaf MSS. 

of the Jainae424, as well as the later paper MSS., offer a good many. The notations of 

this kind have been caused sometimes by the vanity of the clerks and copyists, who wished 

to prove their acquaintance with the methods of the astronomers, and perhaps stilt more 

fre<iue&tly by metrical reasons in kbfl casa of dates given in verse. 

Be—Natural notation by Utters* 

Two system of numeral notations dceardinU to Burnell origiDally 3oufch-toiiianp which 
both employ the phonetically arranged characters of the alphabet, have still to bo described, 

as they are not without ioterest for paleography. In the first system4" ', only the vowelless 

consonants have any importance, and their numeral values are : 

h Aft 9 flA A o A j jh ft = 1 3 3 * 6 6 7 8 S 0 

\ jh 4 f{h 1} t tk i dh n — 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

p ph b bh m ,, . „ = 1 3 3 4 u 

y r 1 v i f < A l „ =1384667 8 9 

The consonants are. however, not need by themselves, but tor the formation of chrono¬ 

grams, containing any vowels and also compound consonants, of which the last element alone 

has numerical value. In the figures, resulting from those chronograms, the units invariably 

stand on the loft, and the whole sum has to ho turned round. An interesting instance of 

this notation, probably the most ancient hitherto discovered, occurs at the end of Sailguru- 

Soya's commentary on the Sarvaflulfrawiotfi (Macdotiell, page 163 , where the chronogram, 

according to Kiel horn's undoubtedly correct omeodation, is420 
3 3 1 6 6 S L 

JtAuflo - nlyaji ~ me-fam = apa. 

As the author himself adds, this lias the value of 1665132. And this figure corresponds, 

as the author likewise says, to the number of the days elapsed since the beginning of the 

K&Uynga, and yields the vernal equinox, 31th March, A. D. 1184, as the date of the com¬ 

pletion of the work. The equinox is indicated also by the verbal meaning of the chrono¬ 

gram ;_“(ComingP from the last (sign of the Zodiac), the buh reached Aries'". 

The second system to be considered12 T, which is still used in Ceylon, Siam and Burma 

for the pagination of MSS., and according to Burnell formerly also [33] occurred in 

Southern India, utilises the Brahmamcal Mrakhafii (see page 16 above). According to 

Burnell, the Akiras fco to fa arc equivalent to 1 to 34 ; Ad to fS = 35 to 63 ; fci to |i-69 

to 103; and so on. But in the Bali MSS. of tho ’Viennese Court Library from Burma, 

I find ha to Jto^l to 12; kha to to 24 t and so on : and in those from Ceylon, 

where the Bdrakhaiii includes the vowels f, f, f and ?. Ad to Afl// =1 to 16. and Aha to Aii«A“l7 
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to 32. whereby & so! new hat different employment of the Akfarag results448, Fausbbll 

has kindly informed mo that the last two methods alone {not that mentioned by Burnell} 

are need in tho Fall MSS. known to him. And he adds that, after the exhaustion of the 

whole Barakhatfi, the Ceylonese MSS. begin again with 2 in, 2 ka, and so on, and further 

that tho pagination of Siamese MSS. agrees exactly with those from Burma. 

VII. THE EXTERNAL ARRANGEMENT OF INSCRIPTIONS AND 
MANUSCRIPTS. 

§3G,—THE LINES, GROUPING OF WORDS, INTERFUNCTUATtON, AND 

OTHER DETAILS. 

A.—The firtffj, 

Already in the earliest inscription* incised on smoothed stones, the Hindus 

have tried to form regular straight lines an] to make the upper ends of the 

M a Irkas of equal height. ASoka'e masons, however, have rarely succeeded, even in the 

pillar edicts and in the rack edicts of GirnUr. Dhitili and Jaugada. tg keep the 

lino in more than a few consecutive words, mostly those of one group (see below, 

under B). But in other documents of the Eamo period, as in the Ghasundi stone 

inscription {see page 40 above), tho later4139 and still valid principle has been more 

carefully observed, according to which only the vowel-signg, the superscribed ra and 

similar additions may protrude above the npper line. This regularity probably has been 

attained by marking the upper line with chalk, as is still don?, or by other mechanical 

appliances. 
Tho lines of the MSS. are always very regular, even in the oldest specimens, 

such as the Dbammapada from Khotan, and probably have been made with tho help 

oE a ruler {see below, §37. ,T). In the ancient palm lea F MSS. and in many later ones 

on paper, the ends of the lines are marked by vertical double strokes, running across 

the whole breadth of the leaves. In the MBS., the lines always run horizontally, and 

from the top to the bottom ; and this is also tho case in most inscriptions. But there 

are a Tew inscriptions which have to be read Irom below* ’D. 
Vertical linen sometimes occur on coins, especially on those of the Kujanas and 

the Guptas431. The causa of the latter arrangement of the letters was probably the 

want of space. 

B.—TAe Gronpirtff of Words. 

[84] In addition to the still usual method of writing the words continuously 

without a break, up to the end of a line, of a verse, half Verse or other division, we 

find already in some of the oldest documents, such as certain A&oka edicts . instances 

of the separation of single words, or of groups of words which belong together, either 

according to their sense or according to the clerk’s manner of reading. A similar 

grouping of the words occurs also in Some prose inscriptions of the And bras and the 

Western K^atrapas at Nasik ; compare Nos, 5, 11 A, B, and 13. In the carefully written 
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x • , ♦ ... . a. i.f„„ *tmj3a tho padae or the hsU-vorses ocoifliocally 
metrical inscriptions oE the litet bitneSj, * „ _flr 434 

i» separated by blent spaces453i and <*°b cot.tarns a bnlf-TeraD or a verso . 

Similarly, in lb a KM* Dfaiowk from Kbotan. e-h bne cootams one 

GiUhu. and the FSdaa are divided off by blanks. In other old USS , afl the Bower MS., 

fiinglo WOrde and groups ot words are often written separately, apparently without any 

certain principle. 
In inscription a, the Mao gall, especially when it is the word s,ddl«m. oiten stands 

by itself on the margin433* 

0,—In terpunctua tien41 6. 

Signs of interpunctuation am not found in the KhnrotfM inscriptions. But the 

Bhammapada from Khotau offers at the end of each verse a circular mark, often mate 

negligently, but resembling the modern cipher43'. At the end of a Vagga appearB a 

which is found at tho end of various inscriptions, e g. B.GI tCII. 3 , >*o- i , p a 0 • > 

and which probably is intended to represent a lotus. 
In connection with the BrHhmi. signs of iaterpunctuation occur since the earliest 

times, and the signs employed are the following :— _ 

U) A single vertical stroke tia&fc) is used (irregularly and sometimes wrongly 

in soma A finks edicts4®3 for tho separation oi siagle words or of groups. In later limes 

it Serves to separata prose from versa439, or occurs at tho end of portions of a ententes . 

of Bqntancea441. of half-versea44'3 or verses44 J, and occasionally even marks the cud 

of documents444. In the inscriptions ot the Eastern Oalukyas446 the d*V'l* has occasionally 

a small han^otal top-bar ; thus, 1 t 

(Si A double vertical istroko, !! appears in ’the Junnar inscriptions Noa. 34-59 

atter uumerala, and once alter the name of the donor, Later it occur* at the end of 

sentences*40, half verges447, verses44ap larger prose Sections and document^4413. From 

the 5th centuryp a hook is often added to the top of the first stroke ; thus *1 *' L + 

both strokes receive such additions ; thus, V Curves and hooks are added aleo to 

the foot of one of the strokes or of both452. From the end of the Stb century, a barb 

attached on the left, to the middle of the first stroke; thus, Hi 45 s* In the mioriptioos 

of the Eastern Calukyas, bars stand at tho top of the strokes ; thns, ir ; and a KallAS* 

inscription has fllmilady 

(3) A triple vertical stroke marks occasionally the end of inscription a455. 

(4) A single short horizontal stroke, placed on the left below the first sign o[ 

the last lino* murks In tho Asoka edicts of DhauH and Jaugada the end of an edict. 
From tbo 2nd century B, G.450 to the 7th century A. D., this sign, which is often curved 

or bears a hook at one of its ends, serves the sania purposes as the single vertical stroke4'1 J p 

(5) A double horizontal stroke, often bent, appears fr°m the 1st to the 8th 

century A. D* in the place of the double vertical4,lS- Tho Ku^iiim inscriptions and sooie 

ater onea offer in its stead a double doL4fl which looks exactly like a Yiaarga. 
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(6) A double vertical, followed by a horizontal stroke, occasionally marks the 

end ot inscriptions480* 

(T) A crescent-like stroke, > , marks the ends of the ASoka edicts at Killsj, 

Nos. I-XI. 

[8} A orescent-like stroke with a b&r in the middle, 3 , steeds twice in Ku^iiea 

inscriptions aFter the Manuals 

Besides, numeral figures alone occasionally mark the ends of verses, see, e.g., 

F.GI (OH. S), Nos. 1, 2, and similarly M angst a symbols (see below, under D) stand at 

the end of inscriptions or of sections ot the test, especially la ancient MSS, such as 

the Bower MS, 
Finally, It is necessary to call attention to the frames surrounding the Asoka edicts 

in the Giroar version, the Jaugoda separate edicts, and the Dhanli separate edict No. I. 

What the inscriptions teach us regarding tbo history of the Indian interim net nation 

may be brie tty summed up, as follows. Daring the earliest period up to the beginning 

of our era, only single strokes, either straight or curved, are used, and their use is rare. 

After the beginning of our era, we find more complicated signs. [S5J But up to the 5th 

century their use remains irregular. From that time onwards, wo have, especially in 

the Pr&i.tstis on stone, more regular systems of interpunctuatinn, And the Maadilsor 

Frasasti of AJD. 173*74, F.GI (CII.3), No. 18, plate 11, first proves the existence of 

the still valid principle, whioh requires one stroke after s half-verse and two strokes 

at the end of a verse. But up to the 8fch century there are various copper-plates and 

stone ioscriptions, especially from Southern India, without any intarpunotuation4*2. Its 

methodical development is due to the Brahma oical schoolmen. In the offices, inter punc¬ 

tuation apparently never became a favourite. As a comparison oi tbo documents of one 

and the same dynasty easily shows, the degree of regularity with which tbo sigus are used, 

depends not upon the age of the Sas&nas, but on individual qualities of tbo writers, 

their learning and their carefulness. 

D.—dfanyaboi atirl ornamentation. 

Id accordance with the ancient Brahmanical maxim, which requires a Mongols., 

a benediction or an auspicious word, at the beginning, in the middle and at the end of 

a composition in order to insure its completion and preservation, aural symbols of 

auspicious import are found at the beginning and the and of two As ska. edicts'and of 

many inscriptions of the nest four centuries404. The most common Man gala-symbols, 

employed in this way, are the well-known Svastikn, the trident or the so-called Triratna 

symbol resting on the Dharmacatra, and the conventional representation qf a Caitya 

tree4®5. But there are also others, the names of which are as yet unknown. Once4011 the 

Svaatika appears after the word iiddham. 
In kter times, we find elso Muhgala-flymbols with greatly modified forms, partly in 

the texts at the end of larger sections and partly at the end of documents or literary works. 

A very common sign of this description is a large circle with a smaller one, or with one or 

several dots in tbo middle4 CT. This may be a conventional representation either of tbo 
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Bbnrmacakra which is still distinctly visible in front of F. GI (Oil. S), No. 63, pinto 39, 

A, or of the lotus, which likewise occurs. As a circle with a dot, © , corresponds to the 

ancient tka, other signs, closely resembling or identical with Inter forms of tha> are need as 

substitutes4Gfi. And the modern MSS. finally offer the well-known 5, which corresponds 

to one of the medieval forms of tha, but is now read cha. 
Since the 5th century, we dad also new symbols, consisting of highly ornamental forma 

of the ancient 0 of the word Otp ( plat a IV. G. XVIII i plate V, 47, IX), which latter is a 

great Mangels. They are used both at the beginning and at the end of inscriptions and 

occasionally oven on the margin of copper-plates1,ja. 
Many of the sculptures, found in connection with stone inscriptions, appear to have 

the meaning as the Man gala-symbols just mentioned. Of this kind are, e.g., several 

of the relieves above BhagYunlnl’s Nopal inscriptions'*1 such as the foankbas (No, 31. the 

lotuses (Nos. 5, 15), the bull Nandi (Nos. 7, 12), the fish (No. 9). the sun-wheel and the 

stars (No. IQ). It is however possible that the lotus of No. 15 may refer also to the 

donation of a silver lotus, the dedication of which the inscription records. Again, the snn- 

wheel and the stars of No. 10 may also bq intended to indie it a the wish, often expressed 

explicitly in words, that the donation, to which the inscription refers, may last as long 

as sun and stars endure”. 
Similar illustrations of the contents of the inscriptions and symbolical representations 

of the wishes471 Rod of other matters expressed in them, are not rare. Corresponding 

engravings on the copper-plates arc less common, But on these the roy al coat of arms is 

sometimes engraved below or by the side of the text, instead of on a separate seal, and tha 

stone inscriptions, too. occasionally exhibit such devices*1Among the MSS,, those of the 

Nepalese Buddhists and of the Jain as of Gujarat are often richly ornamented and perfectly 

illustrated573. Specimens of illuminated Brahmaoical MSS, are, however, not wanting. 

E.—Corrections, Omissions and Abbreviations*'4. 

In the earliest inscriptions, as in the A&oka edicts (see, o.g., Kalsi edict XII, line 3l) 

erroneous passages (86l are simply scored out. Later, dots or short strokes above or below 

the line are used to indicate clerical errors, The same signs occur in MBS., where however, 

in late times the delenia are covered with turmeric or a yellow paste. On the copper- 

plates, they are frequently beaten out with a hammer, and the cor rent ion a are then engraved 

on the smoothed spot. We possess even entire palimpsests of this kind4'5. 

In the ASoka edicts and other early inscriptions, letters and words, left out by mistake, 

are added above or below the line without any indication of the place to which they belong' 

or they are also entered in the interstices between the letters. In the later inscriptions and 

the MSS., the spot of the omission is indicated by a small upright or inclined cross, the 

so-called Jttliapodn or hatpsapada, and the addenda arc given cither in the margin *‘T or 

between the lines. 
A Svastika is sometimes put instead of tho cross473. In South-Iodian MSS-, the cross 

is need also to indicate intentional omissions, mado in Sutras with commentaries4'Else- 
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where* intentional oinhsiona, or aueli tra have been caused by defects in th& original of tie 

copy, are marked by data oo tbo line or by abort strokes abova the lino430, Tba modem sign 

for the albbn of an initial At the B*>callad Av&graba, hag been traced first on the Baroda 

copper plate of E-bo Rnjtrakui* king Dhruva* dated A. X). 83i-354il« A frusta* “ting", or a 

Svaaiikflp served to mark unintelligible passages ; ece Ea&hmtr B*pfnts 71 and Eblhorn. 

Makalka?yat 9, 10* note- 
In Western India, abbreviations are found fiigfc in an inscription of the Andhra king 

Siri-Ptilumayi (Kilsikt No, 15) of about A. D, 150, and in fcba nearly contocnporaneous one 

of Smsena- or SakaBena-MadbaTlputa {Kanberi, No. 14). In the north-mat, they are very 

common in tbe inscriptions of the Eugaua periods Tbe commoneat instances aro :■— 

saiin-et, savat and sa for mijttnt&ara \ Qri$ sr or fli for grimai ot virnJmm ; ™ for 

var&r/; s he for hemantafy ; pa for pakh* ; and diva or di for dims a ; and they are only found 

\thm the dates arc expressed by figures* In this connection, they are used regularly In the 

later inscriptions and even in qur days. But in those taler times we find usually 

which sometimes even is inflected43", before tbe dates of tbe years ; bnti before the dates of 

tbe month falling in the bright half* in or su di for hnddha- or §uhl^poh^hdina9 or in Kashmir 

iu or s^i fi (£i£Jn}j and before thoao falling in tbe dark halfj &i or va di for iiWi- or iHiftttfu- 

pak$a-dinar or in Kashmir ha tu 
From the Gth century, the inaariptions of Western India offer here and there 

abbreviations of other wordgfc such as for d-ntafts, dt?i for diJiCfyu’3 3. 

Later, especially since the 11th century, abbreviations of titles and tbe names of 

tribes, castes and so forth become very common. In tbe MBS. they are noticeable since 

the earliest times. Thus, the Khotad Dhammapadn (Paris fragment) has, at the end 

of a Vagga, ga SO for galhd 30 \ and in the Bower MS,, plate II, Slo for iloka and 

2>S fidda often occur in connection with figures at the end of a section. In the insert plana 

and MSS. of tho 12th century wo And with names, not with dates, the small circle 

or hinda4®*, which ig still md to indicate abbreviations ; o.g., 5° for {kakkara. Hie same 

sign is in PrHkvt MSS. to indicato the omission of one or several letters that can 

be easily supplied I e.g,, for nltabh&i'&iii, di (/<'( for * 

F, —Pagination. 

The Hindus number only the leaveb (jNiflra), not the pagea ('’j °f their MSS. , 

and in tbe Dravidian districts the figure stands on the first page of each leaf, in all 

other parts of India on tho second (*antflpry(^)*9S- ^ holJs in tho C*B0 
of copper-plates, the sheets of which sometimes (but rarely) are numbered 

G. —Seals. 

According to the law-books48*, all Susanas [87] must hear tho royal seal. Consequently, 

seals, welded to the piatea or to the rings connecting the plates, or attached to them 

by pins, aTe found with the majority of the grants. They show the royal coat of arms 

(mostly the representation of an animal or of a deity), or, in addition to such emblems, a 
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shorter or longer inscription, giving the name of the king or of the founder oT the dynasty. or 

the whole pedigree, and sometimes merely an inscription4 

VIII, WRITING MATERIALS, LIBRARIES AND WRITERS. 

§ 37.—WRITING MATERIALS400 
* 

A,—Birck'barh 

[89] The inner hark of the Bftflrjs-tree (Baetula Bhojpattr), which the Eim-Ilaya 

produces in great quantity, probably is alluded to already by Q. Oartios (sea above, 

pane 20l as a writing material used by the Hindus at the time of Alexander's invasion, nod 

later it is frequently named as such in Northern Buddhist and Brahmauical Sanskrit 

works401. It « even called Jejfbatiii, the'writing material", and written documents go by 

the noma of bhUrja, According to Berdni402, pieces, one ell in length and one span in 

breadth, were prepared for use by rubbing them with oil and polishing them. The art 

of the preparation has however been lost in Kashmir, when the introduction of papar 

daring the Moghul period furnished a more convenient material403. Bnt a not in consider able 

number of old birch-bark MSS. still exist in the libraries of of the Kashmir Pandits, 

According to a statement made to me by Bhdu Dliji, birch-bark MSS. occur also id Orissa, 

nnd amulets, written on BhUrja, are still used throughout all the Aryan districts of India4 '4. 

The use of the bhilrjapaitra qf course began in the north-west ; but it seems to have 

spread in early times, as the copper plates of Central, Eastern and Western India appear 

to have been cut according to tlsa sii!a of the Bhurja, which in Kashmir mostly corresponds 

to our quarto (Burnell). As stated in many classical Sanskrit works and by Bor uni, all 

letters were written on Bhfirja at least in Northern, Central, Eastern and Western India. 
The oldest documents on Bhurja, which have been found, are the Kharo^thl 

Dhnmmnpada from Kbotau, and the inscribed “twists", lied up with threads, which 

Masson discovered in the Stupas of Afghanistan (see above, page 34, and note 100). Next 

coma the fragments from the Godfrey Collection and the Bower MS., tbo leaves of which 

have been cut according to the size of palm-leaves, and, like these, arc pierced in the 

middle in order to pass a string through, intended to hold them together405. Next in age is 

the B&khabuli M3., and then follow after a considerable interval the birch-bark 

MSS. from Kashmir in the libraries ot Poona. London, Oxford, Vicuna, Berlin, Jso., 

none of which probably dates earlier than the 16th century. 

B—Cojfoft clef ft. 

The use of well-beaten cotton ciothi is mentioned by Searches (see above, page 20', 

and some metrical Smptis, as well as some inscriptions of the Andhra period state, 

that official and private documents were written on pula, pagiJkd or fedrpastftd j>a\a ’ . 

According to Burnell, and Bice [Mysore uni Coarj Gazetteer, 1S77. 1. 403), the Kaneresa 

traders still use (or their books of business a kind of cloth, called kmiatam, which is covered 

with a paste of tamarind-seed and afterwards blackened with charcoal. The letters are 
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written with chalk or steatite pencils, and the writing is white or kUok. To the Byhajiuiinakosa 

at Jesalmir, I found a silk hand with the list of the Jains Silt rag, written with ink, Recently 

Peterson t Fifth Report. 113) has discovered at AijbilvatJ Ba*ag a MS,, dated Yik ram a-Sain vat 

1113 (A.D. 1361-C2), which is written on cloth. 

0.—Wooden Boards, 

The passage of the (see above, page 19), which forbids the incising'' of 

precepts for religions suicide, bears witness to a very early use of wooden boards or bamboo 

chips ns writing materials. Equally, the Jiitikas, and also later work?, mention the writing 

hoard, need jo the elementary schools. Chips of bamboo iialaka). with the name of the hearers 

served as passports for Buddhist monks (Burnout, IntroiL u I Jttjioifs dn UoitifiliisiiWj 259, 

note). An inscription from the time of the Western Kijutrnpa Nahapuna4117 speaks of boards 

fphaiofai) in the guildhall, on which agreements regarding loans were placarded, and Kstynyn.ua 

prescribes that plaints are to be entered on boards with pa)tjulik>ia, i.e., with chalk41’■. 

Da rut in narrate?, in the Da sa htwiaracari la, that ApabStevnrmsn wrote Ids declaration, 

addressed to the sleeping princess, on a varnished board4 J MSS. on varnished boardwhich 

are common iu Burma, have hitherto not he bo discovered in India proper; but there are 

indications that the Hindus, too. used hoards for literary purposes. Winfeernitz informs me 

that the Bodleian Library possesses a MS. on wooden boards, which comes Trcm Assam. 

[d9] And Riiiendralnl Mitra assarts, in Gough’s Papers, p. 18, that in the North-West Provinces 

poor people copy religious works with chalk on black boards. 

were id 

D,—Leaves. 

According to the Canon of the Southern Buddhists (see shove, page 20), leaves (partna) 

ancient times the most common writing material. Though the texts™0 do not mention 

the plants which furnished these leaves, it Is not doubtful that they came then, as in 

later times, chiefly from the large-leaved palm-trees, the taja or tala (Borasgua (label 

liformin) and the tdefi or foil (Corypba nmbraoulifera, or 0. tali ora), which, originally 

indigenous in the Dekhsp, are found at present even in the PaRjub. The earliest witness™1 

for the general use of palm-leaves throughout the whole of India is Hiuan Tsiang {ith 

century). But we possess clear proof that they were used even in north-west India during 

much earlier timeB. The Horiuzi palm-leaf M3 certainly goes back to the 6th century, and 

some fragments in the recently discovered Godfrey Collection from Kashgar belong, as Hoernlc 

has shown on the paleogrphical evidence, at least to the Ufa century, and are older than the 

Bower MS508. Again, tho bhUrjapatira leaves of the Bower MS. arB out according to the size of 

palm-leaves, and that is also tho case with the Taxila copper-plate (see above, page, 41) which 

certainly is not later then the let century A.D. As the coppersmith then chose a palm-leaf for 
his model, it follows that palm-leaves must have been cummonly used for wntvog, even in tho 

Fafijob. A Buddhist tradition, preserved in the Life of H»uen Tswng , “sei.b ia e 

was written cn palm-leaves at the first Council held immediately alter Buddha s death. And 
the story regarding Saipghabhadrs’e "dotted MS. of the Vinaya", puhlished by Takekusu in 

JRAS 1896, 436 f„ shows that this tradition is at least two centuries older ; one inference, 

15 
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which may lie drawn from it, is, that about A* D. 400 the Boddhiata baltoved palm-loaves to 

have been used for wrltieg rinee immemorial l\mes. 
According to Bfijandralal Mifcra5*4! the palm leaves p to to used for writing, are 

first dried. next boiled or soaked in water, then again dried, and finally polished with 

Hfconee or concha belie and mb to the proper sixo. It agrees with this Htatement, that 

tho leases o! the ancient MSS. from Sepal and Western India frequently flbov traces 

of an artificial proparatioon Their length varies between one and three feet, and their 

breadth between one and a quarter and four incheaaoa. Against tlua, BarooU5** units 

that the people of Southern India take no trouble with the preparation, and mostly 

even neglect to trim the leaves properly* The last assertion is not borne out by the 

appearance of the South-Indian MSS. known to me, though it ifl no doubt true of 

the leaves used by clerks and men of business in offices and for letters. 
The Horiuzi MS., and the fragments in the Godfrey Collection, as welt as the 

numerous palm-leaf MSS, of the 9 th and later centuries from H apii], Bengal, 

Bljimtlna* Gujarat and tha northern Bekhan prove that since anoiont times the 

palm-leaves wars written on with ink all over Northern, Eastern, Central and 

Western India. Since the introduction of paper* they are no longer used in these 

districts except in Bengal for MSS- of the Ca^ijipsitba' 
In the Draviiian districts and in Orissa* the letters were* and still are, incised 

with a stilus and after wards blackened with aoot or charcoal. The oldest MS., found 

in the south* dates according to Burnell503 from A. D. H28k 

All palm-leat MSS. are pierced either with one hole, usually in the middle, 

more rarely* in specimens from Kashgar, oa the left* or with two holes on tha left 

and the right, through which strings (aUtrm or iamyanfrafai)50^ aro passed in order to 

keep the leaves together* 

In Southern India* raw palm-leaves were* and still are, commonly used for 

letter^ for private and official documents, as well ns in the Indigenous schools. For 

tho latter purpose they are also employed in Bengal510, According to Adams511, tha pupils 

of the tolls write also with lamp-soot on tho large Banana and Bill leaves. 

E,—Animat Substanczt. 

D'AIwia512 asserts that Buddhist works mention skins among the writing materials, 

but neglects to quota the passages. It is possible to infer from the passage of tho 

Ya$ava.d'it{at quoted above ( § 31, Bj that in Suhandhu’s time a kins wore used for writing- 

But tho fact that leather is ritually impure makes the inference hazardous. And 

hitherto no MS- on leather has turned up in India* though pieces of leather from 

Kashgar, inscribed with Indian characters, are said to exist in tha Petersburg 

collections. A blank piece of parchment [90] lay among the MSS, of the Jesalmir 

Brb&jjnau&kc^a. 

Manuscripts on thin plates of ivory occur in Burma, and the British Museum 

possesEcs two apecimenB.513 
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IT.—Mitah. 

Thg Jiitakas514 state repeatedly that the important family records of rich merchants, 

and ranee and moral maxima, were engraved on gold plates, and Burnell515 mentions thst 

they were used for royal letters and for land-grants. A gold plate with a vot.ve inscription in 

Kharajthi has been found in a Stupa at Glhgn pear the ruins of Taxila516. Specimens of 

small MSS, and official documents os silver like wise are preserved51’, and among them is 

one from the ancient Stupa at Bbattiprolu, In the British Museum there are also MSS. 

on gilt and silver plated palm-leaves, 

It is a matter of course that the precious metals were U3ed only in rare and exceptional 

cases. But, as the exceedingly numerous finds prove-, copper-plates Oontrapafa, tamrapattra, 

tammiusana, abbreviated tamra) were since ancient times the favourite material for engraving 

various binds ol documents which were intended to last, and especially land-grants, to 

the donees of which they served as title-dasds, 

According to Fahian (about A.D. iUO), the Buddhist monasteries possessed grants 

engraved on copper, the oldest of which dated from Buddha's time51*. Though this statement 

requires confirmation, the Sohgo.nra plate {see above, page 49) teaches us that during the 

Maury a period official decrees were committed to copper. Another Buddhist tradition, 

preserved by Oiuea Tsiang510, asserts that Kaniska caused the sacred books to be engraved 

on sheets of copper. And a similar story, which Burnell declares to be untrustworthy, 

is told regarding Sny ana's commentaries on the Vedas ’‘l>. But it is undeniable that copper 

has boon used also for the preservation of literary works, as plates with such contents 

have been Found at Tripatty, and specimens from Burma, and Ceylon (some of which 

are gilt) are now in the British Museum511, Photographs of quite modern copper-plates 

with lists of goods in Gurumukhi and NilgarT, sent from Kashgar to St. Petersburg, 

B&va reached me? through the of B. voti Oldflnb^fgh 

As regards the technical preparation, the oldest iamra&dsana known, the Sohg&ura 

copper plate (see above, page 49 ), has been cast in a mould of sand, into which the letters 

and the emblems above them had been previously scratched with a or a pointed 

piece of wood. Hence both the letters and tbo emblems appear on the plate in relievo. 

All other copper-plates have been fashioned with, the hammer, and many amon0 them 

show distinct traces of the blows. Their thick ness and size vary very considerably. Some are 

very thin sheets, which could bo bent double and weigh only a few OUiMi others are 

exceedingly massive and are eight or nine pounds in weight or even heavier- . Their size 

is partly determined by the nature of the writing material commonly used in the districts 

whore they were issued, and partly by the extent of the document to he engraved, the size 

of the clerk's writing, and so Forth. The smiths always imitated the originals given them. 

If these were written on palm-leaves, the plates were made narrow and long. If he 

material was birch-bark, the plates became mueh broader, often almost square. O « 

first description are all the copper-plates from Southern with t e oxcep ion c uc9e 

of the Yiidavas of Vijayanagara, which imitate stone sttlat -'. To the socod cViS c n® 

all the ^asanas issued further north, with the exception of tho Taxila plate, which, a 
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stated already, fa the ssse of a palmdeaf. A comparison of the umnoroua plates of the 

Valabbi kin(s0 shows very dearly how their sizs gradually grows with the increasing length 

of the Fraft&ali. 
IF, as is mostly the case, several plates were required lor one document, they 

were usually connected by capper rings passed through round holes in the plates * The 

single ring fa usually found in Snsanas from Southern India, end then the hole is usually 

made in the left side of the plate. If there are two rings, the holes go through the lower part 

of the first plate, the upper part of the second, and so on alternately. The rings correspond 

to the threads which keep the palm leaves together* and they make of many £ufltraiis£fttia 

small volumes514, which can ha opened quite conveniently* The lines run always, except in 

the Vijayaoagara plates, [HJl] parallel to the broadest side ot the plate. The letters have 

mostly been incised with a chisel, rarely with a grader (compare above, page S5}* In order 

to protect the writing, the rims of the plates arc ns nail y thicken ad* and slightly raised^5, 

and the first aide ol the first plate* as well as the second side of the last, is left blank. 

The copper seals attached to the plates saem to bavo been cast, and their Inscriptions and 

enable mg arc raised on a counter-sunk surface. According to Bat>a^ailj the state seal of king 

Harija was made of gold. 

Various ooppsr statues show votive inscriptions on their bases* A single inscription 

on iron, that on the iron pillar of Meharauli, near Delhi**’, has become known. The Brifcfab 

Museum possesses a Buddhist MS, on tin51®* 

G,—Slone and Brick* 

Stones of the mast various kinds, rough ami artificially smoothed blocks of basalt or 

trap, as well as artistically carved columns of stands tone, or even prising of crystal* have 

been since the most ancient times the most common materials for making documents, as 

AS oka expresses himself, cira[kitikpt "such as to endure (or a long time11. And it is indifferent 

whether the documents ere official or private, whether they contain royal proclamations, 

treaties between kings, or agreements between private individuals! grant a and. donations or 

poetical effusions* There are even some instances ol the incision of larger Literary works s 

large fragments ol plays by the Cnhamiinu, king Yigraha IV, and by hts poet-laureate Bomadeva> 

bavo been found at Ajmir5311, and a large Jama Sthalapurilna in a number of Sargas, impressions 

of which {unpublished) I owe to Fubrer and G, H. Ojha, exists in Bijholli [Hajputima). 

Bricks, showing single or a law letters, have boon known for gome time, us specimens 

have been found fay Cunningham530, Fuhrer and others in various parts of India, aud even in 

Burma. Bat recently a set has been dhoovered in the North-West Provinces by Hoey, on 

which BudhhUt Sutras are inscribed, the characters having apparently been scratched on the 

moist clay, before it was baked53 ** 

H*—Paper* 

During the period to which this work refers, paper was hardly known or at least little 

used in India# ag its introduction is only doe to the Muhammadans. Bajendralal MitraS3Sj 

however* asserts that a '"letter-writer* by king Bhoja of Dbarii proves its ubo in Mulva during 

the Ilth century. The oldest paper MS, in Gujarat is said to date from A.D. 1323-Si553* 
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Paper MSS. dated Vikrama-Samvat 1384 add 1394 (A. D, 1337-33 and 1337-38), the 

leaves of which ate cut according to the she of palm-leaves* have been discovered by Peterson 

at AghibruJ Patas334* It Lb very doubtful it any of the ancient MSS, from Kashgar, which era 

written on a peculiar paper! covered with a layer of gypsum, are of Indian origin ; Ooernlo 

believes that all of thorn were written in Central Asia536, 

I.—Ini. 

The oldest undoubtedly Indian term for ink is ma$i or iHd^i frequently spelt vi&si or 

The word, which occurs as a naria lectio already in a Gfhjvfftra, is derived from the 

verb (ftfrpjatffim), and mean& etymologically ‘powder0 5 V* Farther, it serves to da note 

several kinds of pulverised cbarcoal, which were mixed with water, gum, sugar and so forth* 

and nsed Tor the preparation of ink53'. Bnrnell is mistaken when he asserts that In 

Classical Sanskrit Literature I, "ink1" occurs only in the late works ; it waa known 

to Buna (about A, D. 620) and to his predecessor Subnodhm53\ 
BcofeVj Hincks and Weber have derived another word For ink , for the 

Greek /ierX*ts< But it is* no doubt* the feminine (viz., ol the common Priikrt adjective 

mfllfa, “dirtj, black** which cannot have been borrowed from the Greeks"1 39. Afela, likewise, 

was known to Bnbandhn# who uses the donominstive m-efnJiand^becomes an inkstand 

Tho Ko|as offer for ‘"inkstand1* also metffwWfMlfl* wwlSitdfct!, m£l&H&huk& and ww-jimnfii, 

and the Parana* maxipalrat maslbhauda and masiM-ptkfc**41. 
Tho statements of Nearchos and Q- Curhnfl (see above* page 20) according to which 

the Hindus wrote on cotton cloth and on the inner bark of trees, La. Bhurja, make it 

very probable that they used ink already in the 4th century B,G. To the same conclusion 

points the fact that in soma letters of the Asoka edicts dots are occasionally gabel t luted 

for loops31*. The oldest spaeimen of writing with ink* on the relic-vsae o! the Stupa [92] 

of Andher (see above, page 20) is certainly not later than the Sad century B, C, I rom 

the first centuries, A. D. dates the Kharos*fai Dhammapada from Kbotan. bb well as 

the twists of Bhurja and the stone vessels with Kharo^thi Setters In ink from the 

Stupas of Afghanistan. Somewhat later are the ancient Bhurji and paten-leaf MSS. 

with Brahma characters. Painted inscriptions occur still in the cavea of AjaJjtu s . 

Coloured inkt which in later times the ffalnas especially have used extensively 

for their MSS544* is mentioned also in Brahmanioal works* eg., in the sections of the 

Putinas on the donation of MSS54*. Besides chalk (see above, § 3L B\ red lead or minium 

(Aifyuffl) was used, already in ancient times* as a substitute for ink % 

T —Pens* pencil^ &,o. 

The general name ol 'an instrument for writing? is l*&ka**> which of course includes 

the Stilus, pencils* brushes, reed and wooden pen*, and 1b found already in the epic*5 4 . 

The varnaka, mentioned in tho Latilaoi*tiLraa no doubt refers to the tiltlo stick 

without a Blit, with which the schoolboys still draw the letters on the writing board (see 

above, page 20). The Ko|as offer the variant wM The wrmrfOS, which occurs iu the 

passage of the Eol&fatti&rwwrita referred to above (see page 11 i abovCi and note 49d), mmt 
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bo 4 bra ah or colored penoil, as, according to other passages, the vartika waB used lor 

drawing or painting54*. TUB or irtlHa probably denoted originally a brush", though it 

js explained also by the modern jujai, “graver", a sfiftts,5 49 

The moat usual name c! the rood pen is the word talatna, k< Upo*. Calamu?, which 

oconrfl in all eastern languages ; the rarer indigenous Indian name ia iiika or i?ika literally 

"reed”560. Pieces of read, bamboo or wood, cut alter the manner ol our pens, are used in all 

parted India where the use of ink prevails,551 and all the existing ancient MSS, on palm- 

leaves and Bhurja probably have been written with such pens3 5a. The Sanskrit name 

of the sliiits used in Southern India is said la, in Harii(hi $a ?ut. 

Regarding the now very generally need "ruler", a pieco of wood or cardboard wsth 

strings fixed at equal distances, and regarding its probable predecessors, see Anecdota 

Osoniensia, Aryan Strut. 1, 3, GS, and Aiunigtr A W. Akademie, 1897 No. VIII, where 

photographs ot two specimens have been given- According to a letter from 0. Klemm 

(April 21, 1837). the Ethnological Museum of Berlin possesses two spacimen?, one from 

Calcutta with the inscription nivedanapatlra and one from Madras callod kief tig n. 

§38.-THE PRESERVATION OF MANUSCRIPTS AND COPPER-PLATES, 

AND THE TREATMENT OE LETTERS. 

JL—aJki Libraries* 

[93] TVoado u covers, cot a wording to tha aiae of the sheets, wore placed on 

the Bhurja and palm-leaves, which had been drawn on strings, and this is still the 

custom even with the paper MSS559, In Southern India the covers) arc mostly 

pierced by holes, through which the long strings are passed. The latter are wound round 

the covers and knotted. This procedure was usual already in early times1'-’1 and was observed 

in the case of the old palm leaf MSS. from Western and Northern India, But in Nepal 

the covers of particularly valuable MSS. sometimes are made of embossed metal; the MSS, 
(pusiala) which have bean prepared in this manner are usually wrapped np in dyed or oven 

embroidered cloth. Only in the Jaina libraries the palm-leaf MSS. sometimes are kept in 
Email Backs of white cotton cloth, which again are fitted into small buses of white metal. 

The collections of MSS., which, frequently are catalogued, aud occasionally, in manes ter ies 
and in royal courts, are placed under librarian*, generally are preserved in boxes of wood 

or cardboard. Ouly in Kashmir, where in accordance with Muhammadan usage the MSS. are 

bunnd in leather, they are put on shelves, like our books. 

The ancient Indian name of a library, bharntibtetMlagdra, "treasury of the goddess 

of speech", occurs frequently in Jaina works i more rarely the modern synonym^ was»(H*- 

bJinV*i<i<jdra. Such Bhan^aglirss were, and still are, found in the temples'colleges 

(vidpunio(Aa), monasteries {jitaiAa, ttpaimya, vihara, joitftfAdrwflKt)-111 tt. at the courts of 

princes and in the houses of many private individuals. The Puretjas declare it to bo tho 

sacred duty of tho wealthy to make donations of books to temples and so forth '' Equally, 

such donations are obligatory on the Jaina and Bauddha laymen, and the Fraiistis of 

the old MSS. prove that the obligation woa fulfilled in tha most liberal maun or. A famous 
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royal library oE tho middle ages wag that of king Bhoja of Dhuru [llth century) ; on tho 

conquest of Malvat about A D. 11-10, Siddbaraja-Jayasimlm transferred it to A^hilvtliJ55* I 

there it seeing to have been amalgamated with t-be court library of the Calukyas which 

ifl repeatedly mentioned in works of the 13th century. The bhErait&Adn /ajffra of the 

Galukya Yi&a ladeva or Yitmun alia (A. IX 1912-1962) furnished, according to an unpublished 

Fraiasti* the copy of the Nahjadhiya, on which Yidjadbara wrote the first commentary 

qE the poem, ami the of the according to which Yu^odhara composed 

big Jayama&3ata{lka^*^m One oi the manuscripts of the JfrifflJyann in the library of the 

University of Bonn hag been derived from a copy of V&aladeva'g collectionS0fJ, 

The search for Sanskrit MSS.P instituted by the Government of India, hag shown 

that there are still a good many royal libraries in lodi&i and the catalogues of several, 

such as these of AHwar* Bikaner, Jammu, My sore* and Tanjore, has been published. Tho 

document3f published in connection with tho searchK have brought to light also a 

surprisingly large macaber of private libraries. And various no! eg in older Sanskrit works 

make it apparent that considerable private libraries existed in early Limes, ThuSj BiFijs 

(about A* D* 620) tolls ns that be kept a particular reader whose 

manipulation of the MS. of the Ynyuputnfja he describes in bis H&rWBritn**** Burnell's 

remarkregarding the bad treatment of Ehe MSS, by the BrabmanSi do not hold good 

for the whole of India* perhaps not even for the whole of Southern India, In Gujarati 

B&jputliUn and tho Marathii country, as well as in Northern and Central India, I have 

seen, besides some i lb kept collections, very carefully preserved libraries in the possess Eon 

of Brahmans and Jaina monks. Tho treatment of the books usually depends only upon 

the worldly circumstances of the owner560* 

B,—Copper-pkt Ua . 

Tho way in which private individuals kept their copper-plate grants, seems to have 

been very peculiar. In many places, eg-, in the ruins of \alabbl, near the modern 

Yalu, they have been found immured in the walla or even in the foundations of the houses 

of the owners. In many other cases [94] the grants have turned up in those fields to 

the donation of which they refer, often bidden in small caches constructed of bricks. 

The finders or poor owners often sell or pledge pl&tee to the V&nlUfl, and this 

custom explains why they frequently come into the hands of European collectors at great 

distances from tho places of issue. The originals of Eha grants, according to which tho 

plftEes were prepared, probably remained In the royal IMtar, tho keeper of which* the 

ak^apataHka, is frequently mentionedac4. 

Ci—'The trmtmml of letters. 

The Jutnkus already mention the custom of wrapping ap Important lot ter a in whits 

cloth and sealing tho packet465. At present* official or ceremonial letters often arc seat 

in bags of silk or brocade. In the casa of ordinary letters on ptfm-L»veflp the proceeding 

is simpler : the leaves are folded, their ends are split and joined, and tho whole is tied 

*p with a thread*06. It is probable that letters on Bhurja were treated similarly. 
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Accord lag to Buna*", postal runner iaAJmfmraia) tied each separately 

to a strip of doth and wound this round bis head, 

g S9,_WRITESS, ENGRAVERS AND STONE-MASONS. 

Though the oldest Indian alphabet is a creation of the Brshmanieai schoolmen (soo 

above page 33 ) and though the instruction in writing has remained even in recent tunes 

chiefly in the hands of Brahmans, there are yet indications that professional writers, and 

perhaps even castes of professional writes, 'dated already at an early per.od. The oldest 

rameofthewmunisIsW^used in the C.nou of the Southern Buddhists and the cp.ee 

(aee Above, Paso 19), To tbs Sailer inscription. Stupa I, No. Itt"*. it * dearly used to 

designate the profession of the donor . it may, however, be doub ed if it ****** ** 1 
translated it, "copyist of MSS.™ or "writer, clerk.™ In various later inscriptions- , MUU 

undoubtedly denotes the person who prepored the documents to be incised on copper or stone. 

But in the present day a Ukhdk is always a man who copies MSS., and this profession is 

usually the resource of poor Brahmans, and sometimes of worn-out clerks [EayadAs, SSrkiMt), 

Sneh men were, and are, employed also by the Jalnas. But many Jain a MSS. have been 

copied, as their P raiias tis show, by monks or novices, and even by nuns. Similarly, wo hud, 

among the copvists of the Banddha MSS. from Nepal, Bhiksus. VajrucSryas and so forth 1 - 
Another name of the professional writers, which was used already in the 4th century 

B. 0., is the word fipiftaro or hh/fcora. discussed above, payo 20 In the Ko?as " * it is 

given as a synonym of lekhaia. and in the Fs*avod»itSs 7 a it means writer" to general, A&oka 

uses it in the 14th rock edict as a designation of his clerks, Similirly, Paija, who 

copied the Siddiipura edicts, calls himself lipikera, and in the SaSei inscription, fetupa I, 

No. 49s 73, the donor Snbahita-Gotiputa takes the higher title reyalipifeW, a wrtiar o o 

king". In the earlier times, JipiAsra probably was an equivalent for ‘ clerk". 
In a nnmher of Vakbb! inscriptions of the 7th and Bth centuries, the writer of the 

documents, who is usually "the minister for alliances and war™ (soadfcto.ffraiiSd/NArta), 

receives the title diviraptii or divtoptli, and the simple word JM» occurs even ear bur 

in a Central-Indian inscription of A.D. 591-2357* Divira or divtr* is the Persian deUr, 

-writer" which probably became domesticated in Western India during the time of the 

Sa«sankns, when t95] the trade and intercourse between Persia and India was greatly 

developed. Divira appears also in the Radars Agin!, and in other Kashmirian works of the 

11th Ud 12th centuries. Egemondra’s Mflprofcosfl mentions even various sub-divisions, 

oatLjadivira, "bazaar*writers/ prSfli*. rfivira, “village-writers; iwparo-iivirn, “town-writers," 

and IfAetidsiidipirfl , 
The two works just mentioned, as well as other contemporaneous ones, designate tbe 

writers also by the term fcayaafba, which first occurs in the 1 o;navslJcyo*.Siiii‘(i R 330, 

and oven at present is uoromon in Northern and Eastern India. The Edyastbas, however, 

form a strictly separate caste, which, though accord tog to the Brahmankai account it is 

mixed with Svdra Meed, yet claims a high rank170, and in reality frequently has possessed 

a great political influence. In the inscriptions, the Key as thus occur since the Bth century, 

first in the Kauasva inscription of A, D. 73B-S9 from RajputiXua5”, 
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OErher dosignatiooa of tlifi WTitera m Mia inscriptions are kamuikti*7lA or 

fflota rardy karat) SlUmika**1 and dhtfrmalelhin?E2* Kamila is perhaps only a 

synonym of , as the law-hooks mention the Kara nag as one of the raised cashes. 

The other tonws. among which Mraitjta baa to he rendered^ according to Kid born, by 

<rwritepof legal donumeirts (Aaro^o)/1 appear to be merely official titles without any reference 

to casta. The development of the Indian alphabets, and the invention of new forma of the 

letter?, no doubt is due partly to the Brahmans and the Jaina and Battddha monks, but 

nmcb more to the professional writers and to the writer castes. The opinionP according 

to which the modifications have been introduced by the a tone-masons and the engravers of 

the copper-plates, ia less probable, because these persons were not suited for such work by 

their education and their oconpatioii^>4. 

As the remarks at the end of many inscriptions ahow# it was engtomary to 

make over a Pranasfei or Kuvp, which was to be indeed on stone, to a professional 

writer* who prepared a fair copy, and to set the mason [mUradh&ra, Hlpakarat 

ilipm] to work according to the latter*^5. This custom was observed also in a case 

which fell under my personal observation. The mason received a sheet with the fair 

copy of the document (the Fraiasti of a temple) exactly of the size oE a atone on 

which it was to bo inciaad. Ha first drew the letters on the stone under the super¬ 

vision of a Pandit, and then Ionised them. In some exceptional case*, the authors of 

the poems assert that they have dona the work of the mason*3*0, and in others the 

masons Hay that they have made the fair copies of the inscriptions ■ 

The statements regard!Eg the preparation of the copper-plate Saannas are loss 

accurate and explicit. Usually, the inscriptions mention only the person who drew 

up or wrote the document And they mostly name as such either a high official 

(amdtySj lifldAjtJfprufoi&n, rahanka) or a general (tij iulaJAiAffa). Occasionally™ 
they assert that the drafting was done hy a stone-mason* a A^tradhara or tco^to. ‘ , 

who, however, iu reality merely engraved the grant. According to Kalhft^5Ul), the 

Kashmirian kings kept a special official for thia work; he bore the title pa((o^ 

julilhijiiya, +ffcbe teacher [charged with the preparation) of title-deeds* and belonged 

to the akmalaU office, which Stein beliavoa to be the Account™ Wtowr*lBs Office, 

while I take it to bo the RECord-Offiefl or Court of Rolls (Daft&rl 

The glsanAa name only rarely, and in late times, the person by whom the plates were 

engraved (ultlw, wmilite). The engravers mentioned are variofls artigane. a f 
bhakara or ay^kar^\ i- e , the KansUr or coppersmith ol the present day, a sUtradhara , 

"stone-mason,- a htmakar* or i»503 (probably equivalent to W«4 goldsmith,1' a 
or virtenik*™*-. "an artisan.’ In the Kalihga Siieanas. we End in their stead an 

zk*aiatin, mMkiakkadtot, or otka&U***, whereby a member of the goldsmith 

caste, now called Aksllleau', « meant. 

Finally, the existence of manuals lor clerks and writers must be mentioned We 

still possess several works of this kind, among which the LehhapancTi tra g *•* , ,')9 

for drafting not only private letters, brjfe also land-grants and the treaties between kings, whla 

16 
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a rectiou of li^ftEritiidra-Vyii&ouiHaft s shows how the various kinds of band*, 

hills of exchange (tottflifl) and so forth ought to be done5&a. 

CONCLUDING EEMASKS 

[96] Dr* W. Gartallieri, whose name appears at feho bottom of the Plata*, is 

responsible for the drawing and tracing o! the letters for which no cuttings from facsimiles 

ware available, as well as for the arrangement and the re-touchs of the cuttingsh except in 

the case of plates VILIX, which were finished by a young lithographer, Mr. Bqhm* I have 

also to acknowledge Drs Car tell seri's assistanca in the selection of the signs, which in 

a few cases lie has made independently, and in others has bean influenced by a revision 

of my proposals ; and I have to thank him for various ingenious remarks on the Indian 

alphabets, as well as for ft collection of the variants in the A&aka edicts. 

If I have been able to illustrate most of the Indian alphabets by cuttings from 

facsimiles, inated of by hand-dtawn signs. I owe this chiefly to my friend Dr, J. Burgess, 

who during many years has kindly furnished me with separate copies of his excellent reproduc¬ 

tion* of Indian inscriptiens. Some other donor* of f&cfiimibft or photographers. Dr. & 

Hultzschf Fro feasor E. Leu in arm* and Drh S, von Olden bar g. have already been mentioned 

in the nates. 
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12. B0R.ihea 

IB. Of- WZKM. 9.GG, mud B- tB, IIT, 3.118 f. 

14, El* 2,623. If. 
15v Afrtlptibfcf gftft 2,320 (K ld] bom}. 

16, Hd-ddotus,. YU, 65.66. 

17. E, Y. Heidi Gai. o/ Gr«£ Coins : 

p, XXXf, f„ pp. 25-37. 

15. W, 19.16,^1* 

19, Sanslc. Test |Bibl. lid.) 145 a Lomna pnt 127, 

90. E. IS. IH\ 2r&0. 

9L BlyuM 1,78 {Bcali t St. Jttljfia, Iftbitotos 

plcriu-j Bouddkiqna 1,73., and note, 

93, SfjnakEI/tf. 

28. E. IS. mh2.81. 

34. B- TB. ITT. 9,88, 

95, B IS. UTt 3r J5f. ; M. M. H1SL. 4 Ti it. j h I A. 

3klp100S ff. - B-ESIP. 1, ff, t Weber* Irtd* Atoii/ni 

&,B4Sf. 

36h SEE 14*rri!ff. 

37. H- Mr IV. J. 72. 

28. K- U. HlSL 591 ff t Golrkliiefcer. tfiifkirat 

Fdffl S&£rtf, Intr. I4ff.; W, IS, 6,16 ff. • M.M. 

IV. 4,7^ ff* 

S3. Whitney, Or* aitd Ling* St. 83 E I.AOS. 6,568 ; 
Bfcnfoy, BDMG. 11,847 , Bcthlingk. Balt, P*!. Ated. 

1659,847: PtBchel and Geldnnr, Yctli&cha Stftdicn. ja 

XKIHi XXYi ; J. D ■ hi man n. Diw 186 j again at 
these tows. IT. M, $V. 4. lehr, eif. ; Letter In Taka fc trail's 

trana- of Itiing. X ff. [ W. IS- &, toe- cii* 

80. See below, & 6. 

Sin Jacobi, Du m ■ 8 fl* 
Si Kiniiain B. IS, H.27ff. 

88. See ItaloW under B. 

81. B IS. HI 17-16: OEdanberg. SBR. 1BP T**\i 

ff. | D" AIwirF Inlrod- fw Ene&iflanft'u Gram, icxvi t t c** 

U 72-108 ; Weber. Tndr Steciftn 3.SS7 ff, 

85. R- IB, III, 3 J 1. 

86. DL&nrv, Gi.»m 

87+ B, IS-Iff, 2, 10, 18. 

SB, B. IS. III. lOf, 

89 Bi rs.Hi, 2P 10, 120, 

40, B, IS. Ill, 3. 130. 

4li B, IS, HTj % 16. 

43. B. IS. Ilf, 2, IBIFp 

48. Smnak T^t, 148 T (cf. BOR, I, 69 ) 
44. Jndift 1H 1S2 (Sacbaul 

45. SLriA Qritfftfpl Cgiij?ri!;s 8, 2, 164. 

IGi Br IS, HI, % J6 ff! OldonW^p Flma^jnfiU 

It, xaitv El- i M, HdMcr, SBB, 10, xiix ff. 

47. Cunningham. Bktf a Tvpe** f- 840, pi- 80, 6- 
4S- B. IS, III, 21 f. ? 7Vfiilargaird+ Z-mi iftftaffffJ. B8, 

49, Strmbd. XV, 717. 

60. 7/iV- ,if«» VIII, 9 . d. C. ilultar, FtOQm* 

Granl-+ 2P 421, 

5L C- Malkrfc op- til, 430. 

62. Frag. 27 ; C. Mfiller, op. ciL, i'll s Schwiobeek, 

^regailheaeB. p, mO, n. i3 : M, ’d. HASL- 51 & \ B. KSIP. 

1 j L, IA. II, 2, 724 s Weber, Buf- SH**>n 181 L 

50- B. IS. m, 2, 65 53. 

N, B- ASRWI- No, 10, 89, plate. 

55. C. ^IG. pi. 10. 2, 

56- Sec below ^ 16, C. 

67. See below, jj 10, B. 

63. Sch below, ^ 4 Ar 
59. See bclgw | 16. G. 

CO- 3m below | 16, C. 

61. See below & X6, D, 

62. B. ASH SI. lr 115- 

OS. 0. CAL pL 11f 16* and plata IIB opI. I. of Ibb 

Wgrk- 

64. II mccordrag to 0.010. 2TP mi Mr A. V. Smith 

p iiatg oat to ibo. Mjna ootna. of Alihirakula ultow inacrEp- 

liona meniBg fitnq tfae right to lbs left, ihli poculiaritj 

moat be ascribed to Season ian lafln«?nco- 
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65. PJMe II, cols. XIH— XV\ 

66. O.CAI. bb*. 
G7* 0. OAI, pi, 2t 8, 

63, W2KM. 9, 65 , B, IS. Ill, 9, Xl8. 

G9, Sea below S B. 

70. Sea below f| 9r B, 4* 

71. B. IS* in, 3 58-82. 

7J2. R, N. Oust, Dintf. ami ftr. Essay** 2nd* Sor., 

37-62. 

73. O.IMCILlMm 

74. ZD.MG. 10, 8S9 ff. 3 Tmd, Sku^n 136 If. 

75. ZDMG.blt mti 
70. TVjv Alpkxbei, 2. BH ff. : outlied with some 

modifications by F. trailer .YiThrojifj Haris* 212 fL 

77. JA. I&S6p m ff. c IUuua S™. 1895, 2iB ff. 

78. Mordlmaun and D. EE. Muller, Sab, Dankmafor 

■in DWA. PAiL HisI, CL 01). p. 1C8 f. 

79. D, II. Muller, ZteflAtKntffr aru Arabian (DWA. 

WiL Mud, Cl. &7|* p* 15 ff. 

6Q. Cf. Baruni1& India ^ 1* 17^ CS^ch-t^a ^ 
31, AH. 2, ptale id p. S0Cr 

S9, M< M* HASL. 505 fL 

00. See boTow, J *4. U,B:pI IV, 80. XU, XIV j 

pi. VII, 80. XU. XXh XXI. 

1*1. B. IS. m,2r 68-01. 

S6. Accordmg te Bcnftjr, fphdttrt ii.v4, the Sanjjtio 

alphabet came to India from Phoenicia ; nccoring to 

A. Weber, 7nJ, ££j£iett I&7, gather from Phoenicia or 

from Babylonia, 

86, No. SBy. Fauiittp]], B, 126 - cf. ijed Fjck. Die 

Satiate Gii&tenmg in nardML Imran, 170 L 

£7. SBE. 2, 2SS ; 14, 146. £00. 317 i el. Afrttiu B. 15B ; 

8p l57n 406, and BablnjanQi JDrti 3/dJ>u£fciFafc3 h 170 ff. 

00* Br IS. Ill, 2, 16 11. 

69. jFfY. 1- 110, 6 j eL Qldenberg, Yediich* Rel\tfdn.'r 

214. 

90, Olden berg, op. cat- '276. 

&L J. ASBi 67, 41 i. 

tr2. Cf. WcstorgOiud, Xrrei J &&u*ilL**ipcn 87 ff. 

93, #W 7-100. 6 . cl 51. U. KA£L- 506. 

94, cf. Wacbcmngolp ^ffirKf, GrrilnEwitfftfc 1. lv il. 

96^ Regarding the mine, see il elate. and B. IS- 

IH. 2, 10 f. 

£6, P. 1A. U 1T84SS f % 128-UB E WAA* 241 ff. l 

J, ASB, 23, 714 ; 0* A SR 1, Till t Centenary RetH*tn 

2. 09-311 0. CIS. B ff ; StnarL IF. 1. 22 ff- i ZDMG. 

4$r 138 If- 

97- See the nert paragraph, 

SB. E. IS. HI. 9. 47.63 : 0, ASH. 2, 82 fL, pi £>. 63 j 

&p 1 ff., pL 16. 30 | W,AA. ms ; 0. CAI. 31 ff. 

99. E IS. ITT, 2, lor. di g The ^ue&tkn of the lower 

limit ef the use cf the KharoSthI is difiacaU on account 

o[ the uncertainty regarding the date cl luni^t and hl& 

two seeeeEssors. all of wboni S. I^vi now places in the 

ltft. Cent. A B. (JA. 1597.1, 1 If A, The limit gwsn above 

is ha^ed on the assumption that Kani;k»h» dates rclcr to 

the ^aba om or to tho -Uh- Cant- of the Solcucidan era. 

I slill make DBe of it. net bccau&a I ecn- idcr it to be 

lanastailal-lfl, but for lha ron&cfid aisled in WZKH., 1.169. 

The Jotters in the inucriptions of Samvat 900 and 276 

&r 3f 6 (Kushiosgsr image) Ieoh more ancient than those 

of the Ku^fina inscription,a. According to a COCumuuica- 

tinn from Dr, Th. Bloch. Prof, Hoarnle hm ™d dat*a 

Of the 4lb. cantoty of thfl sime Unkn&Wn on 

recently feaud Gendhura scalpiuiee- 

100. W.AA. pi. 8 at p. 6fh Ko. lit Bimilar twltts 

have been found in other Stupa*. Fea op. tit, 80, 34i 94^ 

TO t but the fragments in Lho British tfusenm tail to 

beleng to them, show no letters- 

101. See Olden berg, Prt li) rrite'nii MTttjdttae 

EjadefAtifAo* nilpcpini »ipt*.i?rnei pifiotflllini Kknrc$lhir 

I- Petersburg, 1397. ani Genart, Acad, na Insert 

5Co?nplCj Tvrtd.ro, li9T, 2cl ff. 

10a. IA. 10, Bl5a 

I ice. W, A A. Ill* 

104 B, ia III, % &7 f. 

106. E. IB. Ill, % 92 ff* 

lOG. P. I A. 2, 144 ff. ; regarding Kharos|iiI legends 

on kte coins running from left le ri^ht, aw Froc- J+ ASB- 

1895. 83 f, 

107, I- Taylor, 7'^e A.'jna^e'p 2, 281 f. \ C, Cai, 8B. 

I0flr J, RA&. 1695. 385 It. 

106. Clcrmont-Gannenn. /Icn.e m{rcbf&l(^apu!r 

1378.79 ; Ph. Borgfrr. Hi A, da I 'Ecrd. dam l 'Aniiq-nUi 

1114, aiB fL 

110. Wibsfi fitif, SfeiniiSi 144 f.; E. Thomas, P+ I A. 

2,146 ; G. CAI. 33 ■ and belew f 9, B, 4. 

Ill* Jh Hmlt'Tj, JA. 1885. 2P 24B-26:. baUevoa that 

Kburo^bi to have been derived about B. G, BBC from 16 

signs of Ihe Papyri and of a Gicilinn colu, and, fi.Vr.Jt) 

' Smtefi Fi 1805, 072 If., from the script of the Papyri 

and of Ihe otimka from Egypt 

112. E, IS. III, 2p 99 If. i c(- the more nr leas diElor- 

ing attempt of E. Tbomagp r. 1A, 2, 147 t 7- Taylor, 

Tht Alphabet, 9, p]ais at p. 236 ff. t ^ UalCvy, JA- 1385, 

2X252 ff-, Reritf Smiivjxa, 1895. 372 ff. 

UB. Ftepamtmi o/ Plate I 

I-S7. Colrt- I-V, iodM, 89, Coil- I-OCiU. traced by 

Dr. Dedckind Irom Dr. Burgeaa' impreaBioiis of lha Ai=oka 
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edicti! of Sb-lbhitegarbj ipd Mifisoliifa, md redsiced ^ 

pbCNtography, 

1-07* Cola- VI, VIT. and BSf 69, Col XIV. drawn bj 

Dr, \Y. Cartfcllieri from P. Gardners autotypes of Indo- 

Grecian reins, 

l-rfiT, Cols. VIII, IXF and 22-25F CpI, XIII* traced iicm 
Df. Burgee1 ins previous of the Mathnrft !km capital and 

ihc photograph nr the Ta*ite copper- plat* of which a 

toUotypfl bag since thru been published in Ef. ■*, SC 

(10 & 14. GolF Vlir, and 25, Col- XU*)* 
l^T, Cols, X-XJI, and 31-$?, Co], XIII. taacod or 

dr&wn according to Br, Hoeruk^ facEimilfl of ihe £u& 

Bibfll: inscription, supplemented by Eome signs from the 

~vfmftyBf sIorg and gefaiine copseR oE lh$ WftTddc And 

Ki rti [Iran vasts by Oldtnberg* 

36-80, Cal- XII! drawn according to P. Gardner's 

autotypes oE the aider Kujftoa coins- 

l^ai>p Cols- XlUt XIV. numerate drawn uncording ta 

lha impressions and facsimiles of the Afiok* edicts and 

later mscriptiani. 

Older tables of tha Kharc^thl alphabet in P. IS. £„ 166. 

pi. 11 t W. AA, S62: G* IA (Oil. 1), pi* 5? s P. Gardner* 

Cal, J. c. Hr. .Vuj\ p. lx*. I* t Von Ballet, Nathfolger 

Ate ja rf, Sr, (end} ; G. H, 0jhaF Th* Jurf. PaL pi. 86* 

III. Other facsimile of Kharcfthl inscriptions :— 

(1) Asoka edicts in J. RAS, 185C, 158 , C. IA (CIT. l)p 
pi, 1. 1 j CL ASR. fiF pi. 6 ; B. IP. 1 (and) : IA. 10,107 ; 

(6) Later inH^riptLcma in P* IA. 1. 96 (pi. 6), 144 (pi. 9) 

IflS (pi 16] g W- AA. 64 (pl+ a)j 2G2 t C. A SR. 5,124, 

(pi. 69). J60 U-h 6«) t Sx (pi - 16)i 93 t J. RAS. 1&&9, m 

(pl.S). £39 (pi. 4), £60 (pi. £)'. 266 (pL 10), and 1677. 

144 i J, ASR, £3. 57 j 81. 176F 665 t BO, 65 , IA. 13, £57 t 

E, NEL Nos, 8 (JA. 1690. 1. pL 1, Fo.S) and 3 (JA. ISM, 

II, pi 6, Kos- 64, $6): all uulcss except the lost three. 

115. CL Z E>M<L 46. UH U „ r;74 If. 

116. Or Franbp Nachr* GatL Get* *L tfitff., 1895. 

5lDP and ZDUG, 59. 60S, proposes to read fa and j\ for 

the signs which 1 read -rpa and ij?i. 

117. The MS, -of |ha Bhammapada shows this aama 

dgn both in the termination* el the absuTijtives in Ua 

(fiw) and in irii<N« and ihna further con firms 

the eiplnnatinEi proper 

119. ^gardiug tha characLdrE ^n the IndfrGrtcEan 

coins, see WZliM. 3. 198 f. ■ regarding the script of the 

a aka and Ku^nsi inscriptions, SWJ. HAS. 3866. 23<h pi. 

A [where, howeyer. in I, 1 the second cA psost be deleted, 

in £ m must be substituted for ftF and for ff. and 

In 1. 8 rya for rs> aod the signs for »}/ in 1.4 are doubt- 

full, and 0- Frauke, Z0MG. KJF 60£ ff+ 

319, o. Franke. op. otA. 604, propoers to mad this 

rji 5 hut cf. S5. XIIf, which can be only 

ISO. C, A83 h XIL 

121. 0. ASR- 1, V1II-XE : J. ASB- G. 460 fL 

1£2. Jr ASR+ 6, 228 ; P, I A- 3, 40 >L $9), 

19$, Br IS. m. £, SL 

124. 0, I t (GIL1). pL £7. 

195, S. IP-1.B6. 

ISiL J. ASR. 50 74r 

127. FI, 9, 66Sr 

U8. Jr BBRAS, lOsmiii. 

m See rtbote ?2, B {end) 

180. B- IB- HI. 2 4MB. 

Itl. Seenborva ( 7- 

132. According %Q an impr^sic-U aruT a photograph 

Mndly &snt by Mr, L Rina. 

IBS. B. ASRWI, 4f pL 45 and 62 a 5. pi, 5L 

184. EL £h 242 t B- ASRWI. 4. pL 62 and 54* 

135, El, 1, 87! If.; % 195 If 

136. E. ASRVYI tF pi- 14 s 6. pi. 51. 

187. B, 18.111,2.46, note 8. 

188. 0, IA (€11. l)i pi. 14 

189. 0. IA (OIL D pi. 15. 

140* B, ASRSL 1, 12B. note 46 , 1£9F note 88, 

141. S. IF, I, 83 tf % B. ESIP. 2, net# 1. 

14 £, PrtpATul of lh£ Platts : 

PLATE II 

GuL lh . drawn according to a cast of the Emn Cuid [ 

cf, o. CAl. plh H, No. 18 ; A (tom Patnfi ECll. 0. ASR. 

15. pi. £. 

Cola II. Ill : cuttings from facsimile of KAtei. El. 

a, 447 ff. 

Gda. IVi V : cuttings fswm facsimile of Dolhi-SiTdlik. 

I A, lS.SOGIfh 

Cote. VI, VII : cuttings from facsimiles of Jaugada. 

Br ASRSlr 1, pL G7f 66. G9 - 20, VI, frum Hsdhia. El. 

2. 245 n. ; and 44F VIT* drawn according to impreesicu 

of Sah = ar~im- 

Golik VlII-X: cuttitiRfi from fucaimi]^ of GirmsWi 

El, £, 447 fl, i 34, rrt, between VII. VIU, from KiipnAlh. 

IAp 6. 156* 

Cote- XT, XT I; cuttings from fic&imilcs el ^idddparaF 

EL 8f 104 A. ; 44,, XIIh drawn according lo impression 

of Rasrnt, LT0r I; 45. XIh according to Facsimile of 

Shsirahm, ZDMG. 40. 56 fir 

Cole, XI1I-XV ; cuttings from facsimile* En ET. 

9t 83$ ff. 
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Cot XVI ; traced from the facsimile in J.ASB. 5^ 

77, pi. 5 A, 

Gel, XVII : cuttings tiam facsimile in IA. 20, 861 fl. 

CoL xvm : traoed from the facfiEmitfl Id LA, H, l&S j 

6 from facsimils of Bhirahut, No, 93. J£DilGr 40, 33 ( 

and 41 from impression of Billet Stupa 1, No. 199, 

Col- XIX : cuttings from facsimile in EL 2, 240 El. 

CoL XX ; outing* from facsimile* in EL 1. 89G, 

No- &S, and El. 2, 195, No- l. 

Gals. XXl* XXII : drawn according to Cunningham's 

photographs of the Hdthigumphi inscription of 

KbLllMTO]&r 

Coin, XXHT, XXIV : cyLting-i from faeaimiE?* in 

B. ASKWL 5. pi. hi. Nob. I, 2, 

PLATE 111 

Cols. I. II: cuttmg* from facsimiles in El. 2, 1S9P 

Nos- 9 A 5, and Cunningham's photograph of the on* 

well [oscrint-ion 3 el C- AHR- 20, pL 5, No, 4, 

Cola, nr, V : eiitiinp from facsimiles of dated 

Eu-i.'.Tia In-eriptions in EL 3, 071 fL, and 2, 195 If. 

Gol. YI : drawn accord Eng to f acilm tlo ia B- ASBWI. 

2, 128, PL 14, 

Gels. vn.XVI t cuttings from facsimiles in B- 

ABBWI. 4, p]. SI, No. 19 ? pi. 32, Nos. 5, 9. 10. 13, 19 ( 

pL £8, Nos. 18. 14 j pL 55P No. 22 a pK 4GP No. 8 : and 

tracings for CoL XV„ from pL 45. Xos. 5, 6, 11. 

Cola, XVEl, XYITI: cuttings from fivcdmEle-a in IS¬ 

AS &WL lp pi. 6a, £8, 

Cols. XIX, XX : cuttings from facsimile Isa El. 1, Iff. 

The background of all the cuttings and Indistinct 

atrokfla have been touched op. 

Scale of Plato 11 = 0 5 of the cuttings, except 18, If, 

aud the signs in rob. VI, VII, XXIIT, XXIV, which 

have the same size as in tbo facsimilea. Scale of 

Plato m-OT. 
148. Ch the following trustworthy facsimiles of 

A&oka edicts act mentioned in Note 14-1 ahore:—B 

ASRWL 2, 9S£EP GiroLLS- , U< 13, 836 0 F Allahabad ; lA. 

19, 122 fi.. Delhi. Mint. Allahabad Qneen^ edict, 

A1laba bid Xodfcnbl edict s LA, 20, 861. BarAhar caws: 

IA. £9, 295, Bahnardm and Eupnfilh i El 2. 948 0, 

Hathlkl and RilmpurrS ■ El. % 866, S^ficT j JA. 1.637, 

I( 493, Riir.U No I ; and the table of letters in B- 

ASEtWI. 4fc pl+ 5* 

144, J. RAS, 1395,335 (pi}* 

145. C, CAL pL 2. 8 t pi. 3P No. 1 j pi- 10, No, 30. 

, 148. C MG.pl 10, No* 2P 8- 

14Tl Facsimiles In El. 2, 366 S- 

143. G A SB. 20, pi- 6, t 

149. Free, A SB, Marlene PI6&1. pi. 1, 
150. P. Gardner, Cat., of fndw Coini Dr, J/uffT| plti.3,4. 
151. PL in ZDMG. 40, 53 fl, ; EE. 2, 356 (faodimU^ 

of Stupa I, Nub, 283, SY7, 878). 

152. Cf. pjato in Six!h Orient^ Coj^ai.j, 8, 2, 143. 
m IA. 9. 121. 

lfrL CLGCAI. pU, Ngg. 8-J51 ph 5 E pl.8p No. 

2 U e pl.9, Noa. 1-E , 0. Mg+ pT. 19, No4 - BrASEWL 
4,pl.44. Bb-lj-I Noe. 1»0, Xondune. 

158. B. ASRWI.4, pl,4L Fltolkhorl* Noa. T7 ■ pi. 
5L Nielkf Nn.l. 

156. Cf, B.ia HL2,49£f+ 

- E.M utler. An*, Xnxri* frov: Cfyipn, pi. 1, 

168. QL JbL Zfe Zilva Wickramasinghe in J-BaS* 
IS95P 896 0, 

159. L.IA. IM. 257 fl. 

160. Von. Sailed Nachfolgtir dies* dT Gi\, 31 t P. 

Gardner, C-flL o/ fndr Coim Pr, J/uj„ XXVI. 

HL Cf. E.IS. IIL 9, &60. 

' 103, The hrAeliatod Arabic figures uf section G cornr§- 

&p :nd with thoa* of plate II - for & 10, C to E> cl. a bo B. 

IS. Ill, 8. 0& fl. 

163. 0. Pranlc G^impu jakatmudi 20, thinka that 

these grtrapii should be read J.if, as they are written. 

164. SUii On>n7iaI 3,2,149 ■ cf, 04ftlchi£sche 
teonatsid*r /dr d. 1884,201 fl- 

105. Sixih OrwrUai Ccngrist^ 3,2,146 s diflcrenlly 

BhAfidarkar Earl# IHst. of Vw Btkkon* 2,84, who aligns 

Siitokagi to the period B.C. 40 to A D. lft. 

166 Gf. abO¥0 J is. ( nutc 159 )* 

167. £ixlA Oriental Congest, E,2P 179, UdayagJrl 

mscription Nos. 3,4. 

163. /b+drfAijf Ctti'j JVjNp.!i^p 2f6, 
169. See ahoTE. J 10. 

179. Cf. alJiO fries Emitea in C.ASSr 3, pL 18i Nol j 
EL 1,892,. N&.17 ■ C.CAL p£jp No, 14 : p|.6 s pl.3, 
No.2 fi. 

171. EL 2, 201, No.13 ; 207, No.32 s h allow wedges 
ere found aito in the fecsituifea in C ASH, 19, pL 28, 

Noi j wgi (an 8), mm. 

173- In G.ASE. 20, pi. 5, ]ln* 2, 

173. IA. 10,218 ■ G.crs 51 ff., 57 ; BMnrJArbir, 
Early ZLj/. o/ DeWizm, 2,20, note 1, thinks that Kisijka 

mlod later 3 hut S. J,A. 1897, L&0. plieea eren 
V+iUudeva in the fir&t century A.D. 3 the years 4 and 5 of 

this era oeoars in El. 2, 201P^Noa. 11, 12 ; Kanaka, the 
year 7* El. 1,391, No.l&- 

174. See facsimile, EL 3,869. 

176. Cf- toy fnmwbii EL IP87l ff. ■ arI&7. 

176r Cf, fche*4i of plate IL 48. III. 
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m. EI.1,W* JT* 1& 

178, Cl., (w instkBM, *nl*i El- 1. 893. No.8. 

179- Fatty But. of lU DtUa», 2, 

3JH, C.CML 8-S i Bhuffriliilill, J.BAS, 1890. 642: 

Bijllcr, Dltir-tl, Tntthr. ii.dfis. Allr. d. in;f* Suntlpteaiet 

4C fl. 
leo, C.CMI. pi.l ; J-RAS- 1890. pi. at p. 099; 

B ASRWI.2, pl.T, 

181- Cf- fwailinH« in B-A8RWI. 2. pi. W i J.RBRAS. 
8.2Q1 : Sew/.,. j-.IrAf. In ert. I>IhmiiWJ|1W'i pl.li-lg 

(onrElinble). 
15^. See the p]atc cited in note ISO above. 

163. UftbkidSta. only in HSjI* No. 1*, B.ASftWl. 4. 

pt-51, 
l£i. Thus EbAn^ftrbar* EorZt/ fTbb 0/ Dikkmt* 

*2 n£S, uni BtugrAiilfil. J-BAE* 1690, 642 : rse also Babler. 

JH* mrf. itasftr* *** Am. dter Ar iwL Xjouiiww* « b: 

vhilcCuminSb*mCMT. 8b, refer* Kfct»pWa drttea to 

Uie^lHlna^orELC. 57-5^ ar.d Oldsnbefg, U, 1Q£37. 

pIfl«gKmll*pftlia between A D- 55 add 100. 

18®. KiirJe, No* 1-14* B.A5RWL 4, pi. 47. 48: 

Neste. No,4. tp-eib. pi. 61. 
16& See the work* punted So art* 1M ft bon. 
187, According to BbigvtfnliU'fl estimate, J.KAS, 

leet. 0LTi later then N*h*pfirm". 

ISB. Cf. faetimUss in B.ASRWX, Vd. 4r pt-45j Xudft 

U-lS^ pi. 46, Kufli Nm. 22-28 i MnbSd Noa. 1-4; 

XoHfa. B4S i&4T»M* M 1-8: pU0, KMC Noe. 

1S.18e .4hfl*rrfdt No l9; Jonnar No.1* 2: pi. 4W&, 

Jponar No*l 4-Si s pS/32,IXMkNd Oo : pL 54, Jtmnar 

^iTo. $2 i Kunl* Fo. 20 i pb 55, Niisik Kgs. Ii-19. ^ 1 -24 . 

ned vol- 5, pb 51, Kinheri Noi. 2-5,10,12-14, 

188. B.ASR3I. lr p!. -rA fi7 - pi. SB. Nffi. <B~ Uf G7 a 

Plr &9, Nos. 8\ 48 j plOO, Nos. 44, 4®, 47^0 E pi. 61. Km. 

Sl-53, ®&, 56 j and the antc-typea of the And bra coins, 

C.CAI- pi. 12. ft«d J-BBtUE. 1G, pi 5 

1130. E.ASRSl. 1, pi. 50s No*. s&. SB ; pL &% Km, 8gp 

40-42 : pim Ko.4C ; pi. Cl, No-Si ; p3.C2. 

191, CL facHtmilos In IA. 9hlC0 i EL 1, J^- 

192. Ffif«r(SrfiM o/ Btatei JF, F flncl VI ,J — 

PLATE IV 

^ Catting from [nHUQiSofi. 

Cols. In n. m i twm FGI (CU B), pl.l, 

Cd. IV t from F,GI (Crr.8). pL fi, 

Cd», V, VI : from F-Gl ECU- S), pi. 9.A, 

Cnl. Vtl: fram RGI (CnrB). pL 9, B. 

Co). VIIT : from pla^o *t El 1* 288. 

Cob EK ; from Fm (OH.B)a pL 16. 

Co). X : from P,GI fCH-E)h pIT 9-3. 

Cols. XT, XTT t from F-GI pi.B)* pi. ^MJ.B, mid (U . 
a. a 

Cols XIII, XIV : from F+GI (CIT.81, pi. 41.A, 

C-Ols, XV, XVI : from plato it FL lr 10. 

Cob xm : from pint* *1 IA, 9,172, Nos. 7, 8T & 

Cola. XVIH, XIX : from F. GI tCTt.Bi, pt- 98, 

Cob XX I from pTata at IA, 10, 254+ 

Cob XXI : from plat* at IA. IS. 112. 

Cob XXII: from plate *t IA* H* 108. 

Col. XXm : from plate ** IA- IS, 140. 

PLATE V 

Ceh It From phopoliibcgrjipb of lmpre*Fdoni of LL 

1.97* 
The otbor columns cat from facsimiles. 

Cob II : from plate at XI. L 160. 

Col- m : from plito at HI- 1, 249, 

CoL IV : from pt&tm at IA. 6, 65. and Hi l^q- 

Cob V t from nnpilblishad facaiimies of IA. 18, W- 

Co). VI : From plalo nt IA -17. 810. 

Cdb VO i from ncptlblUbedf ness miles oF PI. 1, 1C2. 

Cd, VIII : from pE&Mi nt EL 1, 77. 

Cob IX ; from plate at El* 2, V3Q- 

Col. X t from ptnto ut TA. 6, SO. 

Col. XI t from plftte at Ia, 6, 192. 

Cob XU : from plate it IA. Id. 11, 

Cob XIII 1 from plata at El. I, 9£4- 

Col, XIV : from plato at IA. 16. 2CS+ 

Col. XV : Irani plate at El. % 297, 

Col. XVI: fram Bhaumgar Snnkr. and Fm*r* 

/jurripfiowsT pi*- 40, 41. 
Cab XVII: from plito at IA. 16. 9S, 

Col. XVIH t from rlnle et EL 1, 80S. 

Cob XIX t from plete at FL % B50. 

Cob XX : from pldta at LA, 18, 180. 

CoL XXI t from plato at IA. 11, 71. QS7. 

Col. XXII : from Plata at IA, 16s 2&4. 

Coi. XXIII £ ffem plato at El. 1, 8L 

PL \ET VI 

CattiPRs from facsimile 

Cola. I* n. Ill* IV : Tram plates in Hoemk's Bower 

MS,, pnrta 1. % 

Cola. V, VI, VII, IX : from Anted, Qnm.t Ar. S*f.9 

1, 8, pi- 6, cols. It 2P 8. 
Cob vm * from pinto at Vtittna Oriental Coftgr*3it 

drpofi ^etfi1?"* 127^* 

Cob IX ; see abo?e with oda AT, VI* and VH, 



FOOTNOTES TO BUHHER* 

Co|, X : from Bondali, £*1, Buddh. mS-t pi % 4, 

tindl Berlin Oriental Congress, Indian Section. pL 2a l, 

Col. XI : from Randall* op.jOtf., pi. 8, 1. 

Col. XII : from BiriiJl Orifrt^i Iff'ffrif* 

Section, pL 2, 9. @+ 
Col- XU! : from Benda]], op.ctf*. pi, 1, 0 

OoL XIV : from Imoi Ojo?i*, At. Smtes, 1. l, pi. 4. 

Cols. XVt XVI, XVII t from Lemming pbotegr. of 

Deccan College Collection. 106040; No. 57 : 7, XYr XVI t 

14 and 16, XV , 1$, XV. XVIr XVH , IS Mid 3iSP XV, 

XVT | 124. XV ; 27. XV. XVI * 85. 97 and 41. XVlIr 

added from Leum aim's Fiie#3rftitnfai, pL 85-7, XVII, 

and 8, S, 10, XV. nod IS, 14,1C. XVI, aided from photogr. 
of the Royal Asiatic Society's tjanarainamahe&viki. 

Coh. XVin, XIX : from platea at Vienna Oriental 

Congress, Aryan Sifciiort, HI ff. 

Scale of the throe plates ** two-thirds of the tmsimLies. 

ISA. F. GI (CO. S). Ef., and pasrim- 

194. I. ASB. S3, 80 n 3 nod XA* SI. 29 E 

195. Fragment^ of inscription! with northern oharac- 

tore of this period, from Ynlsbhli am preserved In the 

M use a ms of Bombay {the Branch cf tho Royal A watte 

Bocictyl and B^JIcot. Cl. also the sign-man uats on the 

Guijara land-gran tsi, J. BAS. 1SG5* 247 fl. 

m. B. 0SEP. 53, and plal* 22 a , U, IS, 161. 172. 

197, 1 agree With B»mlef Who consider* certain 

pcrtlofla of the new Godfrey Collection from Xai=hgnr to 

be older tbm the Bower US. j. J. ASB. 66. 2d$- 

198. Kiclhorn. Report nit San*kriS MSS., 1S6C-S1, 

Iff.’ Peterson, £*?ond Report. Append i* X, and Third 

Report Appendix I. 

m Js BAS. 1895. 217 

900. Cf. B. EISP, 20. 59 ?- ; FJoct in HI. 0. 3 

901. Cf. Hwmlo, I,ARB. 60. SI* who mentions W 

alone, because hi ft remarka refer *]so to the typo diecns&ed 

he Jew in § 33, 

m sb, wa. m, xT.si e 

9€0 XA. 9, 163 0. ; in my opinion the era in not+ a* 

Fleet holds in Gupta linjcripli^rw (CUT. 3), Introduction. 

90 177 ff,t that of A. D, 818-19, but one peculiHJ to the 

Nepalese, thn exact beginning of which haa still to be 

determined, 

204, C.M&. p|, 26| the era mu* be that of the 

Guptas, 

205, IA. 10 225 

300. According to Fleet, IA. 10, 237 F-. the king* ^ 

Cctnblpi probably dated iccKdini t® ^ sr 

XalftCCiri era of A. D. 240 

207. EL3,m 

1? 

S INDIAN FALEQGBAtGT 139 

209. J. ASB. 59, pL 3-4 - J. RAS, 1669, pi. !-4r and 

p- 64 ffr, sod 1890h pi. 2, 

309, Haug, TE?dIJcfttfr A±c?ni, 64, 

210, Cf. facaitgtic in F. GT (CXI. S}* No* 61. 

m* J, ASB. 0OH 63 &. 

213. J. ABB. ffl, 93 t ; WZKM. 5, 104 f. The disco¬ 

very of an. inscription of the 7th. century with mostly 

tripartita ya, El. 4, 29, makes ft modification of Hoern]ehs 

argumentation aeeesrary, but docs not invalidate his 

flnaf rosqlt 

216- Anted, Qxan.. Aryan Series 1, 8, 76, 

214. Cf. alio the facafmilefl in F. Gf (CII, 0), Nen, 30, 

24. 08. 34, 06 , 37, 47, 51. 70 75. and of the seal of 

Knmuragiiptn II, J. ASB. 58, 84. 

315, Cf. aho the foo&imtle* in F. Gl (CtX. 8jk Xoa. 

73. 76n 70, 70 00, 

216. See. e.g.. Tod, AunnJj of RBjatihan* 1, 700 1L+ 

Madraa nditioo. 

917. F. GT ICO. SK 374. 

218, Jndf^lh170 tSochan). 

219. Anted. Otm.. At. SeneMi l, 3. 64. 

920. Cf. also the tacBlmfleB in IA. 9K 1S8 ff., Xoe. 

4-10, 12 : Benda LI, Journey in Neplt 1% Xos, 1. 2 3 and 

Hoorn 3efE remaTka in J.AEB, 60. 05, 

321, F. GI iCII. 8), 201. 234 : El. 8, 839. Bote 1. 

223. J. ASB. 6. 71S, pi-41. 

2£B. El. 1, 70. In confirmation of my explanation 

ut the phrase, ht^nyakiarU^i ridv&w +lby him who 

Imowa crooked lettert'S le.t letters difficult to read, X 

would point to ViktlDO-ftnlracarita, 18, 43, whsr* we ham 

the statement Ibatqqwm SnryimatT did not allow heriell 

to be cheated, Sdjy&tihai h "by writers 

□sing crooked a|phabetbM. 

2£4. Cr. hie remarks on iegcriptiona of thifl elasa, 

IA. 17, SOS! 19. Mi 20. 123S 91. 169; EX, X. 179; 

0 117 P160. 
226. Cf. for thus *od the preceding varieties* the 

faoeimilea at I A* 2, 258 s 0 180 ; 0 174 flt Not 11. 10 

14, 15 t 10, 81 , 171 3 10 M! BendaU Journey in 

RepTil, ph 10, 1L 18 i EC ^ 179: 4,29 : C.ASB-17* 

p|, 9 t and the antotypea of coins in C- GMI. pi. 8, Nm, 

7-14 : pi- 0 No- 20 j and pi 7. 
m. Aooerding to Fleet h I A. 10, 2&1, ^rsniitional 

iype from which the North^ndiau Ndg*M alphabet was 

soon after dap#IopodM, 
327. According to Fleet, IA. 1&, 106, taNertb-Indifcfi 

N^garr. 

9&fl. Cf- IA. 17h ®08 
229- Bondall. Cot. Cambr. BuJdla At$&* freirt Nepal, 

XLI ff. t A**c. Oxon K Ar. S&U*, 0. 71 fl. 
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20D. Sr Levi, JA. 1694. Up 55 J3 

28L HI-l.VG , LA, 6. 46. 1 

232. IA. 6> 59 p 11, 15S ; el, also- facsimile* in El- 

8, 108, and IA, 141 m. 

288, Cl, also ficsimil#, IA, IG, 174* 

284. The gentiineoaea of the earlier Umeta and 

Bapmru plate (IA. 7h fiB j 17P 130) 19 di&putcd (IAr 13i 

&1 ff.) ] their Nftgirl letters bra been given in A nee. 

OlOfi.i Mr- &m?aP I 8, pi. 6, 

285. See facsimiles. J. RA£. 1B6S, "247 d ; El. 5. 40 E 

IA.- 6. 118 E IS* TS 3 find tbe ramarka In SB, WA, 183+ 8, % 

XA* Up 105. 

287. IA, IS. 985 j 20, 491- 

208, Cl+1 eg., this A ns brmuMh inscription, J.BBKA5, 

0, 219 r 12. BM , IA- 19, 242, 

2B3* IA. 16.15 A, 

240, Bf* a]su the facsimiles* I A. 1, 804 j 9. 82 ; M„ 

141 ; 17,, 122 ; ABEKAS. IB. 1 t 15, 368 i El- 8. 273. 

eoo l, m u 

£41* Cf. ihty facsimiles, El. 8, 80 f.r 1*2 8, p E. ESIP, 

p], £0. and tba alphabet pi- 20 

243, B. EBIF. 52 (where the NfindinAgari is derived 

rfroHC-ousHy from the SLddhamiUT'dsii.}* and pi- 91. 

248, IA, 16, 140* 

244, See the facsimile* IA. IS, 61, 

24 G. See above, § 21, note 191 ; cf. also the lacs!tulles 

el I a. 1% 26G, 280 , 10,202 : EL 1.123 ; J. BBRAB, l9h 

289. 

24 G- Bee above § 21, note 192 • Cf, mho the facsimiles 

fit IA, 6, GSP 54 t Bp 40 t 12. 12S, SQ2 - 15. 36 ; 16, 203 j 

IS, 04 } EI. lp 216, 816 ; 8, 50. 

247. Bee above 3 21, note 102 i ef., o.g P iba facsimiles 

at IA. 11. 72 ; 17 r 226 : 18, 100. 

245, Rielbora* Report on San,Mkrii MSS. f or 19S0-&I, 

pp. vii „ 07 j J.RAS, 1895, 247T £04 - cf, also the faoaL 

miles. I*a!- Sec.* Or. Series w pL 1. 2, 0, 59 i Cat- Berlin. 

und FriEtr* BdschfL* Baad 2* 8, pL 1, In the 

marginal glasses of the Yiitf&ioipnfcl and other MBS- 

fraqufintfy Appear other careivc alphabets t EW Leamann’s 

edition. pi. 85. 

24a, BendeLl. Cat. Buddh, Siiwjikrii MSS- from 

Nepal T pp. nir L. 1 I, i cl. also the fyiimikp PaL See., 

Or* pL 10+ According to OldsnWg ( letter ef 7th 

April h 1897 J, the alphabet of these Nepalese MSS. is the 

flo-cnljcd Laiijd sqripfc, In which ia written a complete 

MS> ot tbe Sadd?jor]7topuniariUa. preserved in St* 

Petenbnrg- 

250. Of. for this paragraph, Bendalh Cof, Cumbridgt 

Bitddhiit M$$. from Nepa^ XJiii-ll ; Ante-, Djon.. 

dryan Strut, 1, 0* 7S^7, 

2S1+ d?w. Oxer.., Aryan 2. 8. 70- 

252 See afccvo § 28, 

258, See above ^ 10i D. 3, 2 i and p|. II. 2, H“X. 

254, Ckmmn mention by letter. 

255. An eieeptkn is* e, g.r the JMErtpiStan iuBcrip- 

t|onp IA, 5, ISO. which BhowB tbronghoot the old dftggor- 

ahaped form. 

386. El, 2, 297L 

267. Sea above 110, B. 12, 

9fi£. J. ASB COP 87. 

259, J. ASB. 00, B5. 

260, Cf, the facsimile of the JhLUnlpii^an Inscription. 

IA. 5S ISO ;'sce also IA. 1BP102. 

281. Tbit is the regular form since the Oth- centnrj. 

d-2. irtrp. Oznn* Ar. Stri^, 1„ 8, 57. 

260. P* Gl (C1I. 8), 202 g Kiejhnrn, EI-1, 179 S. 

2t4. Of. for this paragraph* Ratmir (J* 

BBBAS. 131, 81 s J. ASB* 60, S3. 

265. C. GMI. pi. 4. 5. 

268. Seventh Otfnfal Congress, Ar. Saltern. 108 ; 

IA. 17. 83. 275, 

567* SB. WA. evlL 

206* A good [aoiiznile fre-ra a hf-rad;! MB, cf iha same 

period eb found in the Ccfotojtra of the I frltn Sanskrit 

and Priihft MSS+* Vol. 2r 8r pi. 2 E an inferior one, from 

the India Office MST 8176. together with a table of the 

lettera and ligitureSi in FaL Sec., Or* £fr„ pi. 44. 

M9. SB. WA* mevi* 584, 

270, AftiAinir Itoperl (J.BBBAB. 13}j, 82 i for thu 

a3ph.fibet, tee J.BAS. 1S91P 362. 

271. Sea above, g 34, C* 6* 

27£, ELI ,3061. 

m. EI- % 847. 

274. Cl. Bendall* who slightly diflers in Cat. SansSr, 

Buddhist MSS. frwn Repdt, mvi, find letter-pmse ef 

PaL Sek,* Or.. Strict, pj. &I. 

275. Both the triangle and the hook are found in the 

Gaya lUEcriplkm. I A. ID, 042. 

276. LASB- 4lr PL 1, 2. 

277. Cf. the Gayd in&criptiocg in 0-A3R. S, pi, 07, 

No. 12 t pi. &S, No. IS* 

27S, Sou ibe Mahoba interi'ition, C,ABB, 21. pi 21, 

279* Ch the facaimiJflB of BcngiUi MSS, in JW. Sot., 

Qr. Scries pi. 88. 02, G9 p RAjendrabil Mitra. ATa^^s of 

S&ntkrit MSS., YcL 8, pi- 5* 6 j Yoh- 5 & 6 ; and the 

proto-Bengali inscription^ J.ASB. 48, 813, pL 10. 

230, Btndall. Cof, Sar^kr. Buddhist MSS- from 

Ntpal, ml fl- 

2S1- Op. tit-, irsv, xxxvjL. 
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Op. Cit., p|. 8, i : Berlin Oriental Gottyress, 

Indian Setftoft, pi 2, 1+ 

Pal. Sot,, Or. Swicx plp ft‘2 - Rorffn Orisntfil 

Congress Indian SttUem* pi. 2, % 0. 

234. For facsimiles of MSS. with N"eprvTo&o. "hratod 

*hm6fan'\ Se Beadsl!* G<tfr Samkr. Buddhist MSS, 

from Nepal, pi. 3 i Pat* Sx.* Orr Sadist, p|. 48, 57 ■ 

Cowell * Eggnlixig, Caf. BitdJhhi MSS, cf the Rnml 

.A sin fto Society, J.RAS. 187fii i ff, - for the alphabet, 

DnriftJl. up, ett.p pL 4 t J. Klatt* do CCC Cimskyae 
Bfrzvtartlie, 

2RS. Cf. also FloeCs remarks On orqam*ELfn| charsc- 
tarecp TA IIS, 964. 

SS3. ■Sermffr Orient'll Cungre*st A rutin Sac ionb 111 

ft- t and TVttfA Oriental C&ngre**, F&rt IT, 161 fi_ 

237, Preparation of Platfta VII and VTTI .' — 

PLATE VII 

CitiUn$M f rom /d&rimftas 

C^l. I s from F. GI (GO. 9}. No. 6. pL 9 B ■ with E 

from No. $% pi. $8, Bi 

Co]i. TI A in r from F. GI fCH, 3l No. 19, pi. 11* 

Col. TV : from plate at JA. 7* 68. 

Cbh V : from plate at 1a. 5, 205 ; with A. A* Vt tfhli, 

dtifrt, ha, kfar tta, from plat* at U, 6. 9. and nfa from 

plate at IA. 7, 63, 

Col. VT : from F, GI (€11. 8}p Nor ft?, pi. 34, 

Col. VO : froiii F, GI (GIL ft), No. 85, PL 25, 

Col. Yin T from plats at ET, 3 20. No. 1 : wHb f, 

nah 5a, i/jvi, fj/ap from No. B, at p. S3. 

Cel. IX : from plate at IA. 13. 73, 

CoLX: from F. GI (CII. 8). No, 55, pi. 04 T with 

U and AU from No, 41, pi. 27 > and U from 4jari(A No. 

B, B. ASRWI. 4r pi. 57. > 

Col. xr : from F. GI (CIIb gj. n0. 00, pi. B5. 

Col. XU : from plat* at IA. 7, 85. 

Col- XTTI i from pints at I A, 7, 87 ; with I. H irt* /|fp 

imth, f)?> from plat* at IA. 6F 34, 

Col. XIV : from plat* at IA. 10. 53 ; with At Vm and 

CO^ra from plates at I A, 7* 161. And U from plats at TA. 

CF 73. and fa from plate at I A. 8, 44. 

Col. XV : from plate at IA. 10. 104a Fjeet"s No. 94 ; 

with I id XV, 5}h ngtr Ji, and fi Iram Fleet’s Noa, &9P 

100, plate at I A, 10, 164, and ffa from Fleets No. 96, 

plats at IA. 10, 101. 

Cel- XVI : fra m plates at I A. 8, 24 ff. 

Col. XY1T : from plate at IA, 18,137+ 

Col. XYHI; from plates at IA. 8, 830. 

Col. XIX : from plat* at IA. 18, 129. 

131 

Col. XX : from plates fttlA. 5. 50ff, 

Col. XXI : from plates at IA* 5, 154 ff. 

Col. XXII : from Hnltasch^ SIT. 3r pi. i0. 

Col. xxrn : from Hqltjiseh's SIX. 2b 0, 

Col. XXIV : from Holtasih's SlI. 2j pi. h, 

PLATE VIII 

Cuffing) from fat svnilcS. 

* CW- I : ttvm plates at I A. 12* 158 (I- 

Col, IT : from plate at IA. 11,126, FJasFa No. 189. 

Col, m : from plates at TA, I2F14. 

Cal IV : hum plates at LA. IB, I8C IT. 

CcL V ' from plates at IA. 7, 16 

CqL VI : from plates at IA+14, 50 ff. 

Col. VO : from plate at IA. 6. 188 ; with A*F V, cj, 

and f(a from plate at IA. 0. 75, 

Col. VIII ; train plates at IA. II, 120, 

Co|. IX : fram plate at El. B. 62, 

Col. X : from pTate at I A. 19F 270. 

GoL XI t from plate at IA. Id, 144, 

Col, XII : from plate at EL 8, 16. 

Col* XIH : fram HuUzsch'n SIE. 2* pi. Ift. 

Cel. XIV ; from plats at El 8, 78. 

Col. XV ;■ from piste at EL 3P14, 

Col XVI : from Holtsieh^s SII pi 12. 

Col XVII: XVHI r from Hultz^h'a SO, 2F p|, 4. 

Cols, XIXh XX : from plate at ET. 8, Tl. the lower 
part. 

Cols. XXI, XXII: from plate at EL El. 72, the 
upper part. 

33S. CLB, ESIP.14. 

289. IA 90, 288. 

39X B, ESIF, id. 

291 CL ihs fmcaimiEef In F. GI ( CII. B ). Not fk 14^ 

nod 62. plate* 8 B. &r 88 Bb and Fleet1! remarks* 

£92, Cf. the facsimiles jo F, 01 ( CII, $1, Nos 0|, 

89p plates 34, 25 ■ IA. 1, IT E 5, 204 ffr s 6, 14 fl. . 7, C6 fl. t 

9, 562 : 9j 2B9 , 14, m ; Jr BBRAS. 11, 353 s EL 8. 

298. Cf. tha facsimllei al J. EA£. 1S0S, 247 E JA, 1B+ 

78 |! t T, 82 j IB. 110 ; 17, £08 - dieputed } ■ EL 2, S9d3. 

294. Cf. the fKiimilea at EL 3* 52 | IA, Tp ifcf ; 

8* 40 j 9, 124 : I* BBRAS^ 16* 1 : Srrcnik 

CWjrr**, At. Srdion, 288 t I A. 19, 810. 

295. Cf, tho fassimitsa at B* ASBWL N*. 10, 58, 

298* Cf, the facsimile at LA. 15, 99, 

297. Cf* the fMflimflft* at IA. I2„ 168 E J* BBRAS. 

16, 105 | El. S, 56. 

29$. Cf. the fao«imiEej at B. ASRWI 4. pi, 55, 3 s 

pL £Si 52, plates 59, 60 , Yo3. 5, pi. 61, M* 
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599. cI, the IbcsimlliH in F, Gl (HI. S), Na 6, IT, 61, 626* CL the facsimilae ul IA* 10* 01 <L, 104, 10G. 

pUI«fi 4 A, 1ft 83 A- 170,11, ISO i 30* TO ■ £p< Cirn. 8P 80, 87, 
800^ Cf, *h&FD § 31 end, 93 (for tbs List of these Sso also EL 0* 6£). 

SOI. Cl,* for instance, UfiktiQm^ facsimile at IA. 

7, 73, 
802. Transitional forms ocoqr in the Ca-lukya. 

In&cripfcjons, 

808. Of. facsimile At IA. 9, 114* 

flOL Cf. I A. 6, 10. and latsImiJe at 14, BIB. 

866. Cl, TaadmUc at J. ASB, 64, 1, flit* 9, No. 2, 

$00* See who ray remarks in IA. 6, 110, and below, 

o as, b. 
£07, F, Gl(CHLfl), No». 3, 8, pi. 3, A, B* 

BOS- Op. oil., Nos. 40, 41, plates 36 , 27, 

809. Op, cCL. Noe- 58-56, plates 88, A. to 8$ , 14, 19, 

289 ; B* ASRWI. 4. pi 56, No. 4 | pi. 57, No. 3, El. S, 

2G0 ■ the earliest of them belong in BbagnlalU rndr.iji's 

and my opinion to the 6fch,, accord i dj* to Fleet to the Tth-, 

century* - 

BI D. F. GD (On. 8], No. 81 * pL 45; accord Log to 

Fleet from the $tga. or 9tb. century ; according to 

Eielhom, EL 4, 26S. undoubtedly from the 8th, 

BllP See Fleets I A* 31, 6B t of the some type is, 

According to an impression preieniod to me by L. Bice, 

the Tfi'lsund (StbLtnefcuBduni) Pr&E*rtl of Kubja from the 

inign of ^Dtivuiaib, Ep, Cam. 7, Sk. 176 (and El, 8). 

Sltk Bergmigno.Earbht Inscriptiont Samkrit da 

CflJKjHf ti da CflUi&odpff, 3. 28 ; the Campil inscriptions 

show the northern ftra and ffl without CUirea at the end. 

BIB* Fleet and Kiel horn assnmo that the writers by 

mi slake put na for in and vice vere*. 

814, Cf. facsimiles of ^dlapknyans inscriptions at 

BLESIP. pL 2i ; IA 5. 176 j El* 4.144 j at Kadamha 

inscription a at I A, 6, 98& ; 7, BSfL ; J- BBBAS. 12,800 j. 

of ’Western Calukyn inseriptLona at I A, 6, 72, 75 - 8, 44, 

387 s 0, 100 t 1Qt 59 ; 19, 69 s and of Eastern Calukya 

LnacriptloDS at B. EFiIB. pS. 37. 

bib. B.Esmm pL i. 

816. Fleet, IA 2M, 94. 

S17, Academy, 1096* 929. 

016* S« Fleet1p* dates of the Catokyas, El. 8, table 

at p*2i IA, 2fl,95fL 

m, B. ESIP. pi. I* 

020. Cf . aLao the facsimile at IA* 6* 72, and B.ESJP. 

pi* 27 

831. IA*6h79. 

S33. IA, 8, 44. 

829. the plates at IA. S, 341 - ET. 6t 6. 

82 i. Cf. the facsimiles at TA^ 6. 66, 66 i 7r 100 t 

836. Sm the fncslmila at I A* li, 200. 

8-27. Cf- the facsimiles at I A. 19, 92 : 18, 214, 248 : 

El. 3.19L 

83$. EX.&lftM. 

829, El. 8.1G8. 

080* Burgess and Eject* P£Uf San&krt. and Old- 

Gi&tnw inaariptloQa,. Noa. 271* 314 -r see also tor the 

G-angu record, IA. C.tC'J. 

831. CL afeo ltl® fncEinailes at IA. 9. 74 ; 14+ SO ; 

El. 8, 26, 8Sn 194. 228 : Ep. Cam- 8„ 116,121 t B. 

ABBWl. No, 10* 100 f and J. FAS, 189lr 135 (the original 

of Prinsep1® Kiitna etphab&t, whitb is arehaie and 

retrograde ; A, tfl, mt in). 

882, 11* 6, 341 ; EL G,G. 

888. Cf, this paragraph B. ESIP* IS H* 

S&4. IA. 19,274 s 16,188, 

88o. El, 8,120* 

886. IA, 1&, 120 , Cf. 16,181 f* 

887. El* 8,133. 

$88, Tbft words itta-fcnjta probably have heeo left 

out by mistakci alter anmert/sami 

889* IA. 14, 10 L s Saltraot's undoubtedly correct 

reading of the dnbe has b»n adopted by Fleet In bia 

of the Kanarsx. DiaJrmt*, Bcrnhay Ga&tt^r, 

Vol. I* Part n( p. 297, note S. Ibft printed fihwtg of which 

I &w@ to the anther's courtesy. Fleet declares this 

inscription, a* wflll as Ibose represented in plate VfH, 

Coin. Xf XII ki bo au&pieiens.“-lu my opinion withooi 

feufflclent r^asuiiS- 
M0. EL 8, no, 

Ml. The QBfi of uorlhern. ohirtetori U (roved by lha 

Bugude plale, El. ^1 , el. aim B, ESIP. 58. and 

plate 22 b. 
842. IA. 5, 59. 154 s oJ, B.ESI?. 06. note 2. 

849. I own tbo fscsitniles of this SdEcriptioc nnd of 

thesn ui&ed for pl.VH, Co|. XXlV, and pL VIU * Col 

XII to HnH*seh?s kindneeft- now bis Sll, 2. parl Q^ 

844. IA. 9, 100, No. S3, 102. No- B& 3 18, 40 s HI- 

1, 397. 
B4^. LVrJ<uii>i o/ the Kanari** D\*lrittsM 

Gazetteer, VoL L Fart Tl, p, 82$T 

846* HultfcEch, BH* li 144 ff. : Fleet op. HL (preceding 

Dole), CIS f* 
5(7, Fleet, op, nf., t 

34d. FI»t. flf- <*„ S33 0, 

819. EL 8.75. 

J. EBRAS. 1C. 228 ff. 850, EL 8, 8. 
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£51. Cf. ftraimUe* ut 1A. 6, 142 , 8. 274 , 9, 40 (£1. 

8. 79 f.) , £1. 8, 2i8 • Ep. Caro. 8, 166 : II. 9. pi. 9; 

the last inscription and tbe last but two ars older than 

the 11th, century. 

852. B. ESIP. pi. 10> 

850. Caldwell h Cain para £ it'£ GromM-ilr 0/ Iftc Drtl V icfwt H 

u££4j; 21-27. 

SS4t Differently Burusllp ESIP. 41. 4™ lfTr wbo 

ceasijera the VaUelutfcu &$ independent of the BriihmS, 

hut likewise of Sftmitid Origin., add declares the Tamil 

alphabet to be the rasa it ol a Brohmanicel adaptation oE 

the Grant ha letfcsra to the phonetic al as^m nf the 

V*tVslnttti. Tbii Tiew has already been characterised 

“is hardly ia accordance with the facts'1 by Cildvrell, 

op. cif., 9. 

355. SlL 1,147 3 cf. S, pL 1 * - tbe char^iera ol the 

YaHam Cava inscription,, op. cU.t 2, pi 10, fully agree. 

856. en,a.pii. iitis, 

S5f. Cf. thfl facsimiles of 10th. and lOtb, ccnSuri** 

at El. 3, 284 ; SIL 2, pis. 24 S of the 16th. ccnlury at 

Hit. 9, pi- 5 ; uncertain at &IL 2. pi. 8; IA, 0, 142: 

alphabet, B. ESIP. pis, 1®. 19. 

859- CrH VetLkayya, El. Bp 278 JL 

859. Madras Joum. Lit Sot, 1®, ^ 1 ; IA.8.3BS' 

B-ESIR pi. 02 a « El. 8, 72 : alphabet, IA* 1. m + 

E. ESIP. pi, 17, 

UO. IA, 20, 299. 

661. IA. 1, 229 ; E. ESIP, 49 ; disputed by HnlUseh, 

IA. 20, m 

869d El S*67, 

m Cf. above. S 91. note SMk 

364, Cf, E- C. Eaylcy, The Gentalogy of the Modem 

Numeral^ 1. ASB (n. 1.), 14* 305 fL ; IS. 1 ff. 

366, The signs of oaL X1T have been drawn according 

to S. NEE B, pL 1 (JA> I$SOa I. pi. 15) * J-ASB. 50, pi. 

10 ? FlceCs photograph of the TaxlU copperplate (EL 

4, 58) s arid a gelatine copy ol tfca Wardii vase. fciudly 

presented by Qldenherg. 

m. I. HAS. 20. 228. 

B67. Thus Cunningham. Sen4rtH op. cif.« 17, reads 

S4fc doubling tbs cstEtdnce of 200 ■fwhichn howrrer, is 

plain in the autotype cf I-ASB. 58, pi, 10)* while Barth 

roads 284, There El at least One snpnbliHhcd i o gc ri ption 

with 200. and. according to a communication from Bloch, 

also one with 800, 

368- Drawn according to Burge&C impiesaign of 

Shdbbozgarhl edicts I-III* Kill. 

369* B. ESIP, 64 : J. ASB 82p IDO* 

670, Nobataische Inschriften, 96 f. 

811. Carp, Irwcr, P* dram*, 145 A fpoised out 

by Euting). 

872. Palaragraphical Society, Of. Ser., pU C8. 

S?8. Cf, BhagvAnBJ, I A. 6, 42 ft ; B. ESIP. 69 fl.. 

and pi. 2S t E. C. Baylay, Qn (he fjflicainjy Afodtfrrt 

Xtxmer&ht J. ASB fn, #.), 14* 035 ff. 3 15.1 ft 

$74, J, Bii-RAS. 5r 85r and pi. IS ; P. IA. % SO ff. t 

0. ASB. 1, XLII, and J. ASB. B8a 83 ; J. BBIttS. 8, 225 

JL * tbn resnlts of lbs list artlclea belong chLc;1 y to 

BhagvnnlL'J IndrljrH though Li-, name is not mentioned, 

375h Of* halow1 ^3tp B. Tho latent opigraphie date 

Ln Iclter-DUMerala ia probably the Nuv.lt year 259 in 

Bcndall1! Jburr^p in AV/mJ. &1, 2^0. 6 ; cf. also h\ GI 

(Cll- % m note 1, 

376, See Hocmle. Th* Bwrsr MB, ; WZKB4+ 7.260 flf. 

The Bower MS. oCcosidnilly haB the deeitnal S, 

377, CLEhaffrlnlnfa tabla. lA.Op 49 f, i KMlwro* 

fbperf on Iks Search for Satt*l:nl MS&,t l&hQ.Sl, VltT, 
ff, ’ PeterBOn, Fint R;jnr\ 51 t , and TTvird App. 

I, pis^im : Leomann, ^ tLrnWj Cmnnicnf-ary on the 

(especially table 05}; Qo-well and Kgga- 

ling. Cat. Sanskr, IT.j>?dAtst MSSr, 62 (J,RAS. 1875) j 

Bandall, Col. jSflfW&rif BaddAUt MSB, UI ff , 

and table of nnmflrale- In Beudall*a Noa. 10±3 and 1161., 

the leltcr-uumarala nr* alae used for dAtcn. The latest 

date In lettcr-oumdrala from NepiU (BeudaHra t-^ble of 

numerals) is A. D. 1539- Latter-numeralk are oeually 

only found m Jaina palm deaf MSSh up to about A. D, 

1450 ; but the Berlin paper MS. No. 1709 ( Ff«*w 

tilcmsad, SkL vnd Pmk* BdtchtfL, 2r 1,263 ? cf. D. WA. 

87. 250) ahowe *otbo traces at tbena. 

078. BendaLL, J.BAS, im, 70S d. 

679. CL J-BAS+ 1089r 128, 

360, IA. 6, 44 : Kjelhorn, Baporf far JS6MJ* XI : 

PatertOu. Fird Report 87. 

331. KieLhoro* loc- cit, ; Bandall, Catalogue^ LIIL 

882. Cf. facsimile in El. 8. 130 and see the Additions 

and Correct ions of that votunm ; I bo signa have been 

gVreii in pi, IX, col. XY, under 2, 3, 9 6* 100 a. For 

other caseR of mixlnret, tee F,GI (CII.&), 29-2, and TA, 

14, 851* where the date is, howtffor. 800 4 9*849+ 

flflS. Oral information. 

884. I A* G( 47, 

385. Prtprraticm cf Plait TX, A* Cols, XIX-XXVI :— 

QoL XIX : from fu Ch im i [cs. in Hoernle's Th* Rcmr 

MB. 
Coll. XX-XXHI. and XXVI ; cnttinfjs from Brndalifa 

table ol Numerals, Noi. I0t94 1702, 866, 1610. 16SB, 
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CohXXTV: drawn according to *ha Uhl** Of Bhag- 

VjimiU. Ki&Uaorn, and Lems aim. 

Odr XXV - drawn from the BMTlfl sonra* i but 8. 9, 

100 am cutting from Zachanttak photograph of the 

^jikwmiiiikagariia of iho Aildlii! SoCfdJjf- 

&5fi. For thxspkfu of- piato VIt 8£, V. 

SSL OomOH ale* in the Bower MS. Peterson fca 

gJtrt J* duo to a misreading a£ the dd **«* 

B 8. Peterson's rg’rju ii a misreading* 

Pr^plrti-intt o/ fNnie JX, ,L CflJ*. JV.YV/fiT . 

Cal, I : thff 4. calling from Burgees facsimile of the 

Kfdsl edict xm, EL 2. 460 ^ the G. BO, tOQ drawn aoe&r- 

dlng to faealmil** of the Sahnantm and RnpuiUh edict*. 

lA. 0. ifi5 ft. 
CnL IT r cnUi^s from facsimile of the ^idd-ipuru 

edict. EL 0, 100- 
Col- HI : caillnga from facftimslnfi of 

inscrlptiiaiia, B* ASB-WL 5 * pi- Dl- 

CoL IV: rolling* I mm facsimiles of NAsik inscrip- 

llansr B- ASEWL 4, pl- Bi, Noe. G, 9, 1ft* 19 j pi- £&* 

No§- 1244 ^ the dr*\v& neodrding to the Clirn^T j 

Pra'SaJttih B- ASHWI. 2, pl. 14r 

CoJ. V f drawn according to tha facsimile* of 

K^atrapa coins, I- BAS, 1890. pl+ at G39- 

Cols. VI, VII: outlines ftom facsimiles at EL 1, | 

Sftl ff. t 2. 201 0, 
Co3. Vm : cuttings from faoilniU** at B-ASBSL I, 

pl, CfP atid El. 1.2 0. 

Cols- IX, X : cutting* from fatalmPas at F. GI'lCILB), 

Ho>- % 0. 5. 7 9, Up 19* 28p 26, 69, 89, 70, 71. 

Col. XI : cutitBgi from facsimilca at F+GI (C1I. 8). 

Noe. SB. 89 ; I A. G, 9 0-. and other Yalabh; Inscriptions, 

Cnl. XU : drawn according to faesimitfl at J.BBHAS. 

IEj, 108* 
Cola, Xin. XIV i drawn according to facsimile* at 

LA. 9.1M ft- - 
CoS. XV : drawn according to facsimiles at I A, 18. 

Met : EL 8. 127 ff. 
Col. XVI: cuttings from facsimile* at F.GI (CIL 8J. 

Nos- 40. 41, &&■ 81- 
CoL XVII : cuttings from facsimiles at IA. IS. 

112.141, 
Cal XYlfI ; drawn accord ing in facsimile at J.ASB. 

40. pip 2. 

Cuffing rrdrtfsd by mt-ihird* 

890- Probably to be read thus ; not as a modificatioo 

of pArfl or j*u* 
891. Thua Bay Ley doublfullr r for the it of ths sign 

in IV. B.of nsi, pl. IIL 20*6- 

BD3, Eariicst instance in the inscription at 

Ifabjlndman. F.GII (GEtJ). No. 71 : SflO in ooL X. 

893. Cf+ also the date of the Gujarat Ciiufcja intorip 

tiop. Htrtnih Oriental Congress, Aryan Section* 2ll ff. : 

and the facsimile at I BBR\S, 1<L ff-; and the Valabhl 

form at El. B. 828. 1, 14. where a H of the period 

mutilated on tbo left is u^ed t and the date of the 

Kota inacriptLo, IA. 14N S^l, with a. distinct of the 

9th. century, Thu form tv occurs in a Western Ins rsp- 

tiou lately found at Udftpttr by G. H, Ojba, in tbff 

numeral ir*r-u pr turir, = 000- 

S9J. IA. 0, 143, 

S9&. B.ESIP+ C5P N&tcL 

B90. Gf. HocnaIeTa «x^UKtto&, Seven h Oriental 

Centres*, Aryan S*clin*t 182 : IA. 17 F 85- 

897+ IA.17.SG. 

898. Vamvadatta (od- F- E. Half), p- 182- 

S99. Cf* facsimiles at EL 2, 19 ff- i and s«s F-GI 

(OIL 8). 209p note 1. 

4Cft. Thu apparent diffaronco in 0 is due to a fsult of 

the impreaaion. 

401. Preparation of Piale IX. B, Cbli. III-XIII t for 

cola. I. II. hw the text above ) ; all hund-dru^n 1— 

CoL ms from fau&imiles af Hl^rakuia inscripiioUS 

at IL&nbprL No*. 1&> 4& A. E> 

Cd. 1Y : from fice'mileaof n.l7^ratn> copper-plot* 

from Torlrhodti EL 8. DC, 

Cd- V : the 8 and 6 from an impmaion of the 

naddlll'"- copLer-platft (IA 1% 190j; the 4. 7. 9. 0 ffotu 

lactimilu of the Ami inscription. IA. 18.174 i the 6 and 

B from facsimile of tho Morbl copperplate. I A. 267. 

Del- VI : from facsimile! of the Sd^ntvfujl oopper- 

plftte, IA, I^i 260. 

Col. VII; from tacaLmile of tho Caluiya coppar- 

pjate. IA. 13, 202. 

Col Vin S the Ip E, ft, from the Gnyu in^ofiptiou, U- 

10. 842 : *be 0 tram CHG pki*s 28. A, 

Cols. IX, X: HoeralLi's BaVhflhuH figursa. 

Cda XI. XII: from B^-ndallk tabla of numeral in 

CnL Ga,*nljria$t S^nikr. Biiddhid MSS* 

Col. XIII : from B, ESIP. p|+ 28, Telugu and lUfiiMi* 

numerals. 11th. century- 

402, W. 13- 8.180 f. 

408. Thu abbreviations motk the sources from which 

the wL>rda havs b*®n Mlleflted as followu :— 

Bakb,—tbe BnJftiWEIi Af-S * Hoernle. 180* 

lifu1.—Bfrrunifa I^UW, Saohaili IP178^ 

Bro_G. F- Emwn'a Jisl, asquoted by Buruell* ESlP- 

77 f- 

Bur.—BnmelTi additions, ESIB. 77 f. 
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Jyo,—Tfte Jj/oli£d* Weber1* edition, G- 

Fling.—Firt£iJJap We ber, JndUrftl Siudim* SE 167 1. 

Yar.—Virfih&inihirAJa TtiibiuCi 

Edition. 

A few other InhlftncCiS nro Riven from manu&eEiptg 

and inscription s. 

The nmn^rong synonjmi, being unnecessary far 

SanEkfiSijls* ha.ve been mostly emitted : but such 

nmiHhLosjbi havii been indicated by an l,AcM- 

404, Su n yii may cither moan J,Lbe empty plica nn 

the A Lie ns1 \ or ba ajj abbieviaticu of tlunyabindu 

above $ 84. B). 

405. See Paneafciddhfmtiki'L, 8. G This Ea equivalent 

to Gjj»:ip becansa Agni is thfl IJotT-prioal of the gods* 

4CG. See BRW. sub hac- voce. 

407r Yudhfj4hirttr BMtoa and Arjana {Cartellieri)* 

408. Thus BRW, tnb hao voce - possibly krla may 

Eland for t^fadlifuga* 

409. Ttdma, Lak^ maria, fto. 

410. See Apt*, ^luArt^^kfionar#, sub hac vnoe. 

411. GI. El. 1P B24, line 48, 

415, Cf* ajfnsflaPtpate. 

419. Sten Eonow, Dvidncft* lAii, Tirf.. 1807. 

414. Cf. F. E. Hail, i7innpur6ij4, &, 193. 

415, SB- WAr 156* 6* 58* 

416, Described Ju the of ihe 

Mvkahhltmba, 7, &B-71 (C&rtolEteri)* 

417, Probably a mi slate tor prjs&rll* a icetrc with 

twsnty-OBe syllable* in tbo Fflda, 

418. According to Burnet], in tome modern inscrip¬ 

tion d the word-numerale are placed in th* neual order of 

the decimal figures. 

419. A* Barth, luacrf,. Sanik* du Cmkbarffji, No.5 fi, t 

Btirgai gne. Barth, Jieacvj. 5anjJr. da Co«t/M si dw 

No. S3 ft. 

450. IA* 3Xt No. 2. 

451. TA. 15, 11 ; deplored to ho auspicious by Fleet, 

K-jnareJc Z>yKdi(«#tp 3- li, 893* note 7. 

42-3. 2DUG, 40* 45, vemo 28: pointed out by 

Kiefhom. 

m U- 7, IS* 

424. Kialhorn, Itepar/, iSdfi-SJ. No, fiS ; Peterson* 

Third Report* App. I„ Nob. 187. Sp 951, 250, 356* ifO* do. 

#26. Cl. B. ESIF. 79 f W. IS. 8, 160 ; IA* 4. SOT. 

426. I A. 21, 4 9 f., No. 4, 

457. B. ESIP. 80. 

42 G, Cf* ^Jjrapuydlcdunurdip 110. 

459, Thus alreeey m moit of the Inanriptions from 

the western cates, and at Amatitvit!* MalbarA, Ac. : 

cf, the facsimiles in B. ASRW1. volts. 4 and 5 s B. A5BSI. 

vn-L I * KL % 195 0, i Hid oLbers. 

490, WZKM. fi. 260 f. , add a lately discovered 

Eharo^thr Jn script tea from Swit. 

4&]. J RAS. 1889, pi. 1 £ Kum+ Chron, 18BB, pis. 

MO* 

482. Thus in tbe piStar-ed5el« (excepting Allahabad) 

and In EAIbI edicts I-XI (ere facsimiles El. 2, 524) and 

in Nigliva and Faderin* 

4&B. Cf., o,gn| fnea-mUea, F. GI (C13. 8b Xo. £0, pi. 

81 B t Ajan^l No* 4 ■ Gbatottac* instriptien ; Ae. 

484. Cf., facBuniks, F. Cl (C1L 5}p No*- 1, 2. G. 

pi. 4 A. and 10 pi, 5, 

485. Cf,, e,g.* racsimi1eeP F+ GI (CII. B). Nos. 6, pi. 

4 Ap and 16, pi. 9 A. 

AEG, Cf. B. ESIP, 89, | B. 

i&7+ Cf. iansimilca in 0]denber|rB PredvanteiiKit 

sarnjtt&P0 Huddhiitkoi rtr^optai nd^Urtan J+iimrrtaiflt 

Khamsfhh St. Petersburg, 1897, 

189. XiUil edteta Nil* XUIp 1 i SihBdnlm. 

439. See, e,K , facsiMile, F* 01 (C1L £j* No. 3L 

line 16, 

ilOi See, n.g-,, facsimclop F. GI (CII. 8), No. £0, 

pL 44. 

441. See the same fae^imitei 

443, Sea+ &.j? * facsimile, F. GI (CIL B), No* 45* pi.26* 

448* See, e.g-, faceimil^ F. GI (Cl 1,8), No, pi* 24r 

Lino 85. 

444. See, e-g-, fudmile* F, GI (CPL 8), No. IS, p|. 

32 A. 

415- See* *.g., faeaLmile in I A, 12, 99 : 18, 318. 

446. Bee, O-g,* Ia c&imihs*p Am an" val E, No, 28 ■ IA. 

6, 38, 1. 9 lKAkuathftVinninta copper-pinte)r 

447. S«h e.g-. facatmilc, F. GI (CO. 8), No. IT, ph 10. 

448. See, c.g.. facsimil^a F. GI (CII, Bj* No. lTt pi. 

10, and IS* ph 11 

449. n. g., facsimiles F. GI (CH. 8)* No, 56* pi. 

10, 1. 34 : No. 88. pL % 

4G0h e.g-p faearmi3e F* GI [CII* SI, No* 17, pi. 

10, 183^ 1. 88 ; No* 8Gf pi. 22, last lino * Bawcr SI6S.P 

4B1- See. e,g * ficiimile, Nepal inEeriptjon4 No, 4a IA- 

9P 169, la at lina. 

453, See. e.g„ faciimLln* IA- 9. 100. Ernst line- 

458. See. e g.. facalmiIoap IA. 12, 202, I. 1 fi. * 18, 6S. 

484, See facsimile, EL 3, 12SP laat line, 

455. See* e.g., fansimtls, IA. 7, 79. 

458. In the NAnilghilt inscription, E A&IW1. 5, pi. 

61, hnfl 6S after rano. 
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467. S«v c. g-, fBCiimitei Ndslk, No. 11 A* B. after 

fidJinFn and -inii^jn. ’ F GFCILB}* No. i [end} 1 No. ST 

pf. 1 Bp 3. p] -4 D, and 10. pL 5. 

dfhft, J^eOp n. ft-. fiaSmilHi El- I. 6®ftt No. 14 r F. ^ 

{CLI. 8), Nos. 3, pi 9 B, <0, pL 26, 41, pi 37. and 55. pL 

64 ; IA* 6, 17 {titer £dd£J5) 

ln9. EL I( 895. No*. 26, SS (Mtcr dnrtdip] : P. GI 

(OIL 8], No- 8S. pJ. 24, 1. 85 t No. 55. pL 84 (end) t IA+ 

B* 209 (end) j In these and other CMC* the aiga ban bran 

wrongly read HE a YisarRa. 

4CO. See, e. g-f fruinutai IA, 6, 78 ; EL S. 960. 

461 El, 2, Sit No. 4a, and note. 

469. See, e. g., laealmiUct IA. G, S3 ; 7, 1-8 ; 28 5 

10. 63-64, 164-171- 

463, See the luumili el iha ueparato edicts of 

Jungada. 
461 See. a.*., f ness mile* til thn Sohg*or# plate , ot 

Ehiijis Noe. if, 5, T ; of Kw^i5- No*. 1, 6,11. 1C. 1G, SO. fl3, 

at, a") ; of HriiiV) , Of IWei Ne. s i of Kiris Nm, 1^81 

5, 20 , of Junnsr Nop. 3-lf. IT, 19 j of NiVaiit i Km. 1, H 

A, B, It. 91, 21 t of Konhori Non, 3,12, IS : EL 2. SGS, 
Stupa T, No. £53 : and BtagvtnHl, SCifA Chintial 

Conprdin. 8, % 186 ff. 

4b'., On the non.sectarian nalinn*! character of these 

Sjmbolfi, Sne Btwgrilsilftlr !«* Oil, ; find El. % 812 H. 

4GG, NasikNe. G. 

467. &mi a. g„ The Bower MS.. ft- Ip pis* s« G : P^ 

2fc ph 1 If. ■ facsimiles, lA. 6* 17 i PP 169. No. 4 i 17, 

BIO ; 19. 63 f EL lt 10 Hi Id the Slyadonl inscription, 

EL L 173 It * Yimou’s Kaustnbha smihs to be neod 

repeatedly - ^ El. 124, 

46$. Cf.. e. gr. feeiImU*Si E+ GI (Ctl- 8}, No. 71 

(endl : U- 0. 67. pL S. Uue 1 (wrongly rend *9 20) s IA. 

6, 193, pi 2, line lo t El- 1. 77 (end} * 8, 376, line 89 ; 

S, BOG, Yerh Wfii imago inscription (end}. 

4£9 Sea1 e. g , iftcsimiioj, P. GI (CIT.6). Noft. 11, pL 

6 A (also n&te 196)P 30, pi 12 B, 30, pi, 16, Ac; IA 6. 
B1 (ttv* Um«) : EL 6, 59 (eod); The Bower MS., pt. 1. 

pj. 1 j cf- n3eo Bern III IndifiT 1,178 (Sfielian) 

470. IA+S, UGS1L 
4TI Thus, ibe wish tor Lb* darittoo oC Ihe gnat sa 

eiprQEE«d by rppre&ennafeionfi Cl thn inn find the ipoap. 

47^1, S»a o- g.. B. ASEWL No. 10. F,Cfive-tcffi p]a 

inscription^1, ftciiroilo *t p. 101. and EJdbuni,i remtrln, 

El. Zf 807 ; ooale of arm a are fonad in laMlmilw at IA. 

G, 49 ft, m : El- 8, 14- 

47S. See. a. g., Weber. Yffruflidt*. d. Berlin Sansk. 

und z>™I. II&dMPiw. 2, pL a: OrieattI 

Cangreis. 3r 2. 189 fi * pi 3 ; 3oc-. Or. Ser„ F3. b 18. 

61 : HAfendriftl Mitra, mrfvw 0/ Nan^fe. M$S,t 8, pi 1 : 

of. mteo B ESIF. 83; § 4. 

474. GI B ESIF. 68, H 6 

470, IA. 7, 251 (No 47 ) : 16, 84. note 28 ; EI. 8n 4lT 

polo 6, 

476. See, e-g.. K6Ul edict XXIL 3, line 11: thus 

alio later» ^ee. o. g., facsimsle at EI- 8, St4, line 5, 

47T. See; c. g,, IficaimilftH, EI. 8, 62, p3. 2, line 1 ; 

EI. B, .76, Lino 11. 

478 pacaiiniln, I*. 8, 82h p]. 8, 

476 Apa^tambn Dhannfiautrt, 3.9 (10). 

4S0. CL, e. g., LA. 6P 19, not*h line 83 : 20F note, Lino 

lA 11 : very comcnott in Kafhmir MSS, 

4gl. I A. 14.196 ; ol. Fleet EI. & B33 : nnd Kiclborn. 

EL 4j 244, cote 7, 

4 >2. According to a letter from Ksclhnm. 

483. IA,7tTa, pi. 2. line 20; 13, M. Lines y7h :0! 

15. 340. lint 57. 
424, See, e. g., IA. 6, 101 ff. No. 4 fl. E3. 1,817* 

line 9. 
4S5. CL- S. F, Pandit, Mulpiifcngnimitra, ii, 5h 

sn aka Burnell, mskcft £i* fftit stand for diffrfAtl ; soft feild 

FiftoheS. Kachr. GtilL Gel. Get. 1673. 2C6- 

4&G. On an apparent exception, Ete WZE>I. 7,261. 

467r Cf., c^ g.fc B. ESIP- pi a 24 ; facainaiLep at EL 1> 

1 If- ; 3* 156, i00. 
4B\ Jolly, Effchf wnd Siffe-n Gmndriaa- II, Sh 1L4. 

4S3, .ties, e. g , the oollflctions ol seals in plates al 

K ESIF, 106, and EI. 3, 104 ; «, 244 : bs* n]i» F. GI 

(CIL3), pie, 30, Bfl, 63, 37. 43. 

490. Cf, B. ESIF. &U33 ; R-ijepdr&l^l Miin, la 

Gouph^ I*a$en relating to the ColItolm and treurca* 
firm o/ Inoinf Sambit MSS+w p- 16 ff. l FtShror* 

EtUschnflf- BiGHolheAnrftMtt, 1, 423 ff+, 2,41 If. 

49 i, BRW.# sub ™« 
492; Ifidm. 1, Itl rSiohsn) ; the description Eeema 

to fit the Khan^Lhj Dhammapada from Khotan+ 

493, E&ihmlr Rspori, I, BBHAS, 12, App . 20 it 

494, BdJendfalAI Mitra, Gongh'a Fdiwri, 17 ; K&sftwwr 

RipWt* 29. note 2^ 
495, J. ASRBfl. 235 If.: faMimileH in Hc*mJcTa 

Bower MSS. : WZOL 8,104. 

496, J. Jolly. Jlreftf nnd SUUt amndrisa, H, ft. 1U i 
NaBik inflCriptiofii No. llf A* B, in B,ASBWL 4. 104 f. 

497, Nfieik menri ption No* 7, lino 4, In B. ASBWI, 

4.101, 

403. B, ESIF. 67. note 2- 

400, BaiaktmS n UnchvfisH 2, towards th* 

end. 

500, B. 16* KI.2. 7 £f.+120. 
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coif SipiiitS, 
job. j, asb, ae, 335 fi+ 

Bm, Life of Eiztrn Tsiaw, 117 4 Beal). 

&CM. See Rnjendraliil 3.fii™n In Gough" a Pspcrf, 

p W* 

695. See Gough's Papers, \Q2r and the mea surefflantfi 

in E is I horn'a for 1 $&}*$!, and Paterson'a TAfrd 

Report. 

fiOG- E.ESIF. 86. 

£07 r EiTJ*ndr*lil Mitra, Go-ugh's Paptrf, 1Q2. 

509. ESIP. 87 ; further researches in Southern 

India will probably show that older >153. exist, 

too, YntaradaUXi 290 (Hall). 

m£H B ESIP. £9, 93, RjjtodrtJII MJtn, Gough "a 

paper*, 17. 

911* Report* on Vernacular Education* Sty 9a 

{<?d, Long). 

£12 r htfradtelion to Xaecijyaail. XXVII. 

9.1 a. /. Pali Text Soo.¥ 1£B3, 135 L 

914. E, IE* EH, 2h 10 (. 

S15* B. ESEP. DO, SB. 

£1$. 0. ASA 2,129, pL £0. 

517. B, KEIF. S7 ^ Rea„ Arch. Surrey el India, Ne w 

Imperial Berios. No, 15. P- 13s nud pi. G, No- 2.2 ; J. Pali 

Test got, 1863, p- 154 ff, 

616. Siynil 1, xxxviii. 

519. Be* B ESIP, 86, 

930- M.hLRYl, 17. 

521- r«rl See*. 1&0S, 138 It 

539. The TaitJa plate weight 3| nuncon and was 

found bant double ; the Alina plates of felMJiji VI* of 

Velftbbl weigh together 17 pounds. S* ennees, sea F. GI 

(CEI.S), 172. But there or* still heath r plates, B. EBIP. 

93, where however the historical notea require correction* 

523. B. ESIP. 02 J ofP the tacsi milra it EL8. 20. 

88, &tr 

524. Tha Easakadi grant {8 th,* century) la written on 

eleven plates, the Hirahad again grant (4thr centuryl* El. 

1 > 1 ff. an eight. 

525. See F. GI fGIT. 3 ,8a, note & 

£36, 327 (NirnaviwAgir Press ed.|, 

£37. F. GI tCH. 6}, ISO. 

mr See the list, J. Pa!i Text Sot-r 1S88. 184 ff, 

529. IA. 20K 201 ff.—(Now edited by Eielhom In 

Qntfiager F*ttKhriftf 1901,)* 

5S0. a ASR. 1,37 : 5, 103, 

661* Proa, A&B. 1996, 90 ff. 

532, Goagh'e Papers, 16. 

£38. See my Catalogue of MSS. from Gujarat. &e-> 

1*230, No, 147. 

18 

534. Fifth Report, mt 125, 

&35. WZKM, 7, m ; J, ABB, 66,21E ff., !258 L 

5S6. BRW, and BW., sub toce fHGJt. 

£37. Indian presetjptiong for preparing ink are found 

in fidjendraliil MLira's notes, Gough's Paper,*r &c., 18! : 

Koxh ntl r Report, 80. 

C8S. B&r, e g., +187 (Hall) : Hayfatartta, 

OC. 

£39- See now also Eacha-ria^ *WAirif&f#n QtHL On. 

81s*„ 1806, 265 0. 

£40. BRW. sab hue I'oce. 

£41. Manda and lEaiuL?* 1 wftter-eessoP (of. aleo 

najwJttl; 'well', and a.TjuJi.po^ +oqrer of a Wall).* 

aro derived from flajidaj/afi+ and rmndauaH* Ho cauH to 

rejoice, to Tfitre*h\ 

£42- B- IS. Ill* 3f $1 f-T 60* 

S4S. B. A8BWI. 4, pi* 09. 

644. See, e.g., the fac.i i mslea In BLljandraMl UltraH 

NofftMD/gansfcrU lfS5.p 8, pi. 1* 

M£. HeitnldrL, Dlr.ahka^da, 549 ff. 

646, D1 Alwfsh Introd* to Eaficrn/ana, XVU j Jiitaki 

No, 502 {4i 489), pointed out by Ofdenherg. 

517. Bee BRW, and BW,, sab hac foee, 

648- Sec BRW. iod BW., sab hue ¥d?e, 

640. S^e AEnhe^rara on p- 245K verse B8 

[Bo- Got, ed.l_ 

£60. Se# BRW. and BW.f smb faac v«wr 

651. This Ls the ease fn all the- parts of India known 

to mo % cf. also fojend Ill ill Mttra in GoUgh'fl Paper*, 18. 

653. Anecdote Qx&nkfisia, Ar. gertet, 1, 9, 65. 

65$. Ifemnl, Jncfia. 1, 171, (Sacban). 

554. Cf , BVtacaraffl, 9£a where tbo rtiNMZtomm. of 

a MS* ia mentioned. 

556, Cf. the remark-e on dobitions ol 51SS. In ln»rfp- 

t[ans ; e.g, JnjeHpfTfflu efu CaMhod^A 00, 81 * Ilyitzsch. 

SIL 1, 164. 

668. Cf, the remark in a Valibbi ineeriptEon cf A, B, 

55$ (IA-T, 87) regarding a denatien In order to enable 

the meats of the Bauddha monastery ol DuddAtobny 

MSS, (pttffaJbpa^npa) ot tha SodAbarma. 

657. Hamd9ri, DTmakhanda, £44 ff. 

m. CL D* Lebm des J* M. Hemacandra D, WA. 

iea4 sai. 

550* KZmavUra, 8G4, note 4 (ed. BorguproniW). 

mO. Wirtt, die Ike, d#f Jbrwraj^iwt. 17 f. 

6€1- Xi rn aysngar cd,, 06- 

663. B- ESIT.h 8$. 

568. Cf* RAJendrnlAt Miirrt, In Gough's Paperi, 31, 

564* Cf. Steio^a tranalftllon of the BayaXnrafigtnt, 

V, 349, $07* and notes. 
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B. IS. in, 3. 9 r FmuWll, JAtakar St 1?® t 

5C8, B, E£IP.,£9. 

68L fi^rasriAtf 159.1(3L 

res. ei. a, Beg, m 

G6D. Cf., *,g., the Falla** grant,, EL 1* 1 if. (end) ; 

F. GI ten. 8), No. IS tend), Hu, SO (end}, and Fleet1* 

remarks In the Indci under JffrAofca- 

670. EkuAm** Ifrperf. 98 : E&jendrmm Slitra, Id 

Godgh’s Papers, 112 j Kie|hornTa and Peterson’s Bepprfa 

on |h* Sfcir^i for S<*ukrit MSS.r passim ; end BsndalFa 

Cafnfofftre A/ Sanskrit Buddhist MSS, from Nepal, passim. 

671, See. e g., dmoratafU, 3S8P *w» 15 ; Bo. Gev. ed. 

67i 

m> EL 2.10®. 

674. 3?+ GI (dL i), 122, line 7, 

675, IA.6,10. 

670. Cc-lahrookfl h Essays, 2, 161, 160 (Cowell J ; 

regarding the K^*stha.pribbflft In Bombay, s« Bombay 

GauHter, 16. 1, 67 £L 

677, IA. 19, 66 ; liter the K&ytathms- ucear very often 

in G □ jarv-t s I A. flh 192, Ho. 1 ttt and in Ealing*. El. 

8, 224, 

679. KjfWtMlfcSiB, 1, 73 : FiujapinH. 78, IT : 1ST* 

2S ; cf. BBW, under tetrads. 3 K 
679, CL, eg. „ EL lp SI, 129r 160; I A, 10, 176: 

IS, 12. 
690. ^ar^Mrito. 227 (Nirnayasugar ed.): IA. 12P 121. 

6SL IA. 20h 815.. 

682. U. 16. 209. 

568, CL the compound Jrarapol&ijptiJha, IA. 17,18 : 

Bepd&ll, Cal. Sfljuft, BcuJtft* IfSS,* 70, No. 1864, 

m. B.ASBWI 4, 79 t. ; B. 13. Ut 2, 40, note ; 

IA- 12,190, 

636. CL, eg., EL 1. 46, author RaLntLalmh* l copyist. 

K? a triya^Knml rap-Ua ; alooe mason, rupakrra. SLnguIa t 

El. 1, 49; author DoVaganm : writer and mason as 

ft bore : El. 1, 81 ; anther, HohU* l copyist, Karinikm 

Gautfa Titbit jm : ma-Hon«Somaufi.ilias tftnloftFijFjinaidlsn, 

<Loipert in the art o! incising (letter*)” ; also. analogotiB 

remarks La El 1, 129. 1B9< J11L 27SH etc. 

SSS. This is stated by the poet Kubja in Bice's 

unpublished Tulgund Fraiist!—(now edited by Eire. 

EG. 7P Sku 176. and by Kiel bom, EL 8, 81) : end by 

Divdkarapandit* in the Aiijanori inscription, LA. 12. 137. 

6&L Cf. IA. Ur 103. 107 ; 17. m 

sea. IA, 19f 248 i J. BBBAS 18, 4. 

6S9. EL 3, 158* 250, where it is said that the frayfil 

Virantlcurya wrote the grants of Aeyutariya and 

Venk*(arlya, as well fla that of Sadntiivariiyft dated A, D* 

im, 

690, Bdj^anrngirA, V, B37 f (St in), 

mi. El. 4, 170 : IA. 17. 227, 2S0. 2E6. 

682. LA. 15, 860. 

598. EL 8, 814 : I A, IS. 17, 

691, LA 17. 334. 

595. IA, 16. 206 ; the lohakTtra Kobe ia likewise 

called vz,n~iTilr i,a rijtiilniAa, IA, 17. 280, 

596, IA. 18. 128 ; 18, 145 : BL 0, 19, 91BP and the 

correction of the translation (p, 21) at the &nd of tba 

Tolume* 

597- Baines, JfttjHrtdi Ccnrut Bepcrlt 2, S8P where 

the Ak^dles of ^fadras are mentioned. They are found, 

however* also in the Kanareso djslrkte of the Bombay 

Fresideney. 

59S, Bhand^rkar, Weper^ on the Search for £anaftrcf 

MSS , 18S3-B0K 88 : ileporf, 75 ; SegBjding 

lelter-wrilers bm also RAjesdralAL Slitm. in Gongb'a 

Papers, 10, 183, and Eomdi* in E3XP, 69- 



Fleet’s Remarks on the Teat and the Motes* 

P. 43h lid* ? : EiJdawa seems to be a mistake foe ffiton fWBKM. 10P 

mi) ar Eiiadati Nadi {f. BAS. 1903. Hi 

r. 42. line 16 : 4® seems to be & mistake (ot the original) for dAs, 

Nets 143 and p. 61. i M. A : for another reproduction of the Girniir 

FpL-nasti or jUBilgadh inscription,, of tho lima of Hudradilmaa,, which is the 

basis ot co] VI. of Plata III, a», bow. EL 6h 44- 

P. 59, line 15 from the bottom : regarding the words ik®r of tho 4th, century 

of fcbeSeleund era". aoe In trod notary Note, p, 16. note 2- 

Neto 286 : lor another reproduction of the Vakkalarl plates ol A D. 767 p 

which are the b&sia of col. SVI. of Plato VII. boo now El. 5. 202. 

Nole 010 fend}; Sea now Ep* Cart- 7, 3k 174. for on* reproduction of 

this record and EL 6P B2. for another. 

P, 6S. line 20: it may bo remarked that original identification of Ealinge- 

nagaia with Ealibgapattanmm (Ealing* pfrtanfl), an the gOast, haa b»n 

■up&rudfid ; tho ancient city fi represented by the site BOW colored by 

the villages Hukhalitigam and Nignraka|akam and the ruins between tbamp 

Inland in the Ganjum district : see, e.f.h El- 4. 1ST L 

P„ 10H line 18 ; the German origins] (p. 77P lino BGj has L,fiO, 60, 70M ; 

In his Englinh *£S. PlofMSOC Biihlar wrote. "50. 60. TQ'\ and than corrected 

tha 50 into 10. 

P, 1001 line 16 ? it may be remarked that this system of numeral Dotation 

is commonly called the Ka^payudi system n from the initial consonants of 

tha four lisas. 
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UR V AS I AND PURURAVAS* 

D. D. Ko&ambi 

One of Kl!id5saas finest plays, the Vihramorva&lyam^ has for its theme the lave, 

separations^ and final reunion of King Fumtavas of the lunar r^ca and Eh a nymph Drvasi. 

The 8pwdst on her way k heaves, is abducted by the demon Ksdi, from whose clatohefl 

tho mortal ting rescues her. Thia led to their falling in lorn She finds the divine 

city □! Amarilvati no longer attractive, and proves her lovers reciprocal sentiment hy a 

masked visit to his park. From the joy of thia discovery, aha is recalled to heaven, to 

not the part ol Lakgnri in a play staged before Xndre,. But the divine stags director Bharat a 

sentences her to assume human form for mispronouncing Venn's name Furu§ettaunv as 

FurOravas, The curse Is no great burden, as it enables her to mate with PurOravAfl, 

but the course of their trno love is interrupted again and again. The heroine ia turned 

into a vino, because of an unwitting transgression : she stepped into a grove sacred to 

thn si ^headed god Skanda-KnrttikeyaF where no women was allowed to tread without 

suffering metamorphosis because of the taboo. But she is changed back And restored to 

her husband by a charmed jewel* The jewel is stolen by a bird of prey; the bird is found 

shot dead by an arrow tearing a legend which tells the king that BrvaSl has borne him 

a Son. This moans another reunion! which would be terminated by Um&rs rest oration 

to heaven ; but Indra, having a war on his hands, allows her to remain on earth till 

her husband's death. 
Thia crude analysis of a beautiful play by one of the world's great poets and India's 

great dramatist does no justice to the consummate skill with which the theme la handled 

and embellished,. What inter eats me here ia the theme itself. It can be traced right Lack 

to our oldest extant records, namely the Satapatha Briibmnija and the IJgvodu. The oldest 

report still contains game features of the play, for it is a dialogue between the two principal 

characters, totally foreign in appearance to anything else In the Qgved*. The action takes 

place at a crucial moment when the hero pleads with the heroin a and a ho refuses bis 

request. Thus the happy ending is a much later invention. As wo shall see, there La a 

greater charge than this io the structure of the story. This change reflects precisely the 

difference between Yedlc society and the Gupta period, bring in fact a transition from 

ritual to drama. 

2, KALI DAS A'a TREATMENT 

The theme attracted Kflifflhft sufficiently to be treated more than once, being for him 

simply the reunion of lovers separated by circumstance* or by disfavour with tho gods. On 

the purely bun M. we have hEs play the MalavikaymmUram. which contains some of 

the most brilliant and moving passages composed by the poet There, however, tho heroine 

Bsprintod from ihe lamiwl of the Bombay Branch of tht Boy*l Atialti Society, mu VoL 27. The 

icript has W revised by the anther, but &o pr»t coqIA be submitted to him. 
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ib a princess forced &o serve as a handmaid. On the other hand, the StikuntaUi finda the 

hero unwilling to recognize either his wife of their 000 after a period of sep&ratbnt some 

petty miracles being needed to bring him back to his senses. Hqwavert tbo lovers aro always 

royalP the satire level ie that of the court* but for an occasional econo in the forest or a 

hermitage. The king is always noble in character with his full complement of courtiers. 

In each of the three plays. there is at least one other Queen between the two lovers* a 

variety of the eternal triangle that caused no difficulty in polygamous society, for the 

extra queen yields gracefully while still remaining a queen* Tho characters are certainly 

oriented towards the contemporary reigning family, presumably the Guptas* as is seen from 

the language* and the title Vikrama. Also by the fact that Fururavus is the founder of 

the lunar line of king? while the son of ^akuntala is Bhurata (the eponymous ancestor 

of the greatest Bgvedie tribe) who is again enrolled into the Soma line of descent* Tha 

woman and servants speak PrakrtT a practice which reflects a situation prevalent to this 

day in many parts of tho country whore formal school education has not yet made its 

way or is still confined to tha males of a small upper class- For example* the man of 

the land-holder class in Goa believe their language to be MutfitbT or Portuguese, according 

to their religion, but the women speak Konkani. Similarly in many parte of tha Gaugatic 

basinp whore tha Hindi spoken by tha men of the upper class differs very much from that 

spoken by the womenfolk, and of course from that of the peasants* Bat tho aria toe rats 

also generally speak the supposedly cruder language or dialect, particularly when addressing 

women or aeryantsj which never happens with Kalidasa or any of the other Sanskrit 

dramatist* with the edit ary exception of tha Silt rad ha ra in tha Mrcch&kalikatii prologue. 

We have hate one oE the concomitants of a peculiarly B rah manic renaissance „ which did 

its beat to create a class language, refusing to acknowledge the failure that was absolutely 

Inevitable. Their only success was in preserving a dead language for religion, ag with 

Sumerian for tha priest hood to Mesopotamia- The Sanskrit renaissance was due in fact to 

concessions made to the popular idiom such ae MaharUj^rT or Its prototypes- Language 

is a means of com muni cation (or the whole of society. It develops, fust &g does money 

and the concept of value, from social intercourse,* At most, a class can MARK its unity 

by meant oE a specialized vocabulary, or a particular accent, but both must belong to the 

whole of their society for comprehension* In much the same way, no class can have a 

special currency for itself, nor can it monopolize all the me ana at barter exchange (money) 

in tha realm. Kalidasa, therefore, has not even depicted bis own times vary carefully, 

beyond tho brahmmised concept of a royal court. But in tha earliest times the story 

could not ha meant to delineate a royal court, which bad not come into existence. Though 

the scriptures in which it seems to originate became a monopoly of the Brahmin eksa, 

their purpose was liturgical. Bo, we have to look much deeper into the details of tha 

story* and into their historical development, before coming to any understanding of its origin* 

" Ki Marx Cupitoi 1-3.4 "Value does not weir an axpluatcry kbfl, Far Irem It, toIoo change* 

Oil labour product a intu mill hieroglyphs* Subsequently, people try to decipher Ihesa hiaicfllyphs, to 

wieft tho riddle ol their own social product—Joe the specification of Talus is just ag much a social pro* 

duct ai language iHih 1 cl. alec Ip V* &t*lLa (on Manim in linguistics,] lAterm™, 1650 0, pp. S-Bl. 
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3, MODERN 1NT E PRETAX IONS 

Be fora trying otir owd as&tysts, let ns consider what bag been done by scholars of 

repnte* Kaith* admits that the explanation dooa not sufftea for fcho earliest stage ; fcha 

IJ&vedic hymn is ‘of consider able interest and obscurity'. He finds the atm-dawn myth o( 

Wobaf and Mai MiUler "qnite mraeceifary/ The whole story has no deep significance 

according to him ; <4The hymn clearly refers to one of those alliances of nymphs and men, 

which are common in aH literature as in the stories of Thetis and of the German swan 

maidens, who often for as long as seven years are allowed to stay with mortal rrten*.«_tha 

taboo of seeing the hero naked is ol interest and primitive in nature. *«**.ParHravas is 

simply a hero* not necessarily ever a real man, bat conceived as one : later tradition derives 

the lunar race of kings from him/" The trouble with this is that it explains nothing. If 

the legend is cotnmonj and primitive, it has to have some fairly deep significance,, particularly 

Lra view of Itg later survival and repetition in different ways. 

Mas Muller" had a very simple formula for these primitive myths* which ho succeeded 

in translating into purely almanac language : Thus—‘Brv&Si loves Purflravaa' moanb "the 

ehq rises' ; ^DrvaAi sees Pnmravaa naked' meant ‘the dawn is gone’ ; ‘Urvasi finds ParOravas 

again' meant ^he snn Is setting* 1, - Against this sort of fatuous equivalence, as in the Nirnkta 

and Kumfirilft. there sfl no argamgrtt Mfiller, however, gives an abstract of Ealidiisa^ play, 

yet only explains the Sitapatha legend i for there is no mention in Kill i das a of the taboo 

against UrvaSl seeing, he; lover naked. Jnst why the simple sun-dawn myth had to undergo 

all these changes doesn't transpire from a reading of Muller's critique. 

This is not to deny either Muller's substantial contributions to India philology or the 

legend’s similarity to s sun-myth. To Muller, India owes the first complete edition of the 

Ssveda, the circumstances being explained in detail in the very book oited ; the Veda was 

generally misquoted by learned Brahmins who used this method at will to refute any in¬ 

convenient legal decision supported by the Manusrarti or similar works, and even to justify 

the practice oE widow-burning (adii). The East India Company's officers forbade the Utter 

practice, but wanted as far as possible to yield to Brahmiuis®, ag it was always a convenient 

tool (or subjection of the ‘natives’. So came into existence Muller s edition of the J}ksatflhita, 

giving the Brahmins themselves a complete text which hardly any nt them possessed in 

Bengal and none could have edited there at that time. One may note that it was the 

Germans who took and maintained the lead in India studies, though one should have ex¬ 

pected British scholars to occupy that position. The British attitude is shown by Colehrooke's 

sneer against the Vedas, "They are too voluminous for a complete translation of the whole ; 

and what they contain, would hardly reward the labour ol the reader ; much less, that oi 

the translator." The contrast is surely to be explained by the satiety of a nation which 

bad completed its industrial revolution and wanted only to exploit its colonies, as against a 

nation that had begun to eatob up with acd surpass its older rival by means of superior 

* A. B. Keith : The Religion and PhUotophy of the Veda-and Vpanithadi, Karrard Oriental Senes v^Is. 

Bl-03, Cambridge, Mass, 1935 i p. 1SB. 
1 Mas Muller: CAipr jtami a floruit inwltfap 

p, ISO. 

i London 1S6S), Tel- ii, Sod sd. pp. 117 ff, particularly 
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technique, which necessarily Implied the profound scientific method end ouUook that charac¬ 

terised Germany of the last century. 
KeWp if the difference in the maana of production esplaius bo much even in the atti¬ 

tude of modern European scholars, is it nut neeessary to ask just what differences in social 

structure prevailed at the various stages of the Pururavae-UrvaSl legend? Bat this la 

precisely what has not been done. As we saw, Keith never gave the matter a thought* 

Geldnei-j whose account represent? the heaviest labour of mature German scholarship.® saw 

nothing essential in the earliest version that did not survive in its. developments To him, 

the whole episode was just one more of many such Itihas&ptirams, The same attitude led 

Geldncr to see a far greater continuity between the Veda and later Sanskrit literature* just 

as Sayapa dids than the facte (as now exemplified by archaeology) justify* When he said 

[pk 24-i) of TJrvrusi "Sie vermag die Katnr dor Helftre nieht zu varleugnedI,p did he realize 

that the hebaerlsm [strictly speaking, hieroduIe-prostitutioD* but I shall continue to use 

‘‘hetaara" loosely] originates in, and in many parts of India etill remains connected with, 

temple cults ; at the earliest stagey with the cult of the m other-god doss ? For our purpose, 

Geidner's main service was a painstaking report on the principal versions of the story ; to 

these we may proceed forthwith, with the remark that Geldner's emy well repays close 

study in spite of its insufficient explanation of the original legend* 

4* VERSIONS OF THE BTGRY 

Galdner reported upon eight different sources, in hts order: l) the Sotapatha 

Brfihmaiia 1L 5, 1 ff+ 2) The Kathakam. 9. 10. 3} ^adguru&i&yape commentary to the 

EarvSnukrammi 4) Earivambia [noting virtual identity with the Ynyu-puraija 2.39}+ 

5) Yi^u piirafls 4. 0- 19 £f+ 6) The Byhtddev&ti* 7) Kathasaritsfigara 17* 4. (Trans. Tawney- 

Fencer Yol. II. pp. 34-6 ; and note n. 245, 5X 6) The Mahabharata (Grit* ed. 1.70.16*921 

Of these, the first is given at the end of this section lor comparison with RVx 95. 

from which it shows sumo important differences, even at so early a stage* Geldner noted 

th^t accounts 1,4*5 follow much the same line?, 2 is a dry excerpt ; 3 adds the story of 

Ik, a son of Mann metamorphosed into a woman by stepping into a grove sacred to the 

mother-godde-s Parvati. and in that state bearing FurOravas m a eon to Bud ha \ 3 also 

gives a motif to tbs curse upon Urvaai by adding the legend of Yasi^bae birth from the 

combined semen of Mifcra and Yarnna poured into a kumbhz. 

The most important admission made by Geldner is that there are essentially two 

versions of the latter half of the legend1, of which the older was tragic. The lovers never 

were united, at least in feblft world. Of course, this can bn seen by any translation of 

the Bgvedie hymn, but it is essential to know that it survived in Indian tradition though 

Kalidasa. could not accept it for his romance. What the German scholar failed to inquire 

was what was supposed to have happened, in the original version, to the pair after they 

parted. On this point, the Rgveda gives no direct information while the datapaths 

* In E. Piscbfll and E, F. Ge]dpqr, YedUche SUtdien. tqI, I, Btultgart I§39. pp, 24S-29& HcitsafLor, 

Egr&dk rufervoces will be indicate*! with er witbout tha preceding abbnsrUtioQ BV. 
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Brahman* ends by saying that Purursva* bimgolf became a Gandharva after performing 

the correct sacrifice ; the Gandharvas are the snperhnmati beings assigned as natural 

consorts to the Aps&ras. but some doubt is added ag to exactly what happened by the 

further statement that anyone who sacrifices in the manner ui PurGravaa becomes himsslf 

a Gandharva. However,, Geld nor should have followed the Mahabhuraba version further 

in the Pflrfijjfts. The relationship is rather eon fused, in the absence of any extensive 

analysis ; hut specimen legends have shown that the Mahlibhar&ta in its critically edited 

Form contains the source of many important puranic stories* though both may be derived 

from some older common source. The epic says briefly {3f!bh. 1.70. 16-23) that the 

learned Pur lira van was bora of Ha* WHO WAS BOTH BIS faXheB AND ms MOTHER, or 

go have wo heard. Ealing over (atnan) thirteen islands of the sca? the victorious one 

wuS always aurrounded by superhuman powers* though himself human. Intoxicated by 

(bis own) prowess, he crossed the Brahmins, tore their treasures from the Brahmins in 

spite of their outcries. O king* Sanatkumfira, having come from the Brahma-world!* 

gave him advice which he did not take. Then cursed by the angered sages ha was at once 

destrayedj be tbs king who had been overcome by greed and lost his reason by force of 

pride* The same hero brought from the G and bar va-war Id, along with UryaSi, the ikes 

arranged into three for sacrificial purposes. Six song were begotten of Ails (PurGravas): 

Ayu* DhiEnaUr Amuvasu. Drdhkyu, Yanayu. and !orutayup the sons of ^J^Ya£l.,, 

Of these six sops, only Ayu is known at the earliest stage z seeing that the last 

three havo dl/u as termination of a compound name, it may be admitted that an Ayu 

tribe derived their descent from IJrvaSl and Pururavaa, At least two of the Puranas 

allow this story to he traced* the direct influence being proved by the fact that there 

the Hahu^a story follows im mediately after, u in the aboves Mababhfirata section. The 

moral of both epic and puranic narrative is that it is dangerous for any king to rob 

Brahmin?. to tax them* or press them into forced labour. The ArtAnid-sSri 1-b. on the 

other band, eays that Aila (Furlravaa) came to a sad end by squeezing (fe&ni, mercilessly 

out of) all four caste-classes* The Parade speeializatiod to brahmins is a lata modification 

But the V5yn Purl pa I, 3 13-21, which la copied with only trifling variants by Brahmin^ 

1.2.14*23, gives the exact manner in which Pumtavas came to die. Eis greed for treasure 

was never satisfied. Once* while hunting, he etumbled upon a golden altar made by 

Yi&vak&rman at which the seers of the Naimi^a forest ware sacrificing, and tried to Scot 

that. Tho angry sacrificers struck him with the sacrificial grass which had become as 

India's vajm z so crushed, the king yielded up the ghost. 
Clearly* FuaimAYAS was killed at A SACRIFICE, according to this Brahmin tradition i 

that his extortionate greed was the cause is merely a warning to later kings. I submit 

that the cause may have been invented, but the killing cannot have been wholly divorced 

from current inherited legend. At this stage, lot us repeat the Satapntha Brahman* version, 

in Eggelmg'fl translation ; 
si. 5.1 r “The nymph UrvaSI loved FurQravaa. the son of Ida. Vi ban she wddel 

with him, she said, Thriee a day shall then embrace me ; but do not lie with ma agamst 

my will, and let m» not sge t\)t# for 9|ieb '* **«• ^ t5 ^h^T- U& f 
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(’2) She then dwelt with him & long time, and was even with child of him, so long did 

she dwell with him. Then the Gandharvas said to one another, ’For a long time, indeed, 

ha.* this TJrvail dwell among men i devise ye some means how she may come back to 

us/ Kow„ a ewe with two lambs was tied to her couch ; the Gandharvas then carried 

off one of the lambs. (3) 'Alas1, she cried* ‘they are taking a way my darling* m if 1 

were where there is no hero and no mao I1 They carried off tho second, and she spoke 

in the selfsame manner, ^i) He then thought within himself. 'How can that be (a place) 

without a hero and without a man where I am ? And naked, as he was, ho sprang tap 

after them I too long he deemed it that he should put on his garment. Then the Gaud bar Tfia 

produced a dash of lightning, and she beheld him naked even as by daylight, Then, 

Indeed, she vanished : 'Here am ] back’, hq said, and lo 1 ahe had vanished* Wailing 

with sorrow* be wandered all over Kuruk^etra. How there is a lotus lake there called 

Anyflt&bpkk^: He walked along its bank ; and there nymphs were swimming about 

in the shape of swans. (5) And she (Urvasll recognising him, said, ‘This ifl the man with 

whom I have dwelt/ They then said, 'Let txs appear to him/—‘So be it V she replied ; 

and they appeared to him- (6) He then recognised her and implored her (BV.x-9fi.il 

"Oil my wils, stay though, eras! in mind: let us now os change words! Untold* these 

secrets oE oura will not bring us joy in days to come' :—‘Stop, pray* let us speak together 1' 

this is what ha meant to say to her. (7- She replied (x. 95, 2). 'What concern have I 

with speaking to thee 7 I have passed away like the first of the dawns Furfiravas, go 

home again ; I am like the wind* difficult to catch.' Thou didst not do what I told thee ; 

hard to catch am I for thee, go to thy home again V this is what ahe meant to say, 

(gi He than said sorrowing (x.95,14)* Then will thy friend rush away this day never 

to come back, to go to the farthest distance: then will he lie in Hirpti's lap, dr the 

fierce wolves will devour him /— Thy friend will either hang himself, or start forth ; or 

the wolves, or dogs will devour Mm I* this is what ha meant to say; (9) She replied 

(*,95,l5)i 'Pnriiravas, do dot die I do not msh aw&y t let not the cruel wolves devour 

thee! Tmlyt there is no friendship with women, and Ibeire are the hearts ol hyenas/— 

*X)o not take this to heart t there is no friendship with women : return homo V this is 

what she meant to say, (10)(RV, x. 95. 16) 'When changed in form, I walked among 

mortals, and passed the nights there during four autumns X ate a little ghee, once a day* 

and even now X feel satisfied therewith/— This discourse in fifteen verses had beats 

handed down by the Bahvpe&s. Then her heart took pity on him/ 

Thus the Satapatha Brahmana account is a commentary on the Bgvedic hymn* though 

not oxLilatning its most obscure features. The BrShmana then goee ou {by itself) to any 

how UrvaSl gave him a night of her company* and gave him hie son. The Gandharvas 

granted him a boon, which he chose as being one of themselves. Thereto* he received 

directions for the proper sacrifices. The account ends ; (17) "He then made himself an upper 

a ray t of ASvattha wood, and a lower aronl of Aivattha wood ; end the fire which resulted 

therefrom was that very fire : by offering therewith ha became one of the Giiudbarvas- 

Let him therefore make himself an upper and a lower aro^l of Asrsttha wood, and the 

fire which results therefrom will bp that very fire : by offering therewith he becomes cue 
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any strong textual basis in antiquity Follows from the other Brahman a account* which 

do their poor host to explain the same hymn (of. W. Cal and in Album Kern, Leiden 1S3Q3, 

pp. 67-60). 

Fig. 1. bt 

Pig, 1. a, fl«-p1oSgh : 1.1. C flrfrJrilis. 

Fig. 1. a. 

aj/M Lb also used as an adjective tot agni. This is one more nitural interpretation of the 

whole myth. But Jet us remark For the time being that a definite locality was recognized 

for the dialogue, ami that the 'happy ending' was not part of the Tedio discourse, being 

clearly a later addition. The Ugvredic hymn is in eighteen instead of fiUeen Torsos, which 

has been taken by some to denote a difference of torsion. Finally, what is the original 

meaning of 'become a Gaudhe™1 ? This could not have happened while Furiiwai was 

alive, for the Gandharva at the time of the Brahmanas is recognized as a spirit who could 

possess women, say the spirit that caused their hysteria: Bhujyu Labyiyani in the 

Bi’ba dittany aka Upmisad 3. i. 1 Bays to Yiij n avails ya...*'we wore travelling around ss 

wanderers among the Madras. As such we come to the bouse of Fatancab Knpye. He 

had a daughter who was possessed by a Gaud bar va. We asked him, Who are you ? Lie 

sail- ‘I am Sudhanvan, a descendant of Augiras’ \ Pataflcsis Eiipya could not have 

had a very happy family life, for CddiUaka Arutf reports a little further : (By. Up. 3. 7. IF 

"Ho had a wife possessed by a gandharva. We asked him 'Who are you V Ho said I 

am Kabandba AtharvaBa' The Ahgirasas left human descendants, and the Atharvan 

ie clearly at one time a human lira-priest. Hence, though the Gacdharms possess a 

(separate minor heaven of their own, a human being can attain it only as a spirit. For 

a Buddhist the Gandharva is a condition of existence between death and rebirth. 

* For UH MiU » Uriail^F^ Brin. «-*A.O; fer lie nnd », haa.a 

pectHtien. Brba3&«*y»ka Up**#* ol*er P,aEW- 
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If we combi na I bo Brahma ha with the purlin* account. the common feature is that 

FurGravas became a spirit. i.e. lost big litei in soma way connected with a sacrifice. 

5* ROVED a 5, 95 

At this stagep lot mo introduce the original hymn which. Idsrffla our ultimate source at 

presenti and which will have to be accounted for if some new interpretation of the legend is 

to bo proposed, 
hays jdye mamijiz shore oaedifist miha kftjavavahai nu 

rat nau mantra etc mayoskaran para tare canahan (I) 

(Furnrava?) IJAbgf o wife, desist from your inteutionip □ dreadful ouen let ns discourse 

together. If our chants remain un-uttered, they will bear no fruit for distant days.1' 

kim&ta v&dt kr^avd tavahaifl prakrami&am u$asdm ogriyzva 

pur^raialj punar asUtm parehi durapana vata-ivaham asmi [2j 

(OrvsSi) *'WJrnt shall I do with these discourses of yours ? I have gone over like the 

first of the U?sls. G Ftirurvaa, go hack to your destiny ; I am as hard to get as the wind*'5 

ixurna iriya ixudherasana QQ?dh iaia&i na rarilhih 

axJre hratauvi davidyutan nora namayu?n citayunta dhunayah (3) 

(FurJ "Like an arrow to the target that wiaa cattle a hundred fold. Without heroic 

determination there is no shining ; the chorus sets up a keening Like (bleating) lambs/ 

&u vasu dadhaii titcaiiiraya vaya u-*o yadi vo*ii anHyphiU 

astarp -nancikyasnit KcafroTi diva naktaip ijtatkiid vaita^ena (i) 

(Extra.) That Uaas giving wealth and nourishment to the fathsrdndaw, as long 

as wished, reached her destiny {astaiji nanahja from the inner house, which pleased 

her ; rammed night and day by the (loveras) member.. 

trik $ma mdknah bnathayo vailaxeivjta $ma m& vyatyai pjvjasi 

purwravo’Tiw ts ketam ayatp raja ma lira tanvafy tad dsl^ (5) 

(Urv.) MThrice a day didst thou ram me with the member, and impregnated mo 

unwilling (as I was). FurOruvasf I yielded to thy desires ; o hero* then wart thou 

king of my body", 

pa sujurtMb irttyib sumna dpirhtadi cakfuTtia yranihint caranyufy 

td atjayaWuiiayo na iasruh iriye gave na dhenavQ'navanUi (6} 

(?] This excited.-.,..line, knotted together, moving,, reflected in the pool ; these 

dawn-red ointments flowed ; they lowed like cows, the cattle decorated (7). 

sam asmmjdyamana dwila pnd utetfi avardhan nadyah svagurtah 

nwtJw'yai iva purUravo faijayawrdhayan dasyuhatyaya d&vuk (?) 

(?Urv.) MAs he was born, there sat the gpde1 wives { Ihe self-made rivers made 

him grow. Thee, 0 Pnmravas, the gods have raised for the great batik, for victory over 

the Daeyus.M 

ioca yad d$u jaJiati^mtfoxm amanufixu mdnu$Q ni$ev& 

apa *ma mat taraianil na bhujyiuta atrasun rathasprso m&vafc (S) 
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(Pur) “Whoa I, though humic, embraced the superhuman (females) who east 

off their clothing, they started away from me like does (? dJmjyus) or like horses 

touching the chariot"'. 

pad Hsu mark) cm flam nispfk san> fcjotliWtifc kratubhtr na pfhkte 

tS ataijo na lamab ittmbhata'si'a aieaso na Jt/tjayo datirfoianaj (9) 

(OrO “If the mortal lusting alter (us) goddesses mingles with the water- 

nymphs according to their will, then do they display their bodies like swat)?, nipping 

each other like stallions at play"'. 

ui<lyuur:a j/a pa Jam i davidyod bkariinti »w apijd kdmyani 

janixto ape ueryaA sujaialt prouasi tirata dirykam Hyvb (10) 

(Pur) “She flashed like falling lightning, bringing me the craved watert— 

from the water was horn a noble lad. May Urv&st grant (me) long-life". 

jajTiixa itha gopUhydya hi dadhntha fat purtltavo vut ejah 

aid saw W5 uidiitfS lasminnnhan na mdirV-b kirn abhaj vaddsi (U) 

(Grv.) "'Thou wort surely born for protection ; this power didst thou hand over to mo. 

I, the initiate, warned you on that very day. Thou didst not listen to me, why dost thou 

(now) speak like an innocent ?'■ 
*9£f5 aSnuA pilaram iota icchae caktan it dint vurtayad vijanait 

Jte dampdli samanaid V* yStfad adhn tfflfl agnify iiwiurejtt didnyat (12) 

(Pur.) “When will the BOD that is horn yearn after his father ? He will have 

shed flooding tears, knowing (what happened I. Who dares separate the wedded pair 

in accord as long as the (ancestral) fire burns at the house of the fathera-m law ? 

prati hravayi mft&yaU ftsru cakmn nti krantUd adhyz ya% 

pra tat t* hinava yai l* asm* parehyastatn mhi milra mapafy US) 

(Drv) “I answer you. 1st him shod ample tears, he will not cry, heedful of (my > 

sacred office . I shall send you that of thine that thou hast with us. Go to thy destiny ; thou 

fool than carat not roach me". 
sudevo adva prapaUtl anfaft paraoalai{t par&maip tfafUat-a « 

adhd iayifa tiirfkr upattht' dfcflisarfi t>r*® rabhataso adytib til) 

(P„.) “Lot (poor) lover (,«*«*> w» drop (tod) oocorcrca. let b,m ®> to jh. 

very Llm> m™., PC™ to rotor. i lot Mm ii. *,« I. lb. I.p cl NW. (lb. d„,h. 

goddess), let him be eaten by raging wolves". t <t . 

par If race i»a mtha mil pra pap to m« lv« *T*«° aiwisa 

R(1 tai sir5i«a«i sakhm* »«»<* aa«a*r*5tMiip MW*** U5) 

m.„) “o Puriiraves, thou art not to die, not to drop (dead), the unholy wolves are 

col to ool uL" <P»r.) "Thor, a 0" fritofisbip »ith rtomeotolk, tb«r l-rto »• «- .cor 

ol b»oc.o • SIJ1 mr#lrfrowav riuit ioroJofco.airal 

,vi».p» »***»• s'"5"’.ai "’lrp*"“ “™ 116 
20 
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(Drv+) ‘When I wandered among mortals Ed another guise and stayed (with 

them) lor the nights of four yea rg. late jaat a drop o£ clarified better once a day ; Bated 

with that do I wander here now/ 

nnfari^prflFp rajato vimanlm upa Ukiy&mjttirwiiiji va*t%\hah 

upa tva raiih stttriupa ti$(h&n rti mrtawa kfdayAfp U*py*U *u Ut) 

[Ptir.J "Tp the best [of men) submit to the atmosphere* filling, aky orossing UrraSi. 

May the blessings of good deeds be thine ; turn back, my heart is heated (with tear) '. 

M tva deei ima ahur 01 fa yaihem eiad hkftttasi mptyahandhuff 

praja U tkvan havi$& yaj&ti twrga w tvam api inMaySu (181 

(Dry.) 4 Thus speak these gods to thee* son of T|a : inasmuch as thou art now doomed 

to death, thy offspring will offer sacrifice to the gods, but thou thyself rejoice in heaven/ 

Hermann Oldenberg*ii discussion ( ZD MG .hIxi 1835. 53-OD : Akbyloa-Hymnen itn 

Bgveda ; our legend, pp. 73+76) postulates a (lost) prose shell for the vedic hymn without 

attempting to explain its many intrinsic difficulties. The original suggestion was made by 

Winibob, on the model of Irish myth and legend. The argument is that the £atspatha 

Brahmana Version is much more comprehensible than the bare IJgveda dialogue,, hence some 

suoh explanatory padding must originally hay a existed. Unfortunately for this reasoning, 

Oldenberg himself shows at the end of bis discussion that many details of the Satupatha story 

arise from misread or badly understood phrases in the veda* For instance, the oymphe 

have been turned by the into swans from the fgvodic simile alayo na. The ewes tied to 

XJrvaSi's bod may derive from reading the vedle urn na mayum as uraffamdyUm ; the 

lack of a hero (to step the Gaadharyas taking away her darling) bewailed by Urvnsi 

may come from the tgyeda’a vmr* Jcrald-H, the lightning fUfih from tf davidyutan not. 

For all that, Oldenberg agrees with Ludwig that Hfos Icaum moglich ist die he Ed an 

Darstelluagee [ do a EY und dee SB ) in Ifobereingtim rating au hr ingen." The conclusion 

jg that the original dialogue had become in comprehensible by the time of the BrFihmana* 

and if these very able German scholars understood the HB account better, it woe only 

because that account was manufactured specially to provide such understanding, in place of 

that which had already been loafc. Whether prose passages were lost therewith or not is 

immaterial, though the possibility scams to mo very remote. Thera is a groat deal in the 

foat&patha and other Briihnmii&s which shows to what extent vedic rites had gained currency 

and the form in which they were practised. But unconviuciog prose stories inserted as 

explanations—for the whole of the Brnhmar.ue literature is meant as commentary to ritual 

practice—and fantastic etymologies show that in many cases the origin of the rite (and 

consequently the real meaning of a hymn) had been forgotten* or was something entirely 

different from the modes of contemporary society. To give bet tor-known examples oF 

such development: we know that down into imperial Roman times a hymn was sung 

whose archaic Latin was incomprehensible to the singers ; that the opening of the ByhiUlne 

books meant reversion in times of the utmost civic peril to ancient and virtually forbidden 

sacrifices ; undoubtedly, that is why the praetor Pebilius gave bis opinion that certain 

books rediscovered after bog burial should be burnt (Plutarch's Ifumi Fompiiim), We must 
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try to unearth (or ourselves the original ritual whose lapse had lad the SB to account 

so badly for fks fixed by the Ufthvr&as’ memory, 

6. Comment art to BV x. 9D. 

The hymn undoubtedly contains the germs of oil the later stories that developed about 

Urvaii and FuiuraviS, and from which Khlidaaa drew bis material with such unrestricted 

freedom. But to tats sortie of them and then seek to explain tho obscurities of the hymn 

thereby with Gafdner leads to nothing except a great exercise of ingenuity in twisting tho 

meaning o£ Sanskrit words—a pastime to which the language unfortunately lends itself 

far too well. The meteorological explanation will certainty not do, for then all details vanish 

completely. The Buddha, Napoleon, and Gladstone (ae by Andrew Lang) can ell bo written 

off as sun-myths. Nor docs it do to say that prose explanations must have been tost or 

that such myths arc found in many other iwcple’a folklore. Wo have to explain what 

BnmvtB.und tj explain it on its own merits with reference to a form of society in which no 

The primnry reason tor the sucriyal ol any vedic hymn ii its htorgicsl lunolion. II an 

odd hymn lihe this tMiiine, it can only be beesoee it tad some very marked 

utility which tena lost niter the composition oi the particular versos. 01 course, dorms .. 

period olmere anrvival, all other parallel .spoets" are oi tho utmost bslp, .ocM.oe the 

lire-arill, the sun-myth, the romantic tale, the peyohotosieal merge. T,,n last may h. .een 

tlmproisee to Craesmeno's traneiation: "The bpnm is ol late origin,seems to have 

been carried Irons an original religions idea into She region oi erode sensual,ty, aad to .,,vo 

been increased by Inrthe, displacements that mere rvithio this latter rog.no ,v,th eaae. 

Pororayas. the 'L**. *. son oi I|a (tbe iibatio.) and Ur,.g, the mucb.g.e.,mg 

or tho nroch-oloring, tbe spirit oi ardonr. appear here no longer ,n this 

relationship. On the eont.ary, the yearning oi the man tho calls to the gods and 

granting oi the goddess that awakens end recompenses ardour are here transtorme, o 

materia desire and sensoaUty." This, oator.Uy, raise, lar too many .tpd- “ 
ar-yone There is still plenty nt iensnalily in tho Bgreds, and ti the mo«.mect oi monte bo 
ZL, it osnin 8en.r.tha,eh..n only iron, the seosoal to th. ideal 

iu the opposite direction. Why should that hsve happened here. and in so myeteno 

tha.% iha TBfy moaning, of fctna actual hyem is - w: +. ■ * i* 
My explaoatio; derives from as literal a reading a, possible with the -»b«.h«^ 

unresolved tiB the ond. and then determined^ tar as pcssible-by tak.nfi lb.» f 

tho whole, PuriLraw t to htttcrifiwi living batten a soft and «*"»** V ■ 

• Side tts UrH pcUiMttfoa el this doto, cerUie ether ™P«j* ftrfu vntalr 

tihko ^rioubly. A. Estdlvr S. J. Med to “* ’^^iMaf «***«*“ towd epen Weotenugel’s 
*t*mt i*. Simple imnspaeitiGD oi urordBp fcn^ st413Z 1 wia iimtfly that hj§ thr»abni her 

WlalnB*8gtsfll* ft meTEd ill afflcmtlw- Thu tguilrnlw to lake th® HV tout. 

■«*» . day, a ram e. ,£££« ter .hi* *—*•*» 
O. Hamid, mUgucliag tie Utlk ngarts« a. s m<» |Bl t, taj„, paired by tame lirmomaMy 
ovidsncft hut wbich appiMiatly i^ftkna m 

Marxist) th^Ory« 
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he pleads in vain against her determination. This is quite well-known to anthropologists M 

a sequel to gome kinds cf primitive Bkcrod marriage. 

Most cF tbs Ugvtsdie hymns are meant to be chanted by ono or more priests. But there 

are a Few Exceptions where the hymn can efiEy be explained as itffctU rartuaias of a ri£udf 

performance? For example, three (or four) characters, ludra, Indrnrtlj and Vt^Skmpi {and 

perhaps hie wife) take part in it. 36, which is unquestionably sensual with its quite erotic 

passages ; the refrain 'ttiivasm&d In dr a uttar a* is treated as a btor addition by all scholars, 

and so ignored, simply becaugo it cornea at the end of every fk without fitting into the 

metre* Why was it added at all, and why so systematically, when wo have plenty of other 

exam pies of refrains fitting into the ygvedio verso, and of later additions with smoother join ? 

The only possible explanation is that this refrain is meant to be chanted by other* than 

the principal characters, presumably by aU those who attended the performance- The dialogue 

of UmS and FurOravas is Likewise meant to be part cf a ritual act performed by two 

character* representing fke principal* and is *Aua a *vb$Utm for an earlier, actual sacrifice qf 

th* mate. The extra verses are to be chanted by someone else, to round out the action. 

That is, Kaluga's play is very naturally based upon the oldest of plays. This is not a 

atartliog conclusion ; even modern European drama devclopi from the mystery plays of the 

medieval church, which themselves develop from and supplement church ritual. They offer 

a substitute for pagan, pre-Christian rite* of similar purport. It has also been shown that 

Aeschylus at least among the Greek dramatists developed hi* plays from the mysteries 

related to tribal cults and initiation ceremonies, by adopting the themes to changes in 

contemporary society; 

If anything has heeu omitted, it could at most have been stage'directions for the 

ini me, and not some prose narrative. The original meaning of natya is precisely miming, 

not acting in the modern sense. Quite apart from foreign parallels and the still-surviving 

somrrituil dances and songs in the country side which come at least to the threshold of 

drama (M. Wmtornits : <Jsr Indhchen Literatur 3JG-2fT.), the Sanskrit texts of 

the dramas are quite explicit. For example, in the lfrcc^ftfca(iAaf7it the villain S&knra 

dances (fmrtopait) with joy in the 9th. act, a simple enough demonstration* But the 

masseur-monk in act 3 takes tho place of an Image to escape his pursuers, after miming 

various sentiments : bahuvidhatp If Ml Makars mimes a sanbimenfr, not an action 

(in the 9th. act) when he manifests temptation : iti mohaTft nafiysit In the same act, 

the hern Cilmdatta mimes his shame (lajjatp na{ayaft) without verbal answer when the 

shocked judge asks him, “Sir, is a courtezan then your friend 7” \ fear Ig mimed by him 

* llV. x. 14-18 and l&i tac only ha meant to accciapaiiy various types cl m&Hy^tage loneriklii. 

AH the stages of a long and compile ited marriage ceremony are followed in x, 85, and the whole oE that 

late hymn cannot have been* meant lor recitation by any oca individual [ nan cinch as the bridegroom baa 

himself to apeak touic verier in the fir&L per&qpr As tot dialogue, s. IQ t^ami-Yaioa), x* IDS (Sar^m'x aad 

the Paring) Wetfl almost certainty meant to he acted F possibly atco ill. US YiivimLir* rtr.d the twin rivers), 

I. ICS, I* 179, fv. tJJ, and a few Others. 
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on big way to execution. I choose this drama deliberately because this hero is Jed to bis 

death bedecked like a beast to be sacrificed to the gods, with a garland of red flowers and 

red band prints all over bis body. This will he of interest to ns later. Hare. 1 only 

raise one further question, namely whether the Heed* prologue to any Sanskrit drama 

was not originally pure mime, with the verbal benediction added later. 

It will be seen at once that this explanation servos to remove all the major obscurities 

of the hymn, without doing any violence to the meaning of the words; the explanation 

fits better than any of the others that have been offered, and shows at the same time 

why certain divergent accounts with a tragic ending survived in the Puraitas, Let us 

look for the t into the details i 
FnrnraYftS address* ht3 wife s9 ghon, whidi m«UM 6he grim or dreaded oneh uaed 

lor gods like Judra; hardly a lover's term, though later this is taken as denoting her 

herd-heartedness. But he is emphatic that if their mantras remain unspoken, there will 

be no benefit in distant days ; that is. the chant (anil action) is meant to confer upon 

the audience the benefits associated with all fertility rites. UrvaM apparently tell* her 

lover to get back to his home, punar osUm pn«W. and this is supported by similar 

interpretations of the word osfaw in the fourth fi, which i= a-.lmi.tcl to he an extr.i 

verse. But look at the funerary hymn x. 14. 8 where the dead man is sent back to bis 

ancestors and Tama with the words pmwr A* taw thi. This bes sometimes been taken as 

a request to be reborn in the original family, but such transmigration •« not a Ugvedic 

idea There is no doubt that Furfiravafl is to go tn bis final destiny, pass from the sight 

of men (ailar* adariane, Amarako^a 3. 4. 17). Oe himself says that he is to die In 14. 

where going to a far distance lying down in the lap of Kirpti and ss on arc familiar 

idiomatic circumlocntions for death. This has, again, been taken at a desire to commit 

suicide for being bereft of his love-a proposition far too romantic for the IJgveda, particularly 

as no word of endearment passes between these two l Urvasi seems to console him in 

the next r* by assuring him that be is not to die. But look closer, and It b ek« only 

that he is not to die a common profane death, not to bo eaten by wolves ike any 

untended corpse in the Iranian (predecessor of the tower of a,lem* or the 

corresponding oped corpse-enclosure, the imvian* described in *> many Buddhist works, 

and even in the No, ho ie to bo sacrificed to or l(y the gods; that was 

bis destiny. Pururavas was raised for the battle of the gods the emons «o^ 
tu* jf— q-> 7) tha necessity lor SACriucibg 

finfe fltTAinirilJ tllB BflD&fl tO S06 ID ttflfl 3 Jr if ^ 9 J 

Th'. ags'-irac-j, 'thm, *■> «.t di.' » 8™ i" .1™* to™ *“ 
„d .at,n hon. in BV. i, 169.21 «i wi into wHwu,. I. I«l. th. I.OT.. II ®™e * 

Bod,. toed tom .H hi. «rlUj Irmihl.. hriw W-P toth.rn.n6Mm. W. .lumU 

„„t h. ,.rpri,.d to find P»rito™ Mm .t th, r,.y ..i th.t lrn »»■« rttmtht to h...... 

That i,whyh.i.mrH,.t«»«i‘». rn.fi »««“'!' “*** b“‘s“ “"f ■ 16) 
* mi.’ Vthv UfYa^i has the heart of hyena Lio/i wn3r 

eit the Biorifififl-r This sorely e*pl&i.u§ ^ ^ . * • . # 
_ w i \: father but must console hunself with thinking o( 

PtiturftTflB b son cad never know bis ■ 1 . , . 11 
v fin 13) Even when he agks XJrva^i ta turn, ■* vartosv* (17) 

to m.th.c , 13.131' w„ „,y ,„m U„ hi. h„rt 
Fururftv&B does not Mk her to tarn baca to 1 
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quails with dread ; quite naturally, seeing what she is about to do to bitn. Bather, be 

liad bogged her (or long life (ID; Gdtdners Iraosliiifoti "die UrfaSi iull nocb laoge lahoiT 

is piffle* seeing that she is immortal anyway) to which her only answer (ll) was that 

be had been amply warned in advance as to what fato awaited him* if ha insisted upon 

mating with her. The light diet admitted by UrmSl in U6) is perhaps * ^™a.l of cannibalism 

as a motive for killing the hern \ the demon wives of the ITalftasartteti^ara derive or sue tain 

their supernatural powers by feeding upon human flesh* The Tulasi (holy basil) plant id 

worshipped throughout the country, being plan tel in the courtyard or soar the entrance 

of every devout iHindti household, on square vfndavana pedestals which 

are really horned altars almost identical ia form with those found 

(Fig. 2) at non-Israelite 10th century B.G Megiddo* and others still 

further away from India, The plant goddess Is married every year 

(now to Kp^us), the reason buried deep in the m&Sa of her legends 

(iftu/la£fnya) being given that she is a widow* This can only mean 

the annual death (by sacrifice} of the husband, which brings us hack to 

Urva4i and Pururava^ It is not too fanciful to see the ancient sacrifice 

aud its derivative legend reflected in Keats' Isabella, a poem based 

upon a story in Boccaccio, The heroine buries her murdered lover s 

head in a flower-pot, and plants a Basil tuft over it, always keeping 

the Basil-pot hy her side. 

7- VHVA&l’S ASSOCIATES 

There is some doubt still as to the translation of the first half of 2,95,6* Are vujnfnife 

^Qranlhint catanyuh to ba taken as names, or are they adjectives of irtftih ? Taking the 

latter meaning, we might have a description of the line of dancers at sacrifice, In the first 

sens-Pp they are other apsarasas. companions of TJrvSai* These particular names are not 

to be found anywhere elm, while the peculiar hiatus in sumnaapi can t be explained in 

either case, aps&ras is named in the IJgveda* except Urva&iL if we leave out this 

passage. The Atharya-veda does have several others (AY*iv.St3 etc.) t Guggulu, Pila, 

Naladi* Auk^gandhi, PramandiuT whose names indicate soma sort of a smell in each 

case. The Y&jasaneyi SaiphiHi (jcv* 15ff. cf, algo Taitt. Sam. iv,4.3) names a different lot, 

two by two* to accompany several gods ■ PufijikaBtliala* KraLusthall for Agni { Men akin 

Sahaj&nya for Yuyur Pramlocantb AnulocButi (both prone to strip themselves) for SBrya ; 

YiivacT, GfayHtei: OttoM and Furvaeitti (for Farjanya). As pairs of female attendants 

for each male goda they are a normal feature of tarn pie-reliefs r especially in the South P 

and may bo studied also in the Ambaruath temple {1060 A. D,)+ These outipcate the later 

iaklis, or the regular mates of the gods (Lak^mT for Yi^uu etc*], and it is remarkable that 

they should occur so early. There are plenty more, as in AY, vi. 118. 1-2, Ugrfcjifr, 

UgrampaSya. Misfcrabbrt though only two of these might be njEar&s. Clearly, the trorabflir 

of these nymphs is legion. HanskS (the name is a pro-Aryan word for *wo3ianP) ie known 

in the ^tikunfcalft episode for her seduction of Yisvlmitra- Her daughter ^akantulu it. 

remarkably enough, herself called an spaaras in the ^afcapatha Bmhmana (xiii. 6All). 
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She has bo me quite extraordinary featured, for her name Lb derived from birds having 

fed her m an oxposaed infant ; these birds were carrion- eaters, presumably vultures (AIM. 

1*67^10-11) and birds of ilbomen,, Qalunta. But Urvft&i is the moat prominent of these, 

and is- unquestionably a water goddess besides being able to Ira verse the air as in 

x.QS.17 above. 

The apflarosas ag water-goddesses appear in the legend of Ya^i^lms birth (BY, vii.33)t 

where the sage is surrounded by these nymphs (vii.33.9). Yaii^tha Ls apparently elad in 

the lightning Vidyuto jtfatify pari taiiijihanam (vii+ 33,10] which renal Is the lightning flash of 

the later Pururavas legend that disclosed the hero in hie nakedness. The actual birth of 

Ya&i5tha is obaaurad by ?ii.33,lM3 which report variously: ntfiai m&itTavaruya vai s?(Ao 

rmiya brahman manasa' dki $a tah. then apwrasah pari yajru vat is {hafy3 and then that he 

was boro irom the seed ol Mitra and Yanina proured into a kumbha, urn! and that the all- 

goda culled him from the lotus-pond : vifoc d$vaf> pu$faar& Imaddanlx. Being born from or 

because of the ap&aras Urva£J ami brought to human beings by the similarly horn Agasiya 

was Vasi^ha'a origin aa a Brahmin, obviously on-Ary an as we shall see later. 

Wo may note in passing that several apsarasas occupy such prominent place near 

the beginning of some royal gonoalpgy : Mounkii ( Sakimtalil h Ghpbiuilr Alambu^u* etc* 

The marriage had to ho in some way legal for aaoh a genealogy to be valid in patriarchal 

society, while it was no tor Eon i both by actual matriarchal custom and later tradition that 

the apsarm could not submit to a husband as per manat Lard and master* Thug RUvaija 

said bluntly In violating the sea-born nymph Rambbu : apsarundtp patirndiHi. and conscious 

neither of a in nor crinam This otisticle was neatly avoided by the aptar&s be big curbed to 

human form and mortality for a period. Kuliduaa Found this convenient in ascribing a 

reborn ap&aras as ancesErose to Biitna. in the Btb sarga of his Raghiivarpsiim, thougli some 

such tradition must have been current in his day. 

There is no doubt that the apsaras Is a water-goddosa Hike the Nereids including 

Tliotis, and most Greek nymphs with names ending in iHird), though her consort the 

Gaud Larva is generally in the sky (hut again the golden-booled Gandharva of tho deep, in 

Iranian mythology). Io RV. k, 10, 4-5, Yaina and hid twin sifter Yanai, tho first humane, 

are born of the Gandbcrva and the water-woman \ appfi yonri), being faebionod by Tvastf, 

even in the womb, to be husband And wife. In x. 35, Iho Gaud Larva seems to have special 

rights over all womenr especially the virgina. This partly accounts for tho apya kamyani 

of i. 35,10* and the child born from the waters* ja ni${$ apa mryaft. Of course, there see 

clear physiological erotic8" factor also present. Psychoanalysts have maintained that '"drawn 

from the waters31 is an old representation for just ordinary human birth* The treatment 

by Ereud and Otto Rank of this motive propounds that Sargofi, Moses, or oven Pope Gregory 

tho great iln the G*i!a Rvmanornm) being taken from the waters Uiko Karip in the 

Mbh.) is merely a birth story, the waters being uteri no or those wit bin the amnionic sac, 

Be that og it may, we do have two other points of support, 

* For tho antic algnlflcanca &F the watflTAr CGmpans tunjJU pflpwA f&ridpyC duha ol 

RV, i, W&X and BSf*ni Dn jfid*vi In I, 136.6 s *lw ihs MAnn* lAvh Pla™tKS|Ea-, nhaptor in I. I*j«, 

WmtQan't Rfefce, 
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I|S is a prominent goddess ip the TjEveda, remembering that goddesses in general 

are far less important there than the mate gods. She is associated with Urva&I and 

rivers in v. 41.19 : ab\i na i}a yllthtm* i*Sra sman nadibhirurmil t?a QF*0t* 1 wntaSi va 

bfhQ&divU (fffljirta a&hjiCnivw The Ayu at the end may ba TJtvaaT 3 

eon. The Mbb. teHs ns that Tlil was both father and mother el the hero, and the change 

of sex in later accounts ia clearly meant to link Furflravag to Mann in spite of his having no 

father; pot any Inown parent except I}fL Stioh changes are not link Down when matriarchy 

[a superseded (of. Tawney-Fenger Val. 7 p. 931 , Fraser Cfol^n Uot^^ 3. p, ^53ffJ ; one 

example is the Buddhist Avalofeite&vara, who displaced a mother-goddess, and is often 

equated to one, Kuan Yin. The implication is that Pcruravas is a figure of the trwai- 

tiooal period when fatherhood became of prime importance ; that is, of the period when 

the patriarchal from of society wag imposing itself upon an earlier one. We shall have to 

consider whether this happened in India, or represents somo extraneous change preserved 

in Aryan myths broughbt into India* But it is clear as far as i. 95 goes that Purdravae is 

pleading the newer type of enstom in marriage in the twelfth fi when he asks, who can 

separate the married pair as long as the ancestral fife burns in the husband's paternal house ? 

tThe plural iwiutwu is rather intriguing). That the Purumras of x. 95 is actually the sou 

of 1\R and net some other character is clear from the appellation PAi]a in the concluding lines 

of the hymn. He is mentioned in just one other place in the whole of the BSTO^a * 

ofpis UMWififpe dyowi pKnlroUftSi JwM® ittifHaHiJ (i. 31, 4), whore the 

word iBsnOfjfl may imply a separate favour by Agtri to Maud, and not necessarily that 

Pururevas is a son or descendant of Mann (or just ‘the humanP PurOravas); why thundering 

from tha sky h a sign of special favour ia not clear, nor whether that was the favour received 

by FurEr&vos rather than Mimu We have, therefore, necegsarily to concentrate upon Dryail a 

aide of the story+ more being known about her. 

To return to the birth from the waters, one may point out an episode whoso 

parallelism has been partially recognised, namely, the atory of Bhlsma (Gibb, 1-9Iff.). This 

great figure dominates the extant Mahubhftiratft even more then the god He is 

bom of the river Ganges^ who assumes human form to woo Frntipa* but accepts eonsortsfaip 

of bis son ^Dtanu Instead. Bhe kills her first seven sons by drowning them one after the 

other in the rivar. which is surely her own natural form: hence the gone are sacrificed to 

her if one ignores the revision. Tha eighth is saved by tha father's pleadiog, but then the 

river-queen leaves bar husband. That son is Devavrata or Gangeya (with two n*mcat dfliaawia 

as we are specially told in Hbb. 1.93.44)* later named Bbi@tn&, The change of name is 

occasioned by hie strict vow to remain celibate- This loads him tu abduct or capture, for his 

step-brother; tho tbrua daughters of the king of Klib named curiously enough Ambil* Ambikfi, 

AmbalikiL dfi thrw names mean "iitofW, and aTO connected with water by the words &mbu 

and am&ittfj* One should guess that l hey might be river-goddessesi oven forma of the Ganges, 

who has a triune imago at Elephants-. Their names are particularly notable because of their 

idint invocation in the horse-sacrifice (Sat. Brab, xiii. 9,8 3. etc.). Of the three, the two younger 

aro married off ta BhiSma'e step-brother Vicitravirya, who dies without issue, 'Bbl^ms is 

asked to beget sons upon them for continuity of tho family* but refuses though his vow is 
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really to no purpose bow. The eldest sis lor finds herself cast off by ^alvn, her former chosen 

one end asks Bbisma to take bfe place, but is also rejected. She vows to kill BMijma, though 

he has the boon of virtual immortality from hie father, being able to live as long as he likes, 

Aiiibfi commits suicide, is reborn as or is transformed after rebirth into the male Si kb alalia, 

and ultimately kills the hitherto invincible Bbi$ma in battle because he cannot fight against a 

woman, not even against a man who had been a woman. I might add here that Sikhaijdio, 

which means ‘‘created", and might be used of a peacock, ia given as name or appellation of a 

Gandharva in AV. iv. 37.7, ao that the narrative ie again doner to thB UrvasT story than 

would appear. BbTsma is killed by the river-goddess* whom he rejected ; tbo estimation 

that his opponent w&g a sexual iBTert will not suffice. 

Wa ifliy conapars the etory of BhL^dsa with that of the doomed h&ro of another Ar> an 

battle epic. Achillea is also the son of a water-goddess by a royal but human father. The 

mother dips him into the Styi to confer invulnerability upon him, not to drown him, The son 

spends some time dressed as a girl and living among girls as one of them. 

This ia accounted for as an attempt to keep him out of the fatal campaign against Troy, 

But tbo matter cannot be so simple, lor we have Cretan frescos that show boys in girl s clothing 

as attendants at a sacrifice or other ritual which is to he performed entirely by women. T,,^ 

must he some ancient story thrust upon the marauding, bronze-age, Aryan chief; the original 

connection between the sacred Immersion, ‘girls clothing and life, and the hero’s death must 

have been much stronger, It it be admitted that Thetis is also pro-Aryan in Greece 

Other ramifications of river-goddess worshipped are known (Jv Przylusfei : IIW P 

405 430 ), perhaps the Indian custom of visarjArto, committing images, end at times 

ashes of the dead to the waters, hearkens hack in some way to this tradition. 

marriage to mother-end river-goddesses was definitely known to he dangerous Us wi h a 

Dundee ) in other lauds ; it underlies the refusal of GilgameS to consort with Istar, and 

the A Wat and An'at story which, as is well-known, was periodically acted cut The 

gradoal fading of the danger is seen in the Manusmiti injunction 13-I9> not to choose a br, o 

with any Sort of terrifying name, among them specifically the name of «y river. * 3™‘ac 

caution la given by the unite practical and generally irreligious KamoiUtm 3-i 13- Thcr 

though tbo naming of Indian girls after rivers is common nowadays, and has « affect 

their prospects of marriage, the fashion was definitely frowned upon in «*•' ' 

tedly for very good reasons. On the other hand, theopwn, and water-goddess cult aurvn.s, 

• ^ ^ .-river With tor tody. 

in Ihevaua ™*wy . a cocky ^ with *~ ****»?£ »Ur- 

tb™ details BMmtoiudlc*te an «ri9tiii$ rirtf in the Gao P1,ns 10 . - IoES p*vi-g than, 

goddHS AmbS. Tha moral is that gottlog any history out of the ^ ^ ,lort ^Thcodpaitu 

fOI cample, writing Ibehistory of °*-*™***"" ** <***£” fUSf QM may CWM couture th* ihc 

and Maximus Horn the Sa*g tt w^lfnd. _W th* / 4 nl^ tt]oDg witfa themmnant. ot tha p«pla. 

baaio leganda come from the pia-Aryan KftfiM, tnil» - _ > tHt ,ad tbs eapital Hiiitinapiin is 

?«. Dhit»rik)Sra ia ontj a Barldhisi tojjcr.J as e *cif n- . - JrT ^^.1, iCTutth-immi {tha anriant 

Often called r%#para- SoromigOtJ P^scs to Xuihvj.bim ™lT *■ J_ „r,qa <lt Ir^ltisml myth 

Indian king s£*i»t» manned by *.*>*'-«) torn .a b* toW »■ ‘“1 

■nd legend : the jewel U atUl associated with the lahulons Ba:ced cobras. 

21 
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e g, near Poods, particularly in the Mava? region, the flvSWats-Aiirii of Sntavahana \uscrip- 

tions at Karle. These goddesses ( Mlvall-devi : **tha mofche^-goddeg0es1, ) have siven thair 

Dame to the countryp are identified with the seven apiaraV ( sal* asara }* and arc worshipped 

only in the plural* always near the water,™ whet her well, pond* or river. But they do not 

aeara to demand blood-sacrifices nowadays, such aa ether rustic goddesses still require at 

least once a year* though their anlcouic stones are coated with red mini om, or the goddesses 

them selves are symbolised by red streaks On a rock or tree* 

0. END DAWK-GODDBSS IN THE BGVEPA 

Tbo most important of Urvaii'a ssaoeiatians has been lost in most translations. This 

ia with Ugaff^ha goddess of the dawn and possibly the fef/utdciipS of v. 41. 19- In X- 95.2, 

Urva£i says that she has passed over like the first of the dawns* and this seems a mere simile. 

The problem then is to explain away the li-So in 4, and this is^dnne sn many different ways*, 

none convincing. The explanation I offer is that Urvasi has reached the status of an Utfae. 

and that this status is that of a mother-goddess7, not of a mere goddess ot the dawn. That 

was HER destiny, as being sacrificed was her loverPe. We proceed to consider this in detail- 

In x. 95. 8-9, we noted that the apsaras and her companions strip off their clothing ; 

that w&s also the way in which Mcnakii and others seduced the sages. Quite remarkably, 

it Is the goddess TJ^as who most often bares herself to 

the sight of men in this way. In L 193. lla she reveals 

her body like a young woman decorated by her mother : 

ficus Janparp kam. In L 124.7 us a hair&va ni 

ri'j/tie ojjjaA, she reveals her secret charms like a lascivious 

woman, or like a smiling one, as yon take hasrd* But 

in the aama fk she goes towards men like a broth orkss 

woman, mounting the throne* platform, or stage for the 

sake of wealth : afefcrajara pui/ua Hi pmSle* gartarttg- 

it'd sanarjA d/uxfKZflu?™+ where the meaning of gartdruk 

is not clear. Obviously the reference ia to one who 

has no brother to make a match for her. hence must 

display herself upon some high place to collect a 

dowry. Perhaps v. 80.4-S contain the oft ones t repeated 

mention of this self-exposure of the dawn goddess* 

hub bar rcvaaling her bosom and charms to men is quite common. Remarkably enough, 

this performance is seen often on Syro-Hittite seals (WP H. Ward t Seal Cylinders of Western 

* Tha Bikaddovati Lake* Snryii, Suvnya and avfln Y|£lk»p&jZ as lorms of Usas (Bfd. li. 10, vii. ISO-21) 

The apeach-piddiSM TOc ie tfecra equated to D argdh Sara mil, Umil, Yaml in the middle ipliere (U, 77) and to U?oa 

m il. 79-BO. Urv*£l h derived aa [U^ B,9). Making all pcasibin allowance for the synereli&tSc tendency 

d such pcflt-Yedin exylanalory works, it is clear that thaws goddesses had somelhiag in common. This common 

factor can only have been thair being mother-goddssEog. For Saramd and all other goddesses whoa* diiiqob tenub 

Data is rwr we have the clew though Me testimony ol the Anaarakof-a 1.1.39 : indwa lokamaiM 
rdaw, 

Big. 3* 
Detail of 
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jJjia, cbap, Ll where the Indian humped bull is ahownrat time? aa her pedestal. (Fig. 3) 

Thera is no shame attached to this: nodfctt immraifia prij/Sni, like a girl with yet im* 

mature breasts (nodfin ira, after G r ass m bed's suggestion I. We can understand the bewitching 

aptaras doing this, for it is her function to attract men. But why D.^sa ? 

Ia any case, why should this goddess of the dawn be so specially prominent in the 

Egredn, when ahe seems to have no important function ; her counterpart Eos is negligible 

in Greece. There are at least twenty one complete hymns dedicated to her. and she is 

important enough to be invited in the special sacrificial chants known as ftp™-hymns. In 

these hymns, with their rigidly fixed structure, Usaa comes just alter the opening of tbs 

divine docra, to bo mentioned either together with the night fitjasu-Bnila! or iu the dual, 

which would again mean the same pair. That is too high an honour for a more witch, or 

one wh* behaves like a betaera. Clearly, sho once had a higher position, tor which we 

mn^ij search td ok plum the stimvaL 
The former high position is not difficult to trace. She is the sun's wife on occasion, 

as in vii, 75,5 turyasya ya$a, bnt perhape hia Sister and also hie mother iu- GL! tvarjananlt. 

Yet this is not enough to explain her importance. In i. 11319, she is the mother of all the 

gods, a nmnen of Aditl : main depflJtam adiUranUam. Her real status slips out in a most 

important rcf&Tciun?, which is b a by mo dedicated to Agixi (iv. 2 - 15 K 

Ad ft U mtffttrapojrS sapta viproft jaymahi pratk&mTi vedhaso nfrc 

divas-putra aitgiraso ktoitMma a&ritfi rvjtma dhaninatp iwantah. 

f'We seven gages shall generata (or be boro) from mother the first nttosaanfioorg ; 

we shall become Angirasaa, sons of heaven, we shall buret the rich mountain, saining forth. 

U-fas ^as, therefore, a high mother goddess, literally Mater M&tufea* ^ow 810 CQEl10 to 

lose this position ? 
YaSi^tha Bays ronton* {viu i0.3\ where the aorii^ Plfl _ ^n3D 

seems to me to indicate that U^as had onca been but was no longer superktudy Iu ra a 

equal. The support for this is from the tala of conflict between tna two deities, Tin 

tion i. cot tel.Mt. to- IV. find It i. ii. 15.6, v, 138.5, .,73.5. but with Br„.t«t d.t.11 

io iv. 30,8-11 i 

flfrgd tifn uiryawi indm cakariha pMtft&y&nt 

s'riydiit yad dwhanayuvafjl tfadftir tfuAitawp divtih (8) , , - 
divas cid gha dukitaram mahaa mshnn mahiyamanan iviosav-. inira sw pW 

apa «$1 anaiafy mrat aha btbkyu$I ; ne V&t 4,d‘ *• i'wl- !(* ^ '** 
etad arp5 anafr iaye snsa^(?jaiTt sipaiyS ; sasSra iUfl pataoataly i t 

''This heroic and virile deed didst thou alio do, o Inira, that thou didst atr‘^ ^ 

(or till) tbs evil-plot ting woman, the daughter ot heaven. B«u. Tcr‘ V . 
heaven, tbo great, to be regarded as great didst thou crush, o a ra, 5^ e_ _ 
shattered wagon in fright, when the Bull (Indra) bad rammed her Her «gon lay com 

plelely smashed to bits on the VipnS (river), she herself) fled to t e ur> eS ln * 

Ib.t. i.«V..™ w m. a- f 

whose birth is ajanfeioued several times, aa ^ 
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of his prawefia in battle* In frafc, be refloat* the typical Aryan tribal waTubioftain. irresistible 

in strife after getting drunk on Sum*. Hie displacement of VamQ* is just barely tn be seen 

in a dialogue fiv, 43)- Indr* and the older chief god Tmb$T (whoa* position I have traced 

elsewhere) have no snob open conflict as this. To Keith, the wagon (anas) signified merely 

that the image of Ugas was carried around the fields in such a cart, like the Germanic* 

field deitiesi or Demote r» But why was it etnashed up by the new leader 7 Her fleeing 

to the furthest distance ie equivalent to her death. She is ascribed only an ordinary horse- 

chariot (raffta) in most later hymns. The ox-e&rtj like the archaism ii?w* must represent 

great antiquity. At the same time, abe is an ancient good dess in spite of her virginity and 

youth, which ate preserved by h&r being hern again and again : ptinak punar ja yam ana 

purSpI {L99. 10)* The only possible explanation lies in a clash of cults, that of the old 

mother-goddess being erne bed on the river Bcag by the new war-god of the patriarchal invaders, 

Indra, That she survives after being 'killed' c&u only indicate progressive, comparatively 

peaceful, assimilation of her surviving jra-Aryan worshippers who still regarded her as 

mother of the sun, wife of the sup? daughter of heaven. Her behaviour is reflected in that 

of apsarasas like XIrymfil* who degenera bo into the witches of the Aibarva-veda by natural 

development of the camhia&d society, which really and finally kills their cult, except for 

local survivals in villages and the jungle. 

The former (probable) role of Usjas as the mother of creation and certainly of the 

Angirasas—who claim affinity with the light-deitsea^oan be untangled with some difficulty 

from the extant Bg?wi*u Later mythology takes creation as resulting from the incest of 

Prajilpati with hit own daughter, the root stauzat being found In the RY. But in i.73*5> 

it is clear that the father is the sky-god (here a male though often elsewhere a female iu the 

same veda, hence a later Bet bn coupled to the original mother-god dess), while Us&s is 

emphatically the daughter of heaven as hath commentators and tranilators point out here, 

the progeny are the Angkasas. In iiL 31,1* seq. we have much the same theme, as also 

m x- 61.7, while in L 161.33* the daughter has become the Earth. This shows heterogeneity 

among Brahmin traditions. Her connection with later hetaomm may ho seen from 

Say&iWs comment upon the word vra„ whi0h he takes as a name of I3«ia, ns for example 

* Wbat Keith omitted from his reading of Tacitus. is of particular infcOra&L to ns, and I quote from 

H. Mattingly's trauBlaiioa la the Penguin Cl&ss'cs : +LThey am ddUngniihod by a commoa worship of N-ertbu* 

or Mother Earth. They believe that she interests hergstf to human affairs and nd&a through their peoples- In 

au island of ocean stands a saensd grqva and ia the giovr, stands a ear draped with a cloth which none but the 

pricat may touch. This priewt can £eel the preseaco of the goddess io this boly al holiae* and ntteads her, 

3ti d«p*at reverence* «s her cor ia drawn by kino. Than fallow days el rejoicing and merry-making in every 

place that tba honours with hflr advent and itiy* No one goes to war, no om takes up arms : awy object 

of iroa if> locked* away ; then and tbOQ only, peace and quiet known and prised, until the goddess is again 

restored to her temple by the priest, whan she has; had her fill of the sOfifty Of meo* After that, the Uat, the 

alothr and haliOTS it if you will, the goddess barseef are washed clean in a secluded lake. This fief vice is 

pnrformed by slave* who are immediately afterwards drowned io the laW* Io comment. Nerthuft is 

equivalent to the Aryan Nirfti, a doath-goddera ; the toe red gruvo, the BOCred lake sad sacridefl of slaves &T3 

significant s locking A Way all iron object j would probably indicate a etuRo-agc or bronEo-aga cult, probably the 

former* "Kejetoiag mad merry-making’1 would moan at least communal dancer and perhaps soma orgiastic 

feature* as wall. 
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1UL 121.2. and iv. 1.16 ; is fcha latter hymn, it would make much better sense to take 

U?aa ns tbo cow-mother, tbs goddess whose thrice seres secret ramea wore known only 

to the initiateSn ^ 
There is only one mots reference to OrvnSl is the K^vudi tir- 2.18 t A\ - xVtlL 3.24)* 

just after the striking mention of "D^is with the seven seers ; 

a yRthtva kxumaU paivo akhyad dwanofli %f*i iaiiim anty ttgra 

mart an am rid nr&a&ir e&rjsran wfike cid ary a upaTasyfiyefh 

The Uresis ate here in the plural; ayu can aftun ba takes A3 the legendary eon. 

or Some adjective Grassmabn makes UrvaSi also into an abEtrachicm der flense ben heieee 

WutLBche'i hut seeing that thB U?Ss do also occur in the plural, anj that TJrvaSi had 

Fig, 4- a. Fig. 4. lh Fi?. 4- r. Fig. 4h A 

%ia; Winged Hi tbit* god desa; 4. &: JlwpoUmUo Untt-aaftU nt bird-goddess (lillithh 

4. f: Winged IsUi at birth d aua-god from tha motmULn: 4. J : H*rappan terra cotta 
statnaUe with bird hea^-drc?«. 

become an U?aa before finishing with PuriTr&vas, there is no reason why we should not 

taka the word as still referring to the nymphs*. The proper translation of the second 

line, therefore, would be something like The Urvasis have taken pity upon mortft.3, 

even to helping the later kinsman Ayn\ Frosumably, the son and successors of Ails 

PoiiirjTM were not sacrificed, patriarchy had conquered finally. 
One further if rather slight bit of evidence points to the great antiquity o! such 

goddesses, in spite of the dominant patriarchal gods in the ^gveda. That is that they had 

wings at one time, a feature lost in our iconography that may he seen in the Hittito 

glyptic [Fig. 4. a), the Burney Ljilith (Fig. 4. 6) and a unique Mesopotamian representation 

(Fig, 4, c] of Tehtar, who is a mother-goddeas and a dawn-goddess, being also mother, 

sister and wife of Tammuz, the inn-god whom she frees periodically from his mountain 

grave. The epsaras traverses the sky, without being called winged. Jest where the 

JJgvedio seers got this notion is difficult to see nnless originally the sun itself was the 

winged goddess ; for wo have nothing like it in the known Indue valley glyptic, though 

’ In RV iv. 116,"the ffmta mm* be the multiple Uafta, as » sbown by »(*«>« m then pawns in Ihe 

Imbedding verfiCi parties I arly 1G and 19. 
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bird-headed figurines [Fig. 4. d)n ideograms of homtrsign.i with tour armsr and perhaps one 

(winged ?) symbol on a seal are found [M. S, Vats, E^cftrulions at Harappii, Delhi 1940, 

pL 9L2co). Gn the other hand Suparna is u4ed of the sun, which, reminds ua of the 

winged sundisc of the Assyrians ; in i. 105,1 p it refers to the moon. The only mala god 

with wings as well as arms is explicitly Viavak&rraan in x, 31X There is a winged demon 

supanjiayatn against which the Yaai^hss pray lor protection in vii. 104.2-2. Bat i. £2,11 

hopes that the gods* * wives would be with unbroken wings, nefihinna-patrak sacantEm. 

That the dawnsp or the dawn^night pair were winged seems quite clear from two prayers 

in distress - i KJ5.11 juparnd eta dialed and ma mam in%c patatrini vi dugdh tint [f. 59 4), 

These goddesses reduce man's life day by day* and so are death goddesses themselves as 

probably were also the terrifying bird-headed Indus terra-cottas. All the more natural 

if. as mother'goddees, one of them were to cause the death of her consort in a sacrifice. 

The tradition survived in the west, in the Sirens that lured mariners to their death and 

the Harpies. In India, the hat contact seems to have been with ^akuntalli, tha 

rejected ftpBaras, 

The Bgveda shows fainter traces of a different type of "heiaorisuT, which seems 

related to survivals of Aryan group marriage rather than to the cult of the pre-Aryan 

mother-goddess, though the two need not be independent. The specif]e reference may 

be seen in RY+ L. 167,4, where the goddess Radas! is common to all the Maruts, under 

the title of wdh£i&n\ (plus the incomprehensible wvya = fertile ?)> Whether this indicates 

fraternal polyandry [as I incline to think) or a form of prostitution is not dear; the 

question is further complicated by RodasI [with a displaced accent) being elsewhere equated 

to the combination of earth and sky. hence two goddesses rather than one. The Alvins 

are go-betweens for arranging the marriage of SHrya (with Soma in x. 85.8-9) hence 

originally of the sun-goddess to the moon-god), which woold make them her brothers ; 

but they are clearly bar husbands in iv. 48.6. which again is not a contradiction in terms 

of group-marriage of the alder sort. We have already noted the identity of Suryli with 

U$aS and Urvaii in later tradition, while the later hymn reduces Silrya's marriage to a 

still current ritual which can only have arisen by a human couple impersonating the divine 

bridal pair. The bridegroom [n Xw 85.36 takes his bride by the band at the crucial stagy of 

the wedding, yet in the very next fkt the woman is spoken ol as she who receives the 

seed ol [many) men: yosyaiji htjarp manuka vapanii, and it would be odd to have this 

generic mode ol designation unless indeed, in some older days at least, she would auto¬ 

matically have become the bride of several brothers, or clansmen.* In RV, 3,1265, the 

viAya irfl Ww OttflJVflTifflA seems best translated by Golducr'g die auf Karren wis die 

Clandiroen fahreud.-.V lor vi&yal} is feminine plunk Dime, prostitute, is rather a strong 

word to usGj and I should prefer to see here the nomadic common cl&u-wqvcB by group- 

* That these Jiipfffflflk tue L-UCi e rays a.9 s^yu-na And bd many cS-EQal Lran slatCTH take Tbc-TC is 

clear from th* tfqntim, for the EUii don nefe rise till the next j* B only the su ensure dawn a can bo meant. 

* AV, iiv. 2.1* clsarly supplements tbs Egredio emmemimb in the direction ei group marriage r Ciiii 

her hens, o men, natter yc swd^i the 17th rk hopes that the bride would be -not huiband-BlnyJBg', end ihe next 
that the would bo ArrrA-tTmo, The ooUmKt* evidence \a cTerwbe] piing. 
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tcarmges rid log bullock-carti which might Juab he a means of transport not new&asrUy 

connected with the older vehicle of tlgas, though we have eeea that Sly ana takes vra=- 

TJ-suts, twice The later word (or proatitate, from the same roat as n^Sfia,, presotnably 

denotes the wcnaao who dwelt in a house common to all men ; the ffafiiAn clearly derives 

from group-wives* In most developed societies whose primitive stages can still he traced, 

it is generally to bo soon that prostitution arises as a consequence of the abolition of group 

marriage. Both are being cep com it ants of a new form of property, patriarchal private 

property which replaces coPsmcDal possession of the means of production. AY. XT* showa 

the harlot prominent in vratya fertility ritoa that were nob generally fashionable. 

9. AiiVAN OR PEEUtYAN £ 

The character of Urvuil and her higher form U*as has been delineated in the 

foregoing, but wa have still to consider whether she was Aryan in the aaoiB Benaa is 

Indra. Vatuiii) Agni, or inherited from older oivilizitioB!. The intillelsin with Ishtar* 

Innaana* is unquestioned, but there would seem to be no direct etymological connection, 

though wo must mention the ingenious conjecture that fcha Indo-European word for star 

(afar in the KV) is actually derived from Ishtar and her symbol, the star. There is a 

lily-goddess in Asia Minor, probably soma derivative of Astarte, and prototype of the 

Hebrew Susannah. It is not enough even so tu point out once again the botaera* 

hie rodule-ba y ad e ra character of our heroine and of the mother goddess wbich she 

claimed to have become. For. admitting this, and the fact that such attendance upon 

a mother-goddess has no ancient basis in any Sanskrit test or scripture, wa should -still 

hnva to explain whathar the actQal templo cults of this sort still octant in India 

derive from religions outside India, or from the Indus Valley pre-Aryans. However, 

we find enough in the aitant literature for our purpose to complete the analysis 

without pretending to solve alt possible problems that may arise. It might be said 

in passing that Indian mother-goddess temples are a direct growth from primitive 

tribal cults, each of local origin, later brahmitiiaed- 
Of course, the question of some plausible mechanism for the adoption of pre- 

Aryan cults will he raised ; it will also he objected that, after all, the Indus seal* 

portray exclusively male animals, the rare human figures are demonstrobly masculine 

where identifiable. The reasoning is in full agreement with this, lor the seals belonged 

■ IshUr uiar not be the lady of thu like like m ep*™; bot aba is, like Ujm, the great motlitr, an 

eternal virgin. m well a, 1 hate**. Her symbol, the ^ht-pomted star, M*«i.t« her with the nemg and setting 

BUn us the-‘morning star,' the plana! YenUfi which ifl mala in The red oxer. I.... C - t a.. n ^ ^ 

wagon of Ue« might b* mom thin a figure of speech for the dswo colour^ ,f A « that 1M, 

etmnoaial carl wa* bitchai to rod W in Babyi™.- Both are immorLal *odfiss«s, bnt there Ja n0 **«■« 0 

'fervor Inters' to former V*as. Tbe Indian dawn godde* i»h«* -pi» and K*i». which ™ me te «M 

1 hem- a^aeateti •. that rebirth b ******* » UsaTb 
the equimlsct of labtafs desosnt Sato tbe Mthcr world, whrsh is properly equated te the long alay XUsua 

V«£.-. malm (BY. L W8 d*tfJton ^ "D fente.ticlly twisted by TU* to fierce an 

Arctic Isonifl for the Aiyapan 
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to a different set of people than the female figurines, to the men oE the trader class 

which was destroyed along with the homes behind whose massive* undecorated walls 

they had piled up their wealth. The wcm*n and their cults survived, either as wives 

or slaves, which would account Tor all the traces of their cults that we have shown 

in Aryan documents though at Yxrumo wilh the mode of living (not race) which U 
denoted by the word Aryan, 

Fig, 5, a, h, 

Hnrippm tlrjoo BUmetLa of dancing girl, originally dressed lEk« 

Fig. 4 d, as shown by peg-hok^ for hcrsddresi and lor girdlab«Kfl+ 

The Bgvedic references to tha dancing-girl are casual, as [{ the institution were 

familiar to all i yet temples of any sort could not have been pastoral-Aryan-yedie, 

there is no direct mot her-goddess worship, and we have Seen that the TTsas cult was 

smashed up by no less a personage than Indra. In i.93.3 we hear women chanting 

at their work, presumably rilual: arcanti uarir apa&o na mqtibhih* In the next ffc, 

we have tT?&B wearing decorative clothes like a dancing girl: adhi pesarmi vapaU 

flffllr tra* The patterned cloth appears again in u,3*0 figuratively, as the woven 

pattern of the sacrifice: yajrta^ya ptkast This profession of weaving clearly belongs 

to the women, and is in the process of being usurped by men, as I shall now show. 

In BY. v.41.6, the Mothers weave olothea for their eon, the sun. The night 

weaves the sun's garment for him in L115.4. and is & weaving woman again in 

FSyaiia on iI38-4 : vatlrat]i v&yanfi nanva mirify. Most significant for my main 

theme, TJaas is also a weaver with the night: usasa-nakta vayyd foa. ..fafrimp 

saprayami (ii.3.6). Therefore it is again natural to find the epsataaaa m 

vii.31.9 weaving the garment stretched by tha alb regulating god of death. Yatna: 

yamena iaia^i p&idhiTfl -ratfartiu*, In vii.33.1^. the sage Yasi^tha was born oE the 

spear aa, the jar, and the lake to take over the work oE these nymphs who are like the 

JloraB in weaving the pattern of fate. Nevertheless, men other than Yaar^ha succeeded 
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to less fateful typ££ ol weaving. The yajna being woven is nob only a oommoo Ijgura 

of speech, but the male seer ol ii SOLfl weaves his song, just aa the pstornal uncoa-to ra 

in x. 130.1 weave the sacrifice. 

This change over to p&tiiarcbal production must have occurred at the time early 

^tgvedlc society was formed from pre-Aryan conquered as well as their Aryan conquerors- 

Men seem always to have monopolized ploughing UtJST) while Brahmaijaspabi, a male 

priest-god, swedgea the world together lite a smith (x^iS)* 
We sre now in a position to understand why in s.9f>.4 Drvaii ctdimed (as an 

U$as) to have "given clothing and food to her father-in-law. That 10, though she had 

a dread ritual to perform as vidu?I in sJKUl, aha was initiated into certain arts as 

well which had been the prerogative ol her aes, and weaving was one or them. Thus 

the Siiy&na gloss mw^vMataR, clothing* is quite correct. The word later cornea 

***** i -* * * * . ^ * * ,r,rtr>: 
► 

Fig- 6- a- 
Fig. & 6- 

Fie. 6. „ ; Pot Eherd f«m (M«4vW)- arcs 1000 B. C, with pitted groap of d»n«r. « 

6.1 s id2 dta ta .dbl dr* 100 BO, fr. •». ta with mM pita* -« Ota <*"* 

to mein wealth in gee era], end the Brahmeuied renaissance with it* spicing aed 

embalming of the Sanskrit language makes this synonymous with o.Jl,r 

wealth. Nevertheless, the original meaning* ot the three main terms seem □ have 

been separata: dhana would indicate precious rmwtala. Loot genoral ; “J1 

origin ally denoted wealth in cattle and horses, seeing that pul « " 

adject ire so often; I take it, meant primarily wealth manu ac arei an^ , • 

clothing. Attho time of the Atharva yeda (AT te 6- U* weav.og must Jave been a 

household industry carried on by women, for home-woven garmen s are e e . . ‘ 

along with gold, as h sacrificial gilt; spinning, and weaving e nD ne0 ’- 

in the list of s good wife’s accomplishments in the Kantawtra (* 1- . , - 

ThEe raises the nest question, in what way did Ur vail supply ‘™d to a 

For the myas in question might have been merely ti50 res1J^ of her coo^og- ' 

n«M is Often gavaifl mdio. mother of the uM, *** the older pleughlesi h« str,culture 

33 
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may have again been a prerogative ot the woman, as we find it id moat primitive pieties, 

bat there is no direct evidence before os- However, we may dee archaeology and anthro¬ 

pology to solve another riddle, namely the multiple account oE Ya^tha s birth in vli. 33. 

vhere he is horn of the apsaras. the lotus or lotus-pond, and alec from the seed of 

Mitre Varuna poured into a jar. kut*hh*. The answer is very simple, namely that D 

KDMBHA is ITSELP -CHE WOTHHtt-GODDSsS in spite of the masculine gender of the word. It is 

known’ that prehistoric hand-made pottery, before the introduction of the wheel and 

mass prod notion, is fabricated by wnmen. To'this day. pots made by hand or on the potters 

disk in India are made by women, and smoothed by men with paddles and a stone unnl- 

block * hut no woman ia allowed to work the fast patter s wheel in India, so far as I know. 

Moreover, the pots generally represent (Fig. 6. b.) the mother-goddess, either hy their 

decorations, the oculi or necklaces incised or painted on them as patterns, or by actual 

additions to complete the imago. The latter has loft its mark upon the Sanskrit language, 

for the word for ear JtarHfl mains pot-handle as well, like the Soots lug. The Bnmayaiii 

demon Kumbhakarija may have had cars like the handles of a pot. However, other ancient 

names with the termination tens* can only be explained as of tohemic origin : Jatu^ arp^. 

TQ^karna, Mayurakarna, Hasurakarna, KbadQrakanja, ( cf. KUika on Pinmi .4.1.112, 

and the gayapa\ha ). .. . 
The npsaras in general is a mother-god dess, as would appear from the A\ hymns called 

mSfrn5*ani Later tradition, mixed as usual, is even Stronger, Uk$mi, like Aphrodite, 

was born ol the sea. She haB the name BamS, MS and ‘mother of the people1 ( Loka^ta 

ef Amarakm 11 29 ). This makes her a mother-goddess, *% should he all goddesses whose 

names have a suffix-*5 : Uma, RumS, Su&amn, Ac, But there is some reason to think of 

her as originally as apaaras, apart from her being born ot the waters. Though she >4 a 

goddess, wife of Vi§pu-Narayatja, she counts as sister to the sea-born demon JaLaipdbara 

f SJfeanda-P. 3.4-8, 3.4.14-32), husband ol the plant-goddess Tulasi-Vrnda whose story wo 

have already reviewed above. The reader knows that the original 'grove of Vpnda' {vri.tdavana) 

was on Kr^pVa home ground, in the goicuia at Mathura, according to ancient tradition as well 

as modern pilgrims* belief. Her cult most obviously have been separate from, and older than 

that of Kp^na. So Kp^na-Naniyaija being married to Tulasi-Vrndfi annually ia a comparatively 

I&to stop in the assimilation of a mother-goddess cult to that of a pastoral god. Certainly, 

Kr?n*'s numerous wives, like countless wives, mistresses and equally violated nymps of 

HerakUs, must have been mother-god desses in their own right before the union, the ultimate 

fusion of cults rounded upon the merger of two entirely different forms ol society. 

We have already referred to the terra cotta figures that prove the worship of the 

mother-goddess to have been prominent in the pre-Aryan Indus valley. I now suggest 

that the ‘Great Bath' at Moheujo-daro is ceremonial paykdra. This curious building, 

situated apart from the city on the citadel-sikkorat mound, could not have been utilitarian 

seeing that so much labour had to be expended to Dll the tank with water. There is 

no imagery or decoration of any sort, hut the tank ia surrounded by room3, 

which may have been used by living representative9, companions, or servants of the 

goddess, tbs aptarat of the day ; the water need not have been so libirbujly drawn, 
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unless for water-deifcieg to whom it wab essential. The range of Geemiogly un connected 

meanings for the Afford jau^fcarn is highly suggestive : lake* lottia, art of dancing' the sky i 

the root trom which it is derived, like the very close denotes fertility, 

nourishment, plenty. The whole nexus ol ideas is connected with the apsaraa though 

she appears in the classical Sanskrit literature only ns dancer and bourl According to 

the Dhammapada-atlbakathii iv. 3 and the preamble story to Jiitaka 465, the Licobayi 

oligarchs of Veaali had a special, heavily guarded, 

snore d inves tit are- po $kara—abhise ia-wango ta-pokk- 

koratfi, A bo at 120 A.D., Nahspina's son-in-law 

U^avadnta went lar oat ot his way to have the 

abhi$eka investiture performed at the Bokhara 

(sic) tank" ( EL 7, p. 78, inscription at NSsik). The 

Cambodian apsaras dancers of Angkor Vat are 

portrayed with the lotus flower in one hand and lotus 

seed-pod in the other, the first symbolising the 

puskarc. while the second is obviously a fertility 

symbol. How old the tradition really is may be 

seen from the Indo-Greek coin of PenkolaotiB 

(Fig. 7) where the lotos-crowned patron*goddess of 

the city Pu§karavali is portrayed in precisely the 

same way, with the name Ambi = mother-goddess. 
The datapaths Brahmans vii. 4-1-11 tells us that the lotus-leaf (pB*ltrqurt») ia the 

womb and in 13 that the pu$kara is the lotos-leaf. Thus Vusirtha's birth has 

a completely consistent account, multiple only in the symbolism UBed. The poire hats 

mention a PttMkarasali gotra among the Va£i§thas, The gotra is historical as Brahmin 

priest of that geos was priest ot king Pasenadi [Bighanikapa 4), and a grammarian of 

that name Is also known. The name means descendant ol pajiflW-sad, he who resides 

in the pu?kara, which clearly indicates VtfiStfhn. So does K^din, from which the 

Kaupdinya gotra of the Vasinas is derived. Neither the lotos-pond nor the apsaras 

that tarries there could be Aryan in origin. It would be difficult to explain the 

(andamental and distinctive role ot the lotus in all Indian iconography without relating 

it to pre-Aryan cults, for the Aryan-vedio center about the sacred tire. One may note 

further that one of the holiest places of pilgrimage is a lirj/ui named Fuvkari, Monti t e- 

with one of that name in Bajputana, but presumably representing earlier artihcia tan ■ 
of the sort. The puyiarn ia a necessary adjunct to every Hindu temple not actua y y a 

river i even in well-watered regions. 

Tha Mahnbharafcfl birth-story ol the hundred Kanraves . X ~ 
that they wars not born directly of their mother Glndhari but Irani JS^Q 1 _ 3y 

into which the undeveloped embryos were placed. Signilieantt) * um.f .a - n 

for harlot by lexica Like the Viavsko^a- Mesopotamian ftlyptio repreeea a two r ve 

flowing from a jar held by Ea or his attendant. As pointed onfe by Mr, 1 ■ j atD0 1 

c&in of PeufcfrlioiLi : 
KJi&ra^bi legemJ dariidii 

Amb\ 
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flowing Jar is & symbol of fortuity* Aa the Mari status of Ishfcar (Fig. 8) shows her holding 

it, and sea! 8&7fi2 of the British Museum shows the two mars issuing 

from bar shoulders, the guess would be justified that the jar was 

her special fertility symbol—bases the representation ol an uterus— 

before her displacement by mala deities The Vidhiira-pandit a-jit aka 

(Fanabdll 54&1 gives an extraordinary rule for success (aafka 1307), 

namely that a Jtumbha filled with water must always be reverently 

g a luted with joined hands. The udakitmbhQt urn filled with water, 

does not appear to be particularly important in the Ijtgveda, but 

h^e a vary prominent position in the Qrhya^tttYa&i and in current 

practice. For example, the bridal pair must circumambulate the sacred 

fire which is Accompanied by the vviter-jar, though the vedic god is 

tftffn alone, without the jar. Tbs fire is addressed in some Rgvedic 

funerary byo&ns, but again the water-jar plays an important pari 

in modern Hindu cremation rites, symbolising the whole course of 
the dead man's life. 

The Eathu'Barlt-sugars 70.112 equates the kumblta or a (a explicitly to the nteras, 

The equivalence may explain why the natfarSira ‘nine-nights* fertility festival to all mother- 

god dssaee begini on the first of Mvin by establishing a fertility-jar ighafa-*thap<m&)* The jar 

is set in some earth in which seed-grain is carefully planted '"to encourage the fields'1* The 

celfa of the image is decorated with food of all sorts. In the villages, this is the special time 

for blood-sacrifices to the goddesses. Women are the principal worshippers during these 

nine nights, even when male priests have taken over the cult, aa happens at the more 

profitable cult-spots, Thn festival ends officially with a sacrifice (often only symbolic, of 

flour, but still officially called fcafr-daraa) to Sarasvaii, and the vi&arjana of that goddess. 

Other parti of the country have their own equivalent observances, such as the Varalak^mi 

worship in the south. Here, the pot is decorated with a painting* or & silver mask qf the 

goddetflj filled with grain, set up with due ceremonyt and worshipped. The special function 

of the jar may account lor the remarkable fact that potters rather than brahmina are in 

general demand among many lower coatee, to officiate at funerals, and some other ceremonies. 

Their special hand-drums and chants are generally required for prophylactic ritual before 

a wedding ceremony, and sometimes credited with special power over ghosts. 

The foimbha as representation of a mother-goddess still survives in many south 

Indian festivals, of which the KaracS at Bangalore may be taken as a specimen. It is 

fcho special anneal fertility rite of the Tigai-isp who seem to have come from Forth Arcot, 

and are professional market gardeners about Bangatcrm The animal sacrifices formerly made 

to the pot are now reduced to one* the rest being replaced by cutting lemons, or by boiled 

cereals, In the final procession, the main participant {arcaba \ hereditary Tigaja priest) 

carries the pot on his head, but is dressed as a woman ■ his wife has to remain hidden from 

the sight of men all during the festival. The Tigala representatives, at least one from each 

family, cut themselves with sharp swords, bnt no blood flows during the ordeal. This festival, 

which is obviously not Aryan, has been Brab mini rad only during the loot 150 years, Is now 

Fig. 8, 
•Thtf Sfsri Tatar 

(alter Artirtt Bairot). 
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Rsisoointed with a tomplo dedicated to the eldest Piii.uk vs. Dljirmtraja, and the goddess made 

into his wife Uranpadi, the main eontotit*1 of the BEwsred pot being a gold fetish known as hef 

*aktL An Hilary Brahmin pirohlti (at present 4r| Vatika^rSya Vudyar* from whom I 

obtained these details) now attends even at the most secret part of the ritual which h 

performed in a shc-Uar with two Tigalas. one of them the Tign}i priest Mentioned before, the 

other a Ti ga|a who leads the way For the procession Kata rally, these secret rites tire not 

divulged, but the whole festival is obviously a women s observance taken over by mm, U is to 

be noted that though the Tigs las are a low caste. every temple in Bangalore Bends am Mol 

representing its god to follow in the Emal procession, atul on tiie whole* this may bo called the 

moat impressive local festival- The untouchables have a similar one a couple of months later, 

the real Xara|a ends on caitm (April) full-moon after nine days of obaem&aea and colebrat oos. 

The triple pot which ia itself tho Karogfi Eg not made by a Tigs [a. nowaday a, but by a. profes¬ 

sional potter. Nevertheless, it must still be made from the sediment of one particular artifiiml 

pond ; not turned on the wheel but hand-made, nud not burnt but sun Priori ■ the final procsB- 

aiom ends with the Karaga put being thrown into the pond, though the golden i*k(i represent 

ting Dr&upadi is quietly rescued by the priest for use again ncztt year. 

There are two different conceptions of death in the IJgveda, which gives several distinct 

funerary rites in its later Look, namely 14. x* 18, jc- 35. The earlier concept of death in 

tho RV is unquestionably going to sleep, tba tong sleep from with there is no awakening. 

Many of the demons killed by Indra sink down into tine eternal sleep. The VaSisflm hymn 

viii 55 seems to have begun as a funeral hymn, then mistaken for and further transformed 

into a lullaby. Correspondingly, wa have the lower level of the cemetery H at Harappd 

with extended burials. The dead sleep peacefully^ furnished with grave goods and supplied 

with jars that must once have contained the drink of immortality, Soma. This cemetery is 

undoubtedly Aryan, and the city itself to he identified with the Hariyiipiyu of vi.^7-5-6. 

though the battle mentioned there might refer equally well to conflict between two waves 

of Aryan invaders as to the first Aryan conquest of the city, When wo come to the top layer 

of cemetery H, however, the character of the burials changes abruptly. The dead adults 

survive only in jars, where their remains aro placed after the body had been cremated or 

decaroated by birds of prey. The custom is mentioned in all the major ritual books, such as 

those of A^v&Utyana, Kutyayana, and so on. snd the jar where the busies are placed is speci¬ 

fically called the fcumbha. This corresponds to the later Bgvedic concept of d&nth (i. lb 1.32, 

iu m«£!iryenn fffririip arttor^aftitpraja nirftim u vivtla), namely return to the mother's 

* Other ttntenta or* hmag repmsentina ihe five pantfavas, same nrdinary water. and Mime coeoannt water, 

belli ip euiftJl quantities* It seems ctirieue that cocoaout water should be included., and 6van mara that the Man¬ 

ana t, which cannot krt baen widely ctdLi voted in India tin altar thu titno oi ViwtHpilurti should play &a 

important part in virtually ewy Brahmin ritual today. Possible reasons might be the btuked Fruit t HMm- 

Hence to a ritual pot, with its hair tuft, herd shell, ocull. contend of tdifcta fSech so &lten divided and! distributed 

a# a sacrament, and of course tba water. The mnflipJo sytnboNsffi would be molt suited io fertility suits after 

blood sacrifices want oat of fashion* The Maoris viBUalire the COCoanut as the head of a slain low (Paler Baak* 

Te Raa^i Hiroa : YikinQM of ih* ^nri^P (p. 31^ The coir and the thfftt black spots OH the shell (of which 

one eftn be pushed thropgh easily by the human finger* a& by the growing caeca nut sprout.1 gsws jiu etcelleal 

tapravSnlatien of hair, eyes and mouth respectively, itbq to Indians, 
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womb, toil is proved very clearly in the case at cemetery H by the crouched position in which 

dead infante are placed within the jar ; apparently, the bodies of children could be aeut back 

to the *Tif>fcW directly, without being stripped of later fleshy accretions by fire nr carrion- 

eaters. Further guesses may he made that the star-like decorations on the jar3 are developed 

ocnli, hut this would need closer proof. Incidentally, we are in a position to explain one 

peculiar decoration in this later Harappan grave pottery, namely the peacock (Fig. 9) contain¬ 

ing a recumbent human figure within the disc that forms the bird’s body. If the figure were 

sitting or upright, it might have been taken for some deity. The horizontal position excludes 

this, and a reference in the Mahghhurata (1,85.6) clarifies the situation. There, the dead are 

represented as having been eaten by birds and insects of various sorts, but specifically by 

peacocks (Jilsta*(fc»). whence the figure within the peacock inuat be the dead man himself. 

The bird is not the common carrion-eater, so that he must have had a particular sanctity, 

which is confirmed by his being the companion and hence a totem of the river— speech— and 

mother goddess Saraevati. With the particular dame ftiibuif fta, he is associated with the 

dread god Budra-^iva. and a ttfUuMW of Skaoda as well. 

Fig, 9. 
DfltalJ ot paint*! toctfatc fCaftrury ttfn fr&s H&ripps, Caffietary LL 

A little later^ as in the &atapaih& Bramaw xiii. 8.3.8, the Barth herself beoomea 

the motbefi into whose lap the bones are peered out from the kumbha* but clearly the original 

mother or at least bar womb was represented by the pot. Therefore it is dear that YsaiStha. 

and Agaatyap in being hern From the arnk are giving a good Aryan translation of their birth 

from a pre-Aryan or non-Aryan mother-goddess- The effective change is from the absence of 
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tk father to the total dental of a mother, a good Marxist antithesis n era a alt a tail by the 

transition from matriarchy to patriarchy. After all, Aryan moans a particular manner of 

life and speech, not a race. Wo may conclude, seeing that os tended burial comes first, that 

the Harappan groups of Aryans bad not the general habit of cremation, and that the later 

idea of a return to the womb is acquired from some of their former enemies whose remnants 

after the conquest were absorbed by comparatively peaceful means, unless, of course, it 

represents a second wave of invaders. We cannot prove directly that the manufacture of 

pottery was also a monopoly of women in the earliest stage here, or that Ur vail U§aa was 

a potter. But ritual pots continue to he made by the priest's hand without the wheel, M 

in fsat. Brlh. XIV. 1.3, 7ff ■ and the spade with which the day is dug ia to he formally addressed 

hy the priest 'thou ait a woman', us again in Sat. Brab. vi 3. 1.39. 1 think that this goes 

back to the period when both digging (for agriculture) and pottery were women's work. That 

the mother-goddess should weave the pattern of her son's late and sow or embroider 

it (like Baku in ii- 3:1.1 sSutraitWpafr iUcyc^cliidvamanaua) is most natural. 

Another survival ol the mothar-geddesfl cult into later times Bcoms quite clear from 

the story of Aila PurDrava’a parentage. He is the son of a prominent (for the Rgvedal 

goadeBS, Its. and the Mbb says that Ua was both his father and his mother. The PurS^io 

account then changea Ila's sex. Ila the son of Manu having become a woman by stepping 

into a grove sacred to the mothor-goddess ParvatL In Mahara§tra almost every village 

mother-goddess has her grove, now usually dwindled to a thicket, though occasionally 

(as at Fhagge near Beds*) quite impressive ; hut there is no longer a tabu on male entry. 

Such places are to be found in other parts of the world, as for example, among the 

Attonga,10 where any man who enters the sisterhood house even by accident ia initiated as 

a woman and has to live like one thereafter. But this is not merely a later affair, for such 

initiation appears quite explicitly in the tfgvcda. though its meaning has been obscured by 

mythological accretions (as perhaps with the Greek seer Toiresiae). We have in viu.33.19 : 

adhah paijfawa mopari raifi lorH/fi padalatt hzra 

mu le taiaplo&au if 1an ttT* ** hrakmo baJASwIha 

"Case downwards, not up ; hold your feet close together ; let not your rump be seen : 

for thou, o priest, art become a woman". Nothing could be clearer than tins which shows 

( with the preceding r*s) that a male priest has been initiated as a woman, and told to behave 

accordingly. And this cannot he Aryan for the mother-goddess plays no part m the warr.ng 

life of bronzo-age pastoral invaders and plunderers, whatever their past might have been. 

The conclusion is that the Bgveda shows the absorption of a pro-Aryan 8tream ^ ^ “r ' 

which goes into the very source end origin of Brahmirnsm. Brvasis metamorphosis 

K^ss^JS£“rrs,S5S —»•—- 
qynninitffm. 
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Kilidisa'a drama is merely » la60 inversion of the original tabu upon male entry into the 

Mother-goddess's preserve. To this day women may not approach certain comparatively 

minor godi inch se the Yefc5]a, BiipHjI Biiblt, and at some places KUrttika-Bvarntn (Skftodft)* 

The yk cited above occurs in the Kaijva family book of the Rgvedn* The Kapvaa 

were demonstrably latecomers into the vedks fe> Id, like the Haiyapas, though the latter 

occupy a much higher position in later Brahmin tradition * The Kaijva Kurada is reported 

by several Foragas to have become a woman by bathing in a sacred pool; he regaina hia 

manhood by another immersion, bet only after a considerable period as a woman. Karada 

enjoys a very high position as a sage, being quoted or addressed from the Atharva-veda 

down ; yet beta still called a Gandharva in the epics. In Buddhist records, he and Pabb&ti 

are gods ; a KiTrada is a BrabmS, another a former Buddha E Most important of all* the 

Anukrnmani makes him and his brother or nephew Paryata joint authors of BY* ix_ 104. 

but with an alternative ascription to 'the two Sikh and id is. upm rasas, daughters of Kasyapa*. 

Referring back to the Bhi^um story whore that hero Ls billed by a Sikhaiulini metamorphosed 

into a man, one may recognize traces of a very deep layer of myth regarding the tradition 

of mother-goddess cults, apear&Qas, human sacrifice. 

At the end of &Bkuntala act v, the waiting heroine b taken up by a shape oE light 

which car rice her oft to the apsaras-ttrlha. At the beginning of the very next act, the 

nymph Slnumati {or Mi£rake£i) comes from that sacred pool to spy upon the hero- She 

has just finished her torn pf attendance upon men at the ritual investiture bath, *jam 

sflftiyflixflsflfl afthisfidAHttri Thus Kalidasa balances the Vikramorvailyam with another play 

where the ipwru heroine (whose name makes her & bird-goddess Ms rejected by the hero, 
directly inverting the original TJrvsai legend. The 'Great Bath' (Fig, 10) at Mohenjodftro, 

instead of being the 'hydropathic establishment' that Marshall calls it with consistent Inepti¬ 

tude* was probably the prototype of such tirtb&a ; consorting with the (human) apsaras was 

pari of the riLuab This would he the Indus valley analogue of Mesopotamian ritual hiaiotfulo 

prostitution in temples ot lahtar- 

I_Ibo{u 1 and suggestive parallels are to be found in Robert Graves a brilliant summary 

and interpretation : Tkt Gri&k Myth* (2 vob, Penguin Books* cos* 1C26-7* London 1955), 

Though Hera was married to Zeus, the children of her body were not his. The Btymphaliao 

bird-witches, the reality whoso destruction underlay a labour of Hercules, were her priestesses- 

They provide a continuous chain through the bird-legged Sirens and the Harpiee to the 

• Though negligible 3n lb* .tfgvcdft, the Kasyapafl had gained auffleiant sanctity by tbn time of ibe 

Erfhmtnta to rank high among thrir cute* and meet bare h«n apwially prominent in TJC and Bihar ol th* 

Cth wntnry RC, »a in teen by the way they have managed to write thnmsclvea into Jain and Buddhist legends. 

Hthavjra, who surely was ft Eftfttriya,» ascribed the Ka*yapa gotau The three (suppofird) Btsddbas preceding 

CoUnniEe Ei^yipu (Dig^uiKci^i Hj- Asiti Etafalfi shade team over the Infant Cictama. in the prophetic 

knowledge that ha bimadf will not be ilive whan tbo child growi up to attain Buddha hoed r At (La level of 

tradition that ia in all prnbalily historical, we read of Parana KaEiiipa 19 a leading a&ccLic toucher at the time of 

the Buddha and king ApU^itru. The thwe Knte&pa brother* had the greatest following among those converted E>y 

the Buddha hhnedf- BleMkiitapa eon vote i the Kut con noil art*r the Buddha's desth. which gives him virtual 

leadership of the Buddhist monastic order- 
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owl-faced female on a stale as Troy I. who had not yet become Hera or Pallas Athene, 

Mara was worshipped as Child, Bride, and Widow (like our Tulaai), and renewed her virgi¬ 

nity by periodio baths in the springe of Canathus, This means simply ritual purification after 

the sacrifice of her earthly husband, presumably the temporary consort of her chief priestess. 

Aphrodite similarly renowed her virginity by bathing in the sea of! Paphos, while Athene 

Tho 'Gnat Bath1, M cheap-dan. a doubtful partial restoration ; streets* 

of ena or mora upper stories an knows : tbs aetaal pool is K&* x £3 

and Artemis remained virgins. Nevertheless, a 'buebend- was formerly sacrificed to Artemis 

in far ions places, toys flogged once a year till thB blood drenched ar IIUlifc|S .. * 

Actaeon was torn to pieces by his own dogs for having seen her naked irntom 

horrified to learn that he had uncovered the nakedness of a godnlo^s (Aphro- i e 1 - 

nf love, and begged her to spare his life. Precisely » dlfl PbrftravM beg Kw 

his life, while the Waffc* 'mvati* thfl ieiWn Wb°n * 

S3 
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hs had broken the tabu by letting her see him naked. The sacred pool ia 3n evidence 

both in ihe J?7and thej&B* with Urve£i*s appearance as a swan reminiscent of the bird- 

goddesses. At At bans, the Vintage Festival was marked by girls swinging from the branches 

of Era gone's pine tree on rope swings ; this should explain bow Uryasi appeared to Pnriiravaa 

as antarik^a-pTa {JE7jl95.1T) just before the end. Her swinging high through tbs air 

was as much part of the ritual fertility sacrifice as the chant and the dance. 

Kilrada'a metamorphosis into a woman by bathing in a sacred pool surely points to the 

the renewal of virginity above. We still find living representatives of water-goddesses 

worshipped in the south, under the name kannir-amma or taftfiir'afttma among those who 

have not yet abandoned their old ritual for that of the brahmins. Patriarchal intrusion did 

not immediately abolish the sacred king's death by sacrifice, even in Greece. A surrogate 

was first sacrificed in place of the hero, and then perhaps symbolic puppets or totem-animals 

substituted. In some cases, however* the chieftain had to substitute in bis own person for 

the displaced high-priestess as Hermaphrodites by wearing false breas ts and woman's garments. 

So, Kilrada may have been some such figure of the transition. The Greek myths do not show 

direct transference ; there is no Indrar for example. Gurancs-Yarujja are common* perhaps 

both masculinized from the original goddess Ur-anna* Lady of The Mountain— a 

Mesopotamian equivalent of our Durgl which it is not possible to equate to XJry^sL Bos 

seduces a suspiciously large number of lovers insatiably* in rapid succession las did Istar): 

Orion i GephaluSj Claitus, Ganymede, Tithonus, dec. Though etymologically com parable to 

IJ^aai Eos is a Tit a ness, hence pro--Hellenic ; bar fingers were only rosy* while those of our 

goddess must have been red with human blood. The Hi Hite Me pit was not elevated to the 

rank of Eve as in Palestine, hut simply made Hebe, cup-bearer to the Olympian gods. Foreign 

deities adopted without the accompaniment of a substantial number of human followers 

generally receive a minor standing. The parallels we have pointed out above subsist only and 

precisely because the two societies underwent similar transition from matriarchy to 

the patriarchal form. 

The origin of the much-discussed sati immolation of the widow with her husband's 

corpse now seems fairly obvious. The first widow in Greek myth to survive her husband 

and remarry rather than enter bis darning pyre was Gcrgophono, daughter of Perseus* 

Widow-burning can only have developed from suppression of matriarchal tradition, presumably 

as a warning or precaution against its surreptitious revival. We must remember that the 

ordinary tribesman knew only group-marriage in both types of society, not the chiefs hieros 

games. So* 'husband" denotes so me chieftain or sacred king who gained his title to sovereignty 

(over the new society fused out ot two distinct types) prims lily by formal marriage to some 

local high-priestess or 'queen** If* then* the husband diedr there were ample grounds for 

suspicion that it was the wife's doing* a reversion to the old ritual. The mil custom would 

not only discourage this, hut act like a curious inversion of the older sacrifice, and count 

further as provision for the departed leader in the next world, Yetr the mil is her a elf not 

on the same level as the dead hero’s horse, bow, panoply and accoutrements immolated 

with him, lor she immediately becomes a goddess* with her own cult. The ancient but still 

reoited marriage hymn HY,x.0544 admonishes the bride : a-pati^hm tdki = 'become a non- 
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husband-killer1* This excellent advice ia followed op with an invocation to lodra to give her 

ten sons and to mike her husband the eleventh- This would carry the proper meaning 

only in a society which had oat completely forgotten that the husband waa once sent to the 

gods in sacrifice! but never the Son, 

The tJrvaSis faded away, but they are responsible nevertheless for the goddesses of the 

later pantheon that are married peace Fully to the major gods. Their living representatives 

developed what became—with the rise of a trading society and cash economy before the 

Mauryan period—commercialized prostitution, Significantly enough, the older, superannuated, 

state-controlled meretriccs of the ..-I rtJraiirsJm {2.22, 2-27) enjoy the position of Madams and 

supervisors over their younger colleague?, with the title tfiiiirAa used for mother*goddesses. 

They are also responsible for the unholy iDstitntiong associated with temple-cults in the 

least Ary moiled parts of India- Finally, they gave birth to two leading Brahmin clans, the 

Va&isthss and the Agastyas, When the jar-bom sage Agastya nourished bath coloursJs ubhau 

rar^ai* ptipo^a in EY. 1.179 6 it cannot mean two castes, but both Aryaefl and non-Aryans, for 

bo belonged to both, and his hymns show clearly the character of the compromise. Only 

intensive and systematic archaeology can decide whether tbo Agaatiyan penetration of the 

South is pure myth or has some connections with the great mcgalithic tombs of saints '* 
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CENSUS: 1961 

Ar M1TRA 

With her first census taken ic 1872. India will taka bar tenth decennial population 

census in Feb ruary/il arch, 1961, This is probably tlia longest modern census history tor any 

country m Asia and a tribute must be paid to those pioneers between 1864 and 1901 

who slowly but courageously worked out the details oE this vast undertaking. Looking 

beck on those first censuses, we find that tha preliminary experiments leading up to the 

first census of 1872 ware mainly concerned with the problem of coverage of the entire 

country and chiefly cartography. This was patiently worked out in 1891, 1821 and 1901- 

During these censuses, however, the Census Commissioners did net let the gras:; grow 

under their feet but skilfully evolved standard questionnaires, table forma aul economic 

classifications. Contrary to uninformed opinion, which seems to imagine that the pra-In- 

depondence censuses were little concerned with economic information, it is to be a -knowicked 

today that the economic classification of occupations which cat! still serve ns a model for 

countries suffering from an insufficiently developed economy and a preponderance of rural 

skills. In fact, the classification develops* to 1901 was unfortunately dominated by the 

requirements of international comparability it. 1911* ainca ^Inch date the Indian senses has 

been able to make up Its mind what to choose between an economic classification suite 1 to 

its own reality and the obvious temptation of adopting an international classification. 

Much baa been made of the Indian census a pre-occupation with castes and tnbus 

and cognate anthropological enquiries over the decades. While indeed * Vlty lw,r£;HJ 

valuable body of anthropological literature has grown round the Indian census, it nee Is to be 

emphasised that the Indian census has always been primarily concerned with demographic 

and livelihood tables. One is liable to ignore the fact that in tha preparation of age uud be 

tables India baa always been fortunate in securing the services of the most eminent actuaries, 

beginning wuh Sir George Hardy and this long line of acturial investigations since 183 

has provided to the world valuable devices for the construction of age and life tables out ol 

inadequate and often very unsatisfactory mate rial. A third important Tea Imre of past censuses 

is also insufficiently appreciated. The Indian census has never been bound ai-1 an j 

cast-iron tradition but has broken new ground at every census without necessarily losing 

comparability with previous censuses. Thus the Indian census has always l'-^d a gi*.a oa. 

attention to the changing scene and the requirement of Government, while trying to keep 

pace with the census quests of other advanced countries. In short, it has never re, c on 

its cars. 
It is good to take stock of all this on the eve of another great undertaking for a proper 

perspective. For in this task this alone enables the census-taker to '!*»*'• 

directions the forthcoming census must break new ground in order to be even modestly 

worthy of iti proud tradition. 
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I am afraid the preamble has been long ; it could not be helped if only out of nervoug- 

nes3 for some of the odd weaknesses inherent io an Indian census. The Indian census is a 

discontinuous organisation. It rises like a phoenix out of its ashes barely a year and a half or 

two before the census dateP winds up by the third year of the decade and than is heard of 

no more for the next six or seven years. It is only after 1947 that the post of Registrar 

General has been crested in principle although it has never been continuously filled by a 

whole-time officer. The census is primarily an administrative undertaking in which* for a 

short while, the energies of the entire administrative machinery are employed and then 

broken off. This imparls an empiric character to the operation which is not desirably for 

somethiog that is more than a mere administrative quest. The census is also largely an 

honorary undertaking to which, by virtue of the Census Act* about a million citizens from all 

walks of life are drawn in by a fiat of the law and all their devotion and good work over a 

fairly long period of time go largely unpaid. These arc the realities of an Indian census which 

severely restrict ita scope, accuracy and venturesomenefli. Bat there is also the brighter 

side of the medal. The Indian census is acknowledged as a national undertaking in which it 

is able to secure the loyalty and devotion of a very large body of officials and non-official a. 

which probably gives its results greater accuracy and greater coverage than If the census were 

to be undertaken by hired enumerators. The census is still regarded as a national task £n 

which everybody feels it is his duty to be interested and to help with everything in his 

power. Over the years the census has won a friend in every citizen and no enemies at all. 

The enthusiasm, probity and care with which the least little census query is attended to from 

every corner of India is a matter of which one feels immensely proud, for the census is 

universally regarded as a standard impartial enquiry which throws up its figures without 

Fear or favour, to be utilised by anybody who likes to do so * while officers concerned with 

census-taking have maintained a consistent standard over the last hundred years of fearless 

analysis no matter whether such analysis embarrasses the prevailing Government. In short* 

no census officer has felt himself called upon to justify the policies of any particular 

Government. On their side. Governments also have appreciated this Fearlessness and 

permitted their census officers a degree of freedom ordinarily denied in ether walks of 

administration. 

This brief background is perhaps necessary to appreciate the task he Fore the 

population census of 1961. This year will coincide with the completion of thg Second 

Five Year Plan and the commencement o! the Third, for which preparations are 

already under way. The question whether a country is over-populated or under¬ 

populated ia largely irrelevant except in the context of whether the rate of growth of 

national income and national wealth out-paces or is out-paced by the rata of growth of 

population. A faster pace in the rate of growth of national income will take care of 

the surplus population born every year and of the increasing survival rate of the 

population already born. A slower paca will upset the balance and create serious 

problems which may hamstring all the plans for progress and development* So we 

need to measure carefully the rate of growth of Indians population not only as a 

whole hut for its several States so that the Planning Commission may be equipped with 
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facts of the r flati vo densities id 6 iff a rent parts of the country in order to plan tbs 

distribution ol future industries and irrigation projects. Further, the changing rata 

of survival caused by a slow but steady rise in the expectation of life ; presents even 

more complicated problems in the matter of looking after the population which has 

already reached the age af 20 by 1961. Changes in tbo ratios of children and young 

persons at school and college will dictate an expansion of educational facilities while 

changes in marital habits and migration will cause greater concern to the Ministries 

of Health and Works, Housing and Supply. In 1961, migration in the population 

census will as sumo great importance not only on account of the unprecedented develop¬ 

ments in industrial enterprise in both public and private sectors, hut also on account 

of the fact that even if no such development were strongly noticeable on tbo surface, 

tnoro and more people from the rural arcus would continue to offer themselves for 

employment in the wage market. The reason being that once urbanisation gains 

momentum, it seems to create a vortex in which an over-widening rural hinterland is 

inexorably sucked in. Thus in 19G1, urbanisation itself will pose questions to census takers 

in a form quite different from the past, boa suae the total number of people flocking into 

and aroond cities, relentlessly forcing slums on them, will be apparently quite out of 

proportion to tbo rate of growth of industries, urban services and avenues of employment. 

Henceforth, for several decades at least, we may well expect a breathless rase between Persons 

offering themselves for employment in and around nrban areas and the opportunities of 

employment that these areas will offer. This inter-acting spiral will have momentous 

consequences on the growth of towns and cities, especially big cities, which will perhaps put 

to the teat all the ingemousness and skill of town and country planners. The next 

population census will provide exciting scope for this branch of enquiry. A significant socio¬ 

logical consequence, ancillary, if not direct, may be reflected in changes in the composition 

of households which engaged the attention of the Indian census for the Erst time in I9nl. 

The predominantly male sex ratio observed in urban areas will intensify certain social, moral 

and hygienic issues. 
While the investigation of religious and social denominations will he confined to is 

requirements at our Constitution, the census of 1961 will demand thought on the classifica¬ 

tion of returns of mot her-tongue. Hitherto, that is up to 1951. tbs working pr mm pie has 

been to return all moth or-tongues no matter how small a number of people cla.med any one 

of them. Thus it was not unusual to find mother-tongues spoken by as few as two or three 

persons or even less. So Long the quest has been to explore the utmost linguistic range m 

this Sub-Continent. This has helped to classify and docket groups of languages of a bewilder¬ 

ing variety, sometimes to a point where aU distinction between language and dialect is 

lost. While the unity of India does not by any means insinuate that her tremendous diversl y 

should be last count of, it wiH nevertheless be desirable at the forthcoming cans us carefully 
to sift and rationalise the families of laoguages and group djalects under them, for : » big 

time new to rid the census tables of such apparent frivolities as languages spoken by one 

or two or even three persons. This is a task which will reqmro much dose serutm* by 

learned men and the Qenflus office will be v'ery grateful fcQ w e'r 
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The cficsu? of 1961 Tv-ill continue to yield comprehensive figures of illiteracy, literacy 

m 1 moiBiirea ot educational attainmeets* lb will probably record in a big way tbe tremendous 

strides made in the eradication of illiteracy aod the advancement of learning. It will 

also expose the patches o! under-developed areas whero efforts will need to be intensified 

tor the spread of edHaitian. 

These will be among the demographic social and cultural enquiries that tbe census pi 

1961 will address itself to. But the overwhelming emphasis in the forthcoming census 

will be on the lines enunciated! by Sardar Yallabhbbai Patel an the eve of 1951 census. These 

will be the Bflonomic questions. 

The main feature of the Indian scene is still the preponderance ot agriculture and home 

indnatries. Tbe number of persons employed in organised industry, that iSi io establishment* 

registered under the Factories Act, is still very much below five million against an estimated 

population of 390* Our foremost Statistician in the country one a made a casual but 

significant observation to mo in private conversation that it is hardly worthwhile to deploy 

ell the resources of the Indian census to attempt a detailed enumeration of less than five 

mills an people* I have remarked above that it is possible to argue that after 1901 the 

energies of the Indian census were largely devoted to bringing in line her occupation-ettm* 

industry class!tic aLion scheme as close as possible to that adopted in Western countries, 

Thus* much of the valuable classification developed in \BB\ and 1901 was allowed to 

go unattended. instead the Indian census carved out several a si (-sufficient anJ 

apparently mutually exclusive uni verses of livelihood elapses in which workers and 

dependents were clubbed together to produce na*t concepts. But one should like to 

think that by 1961 India's economy will have unfolded in such diverse ways that it 

will be more important to go in for an analysis of actual workers by age, sex and 

other characteristics in a more searching manner than to have Several seemingly neat 

broad li veil bonds in which workers and dependents will be clubbed together to form 

not very meaningful universes. 

One of the tasks of the forthcoming census will be to attempt two separate 

ttibles of occupational and industrial classification instead of one omnibus table as has 

obtained hitherto. This seems to be dictated by tba growing needs of the Five Year 

Plans owing to which a picture of tbe fall range of occupations and industries 

classified by broad age groups, sex and several educational categories are desirable 

in order to obtain the range of manpower resources. This is not all. On the 

occupation side, there needs to be two mutually supporting sub-tables: one setting 

forth the traditional skills iu the rural and urban sector* allied to household industry 

and email enterprise which may run to about 360 catagoriss, and tbe other oa the 

modern skills in organized industry, professions and businesses which will more fully 

correspond to the international occupational classification. Such a two'fold table will 

tally bring out the difficulties inherent in the problem of conversion of traditional 

skills to modern ones in organised industry. This already Is matter of vital concern 

to the Planning Commission and the Government who arc exercised over the proper 

utilisation of available manpower, To illustrate this with an example. Hitherto all weavers of 
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coltqu have ha an shown und*r one head, no matter whether a weaver works in a 

an par high draft modern cotton mill or on gold and silver brocade or a small pit 

loom working on cotton above ISO count. Tlio latter worker will find it exceedingly 

difficult to adapt himself it drafted on to a super high draft cotton mill. He will 

probably feel utterly miserable and frustrated and unable to work. So for these two 

categories' it would be rather pointless if the Planning Commiston found them clubbed under 

the same digit of available manpower. To take a second example- A very skilled worker 

on cloisonne, metal filigree or damascene is avowedly a worker on metal So w another who 

works on metal alloy* for a modern medium or light engineering establishment. Hut the 

latter is used to entirely different working conditions and skills from the former. Hare 

agoin conversion of skill from the former to the latter might be well-nigh impossible. 

Yet there would be a temptation to club the two metal workers together which 

would be ’confusing. This is a problem which the, USSR faced ^ 

her first plan. The first USSR census of 1936 threw up many “ 

which were incapable of conversion to modern organised industry and yet these men 

of long experience and great skill could not be allowed to go M* to r. So I^ 

Soviet Union decided to have small sectors of hand mtias iy io W nC , . , 

conld be utilised and not condemned to die. The handicrafts and household mdustry 

sector in India will continue to loom large lot Qu!t0 St,me 1 . 

Oo^lln and the Government will therefore be M ^ k> 

the traditional skills can be properly utilised in the old sector or safely displaced 

^ **» * r 
oocupatioos in organised industry needs to bo questions of the 

in order to supplement the information c* ™ ^ ^ qJ Jn highly developed 

forthcoming census, Full inform mod on < Irofars,bty he obtained from each registered, 
modem industrial organisations m India could preferably » 

“”o.«. - «-«. -a. - <« - z ss* 
«— - “"^“1. "SEX. - ■« 
whether: tbeihausehold has any inn us ry - i , emuloyed while on the slip for every 
hired labourers in addition to members o: c a mi y ‘ ^ pla^ o{ Wort can bo elicited 
individual, his occupation, indnetria! grouping, ^ ^ ^b]iahm6nte which will l» beyond 

for class ideation. There willhs a large .<' - uire1BcntS of the Factories Act. These 
the scope of household industries and s or c - ^ ^ ^ ^ £Q por ellift 

will bo establishments outside the household passed to take 

without power and less than head, of L of the 

count of these establishments at the house S wteoD3 employed and whether or not 

product manufactured by the establish men , - information on 

power is used. This bouselist ™ i ti „ith the Ministry of Commerce 

«— - * — *ut - 
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which that Ministry may draw Uter for further i uvea tig ations oo productivity* capital 

investment-, employment, etc. 

This very brief account may convey an impression that we are considering an India 

dominated by money economy and some of n& may be wondering what the forthcoming census 

will do to attempt to unravel the complesltiefi ot the overlapping sectors ot subsistence and 

money economies which is the true reality of present-day India. For even now almost 70 

per cent oE our households produce in order to consumo and not to market the product and tor 

them such concepts as enterprise or gainful employment or working for pay or profit are almost 

entirely inapplicable. This is a matter which has challenged 11 ij Indian eons us from decade 

to decade and one does by no means feel certain that the forthcoming census will ha able to 

tackle it completely. But it will make an attempt in tha farm ot several quest ion 0 

put directly to the household as a whole and not to individual^-. These questions will include 

bow much land, if at all, does the household cultivate how much of it is from Govern¬ 

ment, how much from private persons for cash, kind, labour or some other arrange¬ 

ment and how much land has bean given out to others, how many members of the 

family are employed in the household's land and how many hired labourers. The 

second set oE questions to the household will ascertain whether the household has 

any industry or business locate! within it, and if so, the name oE the product, how 

many members of the family, apart from hired labourers, are employed m this 

industry. It will be appreciated that if this information is tabulated along with age: 

sex and Rise of the cultivation holding, together with the number of hired labourers 

employed, it should be possible to oblain a fair picture of how many households are 

likely to produce lor the market on their land and how many produce goods for 

the market with their household industry and what roughly i& the coverage and 

employment under subsistence economy. 

Such an enqniry naturally leads to bringing out to the open the important contribution 

of the housewife and the family worker in the Indian household who work □either for pay 

or profit nor for gainful employment nor in any strictly economic enterprise, nor for payment 

of wages and yet hold their own and make a vital contribution. Although there are many 

impediments that have worked quite powerfully in the pastj seeking to prevent appreciation 

of the contribution of tha housewife or the family worker, a very pointed probe in their 

search may work cot unsatisfactorily in 1961- In addition, it is hoped to bring out the 

cumber of persone who cannot be regarded as strictly working, viz,, students, retired 

persons, receivera of agricultural or non-agricultural rent, dividends, interests, etc., beggars, 

vagrants and persons of unspecified source of income, inmates of peiuh mental and 

charitable institutions ^tid housewives who do do work at all except domestic duties. 

Furtbermora, the next census will endeavour to register the figures qf parsons offering 

themselves for employment in the wage market for the first time and persona who have 

been employed before but are out of employment now* For the last category it would 

have bean desirable, in order to include them in lbs labour force, to find out how many 

of these people, employed before but now unemployed,, were previously employed in what 
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occupations. But this may be too complicated to be put through successfully by the average 

census enumerator and may bays to bo given up. 

A draft schcdulo-cum-indlvidual questionnaire wag evolved In consultation with 

demographic experts, vatioua hlinigtrlea and SUtu Governmenti. The State :Statistical 

Bureaus and various specialised bodies have very kindly pro-tested them in the field. The 

results of these pre-teats are now available whereafter draft tabulations have been under¬ 

taken centrally in the Registrar General's office, A second draft schedule baa been devised, 

based on the experiences of the first pre-taol# which will be tried out by State Superintendents 

of Census operations. Those pretesting opportunities on a very wide scale have bean the 

first of its kind in the Indian census tradition through which it Is hoped to standardiae 

concepts, definitions and illustrations obtaining for the whole country and to control 

them strictly through translations in the regional languages. Thus it may ba possible to 

obtain a measure of centralisation of coocaptSi definitions and methods whereby the 

forthcoming census may expect to be more qI a central operation than a string of State 

operations each with its own concepts, definitions and methods. It may thus be possible 

to obtain strictly comparable figures, State by State, which will be a step further towards 

international comparability, for it ig proposed to accept in principle the international 

classifications of occupations and industries, to be departed from only when local 

circumstances unavoidably demand such departure. It will be th# duty of the Census 

organisation to report the reasons for snob departure to international authorities to keep 

them thoroughly conversant* 

Clearly in such a task the Census organisation considers it Its duty to pay the 

utmost regard to any suggestion or recommendation from whomsoever it may be received,, 

for this ii a groat national undertaking in which every individual should racogoiae hi* own 

responsibility and come forward to help. 

Read in 

Indian Stfmoe Conor**** 
Symposium on "X9G1 ; Population Ceneua of India,'1 
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pretty! A smart girl knows 
the wonder that Sordine 
face cream can do. It’s 
regular use cleanses and un¬ 
covers finer and brighter 
skin. It's fragrant too! 
Look prettier through 
Bomline-canc. 

BOROLINE 
Distributors : 

0. DUTT & Off., 16, BOM FI ELD LANE. CALCUTTA-1 
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MtXVUJTJt*# JM am — 

Ambassador 
N*w supe r-efficient 

OVERHEAD WAIVE I MCI HE 
mika it til* Beit Sup!n I nd i-i today1 ! 

1. 

A 

* Exiting pick-up, surging power for safe 

overtaking, superb performance and re¬ 
markable Konomy are what you get 
from the bJg Ambassador. now equipped 
with the Vigorous new OVERHEAD 

VALVE Engine. 

The introduction af the ntw OHV engine 
puto the beautiful Ambassador way out 
fn front, giving added ilgntf emet to Its 

many proved and ejcduilv* asset* : More 

room to relax In : more comfort to make 

long Journe/I pl«afunble; more space 

in the luggage boot ; and now* nwe 

oflkkncy and more economy. 

OV£AhlCAO VALVE EktLihl 

tvtryon* egrte^nnd you wUf, too: In indta 
lodoyj tfw SJg Amboisodor fo the bwt buy* 

HINDUSTAN MOTORS LTD. CALCUTTA, 
Au-ct*#rtyMI t ^H-i i 

Dealers ; 

M *. India Automobiles, 12, Govt Place East. Calcutta. 

I for Calcutta X 24 Parg.mas ) 

M s. Walford Transport Ltd, 7i Park Street, Calcutta, 

(for other districts of West Bengal) 



We serve ygu and your Industry 

ORIENT PAPER MILLS 
Mannfaeture 

For Packing: 

(a) M. G. Bibbed Kraft 

(M M. F. Uarihbcd Kraft 

U) Waterproof Krafb 

(d) Crepe Kraft 

For Writing & Printing : 

(o) White Printing 

(i) Cream*Laid 

(c) Semi-bleached 
W) Unbleached 

For Packing & Wrappping : 
Brown Wrapping 

ORIENT PAPER MILLS LTD* 

Managing Agents ; 

B1RLA BROTHERS PRIVATE LIMITED 

8. India Exchange Place Calcutta—1, 

For Making Boxes* Cartons, etc, 

{a) Carton Board 

(fi) M. G. Grey Board 

le) M. F. Grey Board 

(d) Triplex 

(«) Duplex 

(/) Cartridge 

foi Ticket Board 

(ft) Cover Board 

d ) 

SYMBOL OF DEPANDABLE & DURABLE PAINTS 

For 

INDUSTRIAL AND DOMESTIC USES 

NARAYAN CHOWDHURY BROS. PRIVATE LTD. 
2, DALHGUSIE SQUARE, CALCUTTA—1. 

Telephone : 23—3461 & 23—4806. 

Factory: 4. JAHURA BAZAR LANE, 

CALCUTTA—31. 

Telephone * 46—4221. 



DIPT! LANTERNS 
—Need no introduction. 
Their amazing popular¬ 
ity speak of thdr qua!i(y3 
trouble free service and 
Low consumption of 
Kerosiac. 

The trade name Dip Li is 
a hall-mark of quality. 
It offers both service 
and satisfaction. 

JANATA KEROSINE COOKERS- 
Articles of indispensable household 
utility; simple in operation, sturdy in 
construction and remarkable in per¬ 
formance, these Kerosine Wick Stoves 
help you save time and fuel. 

NO DIRT* DUST, FUMES 
OR FUSS* 

ECONOMICAL & ABSOLU¬ 
TELY SAFE, 

SPARE PARTS AVAILABLE 

THE ORIENTAL METAL INDUSTRIES 
PRIVATE LIMITED i 

77, Bowbazar Street, Calcutta*!!, J 
PATENT NO 62354 



WOBKS 

BF 

B. M. Barua 

Asoka 
* AND BIS 

INSCRIPTIONS 
Rs. 15/ 

Rs, 3* 12 nP. 

NEW AGE PUBLISHERS PRIVATE LTD. 

14. BAN Kill CHATTEBJI ST.. CAL0L’TTA-12 

GODE MARKET, NEW DELHI 1. 
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Central Archaeological Library, 
NSW DELHl^T 

Call No W/ SKy p&- 

Auti«—fQ 

1 

—"11 

k*irafr*r So. 

i— -— 

—■—^ 

Daio or rh i.l« DA,LjO of R#£LLffl 

1J IN~ tfy»71 

"A book ikti is shut is but a block' 

^C**eolO<?/c 

■v 
<o>’ C. 

GOVT- OF INDIA ^ 
& Department of Afdiaeolo£7 

O NEW DELHI 

Please hefp ua to keep the book 

eleaa and moving. 


